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Abstract

Emily Dickinson’s collected correspondence creates an autobiographical record of
her textual self-construction. Despite her reclusive lifestyle, correspondence
permitted communication with a dispersed and select readership. Her epistolary
personae construct this accessible presence despite her physical withdrawal. This
dissertation explores how her interpersonal textual strategies closely follow the kinds
of interactions sought in face-to-face encounters to form intimate, lasting friendships.
The complex philosophical issues associated with self-consciousness and identity are
enacted and discussed in Dickinson's letters because her textual self-construction
became a significant relational activity. Identity construction and role-play allowed
her to speak in a society that pressured women to remain silent. Her roles as letterwriter, storyteller, intimate confidante, thinker, and poet will be closely examined
here. Besides these epistolary personae, her innovative linguistic style transformed
letter genre by combining poetry and prose to create a unique textual voice which
allowed her to articulate her experience as a woman aspiring to literary achievement.
Close textual analysis reveals how epistolary interaction influences the texts and
writers who engage in it, as well as the interpretive challenges for readers who
attempt to chart these textual companionships over time through access to the
collected letters. By recording her ideas in epistolary text, Dickinson left to posterity
a detailed portrait of her complex and passionate identity.
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PREFACE

This project possibly had its origins when I was eleven or twelve. In the basement of
our family home, there was a large storage trunk in which two children could have
easily concealed themselves. The trunk was covered with a plastic sheet, and supported
a large, portable oven on its lid, so to get the thing opened at all was a major
achievement. I was able to lift the lid and brace it against my shoulder while rummaging
with my free hand, but the weight of the oven, the lid's sharp edge and the awkwardness
of the position always prevented me from being able to explore for more than a few
minutes. Mostly, the trunk contained woolen clothing, liberally treated with mothballs.
But on one memorable occasion, I penetrated to the very bottom sediments of its
contents, and found packets of letters bound together with string.
I did not know they were letters, at first, nor was I overcome with curiosity. I just
slipped one at random from a bundle and found that it was a letter from my father to my
mother during their four-and-a-half-year separation while he was stationed in New
Guinea during World War II. They had married in October, 1940. He was drafted on my
mother’s birthday, January 11 and sent to training camp. After the Pearl Harbor
bombing, he was called for military service and left for New Guinea on her birthday in
1942. They did not see each other again until the war ended.
My mother wrote to him every day, sometimes more than once. These packets
represented his surviving correspondence to her. I read three passages. One letter
described a supply truck disappearing into quicksand. Another explained that my father
had been invited to join the officer training program. And the last concluded with this
comment: “I am grateful that my mother taught me to appreciate quality so I would
recognise it when I met you.”
I dedicate this work to the couple who conducted that correspondence.

§§§

INTRODUCTION:

Epistolary Autobiographics and the Letters of
Emily Dickinson
“…Few things have happened to me more worth remembering than
Schopenhaure's thought or the music of England's words.”
— Jorge Luis Borges, Buenos Aires, October 31, 1960.

Emily was the eldest daughter of Amherst's prominent Dickinson family. As she
matured, her reclusive and eccentric behaviour contributed to the mystery that
surrounded her. Although she described her relationship to sister Lavinia, with whom
she lived throughout her life, as “early, earnest, indissoluble …”1 Lavinia's apparent
surprise at discovering Dickinson's extensive poetic project suggests that the poet
concealed herself and her literary activities not only from the community, but also from
her closest associates. Family hostilities and conflicting early critical response to
Dickinson's poetic innovations have exacerbated the problems illustrated by the
continuing saga chronicling publication of Dickinson's work. Her determined effort to
circumvent print publication in her lifetime added difficulties to the later editorial
treatment that her writing received. All of these circumstances help to fuel reader desire
to discover more about this writer, who observed: “The Riddle we can guess / We
speedily despise — ” (P1222). She ensured there would be no easy solutions to the
problems she both deliberately and inadvertently devised for her textual interpreters.
Personal letters, comprising an archive of Dickinson's self-construction, contain
clues to understanding her literary work. As surviving correspondence spanning over
forty years attests, Dickinson's reluctance to interact through face-to-face encounters
contrasted dramatically with her eagerness for textual communication. That is, while she
chose to withdraw from direct social contacts, she engaged in a lively and extensive
correspondence which supplemented and sustained her interactive personality. Besides
providing a means of establishing social relations, and supplying a record of those
relationships, Dickinson's writing became an expression of her identity. Her poetry and
letters share many similarities, including their often cryptic style, the sometimes
1

Richard Sewall, The Life of Emily Dickinson (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard UP, 1974) 131.

2

incomplete or damaged state of the manuscripts, and the difficulty of accurately
determining their composition dates. Nonetheless, correspondence represents a
substantial addition to the poet's writing. Her inventive use of the epistolary genre to
address her social circle illustrates that she employed the same linguistic artistry in her
letters that distinguishes her poetry. However, unlike her secretive poetic work,
Dickinson's letters were sent into the community and beyond, where her textual selfconstruction created a presence that became legendary. The autobiographic nature of
Dickinson's letters with particular attention to her deliberate self-construction will be
discussed in the following chapters. This study begins by explaining Emily Dickinson's
production of epistolary text, which is a direct result of her position as a nineteenthcentury, New England woman. Next will follow a survey of epistolary and
autobiographic theory. Their combined influence, considered together as epistolary
autobiographics, will focus on how Dickinson constructed her epistolary personae to
engage her correspondents in the textual relationships permitted by interacting through
letter exchange.

I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Until the late nineteenth-century, the classes of people considered unfit for most legal
and all political rights were summarised in Frances Cobbe's essay title: “Criminals,
Idiots, Women, and Minors.”2 Because male fictions defined and described women's
lives, autobiographic projects required an inventive appropriation of language and
genres to express women's experience.3 Despite these difficulties, women did manage to
tell their own stories. Their self-construction records can be found in all writing that

2

Frances Cobbe cited from Fraser's Magazine LXXVIII (1868) 777–94 in Robin Gilmour, The
Victorian Period: The Intellectual and Cultural Context of English Literature, 1830-1890 (London and
New York: Longman, 1993) 189.

3

Sidonie Smith, A Poetics of Women's Autobiography: Marginality and the Fictions of SelfRepresentation (Indiana UP: Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1987) 45. Philip Shaw and Vincent Newey
discuss some difficulties facing Victorian women writers of autobiography in their introduction to
Mortal Pages, Literary Lives: Studies in Nineteenth-Century Autobiography (Aldershot, Hants England:
Scolar, 1996). See especially 8–10. Further references to this souce will be indicated by Mortal Pages.

3

centralises subjectivity, including diaries, journals, memoirs and especially personal
letters.4
Denied economic independence or political recognition, women found that private
letters enabled them to articulate their ideas in order to interact with friends and more
distant or otherwise inaccessible people using a network formed through personal,
textual connections. Correspondence offered a socially acceptable means of expression
since letter writing conformed to established roles consistent with expectations for
women's achievements. Women could conveniently conduct correspondence while
remaining at home, because it provided a diversion requiring little physical movement
or space, and only basic equipment compatible with other domestic business undertaken
indoors. “It was an art that could be carried on at odd moments … among a thousand
interruptions, without exciting comments, anonymously … and often with the pretence
that it served some useful purpose.”5 The letter genre encouraged writers to concentrate
on autobiographic subject matter, so letters permitted women to narrate their
experiences precisely because they were engaging in private rather than public
performance, thereby side-stepping the powerful cultural prohibitions preventing
women from telling their own stories to a large audience. When conducting family and
social relations through letter exchange, women were able to observe “proper”
distance. Letters also allowed women an opportunity to exploit another skill they
already developed in response to cultural pressures: the ability to please.6 However, the
most important and attractive advantage offered by epistolary interaction was that it
4

“As readers, we must open ourselves to other ways of conceptualizing identity, to other verbal
structures, other rhetorical figures … ” Anne K. Mellor, Romanticism and Gender (New York &
London: Routledge, 1993) 157. Sidonie Smith emphasises that the definition of what constitutes a life
worth recording, as well as the autobiographical genre, have been controlled by male conceptions of
valued experience. Hence, women have been forced to devise their own records. See her chapter
“Autobiography Criticism and the Problematics of Gender” 3–19; and also 51–59 in the chapter
“Women's Story and the Engenderings of Self-Representation” 44–62 in A Poetics of Women's
Autobiography.
5

Virginia Woolf, The Second Common Reader (Harcourt: NY, 1932) 52. For further discussion, see
also Nancy Walker “‘Wider Than the Sky’: Public Presence and Private Self in Dickinson, James, and
Woolf,” in Shari Benstock, ed. The Private Self: Theory and Practice of Women's Autobiographical
Writings (London: Routledge Chapman and Hall, 1988) 176, 289. See also Ruth Perry, Women, Letters
and the Novel (New York: AMS, 1980) 68. Sidonie Smith also addresses this issue in A Poetics of
Women's Autobiography, 17.

6

Perry, 69.

4

required the construction on paper of an identity, or various identities, designed to meet
audience expectations by allowing the writer to put her best self or selves forward in
order to develop the desired relationships. Writers could deliberately create unique
textual identities to suit each recipient.
Dickinson's extensive correspondence indicates her family members' cooperation
and it also highlights technologies and circumstances that encouraged women to
develop contacts employing epistolary text. Mary Ann Evans and Charlotte Brontë, two
women writers Dickinson admired, experienced situations similar to the American
poet's. They “… understood themselves to be living double lives; their imaginative and
intellectual abilities acted in hiding while they performed the strenuous domestic duties
of young women in motherless households.”7 Like Brontë and Evans, Dickinson may
have considered herself constrained by household responsibilities that competed with
her secret, imaginative interests and she may even have felt herself to be “motherless”.
Drawing on Dickinson's recorded remarks about her mother, and Mrs Dickinson's near
invisibility in her daughter's letters, critics have argued that Dickinson rejected the weak
role model her mother provided.8 Unlike Brontë and Evans, Dickinson enjoyed the
privileges associated with upper-class life, enabling her to pursue intellectual and
creative activities freed from financial concern.9 However, she experienced, with other
writing women, the social prohibitions denying legitimacy to her literary aspirations.
Barbara Mossberg believes that because Dickinson feared direct disclosure, her writing
showed a “distrust of her audience”10 caused largely by the difficulties she confronted as

7

Rosemarie Bodenheimer, The Real Life of Mary Ann Evans: George Eliot, Her Letters and Fiction
(Cornell UP: Ithaca & London, 1994) 28–29. She goes on to say: “As they developed their first extended
correspondences, each of the young writers worked with and against such codes, and in the process each
invented characteristic ways of imagining and constructing her audience which are predictive — if not
formative — of her future narrative style.”

8

See Barbara Mossberg, Emily Dickinson: When A Writer is A Daughter (Bloomington: Indiana UP,
1982) 37, 52. John Cody, After Great Pain: The Inner Life of Emily Dickinson (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Harvard UP, 1971) offers a character sketch of Emily's mother p. 42;
touches on mother/daughter relationship failings p. 43, and vilifies Mrs. Dickinson throughout his book.
See 53, 56,58,68, 92. For a kinder, and I believe, more representative view, see Jean McClure Mudge,
Emily Dickinson and the Image of Home (Amherst: U of Massachusetts P, 1975) 34–35.

9

Mossberg, 3.

10

Mossberg, 167–68.

5

an aspiring poet.11 The personae she constructs for her letters engage in complex
posturing that both invites and denies intimacy through tactics that manipulate readers
using teasing promises and innuendoes. Sidonie Smith identifies the use of such
techniques as a common strategy through which women circumvent cultural pressures
to silence them.12
Epistolary relationships presented an alternative to the restrictive and prescriptive
roles open to Dickinson. Choosing to interact textually, she appropriated the linguistic
tools that were otherwise withheld, enabling development of a private readership among
her friends and correspondents, as well as a textual self to maintain these associations.
The epistolary genre provided Dickinson's most accessible public and private presence.
It enabled her to construct identities that could exist in the safety of text.

II. GENDER AND GENRE

Culturally determined forms of self-construction in letters written by women join gender
and genre issues. Women and men write autobiographies reflecting their differing
experiences, and highlighting the fundamental disparities between opportunities granted
to privileged members of a society in contrast to the less empowered. Men's
autobiographies frequently describe the quest scenario in which a hero's authority
derives from his individual achievement, consequently shaping a story that emphasises
classical Western literary narrative structure.13 Sidonie Smith contrasts women's
autobiographies where rebellion, distinctiveness and any endeavour to create a public
voice are regarded as incompatible with recognition of the woman's femininity.14 Hence,

11

See Joanne Dobson, Dickinson and the Strategies of Reticence: The Woman Writer in NineteenthCentury America (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana UP, 1989) “Introduction” and Chapter 1
which clearly present the cultural prohibitions of personal expression confronting Dickinson and her
female contemporaries.

12

13
14

Sidonie Smith, 50.
See Mellor's analysis of Wordsworth's autobiographic The Prelude in Romanticism and Gender, 148.

Sidonie Smith writes: “It was impossible for a Victorian woman to write without acknowledging that
she was doing something unbefitting her sex; something that needed both explanation and excuse ….
Victorian women writing about themselves … were usurping a masculine role and entering a

6

women's autobiographic writing, often serving as an attempt to prove self-worth,
camouflages feelings through oblique, elliptical, or humorous style.15 Suzanne Juhasz
has insightfully described the differences between men's and women's autobiographic
writing:
When you ask a woman “what happened?”, you often get an answer in the style …
labeled circumstantial, complex, and contextual. You hear a series of “he saids” and “she
saids”; you are told what they were wearing, where they were sitting, what they were
eating; and slowly the story unrolls. The woman is omitting no detail that she can
remember, because all details have to do with her sense of the nature of “what
happened.” A man, on the other hand, will characteristically summarise: give you the
gist, the result, the point of the event. I often find myself asking, “but how did that come
16
about? what did you say? what did she say?” He usually hasn't remembered.

Dickinson's text clearly demonstrates this perceptual bias in her letter to Susan Gilbert,
written in late January 1855. After a long, affectionate opening, she writes:
Austin told me about you when he came from the West — though many little things I
wanted most to know, he “had not noticed.” I asked him how you looked, and what you
wore, and how your hair was fixed, and what you said of me — his answers were quite
limited — “you looked as you always did — he did'nt notice what you wore — never did
know what people wore — you said he must tell me everything,” which by the way dear
Child, he has not done to this day, and any portion of which, I would savour with joy,
might I but obtain it. Vinnie inquired with promptness “if you wore a Basque” — “it
seemed to him,” he said, “you did have on a black thing.” [L177] (315–16).

Subject selection and textual treatment reflect the culturally determined direction of
women's lives, which was largely a function of their domestic experience. As Adrienne
Rich suggests in her analysis of Dickinson, “… the intense inner event, the personal and
psychological, was inseparable from the universal …”17 possibly because it constituted

transgressive field of self-expression.” 16, 9–10. See also Valerie Sanders's chapter “‘Fathers’
Daughters’: Three Victorian Auto-Feminist Women Autobiographers” in Mortal Pages, 156.
15

Estelle C. Jelinek, ed. Women's Autobiography: Essays in Criticism (Bloomington & London Indiana:
UP, 1980) 15.
16

Suzanne Juhasz. “Towards a Theory of Form in Feminist Autobiography: Kate Millett's Flying and
Sita; Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warrior,” in Estelle C. Jelinek, ed. Women's Autobiography,
223.

17

Adrienne Rich, Adrienne Rich On Lies, Secrets, and Silence: Selected Prose 1966–78 (Norton: New
York, 1979) 168 cited from Mortal Lives, 157.

7

the most important experience available. For housebound women and those of
Dickinson's class who were often the victims of enforced leisure, the inner event
became the only focus. Fine details of interpersonal interaction assume significance
when the communication between individuals achieves the status and consequential
importance of adventure.18 What is more, Susan Stanford Freidman cites the work of
Nancy Chodorow and Mary Mason, who argue forcefully that women define themselves
as part of a social web. A woman's sense of self exists in a relational context.19
Women could not assume a single purpose or identity because they had to fulfil so
many demands that took precedence over their personal or professional ambitions.
Resistance to static self-representation answered the roles society required women to
play, reflecting women's need to find a successful identity with which to make public,
written self-affirmations in an environment dominated by patriarchy's definition of
suitable autobiographical subjects that largely excluded women's experience.
Responding to this pressure, Dickinson's self-construction in her poems and letters
reveals not a single identity, but many. Her often quoted remark, occurring in a letter to
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, emphasises, “When I state myself, as the Representative
of the Verse — it does not mean — me — but a supposed person.” [L268] (412). She is
not contained in any single persona, which is a reflection of the challenges a woman
faced in trying to define her identity. As a result, Dickinson offers “not only a new
model for reading the lyric, but a new and perhaps persuasively feminist model of selfpresentation.”20 Dickinson's polyvocal self-construction has been described as

18

William Hazlitt's and Sarah Hazlitt's respective responses to their divorce summarise the situation.
William can comfortably conclude: “‘It is all over and I am my own man,’ while Sarah is … constrained
by social conventions that delimit the range and extent of her authorial identity. Far from being her own
woman, her situation remains ‘pretty much the same as it had long been.’” Cited in Sonia Hofkosh,
“Sexual Politics and Literary History: William Hazlitt's Keswick Escapade and Sarah Hazlitt's Journal,”
in At the Limits of Romanticism: Essays in Cultural, Feminist, and Materialist Criticism, eds. Mary A
Faveret and Nicola J. Watson (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana UP, 1994) 125-42, 135-38
(passim). The Hazlitts' differing reactions graphically express why women in the nineteenth century had
difficulty finding a role and a form for self-authorisation.

19

Susan Stanford Friedman “Women's Autobiographical Selves Theory and Practice” in Shari Benstock,
ed. The Private Self: Theory and Practice of Women's Autobiographical Writings, 41–43.

20

Margaret Dickie, Lyric Contingencies: Emily Dickinson and Wallace Stevens. (Philadelphia: U of
Pennsylvania P, 1991) 29. See also 12–28 for discussion of self-construction in verse.

8

“discontinuous, profligate, and excessive … always outgrowing what appeared to be a
fully competent self yesterday.”21 Her
‘nobody’ is multifaceted … She speaks as if from behind the closed door of her room,
delighting … that only her voice can be heard — a voice she could alter to reveal parts of
22
her personality at will.

These comments relate to the textual personae Dickinson adopts in her poetry and in
many of her letters. Her letters comprise the focus of this project because her epistolary
self-construction conveyed a textual rendering of the girl and young woman who still
interacted with many friends directly, in addition to the correspondences she cultivated.
Freedom to manipulate her identity, and to generate various textual roles formed one of
the chief attractions of epistolary activity. Initially, the personae in the letters probably
bore some resemblance to the Emily Dickinson who met her correspondents face-toface. Since her poetry remained almost entirely a private venture, experimentation with
various methods of textual self-presentation in letters permitted a comparatively public
self expression. However, as time passed, it appears that the appeal of hiding in text
influenced Dickinson to elaborate on her self-constructions which eventually became
her only social existence. Ultimately, the records left to posterity by these textual
representations constitute her most direct statements about who she was, and how she
wished to be remembered. Still, Dickinson designed her textual masks purposefully to
draw attention to themselves, as indicated by the highly polished literary performances
enacted in her letters. Stanzaic format, embedded verse within the prose, syntactic
compressions and powerful imagery individualise her texts so that her style embodies
her unique expressive personality while her actual identity becomes lost in her
performance. Linguistic devices used in her lyric poetry permitted this controlled selfrevelation, and Dickinson's textual self-construction proved equally effective in
exploiting the same techniques to construct her epistolary disguise.
Dickinson recognised letters as a significant literary genre, both from the importance
accorded to correspondence in her home and the value placed on epistolary discourse by
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the broader community.23 New England women pursued letter exchange with particular
enthusiasm. Primarily this has been attributed to the Puritan tradition that encouraged
diary and journal keeping, which “served as … intellectual self-inspection” based on the
belief that God's Divine Purpose could be discerned in a person's daily life.24 Secondly,
the Dickinson household was well placed to exploit nineteenth-century cultural values
and technologies that facilitated the mechanical reproduction of discourse or its
movement through space.25 New England subscribers to journals like the Atlantic
Monthly and Harpers, or the Republican encountered regular printed versions of
personal correspondence as well as the critical attention it attracted. For example, the
Independent (November 26, 1868) contrasted Mr Samuel Bowles' letters with Dr
Holland's European correspondence, descrying “the difference between a solid editor
and a flimsy litterateur.”26 On August 22, 1870, the Republican reprinted T. W.
Higginson's article, “Thorough,” from the Woman's Journal (August 6) where he
commended women's letters for displaying “epistolary brilliancy ….”27 The Dickinsons
maintained subscriptions, or had access to these journals and Dickinson was personally
acquainted with the writers named.28 Frequent encounters in the popular press with
published correspondence contributed to Dickinson's understanding of letters' capacity
23

While periodicals encouraged New England gentry to travel abroad as a demonstration of their
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to engage interest from a readership beyond the original receiver.29 The
autobiographical qualities of letters also held an inherent appeal because they appeared
to offer an opportunity to glimpse into a mind, to gain a “real portrait of a human
creature … one of the greatest pleasures we can receive.”30

29

See St. Armand's discussions of popular and elite culture and how ED appropriated elements of both
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Cambridge UP, 1984) 303–05.
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III. PRODUCING A TEXTUAL SELF

Autobiographic writing occurs wherever the writer constructs a textual selfrepresentation. This is often strongly influenced by culturally determined identity
production methods although it can be argued that almost any attempt at selfrepresentation reveals autobiographical traces. The “self” evolves in a dynamic,
unstable series of subject positions that may exist concurrently, or escape recognition
altogether. When a writer textually constructs a self on paper, the action involves other
distorting influences including memory, conscious textual manipulation to satisfy an
intended audience, aesthetic considerations dictated by the selected genre, and the
inescapable authorial subjectivity through which the entire project is perceived.
Furthermore, autobiographic narrative follows the hermeneutic circle where order is
established by determining elements to produce a story, while the story is generated
from events designated as significant. The process requires imaginative re-creation, and
deliberate linguistic manipulation, compelling the reader to enlist various interpretive
strategies to decipher the text's meaning(s). It is not surprising, then, that Annie Dillard
described autobiographic writing as “cannibalizing your life for parts.”31 Her image
dramatically conveys the mutilation and butchery inflicted on “truth” when attempting
to produce writing in this genre. Her trope also suggests how the process of
autobiographic writing alters the writer as he or she pursues the elusive identity
represented by the textual I.
A text's autobiographics reveals that the “I is multiply coded in a range of discourses:
it is the site of multiple figurations of agency.”32 Emile Benveniste explains further
31

Annie Dillard “To Fashion a Text,” in W. Zinsser, ed. Inventing the Truth: the Art and Craft of
Memoir Boston, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin, 1987) 70.
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Construction of Self,” British Journal of Aesthetics 35 .4 (October 1995): 351–360. Ted Honderich,
“Consciousness, Neural Functionalism, Real Subjectivity,” American Philosophical Quarterly 32.4,
ISSN: 0003-0481, (October 1995): 369–81. Stanley A. Mulaik, “The Metaphoric Origins of Objectivity,
Subjectivity and Consciousness in the Direct Perception of Reality,” Philosophy of Science 62.2 (June,
1995): 283–303. Ian Burkitt discusses the issue of consciousness and subjectivity throughout his book
Social Selves: Theories of the Social Formation of Personality (Sage: London, 1991) See especially the
critical analysis of George Mead, 30–54.
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difficulties associated with the semiotic implications suggested by the first person
pronoun, when he observes that I signifies “the person who is uttering the present
instance of the discourse containing I.”33 The concept of self, according to Jean
Starobinski, can be reduced to a linguistic matter of “pronominal constancy” where the
writing I acknowledges responsibility for the subject I.34 These theorists conclude that
the textual I represents an indeterminate illusion, useful to the writing project, engaging
to the reader, but bearing at best only a flexible relationship to the person holding the
pen that inscribes the “I”. Readers interpret the text according to their understanding of
self-representation practices, reflecting varying negotiations of the self, the I and the
truth. Central to self-construction and identity formation is the narrative process
ordering time and experience, which David McCooey addresses in Artful Histories.35
Autobiographic text permits commentary from the writer as participator in the context
of the story being constructed, and as critical interpreter reviewing these presentations
of alleged past episodes. Because autobiography involves the I playing the roles of
actor, rememberer, and evaluating writer, the first-person speaker operates in all
capacities, often simultaneously, and is influenced by competing self-constructions as
well as intended reader reception. With so many roles contingent upon a single
autobiographic action of textual inscription, it is no wonder that any coherent
essentialist concept of Self escapes through concealment in imagination's crowded
house. Autobiographical self-construction implies a single, unified identity but this is
only a fiction. Postmodernism posits the disappearance of the autonomous subject, so
that self-consciousness becomes little more than a form of impression management.36
The art of epistolary autobiographical self-construction attracted Dickinson precisely
because it offered her a chance to reveal herself without requiring that she surrender her
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disguises. Dickinson's often quoted note to Higginson of 1876: “Nature is a Haunted
House — but Art — a House that tries to be haunted” [L459A] (554) describes the
artifice requisite to all textual self-representation. Likewise, autobiographic material
produced in letters presents other hermeneutic difficulties.
In regard to defining an autobiographical self, William Myers cites Daniel C.
Dennett who compares it to something like “an object's center of gravity, a useful
reference point, but not a part of the object ….”37 Dennett claims that: “We try to make
all our material cohere into a single good story. And that story is our autobiography. The
chief fictional character at the centre of that autobiography is one's self.”38
Autobiography's fictional nature results from the textual rendering of subjectivity, which
is in turn dependent upon the relativism that destabilises any fixed idea of truth. Intent
may offer one of the only real definitions that can be used to distinguish the
autobiographical project from any other textual production. But perhaps truth is only a
version of the narratives individuals choose to believe. Autobiographical writing,
however, claims to draw from personal experience, and even when this is the case, the
influence of memory and the difficulties in determining the accuracy of textually
rendering remembered events adds complications to determining the boundaries
between fact and fiction.
Memory contributes further to interpretive problems because it behaves like a lens,
which distorts the past to sharpen or blur a focus and so destabilises representation of
the textual identity I. However, memory is itself a construction, sometimes composing
reported events so convincingly through imagination, that the reporter may assert
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performance in situations where it would have been demonstrably impossible.39 Martin
Conway describes a “self-schema” as a set of personal memories and autobiographical
facts experienced by the ego and forming a cognitive structure recognised as an
identity.40 This identity helps to unify and organise experience, but it is still culturally
bound, produced by conflicting forces, and susceptible to alteration. Sidonie Smith
succinctly cautions against the dangerously attractive fallacy projected by the “too easy
stability of singular identities.”41 Dickinson's own phrase, written in a letter to Susan
Gilbert Dickinson in about 1879, conveys the problem with her usual insight and
concision: “To be singular under plural circumstances, is a becoming heroism — ”
[L625] (651). Dickinson here argues that identity is too complex to be confined or
contained since time constantly imposes changes and self-consciousness exists in time's
continuum. Modern social psychologists support this view. In summarising the work of
George Kelly, Ian Burkitt writes:
… people are constantly interpreting and reinterpreting their environment, building
mental pictures or maps … which are used to get a grip on the world, to construct and
change it through knowledge. Humans are therefore constantly making and remaking the
reality in which they live, as well as their own selves for individuals work with the
42
meaning of events rather than just by responding to them.

The meaning of events is almost entirely dependent upon their social repercussions. The
responses of others shape behaviour and identity because, according to Lucien Sève,
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social relations form the structured medium through which individuals act. The
consequences of actions shape the self just as actions shape others.43
So, despite the protean nature of selfhood, and the definitional challenges that James
A Winders described as finally producing a term that resembles a precariously patched
together Humpty Dumpty,44 the concept of self is a convenient device which will be
used in this paper to discuss the identities and roles assumed or imposed on individuals
who are recognised as singular bodies. The problems of consciousness can not be
adequately addressed here, however they do impact on the issue of self-definition. The
word “self” will be understood to mean a moment of self-consciousness, although it also
should be understood to allow for the simultaneous operation of other “selves”.
IV. EPISTOLARY AUTOBIOGRAPHICS

In his introduction to Yale French Studies: Men/Women of Letters, Charles Porter
enumerates seven identifying criteria to differentiate a missive letter from a journal,
diary or autobiography with which it is often grouped. He notes, a letter usually: 1) has
an identifiable author, 2) suggests some immediacy of the writing I drawing upon the
author's experiences, 3) is dated or datable, 4) is written in present time, conscious of
being without control over the fragmentary compositional process or reading
environment, 5) represents an extension of daily life aiming at “written speech," 6) is
recognisable as a letter by its form, and 7) differs from a diary where the reader may
presuppose the writer's sincerity.45 While Porter's definitions appear to be helpful, they
suggest some serious problems associated with the study of epistolary text. The essays
collected for Yale French Studies offer some recent, influential discussions of
correspondence. However, Porter's analysis presents a disquieting critical position,
43
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especially involving the intent and accuracy driving autobiographical self-disclosure.
While some exception may be taken to all of Porter's definitions listed above, particular
difficulties arise concerning the textual persona and its relationship to the pen-wielding
writer.
A writer's opportunity to pose or assume a persona during a correspondence makes it
difficult if not impossible to confirm that the textual I is drawing upon the author's
experiences. The whole issue of writer sincerity also becomes suspect since any textual
self-representation may deliberately or inadvertently distort a reader's reception and
consequent interpretation of the writer's self-construction. For example, when Dickinson
employs cryptic figurative language she is welcoming multiple interpretations. Irony
also compounds levels of meaning since the writer may be ironic, may be sincere, or
may intend to be read in both ways. Dickinson's poem “I'm Nobody” (P288)
demonstrates that tone opens many possible and sometimes contradictory
interpretations. Significantly, Charles Altieri uses P288 to illustrate the complexities of
interpretation and particularly identification of the range of “you’s” in poetry.46
Margaret Homans maintains that Dickinson's humour and ironic perspective further
distance her actual self from its textual representation, since ironic tone may be
mistaken for genuine feeling.47 Irony often relies upon the counterpoint of reality and
fantasy for its effect, so humorous and ironic expression require readers to allow for
simultaneously contradictory interpretations. Although Dickinson's intent is open to
conjecture, in attempting to communicate on several levels she encourages a reader
response that depends upon her constructed textual intimacy. Through inventing and
maintaining various textual personae, veiled in these kinds of tonal ambiguities,
Dickinson's epistolary games combine self-concealment and self-disclosure, and they
offer an intimacy-effect designed to draw readers into the textual relationship Dickinson
seeks. While inviting an intimate mutual understanding through shared humour,
46
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Dickinson disappears behind the jokes she invents so that her linguistic amusements
become the textual focal point rather than herself. Her textual games therefore, override
concern about rigorous self-disclosure or clinical adherence to “truth”.
Charles Porter claims that diaries, produced for the writer's benefit without attention
to another audience, can not be expected to reflect genuine feelings when compared to
letters, written with a relationship, and a specific reader in mind. However, the writing
process is intentional, and its audience, whether the self or another, provides no
guarantee that textual expression at any point authorises truth. Because letters have a
social purpose, the writer considers the relationship such writing will encourage so that
letters pursue a desired reader response and this project influences expression. Porter's
observations raise interesting questions about the sincerity expected in any textual selfrepresentation. Personal letter genre invites a compliant reader response precisely
because the dyadic relationship strengthens the intimacy that is enhanced by selfdisclosure or the prospect of private information exchange. Individuals rather than
groups interact in the process of private correspondence, so the unique qualities of each
writer/reader significantly determine letter contents. While all text is both a product and
producer of subjectivity, the truth effects promoted by letter exchange offer a substantial
reason for the appeal of personal letters, both to the original correspondents and later
readers. 48 The truth effect derives mainly from the textual focus and treatment of
subjects selected by the writers engaged in the corroborative effort required in letter
exchange, and their expectations concerning their textual relationship. For example,
Dickinson often writes about her housekeeping activities and then philosophises about
them. Such treatment enables her to produce a textual representation that forms a
convincing picture of her as she wishes to be appreciated by her readers. Although she
has constructed a textual role that may be based on experience, this does not guarantee
authenticity.

48

Leigh Gilmore discusses the autobiographic textual representation of truth, and particularly the effect of
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When transforming life into text, the autobiographer becomes the person who writes
and ultimately joins the realm of interpretation.49 Letter writers also enter into the fluid
realm of textual analysis, particularly when the autobiographic focus of the epistolary
genre resists attempts to determine authoritatively the accuracy of textual selfconstructions. Language allows for multiple codings of meaning, so that even the most
valiant attempts at truthful confession become approximations, open to divergent
readings. What a writer chooses to include and exclude shapes the self, constructed to
function as a textual device. Personal correspondence is especially prone to these
hermeneutic problems, because, as Ruth Perry explains, a letter
… is pervaded with the certainty that one cannot dissemble on paper, that once trapped
into the act of writing, there is nowhere to hide — no way to simply smile and be
impersonal and neutral. Words always express something of the self, give something
50
away, share something with the reader.

Paradoxically, one can dissemble on paper, and one usually does, even when attempting
to do otherwise. The self can not be isolated, and is defined differently by each role and
relationship a person encounters during social activities. Individuals represent subject
positions where contesting interests define and reform self-concepts. Current social and
literary theory contend that a person's concept of self is entirely contingent upon the
cultural and interpersonal interactions that shape and are in turn shaped by individuals.
In his comparative critical study The Politics of Subjectivity Between Foucault and
Merleau-Ponty, Nick Crossley traces the development of self concepts with a particular
emphasis on the social nature of self-hood. Crossley's case, simply expressed, asserts:
“One can form a descriptive and evaluative relation to oneself by means of the view of
the other …. [W]e ‘know’ ourselves … precisely through the medium of the interworld,
the world of others.” Foucault was interested in the active agency with which subjective
identity invents self-constructs under the influence of patterns imposed by the culture
and social group. The subject is active in self-fashioning, and the identity choices are
based on a stock of shared cultural resources. 51 To complete the sentence beginning “I
49
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am … ” would be impossible since all roles; attitudes, feelings, perceptions and
relationships with others surpass comprehension, let alone expression. However, despite
these ontological problems, personal correspondence offers some reductive limitations
that help to shape the autobiographical impression recorded in preserved letters.
A letter is written by one (or more) person(s) in one (or more) place(s) to another
person (or persons) in another place. Produced during a single session or over time, it
consists of the text, the sealed document traversing the delivery system, and the
surviving manuscript that correspondence editors hunt with increasing difficulty.52
Rosemarie Bodenheimer succinctly defines letter writing as “… dialogue created
between two epistolary voices …; fictions of a sort, self-representations addressed to a
particular reader under very specific conditions of time and place and relationship.”53
Janet Altman identifies features of epistolary text that place letters on the borders of
other literary and social productions when she defines a letter, which:
projects an image of its author at a given … time and negotiates a relationship with a
particular reader. It is to some extent both autobiographically undressed (potentially
offering insight into the author's “private” life and thought at that moment) and
rhetorically addressed (constituted as a speech act to have an effect on a specific
addressee on a particular day) … When it is reinscribed in a book for publication,
however, the letter is readdressed to a new readership and often redressed (corrected,
54
revised, truncated, contextualized) by the publisher….

Letter genre, like some writers, undergoes many costume changes. Both Bodenheimer
and Altman emphasise the negotiated relationships represented by letter-writers while
historical conditions; that it has a history and forms within social relations.” (p. 138). Further support for
the social construction of self and the linguistic influence on intersubjective knowledge construction can
be found in Jurgen Haberman, “Communicative Versus Subject-Centered Reason” in Rethinking the
Subject: An Anthology of Contemporary European Social Thought, James D. Faubion, ed. (Boulder:
Westview P, 1995) 163. Niklas Luhmann's chapter “The Contemporary Codification of Intimacy” in the
same volume argues: “The ego's Self is the result of self-selective processes; and this is precisely why it
is also dependent upon others for its being selected by others.” What one is looking for is “validation of
self-portrayal.” p. 143. See also Dowd, 258–59. He concludes: “Our ‘selves,’ then, are as much group
projects as they are the constructions of individuals.”
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constructing text. Altman describes the letter's indeterminate reliability because the
reality to which the writers allude can never be recovered. Discrepancies between
“factual truth” and its textual portrayal invite disbelief even when epistolary report can
be corroborated since the writer's imagination, purpose, time restraints, and even space
permitted by the available stationery, contribute to influence the textual rendering of a
subject. In addition, a letter represents one exchange element in a sequence of
interactions, dependent upon the writer's ability to assess the reader's response. So,
correspondence reflects interactive communication where sender and receiver influence
the content and presentation of the messages they exchange.
Furthermore, personal correspondence derives from the letter's private intent but
imperfect audience control since letters can be shared among household members or
find their way further afield. For this reason, epistolary text needs to contend with the
possibility of wider distribution than the original correspondents might have desired.
Cryptic, obscure passages used to conceal material from unintended readers affirms the
intimacy of the relationship between the writer and addressee who can devise coded
language to ensure privacy. Although reclusive Dickinson objected to community
letters55 and at her death directed that her papers should be destroyed, twentieth-century
readers' access to her correspondence proves that the intended and the actual audiences
can be worlds apart.56 The extent to which writers take this potential, indeterminate
audience into account when composing text further complicates interpretation,
especially for unintended readers approaching epistolary material from the distance
imposed by time. It is simply impossible to know how many alternative readings the
original correspondents might have gleaned when interpreting any textual passage,
because the intimacy of dyadic communication allows correspondents to develop a
private language that may effectively exclude others.
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V. EMILY DICKINSON'S EPISTOLARY AUTOBIOGRAPHICS

Dickinson's autobiographic record derived from her letters comprises an important
textual self-portrait, which functions in a way similar to Liz Gardiner's Polaroid dress
(see Appendix 1: Plate 1) featuring snapshots of herself, assembled to reveal and
conceal the artist as model. Gardiner's photographic self-portraits form a costume
created from pictures of the real body now invisible behind the photographs.
Dickinson's letters construct textual impressions projecting an identity in place of the
actual woman writer. Gardiner's photographic dress and Dickinson's epistolary selfconstructions allow both women the opportunity to produce self-images by
manipulating text to generate stories of their lives. These identities engage readers in
particular kinds of relationships with the artists. Gardiner's dress offers a visual
expression of autobiographic theory and a graphic analogy to the ways in which
correspondence produces records of the self over time.
Recent theories define self-construction with emphasis on the social nature of
selfhood. “There is no self or cognizing subject prior to the interpersonal dyad …”57
because to exist, in social terms, interpersonal relationships are essential. Since identity
largely depends upon how others react to behaviour, social forces help to shape
personality and so self-concept generally requires interpersonal interaction. Dickinson's
decision to conduct most of her inter-personal life textually, relating to others through
her letters, limited her opportunities for self-definition. For this reason, textual exchange
assumed crucial importance if her self was to be recognised, expressed and explored.
Her commitment to written interactions also shaped her life's daily activities,
transforming her literally and figuratively into a woman of letters.
To establish her identity through autobiographical self-inscription, text and its
production became Dickinson's most important form of social existence. Replies to her
letters constituted the requisite proof that she was interacting. But epistolary
relationships are demanding. Unlike other text, letter readers must also be letter writers.
57
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Writers of letters need to perceive, compose, commit to paper and dispatch material, a
process requiring that life be seen as a resource from which epistolary works will be
produced. However, generating autobiographical text differs dramatically from direct
interpersonal contacts because writing is an art form. Textual relationships are at best
only virtual relationships, even though they can be very satisfying.58 Letter writers
construct what appears to be continuity between the writing, remembering, and historic
subject, so that locating the first person represented by the narrative I in the letter poses
many interpretive difficulties.
Epistolary autobiographic self-construction results from the letter writer envisioning
an audience before whom the textual self is designed to appear in a certain way. The
writer presents textual material structured to elicit a desired reader response, specifically
a written reply, in order to maintain the correspondence. Dickinson, who writes: “I
dwell in Possibility” (P657) appreciated the unrestricted interpretative wealth inherent
in letter text. The autobiographical record conveyed through correspondence is
produced during the on-going life in progress, so even the writer must remain flexible
while interpreting events. What differentiates the epistolary autobiographic project from
conventional autobiography is that letters are generated by life experiences as they
occur, to meet present relational needs, and with a design to inspire future
communication about them in replies from intended readers. The writer, therefore, must
construct an engaging textual self-representation. A reality-effect close to lived
experience helps project a credible character to whom letter readers may direct replies.
Relevance seems easiest to maintain when writers and readers feel they are sharing
perceptions that help create meaning for each other. Fantasy is acceptable, and becomes
most engaging when it allows insights that enrich readers' understanding. As will be
shown, Dickinson's fanciful texts touch base with the reality of feelings by offering
regard and support that help to ground her discourse in real time and real human drama.
Letter text may inevitably sail close to fiction as it takes its bearings from the
readers in its sights. Yet, the relationships constructed through personal correspondence
endure possibly because what mattered most to the original writers were these epistolary
relationships, rather than the textually projected accuracy of the self-constructions that
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facilitate their continuing letter exchange. Correspondents engaged in the activity
because they enjoyed the textual interaction, and Dickinson often expressed the pleasure
she experienced when writing and receiving letters. Later readers encountering the
collected correspondence are left with the textual record of what the writers saw as
constituting those relationships. It appears that Dickinson's textual self-construction
primarily established her connection to correspondents who valued her language usage,
her thoughts transcribed into prose and verse, and who wrote replies to maintain
interaction. Dickinson actively sought to engage in correspondence because she wanted
to write letters, as confirmed by the three volumes that survive, leaving a chronicle of
Dickinson's voice and textual expression as she responded to her correspondents. The
resulting epistolary autobiography became an inadvertent consequence of her interest in
letter production. But for Dickinson, even more was at stake than mere textual practice.
Identity is strongly influenced by, if not entirely reliant upon interaction with other
people.59 The philosopher and social psychologist, George Herbert Mead (1863–1931)
developed a theory of human behaviour that became known as “social behaviourism”,
based on the belief that consciousness, personality and identity are constructed through
social contacts in a constant and evolving series of transactions, conducted primarily
using gesture and language.60 A sense of self develops in response to role modeling,
peer pressure, and personal choices. However, the process of self-discovery and selfdefinition can and usually does remain open-ended so that changes of experience are
incorporated into the sense of self that becomes the “center of gravity” in an everevolving consciousness. One stimulant to growth of ego identity is found in the
gregarious interactions available through social contacts. Dickinson's need to cultivate a
responsive epistolary circle became essential to her sense of self. Her network of
correspondents represented her select society and a group of other people against whom
she could define herself. Her “Estate” of epistolary friends insured her relational
existence, for without their replies to her letters, she could not feel that she was being
heard. Besides indicating her urgent desire to receive letters, the importance of
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epistolary interaction suggests an insight into the personality that selected this form of
socialising.
For example, one affective rhetorical strategy Dickinson employs to elicit replies is
her expression of anguish when friends desert her. Such conduct argues strongly for her
low self-monitoring personality type, which seeks affect-based relationships. While high
self-monitoring indicates a desire and ability to conform to expectations based on group
behavioural norms, low self-monitors are “less responsive to the situational and
interpersonal specifications of behaviour appropriateness …. [They] … display the
principled self that they strive to attain.” Mark Snyder and Dave Smith designate close
friends as being valued for their individualised personalities and character traits, rather
than shared activities.61 This may explain the attraction that low self-monitoring
individuals find in letter writing as a method of establishing friendships. Inventing a
persona, or exploiting the opportunity to speak freely without group pressures to
conform, allows the writer to feel valued for the self being, rather than the self doing. If
text becomes the only means of contact, “all identity is translated into a voice.”62 Hence,
the self is represented through its transcribed thoughts and so becomes almost purely an
abstraction. Dickinson's life-style eventually restricted her social existence to a written
voice, as it spoke through her letters. Such a limitation, however, did not seriously
impair her capacity to create epistolary friendships since correspondence requires
participation at both ends of the exchange. The writers shared an activity that could be
undertaken while distance intervened. Their most important mutual endeavour became
the exchange of their epistolary autobiographic self-constructions. Maintaining the
communication process allowed them to participate in a diversion providing similar
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experiences despite being separated by time and space as they wrote the letters that
formed the basis for their relationship.
The real challenge was for Dickinson to cultivate an appreciative and responsive
readership. Self-awareness becomes valuable and may only become possible in relation
to others, so Dickinson's social existence depended upon her capacity to gain reactions.
Textual interaction exploited her fascination with language, confirmed by her admission
that “… for several years, My Lexicon — was my only companion …” [L261] (404).
Besides studying Latin and German, her vast creative writing projects indicate her
commitment to textual production. Letter exchange permitted an interactive process
where messages created relationships, which were in turn dependent upon Dickinson's
and her readers' textually constructed identities. Most important for Dickinson's identity
was her need to reach out, through written text, to communicate. Writing is a durable
form of communication, and personal correspondence places emphasis on written reply,
so the process enjoys a more lasting quality than conversation. Dickinson wanted to be
seen as both a writer and a social communicator. Since language was her love, and
communication her purpose, her choice to engage in an extensive epistolary network
made perfect sense.
Dickinson's epistolary self-constructions contribute to an understanding of the writer
who produced them, but there are many problems with determining the accuracy of an
interpretation derived from private letters. Reading Dickinson's collected
correspondence, gathered within hardcover volumes, dramatically affects reader
response. There are, for example, three important ways that personal correspondence
denies unintended readers absolute interpretative authority when reading what was
essentially private communication. Firstly, personal letters frequently explore subjects
that are clarified by careful expression, editing and evaluating, allowing the writer an
opportunity to articulate thoughts and feelings that may be too elusive to attempt during
spoken conversation. To protect privacy, Dickinson and her correspondents may have
disguised their messages through deliberate abridgment and omissions from texts since
the writer could choose diplomacy or innuendo, leaving meaning ambiguous. As a
result, the language may be obscure or even incomprehensible for unintended readers.
By developing a range of stylistic techniques, epistolary text helped Dickinson construct
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her identity as a fine writer. But her specific audience would have been expected to
understand what may have been made deliberately incomprehensible to others.
Secondly, recipients, or other readers sometimes altered text to preserve these
confidences. Erasures, deletions, mutilations, cuts, missing sections, and changes to
words or text bear on a document's status. If changes are evident, it is sometimes
impossible to determine whether textual alterations were caused by the writer, the
receiver, a third party, later editors, or any combination of these. When editorial changes
to the text can be determined, they may result from purposeful design or accident.63 For
these reasons, later readers of collected correspondence are confronted by a process of
communication that may have been disrupted by introduced noise, which adds a
complicating feature to any attempt at interpretation.
Thirdly, drafts included among the collected manuscripts raise questions about the
letter's original position in the writing process, and whether the letter was ever sent.
Comparisons between differing drafts reveal authorial attitudes, as well as textual
production techniques, and sometimes help to illustrate the writer's creative process if
the drafts can be chronologically ordered. In Dickinson's case, most of her drafts were
destroyed although several letters survive in various stages of completion, and the
preserved prose fragments also indicate that Dickinson exercised great artistic care
throughout her life as a crafter of text. No writing left her desk without meticulous
editing and revision, which speaks volumes about her self-definition as a writer.
Epistolary text is never really set in the cement of print, since even after publication, the
face a letter wears is only one among many. The actual handwritten letter always tells
more of a story than can be borne by conventional printed text.
Moreover, readers must consider the extent to which an editor has contextualised
letters through their presentation order, together with the amount and interpretive
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direction provided by accompanying commentary. Ralph Franklin's' 1998 edition of
Dickinson's Poems, updating the Thomas Johnson edition of 1955, has attempted to
correct errors discovered by later scholarship. In the same way, future editions of
Dickinson's Letters will probably redirect Johnson's commentary, and perhaps editors
will respond to feminist critics who have perceived ideological bias, intentional or
subconscious, in their presentation.64
These problems all highlight a crucial feature of personal correspondence genre: in
many cases letters were never intended for publication. Arguably, professional writers
could anticipate that their correspondence might eventually reach a wide audience since
published letters written by celebrities tend to attract the interest of many readers.
People who expected to have their letters printed would take letter content and its
treatment into consideration so that even their “personal” correspondence developed
with a view to a general audience. But Dickinson was relatively unknown. Her letters,
kept by recipients and later found to be valuable, may have survived only because they
held personal significance for their receivers.65 The point is that Dickinson's letters, now
available in bound volumes, and read in a chronological sequence, appear to be part of a
creative project that was very unlikely to have been considered by Dickinson or her
original receivers. Yet, readers have the opportunity to study these texts and impose
upon them the interpretive practices usually applied to literature that was purposefully
designed to be read in this way, while the letters were really only private and personal
news reports. Regardless of her possible attitude about the future facing her letters,
Dickinson's correspondence presents an autobiographical portrait that leaves an
enduring record of her textually constructed life.
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VI. CHAPTERS

Dickinson's literary treatment of letter text suggests that she regarded all text, including
the letter genre, as being worthy of serious study.66 In addition, her letters frequently
draw attention to the process of inscribing words, for she clearly enjoyed reading and
writing “[s]ymbols traced upon paper” [L15] (46). She consciously regarded her lines as
“designs” and “verbal arrangements.”67 The postal service provided this semiotic system
which served as a subject in her letters, and so she often alerts readers to the complex
communication activities required for exchanging thoughts over time and space. It is
clear that Dickinson valued the letter-writing process since creating text established
mutual experience that strengthened ties between herself and her epistolary companions.
Dickinson and her receivers each developed similar identities as letter producers. Her
self-construction in the role of a letter writer will be examined closely in Chapter One.
Dickinson's self-construction as a friend and confidante illustrates how her existence
depended upon textual interaction, which required receipt of letters to confirm her social
function and identity. Many letters are filled with imploring, threatening, cajoling and
joking requests for recipients to pick up their pens and write. Besides vigorously
maintaining her epistolary associations, she needed to cultivate her textual friendships in
order to establish herself as an intimate confidante. “The intimacy essential to
Dickinson's idea of reading and writing informs her sense of what relationship she might
have with her readers.”68 One of the aims of this thesis is to show that Dickinson
employed correspondence using letters to promote the social interactions she avoided
through her physical withdrawal. Subject matter concerning emotions, needs, fantasies,
dreams, hopes, plans, fears, self-awareness and the topic of friendship itself constitutes
the substance of exchanges valued among people who are highly motivated to seek
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intimate communication.69 Letters consistently foreground intimacy issues and directly
allow Dickinson to identify herself as a person who pursues and is worthy of engaging
in these kinds of confidences. The intimacy she sought through her textual friendships
demonstrates that letter exchange permits the process of sharing ideas about personal
circumstances and concerns which constitutes an important quality of interpersonal
exchange.70 The techniques Dickinson employed as she constructs various textual
personae to convey an effect of intimate engagement with readers will be discussed in
Chapter Two.
Chronological exchanges over the period of correspondence create a narrative
structure, producing interactive autobiographical monologues, similar to a slow-motion
conversation. Dickinson's skills as a narrator gave her an opportunity to fashion her
textual identity using techniques underlying the popular appeal of novel fiction. Stories
and characters develop, requiring readers to engage with the text by employing
interpretative techniques that are similar if not identical to textual criticism usefully
applied when reading fiction. This is understandable, since a novelist's procedures in
sitting down to tell a story resemble a correspondent describing an event. Both writers
choose a suitable stance from which to write, and compose from a mixture of memory
and invention.71 When later readers encounter collected letters, the material simulates
volume-length prose, which Bodenheimer compares to epistolary novels.
As readers of correspondences, we are constructors of narrative no less than when we
read epistolary novels. The plot lines are more intermittent, but they are there, and the
conditions making for prolific nineteenth-century letter writing — after the penny post,
before the telephone — make it more likely that we will get many stages of each story. If
reading a correspondence seems to convey such stories better than biography — and it
often does — then we must lace our awareness of fictionality into our theory of
72
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Chapter Three examines Dickinson's epistolary self-construction as narrator and
performer in narrative passages of her letters, illustrating that she well understood the
attractions of story text. Storytelling allows the narrator to construct the story and its
method of presentation, so that the teller controls what, and to a large extent, how, the
reader/audience makes meaning from it. Epistolary stories with their autobiographic
focus also permit the deliberate self-constructions of various roles as one or more
character(s) within the narrative. Incorporating personal narrative into letter genre offers
another way to exploit the letter's potential to become an autobiographic text.
Dickinson's special concern about maintaining her epistolary circle through the sharing
of entertaining stories motivated her to include many narrative episodes in her letters.
Lavinia once remarked, “Emily had to think — she was the only one of us who had
that to do.”73 This comment described Dickinson's abiding desire to give readers food
for thought. Her self-construction as a thinker will be examined in Chapter Four. Keen
to maintain her epistolary friendships, she clearly defines her discourse and the kind she
wishes to receive. Nowhere are these limits more precisely articulated than in letters
sent to her brother, Austin, and to her friend, Mrs Holland. To Austin in a letter dated 14
November 1853 she explains, “I'm telling all the news, Austin, for I think you will like
to hear it. You know it's quite a sacrifice for me to tell what's going on.”[L141] (271).
Her emphasis is confirmed [L95] (213) when she defends her letter for its lack of event
because practical Vinnie wants to report the news. Literature's important themes
frequently provide her subjects, so when readers find themselves able to identify with
her philosophical and emotional situations, they are enacting the responses she most
desired: an intellectual union with the reader. When she asks her readers to consider the
afterlife, or God's role in the universe, she directs the discussion but avoids centre stage.
This telling about herself without directly showing forms a substantial part of her selfconstruction as an intellectual guide. The pursuit of mental intimacy motivated
Dickinson's writing and explains why lyric poetry and personal letter genre appealed to
her. She deliberately sought to discuss challenging philosophical and ethical problems
that demand serious thought and careful expression. Her letters provided an opportunity
to present herself as a serious thinker.
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Maintaining textual self-representation depended upon the reader's interest in
replying to the Dickinson correspondent persona, and so she devised a unique epistolary
style to motivate response. Turning a letter into verse, or a verse into a letter,
Dickinson's inventive textual identity assumes central importance in constructing a self
able to address the reader using language individualised by its highly literary, expressive
style and content. The overriding impression conveyed by Dickinson's collected
correspondence is her unique and powerful prose style. Her playfully slanted truths are
identifying qualities of herself, just as her metaphoric language and cryptic aphorisms
distinguish her texts. Through the use of ambiguity, irony, innuendo, analogy and
inventive figurative language across a range of linguistic registers, her letters invite
interpretive involvement from readers as they are confronted by her demanding texts.
Despite the fragmentary portrait created through this autobiographical self-construction
recorded in her letters, it clearly reveals that language formed Dickinson's abiding
interest. Writing represented her medium of exchange in the most important economy
she recognised. When she writes to Mrs Holland in late 1883, “I hesitate which word to
take, as I can take but few and each must be the chiefest … ”[L873] (802) she is
defining her care and sensitivity when wielding her linguistic tools. Teasing riddles,
retreats into abstraction, and metaphysical speculations draw attention away from her
while simultaneously throwing focus on her philosophical interests and expressive
originality and thereby her most important textual identity. In exercising her poetic
skills, Dickinson's self-portrait foregrounds her role as textual producer. Her selfconstruction as a prose and poetic artist is explored in Chapter Five.
Writing offers an opportunity for the artistic manipulation of language, which
formed the most important creative activity of Dickinson's life. Maurice Blanchot states:
“[The] work is a work only when it becomes the intimacy shared by someone who
writes and someone who reads it ….”74 He articulates here a fundamental reason for
Dickinson's commitment to epistolary activity. Language permits this linkage, and
letters, barring misadventure, assure the writer that her work will be read. Moreover, the
identities she encloses in her letters are custom-designed to create interpersonal
connections with her chosen readers. While expressing a variety of “selves,” she is also
calling forth reader responses that may draw upon dimensions of their personalities
74
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required only with her. Dickinson's artistry enhances her linguistic linkage to her readers
as they encounter her text. Stimulated by it, readers imaginatively share her ideas and
construct Emily Dickinson through interpretation of her textual self-portrait.
Sharon Cameron's Lyric Time argues forcefully that Dickinson employs lyric poetry
to speak in an “eternal present.” The lyric form enables her to arrest time because
present tense confers presence on the speaker, and conflates reader and speaker in the
moment of reading. I hope to demonstrate that Dickinson's epistolary production relies
upon the same collapse of time into the eternal present where “actions may be said
neither to begin nor end but rather always to remain in progress.”75 Dickinson's
epistolary autobiography becomes a textual resurrection of her “self” so that she can
remain present to readers whenever they encounter her written self-constructions.
§§§
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CHAPTER ONE:

Self as Letter Writer
Dear friend
A Letter always feels to me like immortality because it is the mind alone ….
[T]here seems a spectral power in thought that walks alone — … [L330] (460)
to T. W. Higginson, June 1869.

When Dickinson declares at the beginning of her epistolary career: “You gave me a
compliment in your letter in regard to my being a faithful Correspondent. I must say I
think I deserve it” [L7] (18), she is identifying her role in a partnership with her reader.
She acknowledges that her conduct in the letter exchange supports this tribute. From her
surviving correspondence it appears that she maintained her letter-writing role by
employing many textual strategies for signaling her commitment to sustaining the
relationships made possible through her prompt replies. The following discussion will
illustrate why it was important for Dickinson's epistolary circle to recognise her special
capability to write and her abiding interest in maintaining correspondence. The
particular focus will be on how Dickinson took care to construct her identity as a letter
writer.
Much recent scholarship examining how authorial intent is co-opted when editors
translate holographs into printed text applies to the publication conditions surrounding
Dickinson's poems.76 Similarly, the situation impacts with special force on the published
versions of her personal correspondence. In contrast to her poetry, Dickinson's letters
reached their original readers exactly the way she intended: handwritten without
anticipating wide circulation or longevity. Dickinson meticulously created letter text,
despite its potentially ephemeral life expectancy. Through her practice of re-writing and
working from drafts, she indicates the value she places on personal correspondence
because it provided for her a significant communication system. This chapter begins by
examining the social and technological incentives for Dickinson's self-construction as
letter-writer. It is followed by an analysis of Dickinson's textual self-construction in the
76
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role of letter-writer, which relies upon a number of techniques to underscore her
epistolary identity. Most important among these include: the conscious acknowledgment
of the materials and processes required to produce letter exchange, metonymic
identification of herself and her correspondents with their written letters, and the
organization of time and resources to permit opportunities for letter writing. In addition,
Dickinson draws attention to the qualities of letter text and critical analysis to ensure
mutual understanding, as well as the need for timely replies in order to maintain these
textual relationships. The fervour with which she embraced activity involving the
epistolary genre inspired her enthusiastic comment: “… pen and ink are excellent
things…” [L60] (153).

I. NINETEENTH-CENTURY LETTER WRITING IN NEW ENGLAND

Dickinson's early predilection for solitude foreshadowed her later reaction against the
forced socialising she must have experienced in providing hospitality for a constant
flow of guests entertained at the Dickinson home. Despite the alleged leisure at her
disposal, her family and culture regarded women's writing as a pastime that had to be
slotted into the business undertaken while running a household and meeting public
responsibilities. Dickinson was fortunate that her sympathetic sister assumed a greater
proportion of housekeeping and management chores, leaving her with more opportunity
to engage in correspondence as an alternative form of generating companionship. Her
time spent with pen and pencil compared to other women's needlework, handicrafts, or
artistic endeavour. Frequent poetic imagery equating needlework and stitchery with
poetic creative projects may illustrate the extent to which Dickinson perceived
similarities between text and textile construction. Significantly, after her death,
Dickinson's poetry was found threaded together in bundles, and several poems make
allusions to its sewn binding.77 Women's work involved sewing for the family, and in a
related way Dickinson tailored her self to suit a readership that became entirely
dependent upon her textual existence when she withdrew eventually from normal
interactions. Her need to produce epistolary contacts, and to construct an identity
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dependent upon her role as a letter writer motivated and to a large extent structured her
life.
Correspondence defined and confined Dickinson's social world. This eccentricity,
according to George E. Marcus, illustrated a tendency found among the New England
gentry during Dickinson's life, to cultivate behaviour indicating their special status and
economic privilege. Wealth conferred opportunities for self-indulgence, thereby
confirming distinction.78 Marcus identifies two paradoxically characteristic behaviours
other eccentrics commonly displayed that Dickinson also practiced. These include the
seeking and preserving of extreme privacy or withdrawal from most social contacts, and
the adopting of unusual dress habits. Affluence and position permitted such conduct,
and fortified the Dickinson family identity because it announced that they had the means
to support a member who required special care, including exemption from many normal
duties expected of women in her class. Dickinson could afford to stay home, without
completely isolating herself. The postal service would supply a system through which
she could still reach selected community members.
Epistolary friendships appealed to Dickinson because this textual dyadic intimacy
involved writing and reading, two pleasurable activities for her. Frequently expressing
her delight at the anticipation and receipt of letters, her equal enjoyment in writing them
contributed to her enthusiasm for textual interaction. For example, to Dr and Mrs J. G.
Holland, autumn 1853: “… it is cold tonight, but the thought of you so warm, that I sit
by it as a fireside, and am never cold any more. I love to write to you — it gives my
heart a holiday and sets the bells to ringing.” [L133] (263). To her Norcross cousins,
1870(?): “When I think of your little faces I feel as the band does before it makes its
first shout …” [L344] (477). Each comment situates the writer in the moment of
recollecting the absent friend and in the act of writing about her fond feelings.
Dickinson thus constructs the intimacy of direct interaction and yet she avoids the faceto-face interviews of normal social behaviour. Solitude allows her the time and absence
provides the motive to write letters.
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The technology available for nineteenth-century correspondence consisted of paper,
pencils, pens, ink, and envelopes into which enclosures might be added.79 Letters could
be posted by mail coach for a small fee. Dickinson's early and active epistolary life
exploited her father's access to free mail service since Edward Dickinson's
congressional position enabled him to frank correspondence.80 The postal system
facilitated the most convenient method for people to communicate over distances.81 It
was “far from inefficient” especially after 1859 when the mail train replaced the horsedrawn stagecoach. Messages exchanged on a regular basis established communication
patterns whose interruption constituted a message in itself.82 Dickinson acknowledged
her debt to the postal service by making frequent references to the processes of
conveying letters. For example, she writes to Susan Gilbert, about February 1852:
… You know how I must write you, down, down, in the terrestrial; no sunset here, no
stars; not even a bit of twilight which I may poetize — and send you! Yet Susie, there
will be romance in the letter's ride to you — think of the hills and the dales, and the rivers
it will pass over, and the drivers and conductors who will hurry it on to you; and wont
that make a poem such as can ne'er be written? [L77] (181–82).

Dickinson's flowing, alliterative prose fantasises the letter's excursion, demonstrating
her ability to “poetize” despite her contrary claims. Here Dickinson's speculation on the
letter's romantic adventure that correspondents take for granted directly reflects
79
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conditions influencing her interest in epistolary production. Women were not expected
to travel alone, and many women could not afford to travel at all. Their letters journeyed
instead by conveying thoughts independent of the imposed social and economic
restrictions that sought to contain women within their domestic spheres.83 Letters
cultivate interpersonal connections with others, outside the home. This capacity to
escape housebound containment became particularly pressing as Dickinson's reclusive
behaviour intensified. Mossberg's comment that “Dickinson had no years other than her
domestic ones”84 goes far to explain why she vigorously maintained her epistolary
companionships.
From accounts contained in Dickinson's writing it is not difficult to reconstruct her
composition methods. Uninterrupted solitude, late at night or early in the morning,
allowed her to draft letters.85 “[Seeking] out the moment alone underlines the selfconsciousness of the introspective act, and the capacity to gain ‘acquaintance’ with
oneself.”86 It has been suggested that self-reflective personalities who value
opportunities for disclosure spend more time consciously analysing their behaviour so
that they have more to disclose.87 Dickinson's intense awareness of her emotional states,
and her poetic articulations of them suggest that she was extremely introspective. Letterwriting allowed her to draw upon her self-awareness, and share her ideas with her
correspondents.
Furthermore, recording and communicating through letters capitalises on linguistic
skills highly valued and developed by the writer. Even her use of pen or pencil became
an expression of her pleasure with the act of inscribing words on paper. She sometimes
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finds the pen inefficient, even remarking, “I am in a hurry — this pen is too slow for me
— ‘it hath done what it could.’” [L57] (147).88 Surviving holographs confirm that while
Dickinson used ink for her early correspondence, she preferred pencil. This may suggest
greater ease for producing script, facility for altering material, and an intimate
relationship with the recipients.89 It may also relate to the easy portability of pencils that
could be slipped into a pocket.
Besides constructing herself, Dickinson's texts structure her reader's position and the
relationship possible for them to share with her. Highly idiosyncratic language reflects
her life-style, which required little direct communication with the outside world.
Correspondence probably encouraged Dickinson's cultivation of linguistic tendencies
already apparent in her family.90 Mrs Lucretia Bullard wrote to Edward Dickinson,
January 16, 1836: “… tell Emily, I wish she would write her name in your next letter so
as not [to] forget how to write. I would write to her sometimes, if she would answer my
letters.”91 This Aunt could not have known ultimate result of her directives to the child.
It is clear, however, that letter writing was an important activity in the Dickinson
household, and Dickinson learned to develop her correspondence skills from an early
age.
As textual exchanges evolved between Dickinson and her recipients, stylistic
devices, images and subject treatment could be alluded to, abbreviated, and made to
carry additional meaning through repetition. In this way, Dickinson schooled her readers
to interpret her texts and by extension, to understand her. She displays her sensitivity to
their individual interests and tastes, identifying herself as a discriminating and
perceptive companion able to direct her comments toward subject matter only shared
between intimate acquaintances. To her sister-in-law, therefore, went allusions to texts
she and Sue had both read, many notes and poems concerning Susan’s children, familial
information and past events in which they both figured. Often, minute details could
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identify a shared experience, which the intended reader would be expected to grasp with
the most tangential references. To her literary friends Samuel Bowles, the Hollands, and
Colonel Higginson were sent letters filled with allusions to classical literature and the
Bible, oblique references to current affairs, and verse as well as prose that highlighted
Dickinson’s linguistic expertise. By adjusting her texts to suit individual readers,
Dickinson was also constructing her textual identity as a sensitive crafter of customized
reading material. If she could entice readers to reply, she guaranteed that her textual
identity as a letter-writer would continue.

II. EXPLICIT COMMENTS ABOUT LETTER GENRE

Dickinson's decision to conduct her social interactions increasingly through
correspondence meant that her circle of epistolary friends became essential for her
contact with the world beyond her home. Pen friends contributed to her identity and
well-being, but their connection needed to be assured through the postal service. Hence,
Dickinson makes clear throughout her correspondence, the value she places on the
letters that reach her because she regards them as extensions of their writers, and
indirectly the relational identity that the letters allow her to feel. Many letters imploring
replies from reluctant correspondents indicate Dickinson's need for her friendship
commitment to be returned. Such behaviour is similar to other associations between
people who elect to become “chums”. Dickinson pleads with Sue, whose friendship she
valued throughout her life, to “only want to write …” [L73] (176). She seeks an
indication that Sue reciprocates her feelings.92 Critics have discussed the love-letters she
directed to Sue as expressions of Dickinson's passionate attachment.93 Friend and/or
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lover, Sue's communication was essential to confirm Dickinson's self-esteem because
Sue was a person whose regard Dickinson cherished.
Typically, Dickinson expresses her longing for continued contact from Abiah Root,
in a letter dated 29 October 1848:
…Six long months have tried hard to make us strangers, but I love you better than ever
notwithstanding the link which bound us in that golden chain is sadly dimmed, I feel
more reluctant to lose you from that bright circle, whom I've called my friends I mailed a
long letter to you the Ist of March, & patiently have I waited a reply, but none has yet
94
cheered me. [L26] (71).

If these voluntary associations are threatened, Dickinson employs every tactic at her
disposal to secure them. Denied the cheerful receipt of a letter in the example above, her
image of a chain linking the friends through letters indicates that the association will
fade without mutual effort. Despite Abiah’s silence, Dickinson asserts that she loves her
still, and deeply feels the loss. She even writes a long letter and waits “patiently” for
seven months without a reply.
In fact, letters represent a form of textual currency, which Dickinson calculates
precisely in her reckoning to Austin, 2 November 1847: “[Abby] is now my debtor to
the amount of one long letter …” [L17] (51). She also writes to Jane Humphrey, 23
January 1850:
Vinnie you know is away — and that I'm very lonely is too plain for me to tell you — I
am alone — all alone. She wrote that she'd heard from you — and had written you
herself — did she say she was homesick? She knew that her letters to me would be family
affairs — and she cant tell me anything at all — she dont dare to — and I'd rather she
would'nt either. When I knew Vinnie must go I clung to you as the dearer than ever
friend — but when the grave opened — and swallowed you both — I murmured — and
thought I had a right to — … Oh ugly time — and space — … [L30] (83).
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In this letter, the special value of a friend's communication is private and therefore
immune to censorship. The friend, unlike the family-member, may disclose information
inappropriate for a letter that is destined to become a “family affair”. Letters cross time
and space, and are here equated with the distance of death. Silence from Vinnie and
Jane conjures Dickinson's image of a grave devouring the loved ones. Without
communication, Dickinson feels herself to be non-existent. Her relational identity
requires social interaction, so the failure to receive communication deprives her of
confirmation that she matters to the absent others. She feels justified in “murmuring”
since she resents being neglected and ignored. What is more, she defines herself as
clinging “to you the dearer than ever friend” to emphasise her loyalty. Dickinson
mourns the silence because she remains faithful even after the friend's communication
seems to have been “swallowed” by death. Even more important, though, is the
perceived threat to Dickinson's functional identity as a correspondent.
Commitment to her correspondents becomes explicit in many texts, where
Dickinson expresses her pleasure at receiving letters, and her eagerness to reply. These
extracts, spanning her epistolary career, indicate the importance she attached to her
letter writing, and especially the interpersonal contacts permitted by correspondence. 95
To Abiah Root 25 September 1845:
… It really seemed to give me new life to receive your letter, for when I am rather lowspirited nothing seems to cheer me so much as a letter from a friend. At every word I read
I seemed to feel new strength & have now regained my usual health and spirits. [L8] (21).

Here, Dickinson describes how letters from friends “seem” to improve her health,
strength and spirits. If such effects can be derived from a letter, then friends should
generously contribute to the correspondence for medical reasons, quite apart from the
pleasure that epistolary activity might provide. To Austin, Dickinson indicates that she
is inspired to answer at once.96
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28 January 1852
I have just got your letter, Austin, and have read and sat down to answer it almost in
a breath, for there's so much I want to say, and so little time to say it, that I must be very
spry to write you tonight at all. [L71] (169–70).
2 April 1853
Dear Austin,
I rather thought from your letter to me that my essays, together with the Lectures at
Cambridge, were rather too much for you, so I thought I would let you have a little
vacation; but you must have got rested now, so I shall renew the series … [L113] (237).
16 April 1853
Dear Austin,
You make me happy, when you write so affectionately, happier than you know, and I
always want to write to you as soon as your letters come, but it is not very often
convenient that I can. Yet I will the morning after, as I do today .… [L116] (242).

These three letters clearly express Dickinson's eagerness to maintain her end of the
correspondence with her brother. The pleasure she derives from reading his letters and
the value she places on her correspondence with him flatter and perhaps manipulate him
into writing more often. If she answers the letters as immediately as she claims, Austin
is always under pressure to reply. In Letter 113, although surmising that her “essays”
are becoming a burden to the busy student, she permits a break for him by delaying to
send a letter, but resumes the “series” with renewed vigour. Interestingly, if surviving
letters accurately preserve her correspondence with Austin, the previous March 1853
letters to Austin are: Letter 106 (12 March), Letter 108 (18 March), Letter 109 (24
March), and Letter 110 (27 March). Letter 113 is written only six days later.
Apparently, she could not resist for long, nor risk delaying her despatch of letters to
maintain communication with him.
Much later in her life, Judge Otis P. Lord becomes the recipient of letters that
indicate Dickinson's almost desperate desire to be textually addressed, and to maintain
her relationship as a letter writer. These three letters are all to Otis Lord:
About 1878
To beg for the Letter when it is written, is bankrupt enough, but to beg for it when it
is'nt [sic], and the dear Donor is sauntering, mindless of it's [sic] worth, that is bankrupter
… [L561] (616).
30 April 1882:
To write you, not knowing where you are, is an unfinished pleasure — Sweeter of course
than not writing, because it has a wandering Aim, of which you are the goal — … [L750]
(727).
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3 December 1882
What if you are writing! Oh, for the power to look, yet were I there, I would not,
except you invite me–… I have written you, Dear, so many Notes since receiving one, it
seems like writing a Note to the Sky — yearning and replyless — but Prayer has not an
answer and yet how many pray!… [L790] (753).

Dickinson's sportive logic and language convey her absorption with the process of
correspondence as she indulges in developing clever paradoxes. Writing is better than
not writing despite the problems of despatching letters to one whose location is
unknown. She wishes to see if her recipient is writing to her, even though, were she able
to see him, the letter-writing process would be unnecessary. Letters compare to prayers,
amounting to little more than monologues since without reply, the communication is
nearly worthless except to one who finds solace in self-expression through language.
Non-response from God and her recipient reduce her to quantifiable degrees of
bankruptcy. Still, her message is direct and forceful. Dickinson wanted to be on the
receiving end of letters so that she could continue to produce them. Her epistolary
identity was essential to her. To insure its survival, she developed a number of textual
strategies to encourage her readers to write back.

III. TECHNIQUES TO BRIDGE DISTANCE

Even before her physical withdrawal, Dickinson uses letters and words for selfsubstantiation. Her “mind alone” employs words to project the self, on paper, into the
reader's consciousness. There are frequent instances where Dickinson metonymically
identifies received letters with their writers, and she even more often describes her own
letters as extensions of herself. This equating of the self with the textual production
demonstrates one device Dickinson contrives to create an impression of immediacy and
presence. The letter text becomes an emblem of the self, and the inscribed page
represents a physical extension of the writer's identity. A letter to her brother, Austin, 29
June 1851, commands his undivided attention by writing as though she and Austin are
sharing the same time and space:
At my old stand again Dear Austin, and happy as a queen to know that while I speak
those whom I love are listening … [L45] (117).
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To Emily Fowler (Ford), in Spring 1853, she writes:
Dear Emily,
I come and see you a great many times every day, though I dont bring my body with
me, so perhaps you dont know I'm there. But I love to come just as dearly, for nobody
sees me then, and I sit and chat away, and look up in your face, and no matter who calls,
if its “my Lord the King,” he does'nt interrupt me. Let me say, dear Emily, both mean to
come at a time, so you shall be very sure I am sitting by your side, and not have to trust
the fancy. [L111] (236).

Dickinson's attitude toward herself as a letter-writer, and the relationship that she
wanted with her reader are evident in this note to her Amherst Academy friend.
Thoughts can travel “many times every day,” while letters textually convey ideas and
allow uninterrupted “chat.” Written before Dickinson's withdrawal from social
activities, she already affirms the importance that epistolary interaction would
increasingly assume. Both letters cited above imaginatively place her in her readers'
company, just as the letters she receives allow her to be joined with their writers while
she reads them.97
Later, Dickinson extends the imaginative possibilities of epistolary contact when she
writes to Mary Bowles, asserting that letters allow her to “… cross the river — and
climb the fence — now I am at the gate — Mary — now I am in the hall — now I am
looking your heart in the Eye!” [L235] (377). The writer's “now” assumes a timeless
quality since as Mary reads, the writer is “now” staring into her feelings. Dickinson
choreographs a comical intrusion of the first-person speaker who approaches the river,
fence, gate, hall and finally the very seat of feeling as she gazes into the reader's
personified heart. This haunting and haunted gesture projects the writer into the reader's
space. It illustrates the power of imaginative text, which Dickinson exploits fully in
constructing herself and friends as bodiless consciousness able to transcend physical,
geographic and temporal boundaries.
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Another frequent method Dickinson uses to overcome real time and space distance,
through metonymically joining herself and her readers, is to compare the tactile
handling of pen and paper to physical contact. In a letter dated 27 November–3
December 1854, occur the words: “Sunday Afternoon. I left you a long while Susie, that
is, in pen and ink — my heart kept on …” [L176] (311). An interruption to the writing
process over several days resumes, following a notation specifying the time. Attitudes
and feelings may be transcribed into text disregarding any delays that occur since the
writer's affection remains constant and the receiver eventually will obtain the intended
message. Affection becomes so important and enduring that even late receipt fails to
diminish its fervour or value. Dickinson's comment implies that while the writer is
interrupted and forced to compose over a long period, reading will most likely happen in
a unified time and place, contrasting with the fragmented writing process. Despite these
differing production and reception conditions her postponed reply infers no alteration in
feelings.
Expressing affection is also an effective way to win reciprocal textual approval.
Therefore, she sends to Jane Humphrey, 23 January 1850:
I have written you a great many letters since you left me — not the kind of letters that go
in post-offices — and ride in mail-bags — but queer — little silent ones — very full of
affection — and full of confidence — but wanting in proof to you — therefore not valid
— somehow you will not answer them — and you would paper, and ink letters — I will
try one of those — tho' not half so precious as the other kind. I have written those at night
— when the rest of the world were at sleep — when only God came between us — and
no one else might hear. No need of shutting the door — nor of whispering timidly — nor
of fearing the ear of listeners — for night held them fast in his arms that they could not
interfere — and his arms are brawny and strong. Sometimes I did'nt know but you were
awake — and I hoped you wrote with that spirit pen — and on sheets from out the sky.
Did you ever — … [L30] (81–82).

Here, again, Dickinson invokes her ghostly visitation described as a clandestine,
midnight meeting. While lamenting that her imaginary letters fail to elicit replies, she
appreciates the privacy and convenience epistolary communication allows. Even more
secretive are thoughts that escape detection without the need to shut doors or whisper.
Although ideas are treasured, they require the physical confirmation provided by actual
pen and ink. In a letter to Sue Gilbert, late April 1852, Dickinson reports her behaviour
while at Church. She is absorbed thinking about a recently received missive, so she “…
kept saying your precious letter all over to myself … ” [L88] (201). Since words are
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transportable, the letter can be enjoyed even when its messages are only committed to
memory. The text, then, and the thoughts conveyed through letter exchange are able to
absorb the receiver's attention long after the initial reading. What is more, the friend's
letter supplants Dickinson's attention to conventional religious devotions. Textual
pleasure for Dickinson, in particular personal letter text, surpasses other sensations
because the ideas contained in language and thought and transmitted though writing can
excite by stimulating imagination. In drawing this capacity to her reader's attention,
Dickinson presents herself wielding language's power, further implying that when her
readers reply, they will share the same capability.
Dickinson rhapsodises about the happy conjunction of pen, paper and the postal
service in this articulation of her pleasure while using them to transmit ideas:
… thanks to a being inventing paper and pen, they are better far than nothing! By means
of them indeed, 'tis little I can tell you, but I can tell how much I would if I could, and
there's something comforting in it. (L63) (157).

Dickinson confesses to Susan Gilbert that upon receiving her “precious billet,” she is
“wearing the paper out, reading it over and o're, but the dear thoughts cant wear out if
they try” [L74] (177). Acquiring value and personality according to its associations,
fragile paper contrasts with the indestructible messages it carries. Samuel Bowles is told
that “Sue gave me the paper, to write on — so when the writing tires you — play it is Her
…”[L272] (416). To Louise Norcross, she reports: “This little sheet of paper has lain for
several years in my Shakespeare, and though it is blotted and antiquated is endeared by
its resting-place” [L340] (471). Besides making clear her esteem for canonical literature,
Dickinson is also signaling that stationery's capacity to convey words is enhanced by its
association with the writing process and its ability to unite the writers and readers who
handle it.
Ruth Perry describes this perception as simply: “The letter writer fantasises the
beloved and writes to that shadow.” Letters preserve relationships, “away from
tarnishing actuality.”98 Correspondence produces a textual experience whose
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significance increases in associations where words exist exclusively, without actions to
support or contradict them. The self textually constructed and imagined can manifest its
noblest, most desirable qualities untested by the fire of direct conduct. Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu (1689–1762) expressed the situation: “I believe I am the only body
who thinks the better of people for being absent. My Fancy represents to me only what
is pleasing in them.”99 Moreover, letters allow writers to hone their self-constructions so
that specific readers will find appealing textual personae. Each textual relationship tunes
the self sympathetically so that the envisioned other will respond. Dickinson's delight in
creating this textually constituted “supposed person” matches her fervid encouragement
for readers to reply, using verbal self-representations as well.100 Both can create
“admirable characters” interacting through relationships something like puppets
manipulated by their off-stage operators. But Dickinson hopes to transcend this required
epistolary distance, and she finds various ways to accomplish it.
Another method Dickinson uses to overcome her distance from her reader is by
describing in her letter text her spatial position in relation to her writing so that her texts
vigorously underscore the reader's feeling for the now of letter time. Economical
description, relying largely on her imaginative tropes, enables Dickinson's letter-writing
persona to speak directly to her reader as though writer and reader were sharing the
same physical space/time. In a letter to Charles Clark from mid-May 1883, she mentions
“The Humming Birds and Orioles fly by me as I write” [L825] (777). To Susan in early
1886, she opens a brief note: “I was just writing these very words to you, ‘Susan fronts
on the Gulf Stream,’ when Vinnie entered with the Sea …” [L1028] (895). These
brushstrokes depicting the writer's constructed environment, while writing, preserve the
textual speaking voice in a perpetual present. Each reader, encountering the lines, finds
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Humming Birds and Orioles flying across the text's mindscape; or the room inundated
with Vinnie's turbulent and perhaps sodden entrance. Creating place sets the stage for
the communication, inviting an intimacy and immediacy that establishes the reader's
feeling for the writer's textually constructed reality, thus drawing the reader into it.
Even more effective is Dickinson's use of present tense to bridge the time that
separates her writing from the recipient's reading. Scheurer refers to this as “… the mind
thinking, not the mind having thought.”101 By using epistolary present Dickinson shares
the moment, textually preserved and removed from time, regardless of distances
between herself and those to whom she writes. Creating immediacy in the prose reduces
the distance between reader and writer, and serves to promote an effect of textual
intimacy as Dickinson linguistically structures her reality and her self. The more she
feels able to be present to her reader through her letter text, the less necessary become
other forms of interaction. Because Dickinson increasingly embodied herself in her text,
her reasons to operate socially as a body disappeared for she could become a purely
imagined construct generated through language. Furthermore, for friends or pen friends
who move away, changing geographic distance becomes an issue only in connection to
the additional time required for transmitting letters.
Waking and dreaming worlds can converge when people engage in textual
intercourse, which she expresses to Austin, 30 October 1851:
I waked up this morning thinking for all the world I had had a letter from you — just as
the seal was breaking, father rapped at my door. I was sadly disappointed not to go on
and read, but when the four black horses came trotting into town, and their load was none
the heavier by a tiding for me — I was not disappointed then — it was harder to me than
had I been disappointed. I have got over it now tho'. I have been thinking all day of how I
would break the seal and how gallantly I would read when my letter came, and when it
did'nt come, I found I had made no provision for any such time as that, but I wont chide
you Austin. I know you will write me soon — perhaps your eyes disturb you and will not
let you write … If it were not that I could write you — you could not go away, therefore
— pen and ink are very excellent things! [L60] (152–53).
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Conflating her wish-fulfillment dream with her wakeful hope that she will receive a
letter, Dickinson admits that she had failed to prepare herself for such a disappointing
eventuality. She eagerly anticipates receiving letters, even suggesting that she felt more
dejection when she was prevented from reading her dream letter than when she was
denied in actuality. Perhaps imagination supplied her with finer letters than those she
received through the post. Emotional blackmail to motivate Austin's letter production
also inspires Dickinson's subject matter since she values his correspondence so much
that lapses cause her longing fantasies. Her conclusion achieves a delightful solution to
Austin's absence and silence: writing and anticipating a response keeps her brother in
her mind. Prospective communication creates excitement equaling real correspondence,
and by extension the correspondence is nearly as fulfilling as enjoying the loved one's
company.
For Dickinson, reading and writing are intensely intimate acts because language has
the power to strengthen links between the self and the other.102 “Words become the
yardsticks of human relationships.”103 This explains Dickinson's urgent wish to respond
to Austin's letters, which she frequently expresses. One example occurs when she
writes:
1 October 1851
We are just thro' dinner, Austin, I want to write so much that I omit digestion, and a
dyspepsia will probably be the result. [L53] (136).

Her desire to write to her friends is equally apparent in the emotionally charged
openings with which she greets them:
To Susan Gilbert, about 6 February 1852
Will you let me come dear Susie — looking just as I do, my dress soiled and worn, my
grand old apron, and my hair — Oh Susie, time would fail me to enumerate my
appearance, yet I love you just as dearly as if I was e'er so fine, so you wont care, will
you? I am so glad dear Susie — that our hearts are always clean, and always neat and
lovely, so not to be ashamed. I have been hard at work this morning, and I ought to be
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working now — but I cannot deny myself the luxury of a minute or two with you. [L73]
(175).
To Mrs Holland early 1877
Dear Sister.
I have felt so sweet an impatience to write you, that I thought it perhaps inordinate, and to
be disciplined, like other unruly wishfulness — but however you stem Nature, she at last
succeeds. [L487](572).

Contact with each friend constitutes self-definition because social interaction draws
people's attention to each other. This perceived, shared recognition of interaction is
essential to identity construction and the communication process.104 While the first three
examples above [L53 (on page 47); L116 (on page 39); L73] illustrate Dickinson's
motivation to write letters when she still engaged in fact-to-face meetings, the letter to
Mrs Holland represents correspondence from an entrenched recluse. Epistolary
exchanges have by then established Dickinson's only contacts beyond her household.
Without the mail delivering her textually constructed identity, she might well disappear.
When Dickinson restricted herself to correspondence, her persona's attachment to
epistolary associates through the letter exchange constituted a substantial part, if not the
entire basis, for their shared experience. Since personality expresses itself largely
through interaction, Dickinson's increasing dependence upon epistolary relationships
compelled her to develop textual techniques to involve others in correspondence, thus
ensuring her own interactive identity. By writing their replies, her readers not only
confirmed that she had spoken, but acknowledged that she existed. Their letters
constituted a survival strategy linking her to the real world. For this reason alone
Dickinson's urgency to define herself as a correspondent can be justified.
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IV. COMPOSING LETTERS AND SEMIOTICS

Dickinson's careful crafting of poems and letters attests to her belief that both were
important. When writing in either genre, or by combining the two, language required
precision to convey messages deserving the reader's attention, and demonstrating
sufficiently refined originality to represent their writer. She tells Abiah Root, 23
February, 1845, perhaps ironically: “Lavinia just now interrupted my flow of thought by
saying give my love to A. I presume you will be glad to have some one break off this
epistle.” [L5] (10). Sometimes she criticised her own work by making declarations like
this one to the same recipient near the conclusion of a long letter: “I have looked my
letter over and find I have written nothing worth reading.” [L7] (18). These playful
remarks nonetheless indicate that writing a quality script is not accidental. Observations
on penmanship and spelling also reveal that legibility and presentation matter.105 She
jokes to Sue Gilbert Dickinson, January 15, 1854, excusing her faulty manuscript
because similar problems troubled the statesman, and Dickinson's receiver:
… Susie, under that black spot, technically termed a blot, the word beat may be found —
My pen fell from the handle — occasioning the same, but life is too short to transcribe or
apologize — I don't doubt Daniel Webster made many a blot, and I think you said, you
made one, under circumstances quite aggravating! [L154] (285).

After closing the March 26 1854 letter to Austin, Dickinson notes: “I spelt a word
wrong in this letter, but I know better, so you need'nt think you have caught me” [L159]
(292). Sibling rivalry may be inferred here, besides Dickinson's pre-emptive
acknowledgment of error to avoid criticism. Her concern about the finished product is
also evident, for she tells Abiah in a postscript: “Please excuse those blots on the first
page of my letter, as they [are] Austins (sic) work, and accidental.” [L10] (29).
Dickinson almost always drafted her correspondence before mailing polished copies,
indicating her commitment to artfully composed epistolary discourse.106 Expressing her
desire to produce quality letters reinforces the writer's self-constructed identity,
105
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emphasising her concern about meticulous textual craftsmanship. She may feel free to
joke about blots and smudges, but she is also taking her role seriously enough to object
to sloppy work.
While Dickinson acknowledges that correspondents consciously and subconsciously
derive semiotic information while reading the words, accidental marks, illustrations and
open spaces visible on each sheet of paper, she assumes authority over each page that
she sends. Thus, she writes to Emily Fowler early in 1850 (?): “That is'nt an empty
blank where I began — it is so full of affection that you can't see any — that's all.”
[L32] (90). Much later, Dickinson tells Samuel Bowles about 11 January 1862 “I
skipped a page — tonight — because I come so often — now — I might have tired you.
That page is fullest — tho'”[L247] (390). These comments account for unwritten,
affectionate messages that defy verbal expression. The unsaid conveys more than the
inscribed or spoken. Dickinson appropriates all realms of interaction: the expressed and
the unexpressed; the written and the unwritten; the marked and unmarked paper. Each
page signifies a message carrying the most important non-verbal communication
invisibly in its margins. Rather than saying too little, she implies that the empty spaces
attempt to say too much. By inscribing such ideas, Dickinson identifies herself as a
loving and demonstrative friend who seizes every opportunity to express her
affectionate regard. Furthermore, she assumes the right to confer meaning, and so takes
control over all elements comprising the communication process. She tells her recipients
how to interpret her messages, even when the paper appears to be blank. In this capacity
she constructs for herself an important role by declaring her emotional commitment to
her readers even when the page they receive displays un-inscribed areas. This strategy
enables Dickinson to speak and reveal her feelings without directly expressing herself.
Through suggesting her emotional attachment, her readers must fill the silence using
their imaginative interpretation, perhaps a more powerful tool than anything committed
to language.
After 1858, Dickinson rarely observed conventional epistolary form.107 She almost
never placed dates on her letters, or she dated them incorrectly. Salutations occur
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infrequently; closings were more customary but signatures varied.108 Graphologists
consider the signature to be the most distinctive handwriting component. It is comprised
of the writer's names, possibly embellished with additional ornaments. Dickinson's
signature offers a particularly revealing symbol of her self.109
The proportional relation between the given and the family name is a direct expression of
the writer's reaction to family ties and to parent-child relations. In the signature, the
family name represents the social ego, whereas the given name speaks for the more
intimate part of the ego. Balanced proportion between the given name and the family
name within the signature as a unit reflects a harmonious interaction of private and social
roles.
Overemphasis on the family name or on an acquired last name may indicate
family pride or feelings of prestige and preoccupation with status. Amplification and
110
embellishment of the given name suggests a narcissistic urge to attract attention.

Appendix 4, Table 3 indicates the variety of signatures Dickinson employed in her
correspondence. Since surviving letters are mostly personal communications with
friends, her frequent signature using only her given name is not surprising.
Experimentation with “Emilie” occurs for the last time in a letter dated 31 December
1861, which suggests that she may have considered the return to “Emily” when making
New Year's Resolutions. It is noteworthy that her signature is legible, indicating
sincerity and honesty. Sometimes the tail of the y sweeps under her first name to give
emphasis. This gesture can be an expression of self-confidence or a desire to appear
self-confident.111
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“E Dickinson” seems to have been appropriate for opening relations on a formal
footing, and it appears most often when her correspondents are less intimate contacts.
To Thomas Niles, a publisher who approached her for poetry, she employs this
signature. It may be noteworthy that the same "E Dickinson" would have represented
both her mother and father. Naming her roles of aunt, sister, and cousin emphasise
kinship with specific family members, so her playful substitution using “Brother Emily”
or “His Niece” capitalises on their recognising her regardless of how she signs herself.
Many “once off” signatures extend topical elements in a specific exchange, and would
have been less cryptic to the original correspondent. Some signatures also reveal
Dickinson's familiarity with characters from other textual sources, artists, mythology,
and current affairs. What is more, she expected her readers to be equally well informed.
Employing various signatures reveals roles she adopted and her constructed
relationships for conducting her epistolary social life in this communication process.
Biblical references (Barabas, Judah, Selah, Rebecca and Paul) tend to comment on
Dickinson's attitude toward her epistolary subjects, which frequently concern emotional
relationships between the correspondent and herself. In assuming the identity of Thomas
Cole (the painter), Modoc (an Oregon Indian tribe resisting forced relocation to a
reservation), Khedive (a captured Egyptian rebel), or Dickens's fictional characters
(Brooks of Sheffield, and Marchioness), Dickinson is underscoring her authorial
freedom. The obviously transparent masks revealed by such teasing, affirm that play is
possible and desirable between friends. Readers would understand her joke in referring
to herself with the epithet “His Niece” when writing to her three-year-old nephew; or
Dick Jim, (horses belonging to Austin).112 These signatures extended the letter messages
by imaginatively distorting the writer's identity.
However, Dickinson often left letters unsigned. “By not signing so many letters,
Dickinson at least tacitly subverts the ideology of autonomous authorship … demanding
that readers question not simply ‘who’ is being represented but the very idea of literary
‘self’-representation.”113 Dickinson understood that her identity became a construct in
the minds of her readers, and that her influence over readers depended upon textual
manipulation. Time and space intervene so the process of letter exchange demands
112
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special care in crafting messages to reduce the possible misunderstandings that occur
when tone and vocal inflexion can not contribute to meaning and interpretation.
Dickinson plays with this potential uncertainty, but she also attempts to make her
position clear, especially when her position changes. Her epistolary prose style provides
a unique identification, and other self-construction devices highlight her individual
character. Besides raising reader awareness of prose style, personal correspondence also
draws attention to the writer's penmanship and page layout. A signed identity may well
have seemed superfluous to Dickinson.
Even if her unsigned, or whimsically “forged” signatures encouraged investigation,
there is also the likelihood that such gamesmanship becomes an option when identity is
not an issue. Numerous unsigned or jokingly signed letters suggest that Dickinson had
no doubts about her writing being recognised without tagging her name(s). “I am whom
you infer — ” closes two letters ([L481](569); [L699](696)). Ignoring conventional
epistolary practice, Dickinson's letters express her confidence that her linguistic identity
provides her most individualising and recognisable trait. Her self-construction is
reduced to a voice, without a face, without a fixed “address” because the writer's name
is absent or flexible. Using directions on the envelopes but not always a formal
salutation, the letter assumes a lyrical quality similar to the voice speaking in poetry.114
The reader becomes the text's and the writer's audience of one, while the textual persona
of the writer's identity relies on the reader's imaginative interpretation.
Likewise, each step in the process of letter exchange invites opportunities for
Dickinson to disrupt conventional epistolary practice, and so stamp her individualised
identity on her textual production. For example, letters require addressing and
conveyance to the receiver. Travelling friends often carried missives intended for local
neighbours, so enclosing messages from other writers was not uncommon. In early
March 1861 (?), Dickinson writes to her Norcross cousins:
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Dear Friends,
Loos's note to Miss Whitney only stopped to dine. It went out with a beautiful name
on its face in the evening mail. “Is there nothing else,” as the clerk says? So pleased to
enact a trifle for my little sister …
It was pretty to lend us the letters from the new friends. It gets us acquainted. We
will preserve them carefully … [L230] (372).

Dickinson's delighted assistance to her brother and Sue during their epistolary courtship
for which she addressed and handled letters is evident when she records the
perambulating correspondence that traveled under the guise of her handwriting. The
letters actually were despatched from Amherst to Cambridge and Michigan, but
Dickinson imaginatively extends their journeys to include the Appenine and
Hindoostan.115 That her brother and future sister-in-law depended upon her handwriting
complicity for concealing their actions perhaps also sheds some light on Dickinson's
practice of having others address her letters. Disguised handwriting allows further
anonymity. Cynthia Griffin Wolff observed, it “was impossible to mail anything … from
the little post office in Amherst without having the entire town know the names of one's
correspondents.”116 Hence, writers devised various ploys to protect privacy. Austin's
surviving letters prove that the trick did not always work.117 However, with
correspondence placing the world literally at her fingertips, there appears some logic in
Dickinson's eventual decision to stay home. Her “mind alone” could journey because
her words traveled using the mail.
Contained and invisible within an envelope, the letter is transmitted unread, through
other hands, to its addressee. The envelope secures privacy but signals to those aware of
its movement that messages are passing between correspondents. Receiving letters,
then, compares to telling secrets in public since selecting receivers for the messages
clearly identifies the audience from the non-audience: those who can know from those
who can only guess. For Dickinson's self-construction as a letter writer, her active
correspondence would have served as a constant reminder to members of her household
115
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that she was receiving and transmitting information. In contrast, Mrs Dickinson's
performance as a correspondent seems constrained by time, as Dickinson remarks:
… Mother was much amused at the feebleness of your hopes of hearing from her — She
got so far last week once, as to take a pen and paper and carry them into the kitchen, but
her meditations were broken by the unexpected arrival of Col Smith and his wife, so she
must try again — I'm sure you will hear from her soon. … I have said a good deal today.
Emilie. [L128] (257).

Dickinson may be poking fun at her mother's failed attempt to write while Emilie can
boast “I have said a good deal today.” Unlike her mother, Dickinson created time to
write. If she also undertook to write her mother's letters it was because she enjoyed her
role as letter writer.
A legal allusion to shared textual activities and possible verbatim transcriptions
occurs when she tells Susan Gilbert Dickinson, about 1884:
Dear Sue —
One of the sweetest Messages I ever received, was, “Mrs Dickinson sent you this
Cardinal Flower, and told me to tell you she thought of you.”
Except for usurping your Copyright — I should regive the Message, but each Voice
is it's own — [L909] (829).

Important ideas here include Dickinson's distinction between mere plagiarism, genuine
feeling, and the unique identity contained in communication. Personal letters
represented a convenient source of information exchanged between individuals beyond
the immediate community. Dickinson's role as the family scribe would have been
regarded as a position of some authority. It is not surprising then, that the Dickinson
family wished to learn the contents of letters arriving at the household for they
encouraged sharing news, a practice which conflicts with epistolary communication
requiring intimacy and exclusion.
Dickinson's concern about reading letters in the family forum illustrates the dilemma
facing letter receivers who must present the written communication orally. The letters
below show Dickinson's struggles to realise her roles as dutiful daughter and news
reporter while handling Austin's despatches. Both roles conflicted with her desire to
maintain the private and intimate textual exchanges she so much desired from her
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brother. Her letter shows that she is forced to edit as she reads to preserve private
messages from public knowledge while appearing to broadcast unexpurgated
information. She describes her performance problems in these two examples, where she
must convey to listeners the impression that they gain access to the whole text when
they hear only her abridgment:
[Father] waited himself in order to have me read it [Austin's letter] — I reviewed the
contents hastily — striking out all suspicious places, and then very artlessly and
unconsciously began. My heart went “pit a pat” till I got safely by a remark concerning
Martha, and my stout heart was not till the manuscript was over … [L53] (136).
I dont love to read your letters all out loud to father — it would be like opening the
kitchen door when we get home from meeting Sunday, and are sitting down by the stove
saying just what we're a mind to, and having father hear. I dont know why it is, but it
gives me a dreadful feeling and I skipped about the wild flowers, and one or two little
things I loved the best, for I could'nt read them loud to anybody [several words erased]
[L116] (243).

Both passages illustrate the specific readership for whom letters are constructed.
Material containing no interest, or too much interest to unintended audience, must be
discretely censored. Although these letters were written nearly two years apart,
Dickinson's comments highlight the difficulties that oral recitation presents when the
speaker sight-reads letter text. The second passage also reveals how shared confidences
between intimates are rendered unspeakable in public. Patricia Spacks defines gossip as
communication that “involves two people, leisure, intimate revelation and commentary,
ease and confidence…. [T]he privacy of the dyad or small group involved in this kind of
talk largely determines its special tone.”118 While letters contain material that may
compare to gossip, the similarity between epistolary text and gossip mainly inheres in
the selective and limited audience for whom the information is intended. When
Dickinson pleads that she cannot read the passages she most loves “loud to anybody,” it
is because they are meant only for her; she would feel embarrassed to speak them.
Personal correspondence is so audience-determined that unintended readers often fail to
understand it. Rarely can such private text be successfully shared without extensive
contextualisation. Edward Dickinson enjoyed hearing Austin's letters, which may have
been an expression of his paternal regard. However, his indelicacy in demanding
118
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Emily's public performances of private correspondence suggests a failed sensitivity.
Whether he deliberately sought information or inadvertently transgressed apparently had
little effect because Dickinson was able to delete passages as necessary. Her appeal that
Austin consider the reception conditions when his letters arrived at the Dickinson
household was also unavailing. Austin continued to write unspeakable text for his sister
to negotiate.
Dickinson's problem in broadcasting the private letters she received illustrates the
self-constructed identities that correspondence allows. The privacy of dyadic interaction
means that the pair can behave and react to each other in ways that may be unique to
their textual relationship. Besides allowing confidences and self-revelations that would
be embarrassing if conveyed to a wider audience, the identity constructed for the
epistolary relationship is very likely only intended for expression in that context.
Austin's comments to his sister may have included endearments she would prefer not to
share, but he also may have indulged in the kinds of banter and linguistic games that
would draw upon her self-constructions that the rest of the family would not understand.
In the examples above, she mentions her feeling that reading the private letters is like
being overheard “saying just what we're a mind to, and having father hear.” The
personae of letters must be protected from exposure outside the epistolary context. In
other words, Dickinson's self-construction for this relationship exists only in the security
of private letters.

V. FAITHFUL CORRESPONDENT

Letters did not always reach their destinations or they arrived late. Since effective
communication requires feedback, letter writing seeks response. As a serious
correspondent, Dickinson demanded replies, and she conveys her concern and dismay
when her letters remain unanswered. On several occasions, her pursuit of missing postal
items assumes the proportions of an epic adventure, although sometimes the soughtafter material never existed. For example, on 13 December, 1853, Sue and Emily were
wondering:
… why you did'nt write something to some of us. Oh how you would have laughed to
have seen us flying around — dodging into the post office and insisting upon it we had a
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letter there, notwithstanding poor Mr Nims declared there was nothing there — then
chasing one another down to our office to Bowdoin, and telling him we knew all about it
— he had got the letter and was hiding it, and when he took oath he had not, plunging
into the street again, and then back to the house to communicate the result of our forlorn
proceedings — and mother — oh she thought the bears in the wood had devoured you, or
if you were not eaten up, you were such a monster of thoughtlessness and neglect! …
[L144] (274).

Besides revealing how epistolary neglect constituted a crisis that enlivened village
activity, this description also emphasises the community's general and Dickinson's
particular dependency on written correspondence where other communication systems
were unavailable. Austin's silence causes anxiety, and denies his friends the contact that
they seek. Although this passage suggests a comic tone, it also implies that if Austin has
been devoured, he might find an acceptable excuse for his otherwise monstrous failure
to write. Discovering why correspondence has ceased drives Dickinson and her friend
into communication with other community members: the postmaster, Mr Bowdoin, and
mother. Through such behaviour, Dickinson signals her concern about this important
correspondent, and her actions involve many people peripheral to her epistolary circle.
Austin's silence may be a personal matter, but Dickinson's desire to continue contact
with her brother affects a wider group. Her epistolary self actively and publicly exists
through such conduct. Townsfolk would possibly have known when Dickinson received
letters, but they certainly would have known when expected letters failed to arrive.
Furthermore, in reporting her actions, she has emphasised the importance of her role as
a faithful correspondent, even when her textual colleague has failed in his commitment
to write.
Assessing reader response through epistolary communication occurs only when
letters are received, so eliciting these reactions motivates Dickinson's elaborate
strategies to gain replies. She is censorious in a letter dated 18 March 1853 when she
writes:
I presume you remember a story Vinnie tells of a Breach of promise Case where the
correspondence between the parties consisted of a reply from the girl to one she had
never received, but was daily expecting — well I am writing an answer to the letter I
hav'nt had, so you will see the force of the accompanying anecdote. I have been looking
for you ever since despatching my last, but this is a fickle world, and it's a great source of
complacency that t'will all be burned up bye and bye. I should be pleased with a line
when you've published your work to Father, if it's perfectly convenient. [L108] (230).
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The anecdote illustrates Dickinson's situation, and she leaves her reader to recognise the
parallels. For her, correspondence compares to matrimonial attachments since
exchanging letters represents a continuous exchanging of vows. She speaks as a legal
authority, using a story to illustrate her argument that communication demands
reciprocal, timely interaction. Dickinson's letter continues with interesting comments
about how much their father appreciates letters received from Austin. She reports that
Edward Dickinson reads “… all the letters [Austin] writes at the post office, no matter
to whom addressed … then he makes me read them loud at the supper table again ….”
Remarking that Austin's letters are “published” indicates the significance she feels is
appropriate to his epistolary text. It need only be written and despatched to achieve the
ultimate status awarded to literary material. After signing off, Dickinson finds space at
the bottom observing that: “… my yarn is not quite spun, so I'll spin a little longer.”
Following this pun on the yarn / tale, she fills the page with news. To inspire a reply
from her brother she centralises the importance his letters enjoy in the household. A
legal argument presented as an amusing story leads to description of the excitement
Austin's “published” work generates, illustrating that these publications receive many
readings, silently and aloud, in private and public places. Next, Dickinson analyses their
father's cryptic comments and various interpretations that might be placed on the
writer's and reader's remarks. She finally concludes with a “yarn” of news to remind
Austin that his friends and family miss him, love him, and long to hear from him. The
“fickle” world where betrothals and correspondence are broken deserves general
conflagration. Her tone combines imperious exasperation with polite, formal business.
Movement from contemplation of earthly problems to metaphysical retribution
constructs her identity as a witty logician with legal expertise, a devoted fan, a reader
and writer who appreciates the process of epistolary communication, and a loving sister.
She is also a storyteller who understands the economies necessary for swapping “yarns”,
and so sandwiches her letter to Austin between tales by and about others.
Defining herself as a faithful correspondent, Dickinson underscores her need to
maintain contacts, although she frequently mentions her difficulties in finding time to
write. While she assumes the character of a self-effacing friend and neighbour, she
forthrightly demands letters from those she loves. Her determination to be seen as a
faithful correspondent reflects several important epistolary requirements placed on
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writers who choose to engage in extended correspondence. Every letter despatched sets
up the expectation for response, and consequently a disappointment. By insisting on her
desire to be faithful, Dickinson is constructing herself as a person who will reward
letters with replies. Once committed to exchange, she wants to maintain her role, and
indirectly is asking her recipients for the same kind of commitment. Such behaviour
also suggests that she will be loyal to her friends in other forms of interaction, so she is
attempting to gain an identity and relationship of mutual regard and attention. Epistolary
friends may live at a distance, but their involvement in the relationships created through
letter exchange is easily assessed by the frequency and expediency with which they
reply. “Dickinson's letters are always love letters ….”119 For her, writing is a loving act
and those to whom she sends letters and poems are expected to respond, partly as a
courtesy, but mostly as a confirmation of reciprocated emotional commitment and
esteem.
Consequently, she tells her brother, “You must write to me as often as possible …”
[L21] (61) and she readily expresses her consternation when anticipated missives fail to
eventuate or disappoint her expectations. For example, to Austin on 20 June 1852:
Your last letter to us, Austin, was very short and very unsatisfying — we do not feel this
week that we have heard anything from you for a very great while, and father's absence,
besides, makes us all very lonely.
I infer from what you said, that my last letter did'nt suit you, and you tried to write as
bad a one as you possibly could, to pay me for it; but before I began to write, Vinnie said
she was going to, and I mus'nt write any news, as she was depending upon it to make her
letter of, so I merely talked away as I should if we'd been together, leaving all the matter
o' fact to our practical sister Vinnie — … [L95] (213).

Here, she reacts with uncharacteristic literary criticism, since her usual references to
Austin's letters are filled with genuine pleasure at his amusing style.120 Dickinson's
praises may mask her jealousy about Edward Dickinson's favouritism and the
preferential treatment he directed toward his son,121 but they clearly convey Emily's
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admiration for her brother, and her early recognition that praising a correspondent's
efforts proved to be an efficacious strategy in eliciting a reply. She defends her letter
against Austin's apparent censure for its lack of news, by explaining how “matter o'
fact” material is left to Vinnie while she could simply “talk”. Since news and its
reporting rarely concern her, this letter articulates what later becomes characteristic of
her texts as they move away from news reports and into more abstract areas of thought.
Regardless of his criticism, Dickinson insists on prompt and well-crafted letters
from her brother. Austin receives frequent reminders to maintain regular
correspondence with the family and Emily in particular. From his letters and surviving
drafts it appears that he enjoyed writing, and wrote copiously.122 But his sister's
chastisement when he failed to write is pointed and powerful. On 20 July 1851, she
complains:
Seems to me you are hardly fair, not to send me any letter — I was somewhat
disappointed to be thus overlooked — my note from you once a week, had come so very
punctually I did set my heart on getting a little something — even a word of love, a line
not quite unmindful, and I had from my heart fully and freely forgiven you, but now I am
very angry — you shall not have a tender mercy — as I live saith me, and as my inkstand
liveth you shall have no peace until all is fulfilled. If I thought you would care any I
would hold my tongue so tight that Inquisition itself should'nt wring a sentence from me
— but t'would only punish me who would fain get off unpunished, therefore here I am,
a'nt you happy to see me? Since you did'nt write to me I pocketed my sorrows, and I hope
they are being sanctified to my future good — that is to say — I shall “know what to
expect,[”] and my “expectations will not be realized,” … [L48] (124).

Here again she is represented by the letter itself, and she admits that much as she would
like to punish Austin for disappointing her, she is the victim of any breakdown in letter
exchange because she wants to write. A week later Austin receives this: “The next time
you a'nt going to write me I'd thank you to let me know — this kind of protracted insult
is what no man can bear — …”[L49] (127). Dickinson's fascination with eclipse where
presence is made invisible seems to inform her attitude toward non-communication
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from loved ones.123 For her, letters symbolise the presence of those who are absent.
Their thoughts, contained in text, render the missing friends tangibly present because
ideas can spread influence through letter exchange while the “corporeal selves” are
inaccessible.
However, correspondence is subject to Dickinson's very demanding standards.
Three months later, October 17 1851, she writes to Austin:
… I thank you for such a long letter, and yet if I might choose, the next should be a
longer. I think a letter just about three days long would make me happier than any other
kind of one — if you please, dated at Boston, but thanks be to our Father, you may
conclude it here … [L58] (148–49).

She emphasises practicality: his next letter must be long. Leading by example, she
writes seven-hundred words; enclosing a pressed leaf and an additional note.124
Moreover, she argues that writing is only desirable if a face-to-face visit can not be
arranged. Hence, a letter begun in Boston and finished with Austin at home would be
best.
Since language enables epistolary exchange, it must be mutually understandable. In
one fanciful letter, Dickinson explains “… my words put feathers on” [L190] (336)
almost as a disclaimer if her reader fails to comprehend her. Artistic liberties create
enjoyment, but she demands clarity from her correspondents. For example, to Austin on
5 January 1854, she opens:
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I have had some things from you, to which I perceived no meaning. They either were
very vast, or they did'nt mean anything, I dont know certainly which … Father asked me
what you wrote and I gave it to him to read — He looked very much confused and finally
put on his spectacles, which did'nt seem to help him much — I don't think a telescope
would have assisted him. [L152] (281).

When Austin criticises his sister, she replies with understated exasperation, humour and
affection. In a letter dated June, 1851, she writes to Austin:
… I have just finished reading your letter which was brought in since church. Mr Pierce
was not out today, the wife of this same man took upon her his duties, and brought the
letter herself since we came in from church. I like it grandly — very — because it is so
long, and also it's so funny — we have all been laughing till the old house rung again at
your delineations of men, women, and things. I feel quite like retiring, in presence of one
so grand, and casting my small lot among small birds, and fishes — you say you dont
comprehend me, you want a simpler style. Gratitude indeed for all my fine philosophy! I
strove to be exalted thinking I might reach you and while I pant and struggle and climb
the nearest cloud, you walk out very leisurely in your slippers from Empyrean, and
without the slightest notice request me to get down! As simple as you please, the simplest
sort of simple — …
Your letters are richest treats, send them always just such warm days — they are
worth a score of fans, and many refrigerators — the only “diffikilty” they are so very
queer, and laughing such hot weather is anything but amusing … [L45] (117).

Many critics have discussed this letter, describing Dickinson's comic jests as subterfuge
to conceal her anger and hurt.125 She fine-tunes her style to suit Austin's and other
recipients' tastes but she does not stop writing because readers respond critically. The
letter above bestows Dickinson's customary praise and encouragement, expressions of
joy at receiving communication, and particularly pleasure in the writer's style.
Interaction finds its own level, or communication ceases. Dickinson's success as a
correspondent depended upon the replies she gained. Regardless of how she may have
felt in receiving her brother's criticisms, such comments indicate that her language usage
needed adjustment to satisfy his tastes. Mutual admiration and mutual criticism help
each correspondent to gratify the other by fitting their textual interactions to the
requirements specified. Sensitive compliance to feedback allows for social exchanges
and contributes to self-awareness. By accepting and adjusting to negative reactions,
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letter writers can appropriately construct their communications as well as their textual
identities.
Pleasing an audience of one would seem almost possible, and offered yet another
incentive for Dickinson to pursue epistolary friendships. She suited her style to maintain
valued correspondence. Although her poetry remained concealed and private, in order to
identify herself as a writer, it was essential that Dickinson perform her letter-writing
role. When readers criticised her letters, or failed to understand the texts, these reactions
extended to become criticisms of herself, and especially her ability to meet their needs.
There are examples where she ignored requests for clarification. Apparently this
happened in an exchange with Helen Hunt Jackson.126 Dickinson's pointed comments in
the first letter addressed to Dear Master also imply exasperation when the reader fails to
understand, for she writes: “You ask me what my flowers said — then they were
disobedient — I gave them messages … Listen again, Master …” [L187] (333). Her
explanations were sometimes even more obscure than the passages that caused initial
confusion, but the process of textual interaction continued, and on Dickinson's terms.
Her epistolary circle had sometimes to accept her evasive imagery with unresolved,
baffled wonder. It seems not to have presented a hardship for those who maintained
correspondence with her.
As Dickinson increasingly depended upon correspondence to construct her social
identity, her need to gain reactions inspired persuasive techniques that would encourage
written replies. Among them are her outspoken demands, which were sometimes
accompanied by elaborate threats. The most amazing abuse leveled at a delinquent
correspondent occurs in the diatribe delivered to Dickinson's uncle, Joel Norcross, on 11
January 1850. A Biblical imprecation opens the letter describing a dream, which
eventually reveals that, within a happy community “… one man told a lie to his niece”,
and all their prosperity turned to ruin. The man, addressed as You, speaks from the pit.
“You could'nt get out you said — no help could reach so far — you had brought it upon
yourself — I left you alone to die — … ” After a fire-and-brimstone warning about the
sinner's failure, Dickinson proceeds to call him:
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… You villain without a rival — unparraleled doer of crimes — scoundrel unheard of
before — disturber of public peace — “creation's blot and blank” — state's prison filler
— magnum bonum promise maker — harum scarum promise breaker — ….

Then she pronounces a terrible curse:
… let fire burn — and water drown — and light put out — and tempests tear — and
hungry wolves eat up — and lightning strike — and thunder stun — let friends desert —
and enemies draw nigh and gibbets shake but never hang the house you walk about in!
My benison not touch — my malison pursue the body that hold your spirit! And other
afflictions which now slip my mind shall be looked up and forwarded to you immediately
….

The crime for which this poor sinner is being punished is described in equally expansive
terms after more curses:
… Dont remember a letter I was to receive when you got back to Boston — how long and
how broad — how high — or deep it should be — how many cars it should sink — or
how many stages tip over — or the shaking of earth when it rested — Hav'nt the faintest
recollection of the hearts to be lighter — the eyes to grow brighter and the life made
longer with joy it should give — a most unfortunate memr'y — the owner deserves our
pity! …

A proposed duel complete with graphic details accompanies her observations that the
“… Lynch laws provide admirably now for wifes — and orphan children — so duels
seem differently from what they formerly did to me ….” After contemplating the
efficacy of murder, she concludes with: “… Now when I walk into your room and pluck
your heart out that you die — I kill you — hang me if you like — but if I stab you while
sleeping the dagger's to blame — it's no business of mine — …”[L29] (77–81).
Failing to honour a promised letter to this correspondent is a grisly business, perhaps
inspiring Camille Paglia's controversial claim, “The brutality of this Belle of Amherst
would stop a truck.”127 Dickinson modulates her maledictions with literary flair,
playfully juxtaposing Biblical parody with bathetic drops from outrageous villainies to
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ridiculous banalities. Diction and register cavort between Old Testament archaic and
earthy colloquialisms. Latin, legal and medical jargon create personification and
extended allegory that collapse into nonsense. Embedded rhymed couplets: “promise
maker … promise breaker; hearts lighter … eyes brighter”; alliteration: “blot and blank …
tempests tear … ” or the sweeping s that brings public transport to a standstill, and
assonance: “thunder stun”; transform the invective into poetic prose. Dickinson's
virtuosity unites humour, self-assertion and Biblical allusion in a masterful “friendly
letter” that embraces many literary concepts and practices. This amusing and playful
r.s.v.p. shows her regard for the receiver and the happy relationship permitting such
fanciful writing.128 It also gives Dickinson an opportunity to flex her linguistic
muscles.129 Letter 29 allows her an opportunity to demonstrate her textual and literary
skills for the purpose of inspiring the negligent receiver to reply. Without his
contribution to the social interaction, there was little benefit in continuing the
correspondence. More to the point: if Dickinson's identity as a letter-writer were to be
sustained, she needed to inspire readers of her letters to write back. A letter writer who
is greeted by an empty mailbox is like a performer in an empty theater. The act of
communication is validated when there is evidence that the communication has been
received. Dickinson needed more than silence in response to her lyrical expressions. She
needed positive feedback, represented by textual acknowledgement.
To break Susan Gilbert's silence, Dickinson applies more emotionally compelling
argument. On 3 March 1853, Dickinson sends:
I know dear Susie is busy, or she would not forget her lone little Emilie, who wrote her
just as soon as she'd gone to Manchester, and has waited so patiently till she can wait no
more, and the credulous little heart, fond even tho' forsaken, will get it's big black
inkstand, and tell her once again how well it loves her …
Why dont you write me, Darling? Did I in that quick letter say anything which
grieved you, or made it hard for you to take your usual pen and trace affection for your
bad, sad Emilie? … [L103] (222–23).
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Dickinson's life-long, turbulent attachment to Susan Gilbert is recorded in many
passionate love letters, couched in language that employs every rhetorical and linguistic
strategy to win Susan's attention, approval and regard. The letter above follows a long
hiatus in exchanges, and Dickinson's poignant attempt to gain a reply drives her to
portray herself as a “credulous little heart” scribbling its affection before a “big black
inkstand.” This imagery, appropriate for a Walt Disney cartoon, precedes her direct
question. Dickinson suggests that she may have inadvertently written an offending
statement in a previous letter. Characterising herself as “bad” and “sad” weights the
emotional scale with remorse and despair. Such leveraging plays on affectionate desire,
argument perhaps most appropriately conveyed in letter text. Perez Cowan receives, in
November 1879: “If you feel able, write a few words; if you do not — remember
forgetting is a guile unknown to your faithful cousin Emily.” [L620] (649). Each
argument emphasises the value written communication holds for Dickinson, her loyalty
and eagerness to maintain contact, the emotional necessity of reassuring herself that she
has deserved the recipient's regard, and her hope that any misunderstanding will be
forgiven.
Misunderstanding is possible if not inevitable in long-distance communication.
Dickinson puts the case bluntly when she requests Thomas Wentworth Higginson's
clarification:
I almost inferred from your accent you might come to Amherst. I would like to make no
mistake in a presumption so precious — but a Pen has so many inflections and a Voice
130
but one, will you think it obtuse, if I ask if I quite understood you? [L470] (559).

Dickinson wishes to dispel her uncertainty because the written word can imply many
tones and the information is so important she needs to know, even at the risk of
appearing “obtuse.” Considering her own cryptic epistolary style, this urgent note seems
ironic. But letter writers are usually protected from the serious consequences of
inadvertent misunderstanding by the distance that makes their letter exchange necessary.
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Clarification is possible with the next letter, so the slow-motion relationship means that
reactions also have more time in which to develop.
However, sometimes replies are not forthcoming. Interrupted contact may only be
remedied by renewed exchange. For Dickinson, life is meaningful where sympathetic
communication can be shared. Silences in correspondence are cataclysmic. To her
friends, the Hollands, in the summer, 1862 (?), upon learning that Mrs Holland is ill, she
implores:
I write to you. I receive no letter.
… Now, you need not speak, for perhaps you are weary … but if you are well — let
Annie draw me a little picture of an erect flower; if you are ill, she can hang the flower a
little on one side! … [L269] (413).

Resorting to pictograms facilitates interaction and preserves contact when writing text
becomes impossible. By describing her heart with “close as the spaniel, to its friends,”
[L196] (342) Dickinson recognises her responsibility in meeting the demands of
epistolary associations. Letters are crucial for reassuring her friends that she continues
to feel concern for them. Their letters to her represent essential evidence that her
commitment is reciprocated.
Poetry also becomes a persuasive appeal to reluctant correspondents, as in this fair
copy of a letter-poem that was sent to the Norcross cousins, about 1884:
A Tone from the old Bells, perhaps might wake the Children —
We send the Wave to find the Wave —
An Errand so divine,
The Messenger enamoured too,
Forgetting to return,
We make the wise distinction still,
Soever made in vain,
The sagest time to dam the sea is when the sea is gone —
Emily.
with love — [L934] (838). (See Appendix 6, Plates 5a and 5b)

Here, artful poetic imagery metaphorically joining the parading waves to unrequited
letters links Dickinson's symbolism to express her intimate relationship with these loved
relatives. Her “old Bells” referring to poetry, and the concluding suggestion that her
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feelings for the cousins cannot be diminished reveals the cryptic, aphoristic style that
capitalises on their shared, private language. Dickinson's imagery and poetry also create
a self-construction combining personal warmth with intellectual distance. Begging for
the letter that is not forthcoming of its own accord is a troubling penury. The same idea
is sent to Otis Lord, in a light-hearted linguistic deformation. (See Letter 561, page 40
above).
Although eager to engage in letter exchange, Dickinson sometimes needed to
explain her unintentional silences because “… writing and taking tea cannot sympathize
….” To Jane Humphrey, on 23 January 1850, she laments that “… my two hands but
two — not four, or five as they ought to be — and so many wants — and me so very
handy — and my time of so little account — and my writing so very needless …”[L30]
(82). Dickinson's many conflicting social roles including dutiful daughter, faithful
correspondent, and secret poet competed throughout her life, and seem never to have
found a happy resolution.131 Opening a letter dated 11 November 1851, [L62] (155)
Dickinson apologises for being unable to write to Austin because of demands on her
time.132 In another letter, dated 21 January 1852, Dickinson takes a paragraph to blame a
“wicked snow storm” [L70] (168) for delaying the dispatch and arrival of letters to and
from Sue. In a letter dated 12 March 1853 [L106] (227), Dickinson's need to undertake
additional household work when Vinnie is incapacitated excuses her delayed response.
On July 1, 1853 she apologises to Austin: “I'm sorrier than you are, when I cant write to
you — I've tried with all my might to find a moment for you, but time has been so short
…”[L130] (259). She then proceeds to detail a visit from “Grandmother.” A similar
apology to Mrs Holland in 1881 [L723] makes reference to “… friends who were
boarding at the Hotel claimed every moment …” (707), implying that the Homestead
resembles a boarding house for guests whose needs interfered with Dickinson's writing.
Her concern that readers will think she has deliberately neglected them, or the
relationships maintained through correspondence, compels her to explain her lapses
almost as confessions of sin. This is not a particularly original epistolary tactic, which
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Dickinson admits to Abiah Root when she writes, “You know it is customary for the
first page to be occupied with apologies …” [L23] (65). Still, Dickinson's device
constructs a textual persona who seems eager to maintain a rapid exchange of letters
even if time or circumstances interfere. In early June 1854 she writes to Austin:
… I'm so tired now, that I write just as it happens, so you must'nt expect any style.
This is truly extempore, Austin — I have no notes in my pocket. [L165] (296).

Since Dickinson usually sends letters that have been carefully composed with
reference to “notes”, she feels that “style” must be deliberately constructed. Significant
here, however, is the implied apology for an inferior letter. These passages all assert
Dickinson's desire to write, and catalogue the conflicting responsibilities that interfere
with fulfilling that desire. But the real problem for Dickinson's self-construction in the
capacity of a serious writer is to find the time and uninterrupted solitude in which to
work. Dickinson's admission that she is unable to produce a stylish letter because she
has no notes, and is simply writing off the top of her head, is sending an important
statement about her role as a letter writer. To produce worthwhile text, she needs to
approach the writing task as a serious artistic endeavour. Still, she affirms that a poor
letter is better than no letter and so sends to her brother correspondence that is substandard in her estimation. Their epistolary relationship is seen to be more important
than the quality of her writing, for she needs to remain a “faithful correspondent” even
at the cost of her usual textual self-construction as a stylist.
Sometimes, though, she can indulge herself. About 4 January 1859 [L199] (345),
Dickinson admits to Louise Norcross that she takes time from her sewing to write.133 In
a later note from 1868 (?) to the Norcross cousins, she writes:
Dear Children,
The little notes shall go as fast as steam can take them.
Our hearts already went. Would we could mail our faces for your dear
encouragement. [A short poem is written, followed by]
I am in bed to-day — a curious place for me, and cannot write as well as if I was firmer,
but love as well, and long more. [L329] (459).
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Illness provides an excuse to elicit sympathy, although rather than dwelling on her
discomforts, Dickinson seems more concerned about the effect her apparent silence may
have on those awaiting reply. A final example of Dickinson's artful and engaging
manner in seeking to be forgiven for late communication opens this note to Mrs
Holland, dated early 1881:
A Letter was lying warm in my Pocket for my Little Sister, when her Letter came, but
had delayed a Night for Vinnie, as is the melancholy case in many instances — I feel so
punctual hearted I think I cannot wait, but an appeal from Vinnie, and I will sit in Love's
Back Seat, and let the Horses walk — [L687] (688).

Such regard for the reader and the correspondence process argues forcefully enough to
win a pardon because Dickinson claims that she suffers impatience when delays prevent
her replies from reaching the writers who inspire them. Literary personalities, scholars,
statesmen, publishers, and teachers were among her correspondents.134 By praising the
letters she receives, she expresses the pleasure she feels in reading material directed to
her. Articulating her willingness to promote exchanges proves that she wishes to repay
her enjoyment with speedy and worthy reply.
Samuel Bowles encounters her acknowledgment, late June, 1874: “I should think
you would have few Letters for your own are so noble that they make men afraid — and
sweet as your Approbation is — it is had in fear — lest your depth convict us.” [L415]
(526). Her own receivers might well have felt the same anxieties when directing replies
to her. Interestingly, she is not among the “men” afraid to send Bowles letters.135
Genuine feeling expressed in appropriate language is her joy forever; which illustrates
another important condition required in epistolary communication: both parties must
share a similar longing to maintain contact, demonstrated by the rapidity with which
letters are swapped. Perhaps this desire is most central to correspondence and why
Dickinson places such emphasis on her eagerness to engage in it. It seems no wonder
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that Dickinson comments on two separate occasions: “A Letter is a joy of Earth — it is
denied the Gods.” [L963] (857).136
Dickinson's defines herself and her pressing desire to write as indications of her
nature. (See Letter 487 on page 56.) Similarly, Dickinson opens a letter to the Hollands,
about 26 November 1854: “I write you many letters with pens which are not seen. Do
you receive them” [L175] (309). Taken together, these lines express the case simply:
Emily Dickinson writes letters continuously: composing in her thoughts; committing to
paper in drafts and fair copies. Richard Sewall put it, “[H]er pen seems almost never to
have been idle. And in her letters as in her verse, she was a poet all the time.”137 Many
poems are structured like her intimate correspondence, often speaking with a voice
appropriate to letter communication.138 Intimate reporting without specific detail
duplicates her epistolary prose style, which depends on understood and implied
meanings. Her “mind alone” through letter text enters into conversation with the reader.
Writing letters reaches her contemporaries, creating an immediate and responsive
audience. Dickinson's self-construction recorded in the material she deemed worthy of
committing to epistolary text, and the textual personae in which she conducted her
discussions there, will be explored in the following chapters. An important purpose of
Dickinson's epistolary project was to construct herself as an intimate friend. This selfconstruction will be examined next.

§§§
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CHAPTER TWO:

Self as Intimate Friend
… [Y]our own self, your personality and existence are reflected within the mind of
each of the people whom you meet and live with, into a likeness, a caricature of
yourself, which … pretends to be, in some way, the truth about you. Even a flattering
picture is a caricature and a lie.
139
— Isak Dinesen, “The Roads Round Pisa” from Seven Gothic Tales.
Do you remember telling me that I “should soon forget you both?” You did not mean to
deceive me — but you made the mistake! If you please — I remember more — and not
“less” — as you said. You thought the portrait “might remind me of my former friend.”
…I went to your House — a little tipsy — maybe — that I could have a friend — so
near — who found them at rare distance — as Mints — and precious stones — …
[L246](389).

In this letter dated 2 January 1862, Edward S. Dwight receives several definitive
statements about Dickinson's attitudes as a friend. Besides affirming her unfailing
memory, especially for people she valued, Dickinson here acknowledges that friends are
not easy to find. The rare chemistry bonding sympathetic minds must be cherished.140
Dickinson describes herself as a person who appreciates the great importance of loving
relationships, and she declares she is prepared to preserve her friendships at all costs.
She tells Samuel Bowles, “Friends are gems — infrequent.” [L205] (352). To Sue, in
about 1854, she writes: “… — My love for those I love — not many — not very many,
but dont I love them so? — ” [L172] (305). Dickinson expansively defines these
allegiances, and she recognises that the basic qualities distinguishing close personal
attachments created through letters conform to similar attributes found in face-to-face
friendships. To construct herself as a particular kind of friend Dickinson explicitly
defines her concepts of friendship. Late in her life, she expresses her feelings on the
subject with unflagging enthusiasm: “How wondrous is a Friend, the gift of neither
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Heaven nor Earth, yet coveted of both!” [L883] (811). Using personal correspondence,
she communicates the qualities and demonstrates the skills regarded as necessary for
forming and maintaining enduring friendships. These include: mutual affection and
approval, appreciation of the friend's uniqueness, loyalty, support, and in Dickinson's
case, a pursuit of intimacy.
This chapter examines how Dickinson constructs her epistolary identity as a loving
friend for her readers. Discussion will fall into three sections. First, the theoretical and
psychological basis of friendship will be presented, taking into account how the textual
construction of identity and friendship-ties conform to and differ from conventional
friendship behaviour. The second section will follow Dickinson's pursuit of friends by
examining her expressed feelings about friendship and her textual strategies for creating
companions through her correspondence. Of particular interest is her self-construction
as an intimate confidante. Third, Dickinson's close friendships with Mrs Hills, Judge
Otis Lord, Charles Wadsworth, and Mrs Holland will be studied to reveal how her
textual self-construction successfully engaged correspondents to acknowledge in writing
and conduct, their mutual friendship ties with her.

I. EPISTOLARY FRIENDSHIP

Friendships are dyadic associations characterised as voluntary, uniquely individual,
formed usually between peers; not kin, and not sexual or romantic partners.141 They are
thought to represent the “least contested, most enduring, and most satisfying of all close
personal affiliations.”142 Precisely because friends are selected they indicate a form of
approval that is ego supportive in ways differentiated from contacts with family
members. What is more, relationships that include sincerity, acceptance, willingness to
self-disclose, and mutual understanding help to promote a feeling of ego integrity and
141
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thereby meet the social, personal and identity needs essential to emotional health.143 The
unique qualities of friendships mean that each partnership supports the members by
engaging in behaviours that are sometimes only required or acceptable while sharing the
other's company. Some interactive qualities recognised as specific to close friends
include appreciating a person for his or her sake, separate from oneself and without
selfish motivation. A friend is someone whose well being generates substantial
concern.144 Such attitudes are reciprocal; hence friends favourably evaluate each other
for desirable and uncommon or unusual qualities.145 While friends tend to share similar
opinions and worldviews, the methods employed to arrive at these perceptions, rather
than the values themselves, are thought to be the unifying factors that draw friends
together.146 Verbal exchanges and many other activities become possible in company,
effectively alleviating loneliness and boredom. The appeal of epistolary interaction as a
means of creating friendship ties for a writer and poet is clear. Dickinson's enthusiastic
pursuit of friends through letter exchange, and her textual self-construction in the role of
a writing friend reflect a particularly important self-concept for her because close social
relationships are frequently cited for their significant contribution to life's meaning and
purpose.147 Dickinson's self-construction as a companion letter-writer will be shown to
represent a central identity in her textual pursuit of friendship.
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Most interactions leading to friendships involve the participants in face-to-face
activity.148 However, letter exchange offers opportunities for friendship ties that are
especially attractive to people who seek a particular kind of intimacy because
correspondence enables connections to be established without direct contact. Since
Dickinson restricted access from others, she depended upon the selected society
constructed by her letters to provide her self-validation. She controlled the identity she
projected within her elected epistolary circle, which resulted from interacting in a
dyadic relationship with each reader. Letters allowed her to preserve a specific role
using individualised self-constructions. Another appeal of letter exchange may well
have been the textual opportunity it provided to examine beliefs, feelings and ideas
because text allows a focus on abstract concepts that can be ignored or irrelevant when
friendship associations are structured around activities. Textual self-representation
permitted Dickinson's careful management of her projected identity both within and
beyond her village. Adopting the role of companion to her readers, Dickinson could
share confidences by employing an interaction that operated in a manner similar to
gossip:
… the kind that involves two people, leisure, intimate revelation and commentary, ease
and confidence … [and] emotional speculation….Temporarily isolated from the larger
social world … they weave their web of story…[through] fragments of lives transformed
into story.…[The] privacy of the dyad or small group involved in this kind of talk largely
149
determines its special tone.

Letter exchange permits this partnership defined by private knowledge, and as Patricia
Spacks explains, “…we thrill to the glamour and the power of secret knowledge, partly
detoxified but also heightened by being shared.”150 Articulating deeply held feelings
helps to clarify them and relieve emotional stress, so diaries and journals appeal to
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people who use pen and paper for expression.151 Although diarists may invent a reading
self to whom they address their thoughts when they begin an entry “Dear Diary,”
writing letters to living receivers attempts to circumvent this ego-centric audience
because the “epistolary gesture always entails the invention of a confidant who is absent
at the moment of narrating.”152 If Dickinson's monologic solo voice hoped to overcome
her isolation, she needed to feel that she was speaking to an external readership. Letters
supplied access to that audience. The postal service facilitated a communication system
that permitted identities to interact, and so correspondence served many of the same
functions friends fulfill when they meet each other directly. Since language provides the
basis for epistolary contact, Dickinson's correspondence formed an important, if not
essential interactive experience. As will be shown in the following discussion, the effect
of interpersonal communication allows the isolated writer to imaginatively address the
reader, whose reply eventually completes the communication loop. Immediacy and the
textual effects of intimacy satisfactorily served Dickinson's needs for gregarious
behaviour because many of her recipients maintained their correspondence for years.
After all, for the last half of her life, Dickinson was not actually interacting through
direct contact with more than a handful of people, so the linguistic effects of intimacy
suggested by textual interaction permitted most of her associations. The result seems to
have satisfied her and her correspondents. Dickinson's interest in how language worked
is frequently articulated in her letters because language was crucial to Dickinson's
epistolary friendship formation strategies.
Concerns about expressing her feelings accurately comprise frequent subjects in her
letters. For example, in May 1852, Abiah receives Dickinson's thoughts on the problems
of reader response and writer intention:
… You remarked that I had written you more affectionately than wont — I have thought
that word over and over, and it puzzles me now; whether our few last years have been
cooler than our first ones, or whether I write indifferently when I truly know it not, the
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query troubles me. I do believe sincerely, that the friendship formed at school was no
warmer than now, nay more, that this is warmest — they differ indeed to me as morning
differs from noon — one may be fresher, cheerier, but the other fails not .…
I often see Abby — oftener than at sometimes when friendship drooped a little. Did
you ever know that a flower, once withered and freshened again, became an immortal
flower, — that is, that it rises again? I think resurrections here are sweeter, it may be,
than the longer and lasting one — for you expect the one, and only hope for the other … I
will show you the sunset if you will sit by me, but I cannot bring it there, for so much
gold is heavy. Can you see it in Philadelphia? [L91] (206–07).

Confronting reader response squarely, Dickinson admits her uncertainty about
successfully conveying her emotional state, or indeed whether her feelings have altered.
She also suggests that time imposes changes often imperceptibly, and that
correspondence itself is shaped by lapses necessarily intervening between writing and
receiving communication. Noon as a powerful climax in the first paragraph is mirrored
by her parable of the wilted and restored flower, imaging the resurrection. Friendships
surpass the immortality promised according to Christian doctrine because worldly
experience offers proof, here and now, in contrast to an indeterminate future. The
concluding whimsical attempt to bridge time and space invites Abiah to join Dickinson
in viewing a sunset, despite its being too heavy for the trip. Dickinson's wistful tone
suggests unfulfilled longing. Salvaging the friendship, as the young women grow apart,
absorbs the writer's attention. Her desire to maintain emotional security while
circumstances and attitudes may change is reiterated throughout her correspondence as
she seeks to describe her loyalty while those to whom she has devoted herself are often
unable to sustain their support or understanding. David Sullivan suggests: “The pressure
that Dickinson exerted on persons increased with the closeness she felt towards them,
and she attempted to establish distancing strategies which allowed her to articulate her
closeness without it becoming oppressive.”153 She developed a number of ways to tell
her feelings indirectly, by using humour, figurative language, cryptic hints,
generalisations, innuendoes, hyperbole and verse so she could write what she could not
say, and could suggest without forthright declaration. The most important message she
wished to convey was her affection for her friends.
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II. AFFECTION
To Mrs Samuel Bowles, spring 1862
I often wonder how the love of Christ, is done — when that — below — holds
— so — … [L262] (406).

Divine love was conveyed through Biblical text. Dickinson also adopts the writing
medium, rendering her emotional commitments into textual form. Disregarding the
recipient's age or gender, she writes loving and affectionate letters to men, women,
children, relatives and even strangers who were associated with people she admired.154
Self-construction as epistolary associate allowed Dickinson to invent a social role where
she could textually express her strong emotional attachments. Since friendships are
largely voluntary associations, the “chemistry” drawing people together depends upon
projected self-images, often reflected by complimentary qualities each person perceives
in the other. If friends enjoy personal encounters, much additional information is
available for confirming or contesting the character portrayed through their textual selfpresentations. However, if the relationship remains purely textual, much of a person's
identity is concealed or simply never becomes relevant so the personality profile is
restricted by the means of expression. Writing her love into her letters became a safe
subject since people tend to enjoy being told they are valued, and the limited
opportunities for direct contact with Dickinson reduced demands made on either party.
Dickinson's strong attachments could be safely conducted through language. She wrote
to her Norcross cousins in March 1886, “I scarcely know where to begin, but love is
always a safe place.” [L1034] (897). Maintaining the contact through correspondence
sufficed.
There are at least two major themes in Dickinson’s letters that emphasise her
emotional dependence on her epistolary associates. Primarily, she focuses on her
correspondents' well being by expressing her love and the value she feels for the
individuals themselves. Frequent and poignant statements throughout her letters
154
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reaffirm her commitment to the importance she places on expressing and maintaining
affectionate bonds. Nineteenth-century epistolary practice allowed textual expression of
affection between women which Susan Morgan, citing examples from letters between
friends written during the 1860s, describes as “socially acceptable passionate
language….”155 Dickinson wastes no chance to convey her regard. For example, “Vocal
is but one form of remembrance, dear friend. The cherishing that is speechless, is
equally warm.” [L614] (645). Late in her life, Dickinson writes to Mrs James Cooper,
“Nothing inclusive of a human Heart could be ‘trivial.’” [L970] (863). Feelings matter
and friends enjoy the privilege of sharing them. Dickinson's letters so often foreground
her affectionate expressions that it is almost impossible to find a letter where this is not
the case.
Among the first surviving letters to Mrs Holland, from early August (?), 1856,
Dickinson writes candidly that God's Heaven is superfluous except that it will enable
her to rejoin her friends there. She then proclaims, “…I had rather be loved than to be
called a king in earth, or a lord in Heaven.” In the closing sentence, she announces: “I
kiss my paper here for you and Dr. Holland — would it were cheeks instead.”[L185]
(330). Her enthusiastic affirmation is reinforced by her exuberant prose. The letter
celebrates her regard for those she values and seeks to preserve from harm. Cristanne
Miller observes in relation to this letter, and Letter 321, that Dickinson could exploit
emotional and spatial distances through textual communication to express what could
not be articulated in face to face encounters. Images in prose and complex posturing in
verse convey far more than conversational exchanges allow.156 Moreover, the textual
expression of affection contributes to the writer's self-construction. In addressing the
subject of interpersonal regard, the writer's capacity to feel and the reader's role as
object deserving such declaration indicates values, and constructs identities that the
writer chooses to authorise through inscription. When Dickinson directs discourse
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toward defining friendship for her friends and herself as a friend, she is deliberately
constructing identities she regards as important enough to merit textual attention.
Furthermore, if Dickinson felt successful in constructing her readers to become the
friends she sought, her ebullient writing would find a sympathetic reception. These
textual associations would endure because her pen friends would keep the interaction
open with their replies, which Dickinson could interpret as approving responses to the
textual roles she created for them. Dickinson seized her epistolary opportunity to state
boldly her desires, even if she discouraged her potential allies from direct encounters by
driving them toward the fictional and textual existence she created for them. The
following example, a fanciful love letter to Emily Fowler Ford, scripts dramatic parts
assigned to both writer and reader:
Solve this little problem, dear Emily, if you possibly can: You have “so many” friends —
you know how very many — then if all of them love you half so well as me, say — how
much will it make?
I fancy I catch you ciphering on the funniest little slate, with the airiest little
pencil — I will not interrupt you — … [L40] (109).
Besides assuming the role of loving admirer, Dickinson imaginatively presents her
friend with the issue of measuring Dickinson's regard against others. Not only must the
recipient visualise herself in the accountant’s position, but also Dickinson whimsically
leaves her to it. The writer is calling the shots, all for the reader's amusement and
gratification.
Even those correspondents who never actually met Dickinson received similar
expressions of her regard. Dickinson confessed she was fully mindful that: “… The
Hands I never took, I take anew, still wondering at my privilege.” [L955] (853).
Language provided Dickinson with an opportunity to express emotional attachments for
people with whom she never interacted directly. The very distance she maintained in her
seclusion perhaps contributed to her desire to textually construct the affective
relationships she describes in so many of her letters. Recognising this, Dickinson writes
to Emily Fowler, about 13 January 1853: “How glad I am affection can always leave
and go — …”[L98] (218). Individual declarations achieve convincing authority because
Dickinson publishes her regard for the receiver. Her textual love reaches each reader
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direct from the inscribed page, so each reading experience renews the emotional
affirmation. Dickinson enthusiastically expresses love and affection, constructing
herself as a friend desiring to assist the receiver's well being by sharing emotional
support and approval through text.
Suzanne Juhasz describes all of Dickinson's letters as love letters and Margaret
Dickie argues that Dickinson wanted her reader in love.157 Dickinson's passionate
interest in love and emotional commitment never waned. She writes on the subject in a
letter to her Norcross cousins, mid April 1881:
The beautiful words for which Loo asked were that genius is the ignition of affection —
not intellect, as is supposed, — the exaltation of devotion, and in proportion to our
capacity for that, is our experience of genius… [L691] (692).

With such a credo, Dickinson employs her correspondence to convince readers that they
deserve the love they inspire. Her definition of genius hinges on affection rather than
intellect. For this reason, numerous love letters are sent to: her sister-in-law, (Susan
Gilbert Dickinson); female friends from childhood (Jane Humphrey, Abiah Root, Emily
Fowler Ford) through early adult-hood (Kate Anthon Turner); young men (John Graves,
Henry Vaughn Emmons) and mature men (Samuel Bowles, Dr Holland, Col Higginson,
Rev Wadsworth, Judge Lord); relatives (Brother Austin, the Norcross cousins, her niece
and nephews); friends of relatives and neighbours, (the Jenkins, the Tuckermans); and
even associates whose contact was limited (the Clarke brothers).
Dickinson's ability and desire to express her intense feelings may have derived from
emotional deprivation, frequently described and documented by critical readings of her
work.158 Alternatively, her passion may have been engendered by loving experiences in
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her family that she failed to discover outside it. For example, references to her mother
occur infrequently in Dickinson's letters, yet almost every comment suggests a devoted,
affectionate woman, too busy to write letters herself.159 Whatever drove Dickinson to
search for affective relationships through text, writing allowed her to define for
recipients the nature of the ardour she wished to have reciprocated. By describing her
feelings, she is also enhancing reader understanding so they will better appreciate their
value to her, and likewise her value to them.
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III. UNIQUENESS

Dickinson frequently reiterates the dyadic nature of personal letters, reflecting the
influence of the epistolary genre on the relationships available to those who use it. In
correspondence, the reader inspires the writer to record ideas, feelings, and
observations.160 Similar to the interdependence matrix for dyadic relationships, reader
and writer control each other’s outcomes during their interactions.161 Behaviour is
monitored and reactions assessed, with adjustments accordingly imposed to ensure both
partners are satisfied. Letter exchange permits such mutual appraisal, making the
communication process ideally designed for carefully crafted, limited-liability
relationships. This suggests yet another attractive social possibility provided by
epistolary interaction. As Dickinson withdrew from face-to-face contacts, her restricted
textual communication meant that she ran fewer interpersonal risks but she also placed
greater pressure on her correspondents since their mutual relationship only existed when
the letter exchange continued. It was imperative for her interactive identity that her
friends maintain communication. She was particularly emphatic that she wanted to
extend her textual intimacy to include only one or two readers in any letter. Likewise,
she sought to have letters directed to her. The unique qualities of her correspondents
included their appreciation of her uniqueness.
Dickinson articulates her case to Louise and Frances Norcross in a letter dated late
summer, 1870(?): “Lifetime is for two, never for committee.”[L343] (476).162 Intimacy
requires two, not more. Through letters, Dickinson ensures that she, as writer, will
address one other, as reader. Her famous rebuke to Mrs Holland to “send no union
letters” [L321] (455)163 declares that communication must be directed to specific
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individuals pursuing unique interaction. By emphasising the irreplaceable qualities of
her epistolary friends, she is also constructing herself as a special, irreplaceable,
individual. Losing loved ones or anguish at their suffering can not be diminished since
each individual relationship is unique. Dickinson clearly articulates this idea to Mrs
Samuel Bowles, while her husband, was overseas:
When the Best is gone — I know that other things are not of consequence — The Heart
wants what it wants — or else it does not care —
You wonder why I write — so — Because I cannot help — I like to have you know
some care — so when your life gets faint for it's other life — you can lean on us — We
wont break, Mary. We look very small — but the Reed can carry weight.
Not to see what we love, is very terrible — and talking — does'nt ease it — and
nothing does — but just itself… [L262] (405–06).

Dickinson addresses Mary as a friend who is also suffering from the same loved
one's absence. It is useless to pretend that any other person can supply adequate
replacement. In acknowledging their shared feelings, they may derive some comfort.164
Not long after this letter, Dickinson writes: “… It's fragrant news, to know they pine,
when we are out of sight.” [L266] (410). Learning that one is missed rather than
forgotten boosts one’s self-esteem since absence is equated with a deficit when friends
are separated. Reclusive isolation meant that Dickinson's withdrawal had to be felt. Her
letters reminded readers that she was still there, contemplating them from afar.
Dickinson was invisible, but she was not silent. Her verbal exchanges through letters
became even more important because they were voluntary, crafted expressions directed
to targeted readers, and inviting communication. Readers needed to appreciate their
importance to her as well as her importance to them. Dickinson explicitly expresses this
idea in the letter below, to the Norcross Cousins, late March 1884. She describes the self
as only a remnant, which partly explains why her epistolary associations were so
significant. Her inverted imagery also suggests that her friends shape her, because they
elicit her response and so inspire her to construct herself textually in order to reply. By
combining prose and verse, Dickinson is able to present herself as lover and poet.
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…Thank you, dears, for the sympathy. I hardly dare to know that I have lost another
friend, but anguish finds it out.
Each that we lose takes part of us;
A crescent still abides,
Which like the moon, some turbid night,
Is summoned by the tides.
…Till the first friend dies, we think ecstasy impersonal, but then discover that
he was the cup from which we drank it, itself as yet unknown…” [L891] (817).

Mutual enjoyment draws friends together, but sometimes Dickinson's behaviour
became ambiguous. In late November 1862, Samuel Bowles visited after a long
absence, and Dickinson sends him this explanation for her refusal to share in the
reunion:
…Because I did not see you, Vinnie and Austin, upbraided me — They did not know I
gave my part that they might have the more — but then the Prophet had no fame in his
immediate Town — My Heart led all the rest — I think that what we know — we can
endure that others doubt, until their faith be riper. And so, dear friend, who knew me, I
make no argument — to you — …
— but had you Exile — or Eclipse — or so huge a Danger, as would dissolve all
other friends — 'twould please me to remain — [L277] (419–20).

Ironically, she casts herself as devotee prepared to surrender associating with a close
friend in order to enhance the friend's contacts with others. Perhaps this sacrifice smacks
of melodrama. It clearly caused disappointment to Bowles and Dickinson's family.
However, here she claims that she valued the personal, unique interview so much that
she was unwilling to dilute interactions by adding to the party's size. Her refusal also
suggests that she preferred to deal with the textual Bowles of her creation. Biblical
imagery again allows her to assume the divine role of loyal, loving friend.165 It is
interesting that much as she seems to have admired Samuel Bowles, a face-to-face
encounter with him became less urgent because her imagined participation in his visit
sufficed. Still, Dickinson's apology draws upon images of global and cosmic upheaval
to convey her ardour, compelling words to speak louder than her actions.
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IV. LOYALTY AND SUPPORT

Dickinson presents herself as a loyal friend, and she is vigilant while assessing
reciprocal commitment in the behaviour of her epistolary circle. For example, she
discerns wavering affection and allegiance from Jane Humphrey, so her appeal in a
letter dated 16 October 1855 states:
…Only the loss of friends and the longing for them — that's all, tonight Jennie, and I
keep thinking and wishing, and then I think and wish, till for your sakes, who stray from
me, tears patter as the rain…
I try to prize it, Jennie, when the loved are here, try to love more, and faster, and
dearer, but when all are gone, seems as had I tried harder, they would have stayed with
me. Let us love with all our might, Jennie, for who knows where our hearts go, when this
world is done? [L180] (320).

Dickinson's rhetoric is emotionally and melodramatically loaded. Her tears may patter,
but the real threat is that death will eventually seal all opportunities for communication.
Loving faster, dearer and harder may not carry the point as well as the idea of using
time for maintaining loving relationships while there is time. In any case, Dickinson's
articulation of her loyalty distinguishes herself as a reliable friend. Unfortunately, return
commitment was not always reciprocal. In 1854 Dickinson's relationship with Sue was
strained so that letter exchange stopped. Dickinson's embarrassment when community
members approached her for news about Sue is clear, for she writes:
…H. Hinsdale came to our house several days ago; came just to ask for you, and went
away supposing I'd heard from you quite often. Not that I told her so, but spoke of you so
naturally, in such a daily way, she never guessed the fact that I'd not written to you, nor
had you thus to me. [L172] (304).

Friendships and epistolary relationships require equal input or eventually the imbalance
will cause collapse. However, the significant other is not easy to relinquish to the “box
of Phantoms, ” [L177] (315) partly because relational identities are finely calibrated to
each other and for this reason are precious to identity. It is often painful to part with
those whose contact calls forth special behaviour and senses of self. Dickinson evidently
cultivated her epistolary circle with the same care and expertise that she lavished on her
greenhouse plants and garden, for the nurturing of her friends served her needs as well
as theirs.
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Friends' departures, temporarily or permanently, account for Dickinson's concern
about transient human relations. For her it is an easy step from pondering separations
caused by travel to those occasioned by death.166 To Mrs Holland, she writes: “…
Parting is one of the exactions of a Mortal Life. It is bleak — like Dying, but occurs
more times.” [L399] (514).167 To Samuel Bowles she writes: “My friends are my
‘estate.’ Forgive me then the avarice to hoard them!” [L193] (338).168 To Catherine
Scott Turner (Anthon) summer 1860 (?): “… — Finding is slow, facilities for losing so
frequent in a world like this, I hold with extreme caution, a prudence so astute may
seem unnecessary, but plenty moves those most dear, who have been in want…”[L222]
(365).169 These letters resort to literary devices for emphasis. Separations from friends
allow her to compare their value to her as being of equal to life, hoarded treasure, and
wealth. Epistolary relationships necessarily involve absence, so friends' removal to more
distant locations affected her less than the loss she felt when separated from those who
actually interacted directly. By reducing her circle to text, Dickinson ensured that her
contacts remained relatively constant.
Mutual enjoyment strengthens friendship ties, so Dickinson's concern about being
an entertaining companion to her reader is justified. About January 1852, Abiah Root
receives:
My very dear Abiah,
I love to sit here alone, writing a letter to you, and whether your joy in reading will
amount to as much or more, or even less than mine in penning it to you, becomes to me
just now a very important problem — and I will tax each power to solve the same for me;
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if as happy, indeed, I have every occasion for gratitude — more so, my absent friend, I
may not hope to make you, but I do hope most earnestly it may not give you less… [L69]
(166).

Dickinson seeks to discover whether the reader is enjoying the communication process
sufficiently. This long, periodic sentence, presenting her thesis and its antithesis with
judicial deliberation, sweeps the reader into her controlled, analytical thought process
through the growing momentum of the prose. Concern about audience response reflects
a writer's desire to please her target readership. In addition, friends seek to invent
pleasant experiences for each other. Such attention to shared enjoyment confirms
Dickinson's desire to amuse. Many letters to her brother, Austin, applaud his
entertaining style and indicate that being able to inspire laughter was a highly valued
quality.170 Dickinson declares to Louise and Frances Norcross, in August 1876: “Good
times are always mutual; that is what makes good times.” [L471] (559).171 Given that
Dickinson's social activities were almost entirely textual, a comment to her cousin,
Perez, comparing her feelings for him to the pleasures of reading, is significant: “It is
long since I know of you, Peter, and much may have happened to both, but that is the
rarest Book which opened at whatever page, equally enchants us.” [L386] (503). The
ability of friends to “read” each other, and to enjoy the qualities that draw them
together, regardless of long separations, defines one of the mysteries and joys
experienced through social interaction. The mental chemistry seems to remain operative
in certain kinds of associations even without constant contacts. However, Dickinson's
concern and written effort to touch base serves as a judicious reminder that she remains
the silent friend, still there, thinking of the other.
Friends provide support and help to each other because they invest particular
interest in each other's well being. There are skills for instigating and maintaining close
personal associations, so friendships represent a form of social status and as such boost
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self-esteem.172 Dickinson's need for communication from friends confirms that they
bolstered her confidence because, as she admitted to her brother, “I am very puny
alone…” [L32] (90). Consequently, she clearly expresses her enthusiasm to Abiah Root,
29 January 1850:
I hav'nt thanked you for your letter yet, but not for want of gratitude. I will do so now
most sincerely, most heartily — gladly — and gratefully. You will write me another soon
— that I may have four right feelings again! They dont come for the asking. I have been
introducing you to me in this letter so far — we will traffick in “joys” — and “sorrows”
some other day…You will excuse all mistakes in view of ignorance — all sin in view of
“the fall,” all want of friendly affection in the sight of the verse “the deepest stream the
stillest runs,” and other general deficiencies, on the ground of universal incapacity!…
Write me a letter! [L31] (89–90).

In this celebration of friendship, Dickinson indicates that a letter from her friend will
inspire right feelings: sincerity, heartiness, gladness and gratitude. Furthermore, her
friend will forgive her failings because friendship means accepting, understanding, and
appreciating the person as a whole.
Emotional investment also inspires concern when a significant other is at risk, so
many letters convey Dickinson's condolences and sympathy for friends who are
confronted by personal tragedy, illness or trouble. There are a few such communications
that “miss the mark”173 but most crown her a queen of the condolence card. When
Dickinson withdrew from normal social interactions, she maintained this role by
transmitting letters and gifts to those in need. One such letter to Sam Bowles, dated
about February 1861, indicates Dickinson's feelings for him, and desire to see his return
to good health:
… — The meetings wore alike — Mr Bowles — The Topic — did not tire us — so we
chose no new — We voted to remember you — so long as both should live — including
172
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Immortality. To count you as ourselves — except sometimes more tenderly — as now —
when you are ill — and we — the haler of the two — and so I bring the Bond — we sign
so many times — for you to read, when Chaos comes — or Treason — or Decay — still
174
witnessing for Morning.” [L229] (371).

Here, employing the breathless, hesitant dashes that break the prose into thought
fragments perhaps to indicate Dickinson's distress, or to facilitate the reader's grasp by
offering ideas in small doses, the concern, affection and loyalty felt by Dickinson and
Bowles's friends contends against mankind's greatest enemies: chaos, betrayal and
dissolution. Rhythmic energy eventually launches into the poem beginning: “Would
you like Summer? Taste of our's — ” which suggests cures for ailments ranging from
fatigue and confusion to captivity and death. Dickinson portrays herself as the friend
who supplies help in all extremities.175 Her catalogue is written with terse, emotional
restraint that seems to waver between passionate desire and deliberate distancing
created through obtuse, enigmatic images. It allows the text to perform sympathy while
the writer remains apart in time and space. Hers is the voice from the burning bush,
proclaiming power without presence. In a later letter, she expresses the value of a
friend's sympathy in these words: “Is not the sweet resentment of friends that we are not
strong, more inspiriting even than the strength itself?” [L672] (679). Absence best
conveys her sympathy, as she writes to Mrs Joseph A. Sweetser, late February, 1870:
My sweet Aunt Katie.
When I am most grieved I had rather no one would speak to me, so I stayed from
you, but I thought by today, perhaps you would like to see me, if I came quite soft and
brought no noisy words. But when I am most sorry, I can say nothing so I will only kiss
you and go far away. Who could ache for you like your little Niece — who knows how
deep the Heart is and how much it holds? [L338] (469).

Dickinson's rhetorical questions and gentle metonymy quietly proclaim herself to be the
sympathetic, knowing friend whose heart comes softly to comfort in the noiseless words
of a letter.
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V. EPISTOLARY INTIMACY EFFECTS

Dickinson's letters show that she desired to be a “principled being with congruence
between [her] actions and underlying attitudes, values, and dispositions ….”176 Her
feeling of integrity was enhanced when she textually associated with similar others who
generated opportunities and support for expression of these qualities. Frequent requests
for her recipients to tell her about their hearts and minds; seeking “those precious
thoughts of friends” [L77] (183) and her desire to confess her concerns, even indirectly,
suggest her need for colleagues capable of sharing intimate self-disclosures. She
confirms such preferences when writing to Jane Humphrey in a letter dated 23 January
1850, insisting she “would gladly exchange” many social gatherings, parties, and
festivities “… for one evening's talk with the friends I love …” [L30] (84). The impact
of friendships on affect-based personalities is enormous since these relationships
demand great emotional investment. When such a friendship ends, the resulting loss of
support influences the personality in all of its roles. Dickinson's frequent inquiries into
why certain correspondents failed to contact her and her expressed longing to
reassemble the groups who have dispersed indicate that she grieved about terminated
companionships.177 She referred to the severing of ties with the phrase “… I will raise
the lid to my box of Phantoms, and lay one more love in…” [L177] (315) to emphasise
that for her, failed friendships were equivalent to deaths. While activity-based, high selfmonitors enjoy friendships that are less emotionally demanding because each
relationship tends to be compartmentalised, affect-based associations require a delicate
meeting of minds. Dickinson's letters construct her identity as an intimate soul mate,
passionately attached to her friends and determined to win their emotional involvement.
She uses several strategies to achieve this.
Epistolary friendships preserve the self in dyadic relationship where intimacy is
ensured through one reader, alone, deciphering text. Forming a safeguard against
176
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unwanted intrusions, privacy is essential to the promotion of close personal associations
because it allows control over decisions concerning interactions with significant
others.178 Since Dickinson's letters seek to promote a tone of intimacy, their content is
directed to a specific individual for private consideration. Dickinson’s poem “The way I
read a letter’s this: / ’T is first I lock the door,” describes the total isolation she claims to
require before reading personal correspondence. Privacy appears to intensify the reading
and writing experience, and Dickinson frequently comments on her imaginative union
with the writer of letters she receives. Her letters also chronicle how important solitude
is for writing.179 As will be seen in the letters examined here, Dickinson's passionate
language often bears physical, sensual and sexual images that literally equate textual
intimacy with physical contact, suggesting that for her reading and writing become
expressions of spiritual union and possibly a substitute for physical intimacy. Letters
and textual production assume such importance to Dickinson that, in learning of Sue's
engagement to Austin, she writes: “I have heard all about the journal. Oh Susie, that you
should come to this! I want you to get it bound — at my expense — Susie — so when
he takes you from me, to live in his new home, I may have some of you. I am sincere.”
[L88] (203). There is widespread belief that Dickinson may have regarded Sue's
marriage to Austin with mixed emotion.180 Dickinson nonetheless wishes to preserve
Sue's writing as a symbol of their association because Sue’s words and thoughts
represent an important part of her relationship for Dickinson. In seeking to bind the
journal, Dickinson is demanding a textual record of her connection with Sue.
Privacy permits sharing confidences, and epistolary exchange encourages such
interaction. When Dickinson writes: “You ask me to excuse the freedom of your letter
Dear A. I think all things should be free with friends & therefore there is nothing to
excuse…” [L11] (32), she defines the level of discourse she seeks. It occurs among the
first of many condolence letters to bereaved associates. This letter narrates her visit to a
friend's deathbed, an experience that affected Dickinson so seriously, Dickinson's family
178
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sent her to Boston for a month to overcome her grief. The letter explicitly tells Abiah,
the receiver, “Please not let S. or any one see this letter. It is only for you.” (32).
Dickinson's account of her “fixed melancholy” is private. Such important, personal
disclosure is shared with a friend who is entreated to respect the writer's desire for
confidentiality.181 Many critics have speculated about the effects on Dickinson's
emotional health that resulted from her traumatic deathbed visit.182 These apparently
confessional self-revelations Dickinson chose to share in her personal correspondence
with her friend, rather than her family. Friendships allow for disclosures that are not
always possible or diplomatic to family members. The letter cited above was written in
March 1846, when Dickinson was fifteen. Her willingness to discuss her troubled
mental state with her friend through letter exchange demonstrates why Dickinson valued
the security these dyadic relationships offered.183
Another subject that appeals to intimates concerns analysis of their ideas and beliefs
about friendship itself. Dickinson seeks to know her friend's thoughts, often invited by
expressing her views on interpersonal relationships. She articulates self-concepts and
value systems that reveal her character as a correspondent; literally inscribing herself as
the textual embodiment of friendship. For example, in another letter to Abiah Root, late
1850, Dickinson discusses how attachments may alter as friends embark on different
paths:
… — we are growing away from each other, and talk even now like
strangers….[D]earest friends must meet sometimes, and then comes the “bond of the
spirit” which, if I am correct, is “unity.”
… You are growing wiser than I am, and nipping in the bud fancies which I let
blossom — … The shore is safer, Abiah, but I love to buffet the sea — … I love the
danger! You are learning control and firmness. Christ Jesus will love you more. I'm
afraid he don't love me any! … (104).

Dickinson then asks Abiah to
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… say what you think of Abby — I mean of her heart and mind — when you write me. I
think it is a license which friend may take with friend, without at all detracting from
184
aught we like or love. [L39] (105).
Dickinson suggests that they now communicate like strangers, rather than close friends
who should enjoy a spiritual bond that allows exchange of more personal information.
Their friendship is changing because Dickinson dares to court danger while Abiah is
maturing into a sensible godly, woman. Casting herself as the expansive adventurer who
is buffeted by the sea, Dickinson's innuendoes allude to, but conceal her inner life. She
asks for candid response to the third companion's “heart and mind,” insisting that
uninhibited exchange, even were they to disagree, would not interfere with their shared
confidences. This request for private, confidential information, particularly insights into
readings of a friend's emotional states, comprise especially important intimate
disclosures. Intimate friends often feel that they know each other well enough to form
appraisals of personality that benefit from extended periods of close study. Also, groups
of friends can reinforce their mutual understanding by sharing their interpretations of
each other. In fact, this may well form one of the most pleasant attractions motivating
friendship formation: friendships create opportunities to think, talk and write about the
valued qualities of the friend.
These letters to school friends demonstrate Dickinson's strategies for encouraging
responses that will enhance the intimacy of their textual exchange. Dickinson articulates
her feelings for the absent one; requests information about the other's well-being;
desires insights regarding mutual friends to measure her view against theirs; suggests
significant personal matters; hopes that her letters will be entertaining; and directly
discusses preserving friendship. In Letter 180 discussed above, Dickinson admits that
while attempting to bind herself to her friends, she despairs of engaging their
commitment.185 By expressing her feelings unambiguously, she hopes to find affection
returned. In committing herself fully to her textual relationships, Dickinson shows that
184
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she understands how subtle insights and interactions possible between people must
develop over time. She expresses this idea in a letter to Mr and Mrs E. J. Loomis, 1
December 1884: “How little of our depth we tell, though we confide our shallowness to
‘every passing Breeze — ’”[L955] (853). Although Dickinson wrote this to a couple she
never met directly, the association established through personal letters signifies for her a
valuable contact. Dickinson's comment identifies herself as a thoughtful person who
values intimacy, which she asserts by exposing the superficiality that she spurns. Each
friendship is carefully crafted through the textual relationships she builds, so a friend's
departure threatens loss of her identity because, as friendships grow, cultural
connections develop between companions that draw on their shared knowledge,
particularly their mutual understanding, which enables communication of a distinct
kind. Vigilant protection of what Dickinson later referred to as her “shattered ranks”
[L896] (820) requires continuous endeavour. She was very conscious of the subtle
nuances that distinguished her friends from each other, and from the mass of “Beings”
[L261] (404) with whom she did not interact. The departure of any one among her
chosen circle meant a reduced opportunity for her own self-expression since the interpersonal stakes of her reclusive life were high. Every loss was a big loss.
Dickinson's distinguished biographer, Richard Sewall, expresses an important
measure of Dickinson's success in eliciting a compliant reader response to the intimacy
effect her letters convey. When Sewall was asked whether Dickinson thought that her
letters would be published, he replied:
My feeling has been that she did not look forward to any publications. I don't think it
entered her mind. I can't be sure of that, but I think the reason why her letters are so good
is she didn't have a sense that they would one day be published. Now this may be all
wrong, but Emerson and Hawthorne and Thoreau knew perfectly well that their letters
would one day be published, and I think they wrote with that in mind. A lot of their letters
186
are consciously literary, while Emily's seem to be right from the heart.

This reaction, that her letters “seem to be right from the heart” results from Dickinson's
carefully constructed textual personae, and their unifying identity whose voice and
presence are felt to represent the writer. Her discourse invites reader involvement
186
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through its affection and personal tone, descriptions of private interaction with the
reader, and details drawing upon the reader's unique character. Frequent references to
her emotional attachments, plus many strategies to engage reader compliance contribute
to the impression that Dickinson is genuinely and artlessly self-disclosing. Readers
enjoy the prospect of this textual intimacy even when it is experienced second-hand.
According to Patricia Spacks, “In reading other people's published letters, we seek
reassurance not only about the stability of a continuous self but about the possibility of
intimacy, of fruitful human exchange…”187 While the intimacy Dickinson constructed
in her letter text conveys the impression of self-disclosure and immediate presence,
Dickinson's brother perceptively dismissed as “pose” her early letters to Higginson,
who was an enduring and important correspondent.188 Despite textually expressing her
desire to be united with the addressees in her epistolary circle, Dickinson interacted
directly with only a few friends and household members.
Exchanging secrets expressed in private language defines some intimate
relationships.189 Nineteenth-century cultural restrictions discouraging self-disclosure in
women's writing partially explain Dickinson's epistolary autobiographic reticence. She
used an approach characterised as “confiding but non-informative.”190 Valerie Sanders
explains that the situation arises because “women's autobiography seems to be
autobiography with the self left out….”191 Dickinson exploits a number of linguistic
techniques to create an intimacy effect that directs the textual subject matter toward
areas of self-disclosure that are associated with intimacy. Yet, although she seems to be
determined to engage her readers in the kinds of confidences only shared between close
friends, she is able to produce an impression that promises more than she actually
delivers.
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Her language usage constructs an intimate textual atmosphere through irony,
metaphor, grammatical and syntactical distortions to eliminate first-person declarative
sentences, and idiosyncratic linguistic shorthand for transmitting private, coded
messages. Exaggeration, hyperbole, figurative language, aphoristic compression,
syntactic ambiguity and evasive self-effacement all contribute to the characteristic
“disclosure” found in Dickinson's prose and poetic style. Still, while avoiding specific
detail, Dickinson does not entirely eliminate self-disclosure. Her textual selfconstruction reveals several effective devices for promoting intimate interaction,
including her use of a confidential tone, which communicates genuine desire for
intimacy even though Dickinson indulges in role-play and relies on masks and personae.
Despite these distancing strategies, her texts project an I as confidante and emotional
supporter for her correspondents. Her textual self-constructions reveal qualities she
valued in her friends, and that she hoped they would recognise in her.
For examples, there are many passages in Dickinson's letters that illustrate the
intimate discursive interactions she sought to create and preserve. In January 1852, after
lamenting that Abiah's friendship has cooled, Dickinson remarks:
How very sad it is to have a confiding nature, one's hopes and feelings are quite at the
mercy of all who come along; and how very desirable to be a stolid individual, whose
hopes and aspirations are safe in one's waistcoat pocket, and that a pocket indeed, and
one not to be picked! [L69] (167).

Here, she enumerates the risks associated with intimate self-disclosure, specifically
naming “hopes, feelings and aspirations” as material liable to ridicule or
misunderstanding unless trust and sympathy have been established. She specifically
describes herself as having a “confiding nature” and is aware that there are dangers in
telling too much. To Austin, 8 June 1851, she writes:
If I had'nt been afraid that you would “poke fun” at my feelings, I had written a sincere
letter, but since the “world is hollow, and Dollie is stuffed with sawdust,” I really do not
192
think we had better expose our feelings. [L42] (112).
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Articulating emotional states underpins Dickinson's textual pursuit of intimacy. She
shares her feelings and thoughts where she expects them to be valued or at least
received sympathetically. Again to Austin, April 1853, she expresses her
disappointment to his delayed reply:
… It seems as if you'd been gone several hundred years, and it had been some centuries
since we had heard from you, and I should like to know when you were coming home,
for if it is'nt probable that you are coming some time, I think I shall take the stage, or run
away myself. I asked you this same question in my last Saturday's letter, but you make
me no reply. I cant help wondering sometimes if you think of us as often as we all do of
you, and want to see us half as much. I think about this a great deal, and tho' I don't talk
with Vinnie or Sue, about it, yet it often troubles me. I think we miss each other more
every day that we grow older, for we're unlike most everyone, and are therefore more
dependent on each other for delight. [L114] (239).

Her dependency on Austin and her concern that his attachment to the family failed
to match her feelings for him suggest an important emotional deficit with which
Dickinson dealt throughout her life. Exaggeration and attempted levity barely conceal
the loneliness and isolation lurking behind her plea for a reply, a visit, and reassurance.
She contradicts herself when she mentions three times that she “cant help wondering
sometimes”, “I think about this a great deal”, and finally admits “it often troubles” her.
Although she talks about “we” missing each other, the subject is herself.
Dickinson's tendency toward intense emotional disclosure in many passionate love
letters to Susan Gilbert occasionally requires apologies like this one, written in April
1852:
I know I was very naughty to write such fretful things, and I know I could have helped it,
if I had tried hard enough, but I thought my heart would break, and I knew of nobody
here that cared anything about it — so I said to myself, “We will tell Susie about it.” You
don't know what a comfort it was … [L88] (202).

Despite some misgivings about reader response, Dickinson's need to record and share
her feelings over-rides her fear of censure, although she admits that such indulgence is
“very naughty.” Again, her use of the second-person plural pronoun fails to conceal the
subject, but it helps to construct her dependency by allowing articulation of feelings that
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she seems to acknowledge approach unspeakable relational territory.193 Dickinson's
emotional demands and her search for reciprocal affection have been used to explain
why her childhood friendships, and periods during her life-long attachment to Sue
Gilbert, tended toward estrangement.194 Owing to her ardent feelings for her friends,
Dickinson writes: “Perhaps you laugh at me! Perhaps the whole United States are
laughing at me too!”[L269] (413). Her hyperbolic thought notifies readers that she is
playing with them and the language with which she addresses them. While perhaps only
teasing, Dickinson's fervour implies that expending so much emotional energy without
return would justify — even necessitate — defensive withdrawal for self-preservation,
and suggests another reason why she retired from direct social contact.195
If all interactions require masks,196 Dickinson's various textual personae may merely
reflect the normal range of self-presentations demanded by any social contacts. Since
“posing reveals as much as candour,” 197 obvious textual role-play reduces the distance
between the supposed “I” and the writer. Dickinson's relationship with Thomas
Wentworth Higginson is particularly interesting because she valued his epistolary
friendship, even though he seems to have largely misunderstood her. This may have
been a result of her misleading textual personae, and yet the games themselves suggest
an attempt to create an intimate relationship since masks offer the most effective
disguises if they are not recognised as masks. From her very earliest contacts with
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Higginson, Dickinson was attempting to tell a truth about herself without direct
disclosure.
For example, in a letter dated June 1869, she invites Higginson to Amherst,
explaining, “… I do not cross my Father's ground to any House or town.”[L330] (460).
Here she is mostly truthful. However, many comments to Higginson are deceptive,
misleading, and deliberately manipulative. Revealing autobiographic self-construction
occurs in letters she sent to him early in their correspondence, and repay close scrutiny.
There are important reasons why Dickinson felt a need to construct poses in her early
communication with Higginson. His article in the April 1862 Atlantic Monthly, “Letter
to a Young Contributor,” inspired her first contact with him. Since she was thirty-one
years old, she may have felt the need to conceal her chronological age.198 David Porter
maintains that she genuinely sought Higginson's critical expertise199 while the social
prohibitions preventing a woman from her class seeking publication would also bear on
her self-presentation.200 These conditions may have acted in conjunction with
Dickinson's personal diffidence. But the transparent mask created in her fifth letter to
Higginson is particularly revealing since truth is only partially obscured by her
epistolary style. In August 1862, she writes:
… I had no Monarch in my life, and cannot rule myself, and when I try to organize —
my little Force explodes — and leaves me bare and charred — …
Of “shunning Men and Women” — they talk of Hallowed things, aloud — and
embarrass my Dog — He and I dont object to them, if they'll exist their side…. — I think
you would like the Chestnut Tree, I met in my walk. It hit my notice suddenly — and I
thought the Skies were in Blossom — …
You say “Beyond your knowledge.” You would not jest with me, because I believe
you — but Preceptor — you cannot mean it? All men say “What” to me, but I thought it a
fashion —
When much in the Woods as a little Girl, I was told that the Snake would bite me,
that I might pick a poisonous flower, or Goblins kidnap me, but I went along and met no
one but Angels, who were far shyer of me, than I could be of them, so I hav'nt that
confidence in fraud which many exercise.… [L271] (414–15).
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Along with this letter, Dickinson sends two poems: “Before I got my Eye put out,”
and “I cannot dance upon my Toes.” She first explains that without instruction, her
poetry follows its own direction, and she claims she is unable to contain the impulses
that give rise to her verse. As a result, the attempt to “organize” according to prescribed
practice destroys her creativity. Higginson's apparent question about her retiring
lifestyle is answered with the suggestion that common conversation affronts her dog's
sensibilities; presumably she shares his feelings. This is followed by a descriptive
flourish. After expressing disbelief in Higginson's claim, she tells a story describing
truth, deception, and how language can be misleading. Direct experience and scientific
method provide her only certainty. In other words, the communication process in which
she is engaging is not intended to be dishonest, but it can be open to conflicting
interpretations, which potentially enhance the truth she is trying to disclose. However,
her concern about Higginson’s “jest,” “fraud,” and that many men respond to her with
uncertainty indicates that the “fashion” of playing games with credibility through
linguistic representations can lead to misunderstandings. By including the poem “I
cannot dance upon my Toes,” she demonstrates very clearly that she can dance, just as
this letter, implying she lacks control over her artistic production, is belied by the letter's
artistry.201 Using narrative to illustrate her argument deliberately constructs a level of
intimate textual engagement to enhance the friendship ties she is attempting to forge.
Besides investigating Higginson’s knowledge, Dickinson is also establishing her desire
to be candid, even though she constructs several layers of textual protection to do it. The
possibility that she is being ironic in stating her artistic inadequacies invites Higginson’s
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suspicion, and suggests the kind of teasing interaction that close friends can enjoy.202
While this letter occurred early in her association with Higginson, it contributed to the
tone their epistolary relationship was to take. She continued to tease and he remained
somewhat befuddled throughout their correspondence. However, the epistolary
friendship endured for a quarter of a century.
When people engage in intimate self-disclosure, the process of sharing is valued as
much as what is shared.203 The early letter to Abiah Root, 7 and 17 May 1850, presented
below, indicates stylistic techniques Dickinson employed to create an intimate
discursive level. Through her distinctive linguistic style, Dickinson constructs herself as
an intimate confidante. She opens by addressing her reader as “Dear Remembered” and
sets the scene where she is baking bread and tending her sick mother. After pondering
human frailty, suffering and death, the letter describes Dickinson's reluctant refusal to
go riding with a friend.
… it seemed to me unjust. Oh I struggled with great temptation, and it cost me much of
denial, but I think in the end I conquered, not a glorious victory Abiah, where you hear
the rolling drum, but a kind of a helpless victory, where triumph would come of itself,
faintest music, weary soldiers, nor a waving flag, nor a long-loud shout. I had read of
Christ's temptations, and how they were like our own, only he did'nt sin; I wondered if
one was like mine, and whether it made him angry — I couldnt make up my mind; do
you think he ever did?

She compares her decision to play dutiful daughter rather than romantic debutante as a
battle between her social and private selves. Her helpless victory lacks glory because it
results from self-denial and acquiescence to familial responsibilities as she reluctantly
accepts the domestic roles demanded of women in her culture. Consciously sacrificing
personal desire in making this decision, Dickinson, extends the comparison between her
situation and Christ's temptations so that her dilemma assumes significance equal to
problems faced by divinity. After expressing concern about how Jesus will provide
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guidance for meeting greater challenges, her thoughts move to the Christian conversion
occurring in her community.204
… I am one of the lingering bad ones, and so do I slink away, and pause, and ponder, and
ponder, and pause, and do work without knowing why — not surely for this brief world,
and more sure it is not for Heaven — and I ask what this message means that they ask for
so very eagerly, you know of this depth, and fulness, will you try to tell me about it?

Up to this point she has established her behaviour by episodically recording her
attitude. Nothing has prepared the reader for her final character assessment. Against her
inclination she has shouldered housekeeping duties and the responsibility for feeding
her family. Although she nurses her mother when she would prefer to socialise with an
attractive friend, she is angry and disappointed because she must perform household and
filial tasks when the alternatives are much more appealing. Anger causes her to feel
guilty. Regarding herself as “bad” not because she has chosen altruistically, but because
she admits her reluctance to do so, Dickinson ponders and pauses, as the prose phrases
broken by commas, illustrate. She asks her friend to “try” to explain life's meaning.
Such behaviour establishes her identity as a thinker who is seeking to meet conflicting
demands, is able to sacrifice her personal interests for others' well-being, and is willing
to share her doubts with a friend in a genuine desire to gain understanding. The letter
adds another intimate touch:
… I have been dreaming, dreaming a golden dream, with eyes all the while wide open,
and I guess it's almost morning, and besides I have been at work, providing the “food that
perisheth,” scaring the timorous dust, and being obedient, and kind…. I am yet the Queen
of the court, if regalia be dust, and dirt, have three loyal subjects, whom I'd rather relieve
from service … My kitchen I think I called it, God forbid that it was, or shall be my own
205
— God keep me from what they call households… [L36] (97–99).

The golden dream is mentioned without elaboration, perhaps to entice a request from
Abiah for more detail. Dickinson portrays herself finally as a queen of household
management, protecting her family members from serving as she is. Dickinson views
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domestic work with contempt, although she adds “Don't be afraid of my imprecations,
they never did anyone harm, and they make me feel so cool and … much more
comfortable!”
Letter 36 employs many textual devices to promote an intimate relationship with its
reader. The salutation to “Dear Remembered” combines an affectionate conventional
opening and a unique signal that the addressee is really Dickinson’s own mentally
constructed memory of her friend. After describing the writing scene to project her
presence, she then launches into a fanciful treatment of serious philosophical matters.
Her personal situation and especially her emotional state form the subject, which is
undercut by humour and linguistic play. Dickinson presents her moral dilemma, and a
critical self-evaluation that may be an invitation for reassurance. She seeks guidance
from her friend, confesses doubts and longings, and almost shares a dream that can only
be confided to a trusted colleague. The letter writer has revealed much, suggested more,
and demonstrated the therapeutic results derived from creating an effect of intimate selfdisclosure. This gesture constructs Dickinson's textual identity in search of a confidante.
The reader may find the gesture sufficient since it indicates a willingness to share
private information that establishes the reader's perceived suitability for this role.
Whether further disclosure is forthcoming does not alter the relationship, which is
already defined as intimate. While Dickinson's feelings have been clearly described, her
desire to amuse and intrigue her reader conveys material in a tone that combines serious
subject matter with comic, artistic treatment. Dickinson seems to have written herself
into a good mood in the process.
Self-disclosure containing high intimacy content occurs when dream narratives are
revealed. Dreams constitute private experience, voluntary disclosure providing the only
means through which others can access them. Although report may be partial or pure
fabrication, Dickinson's references to dreams exploit another strategy for creating
intimacy through self-disclosure.206 Willingness to share private information about the
self builds trust. The letter to Jane Humphrey, 3 April 1850, opens with a long,
affectionate condolence followed by a description of Dickinson's family members' and
friends' conversion experiences. Dickinson then writes:
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How long does it seem since you left me, has the time been fleet, or lagging — been
filled with hope, and the future, or waste, and a weary wilderness — and no one who
knew the road? I would whisper to you in the evening of many, and curious things — and
by the lamps eternal read your thoughts and response in your face, and find what you
thought about me, and what I have done, and am doing; I know you would be surprised,
whether in pleasure, or disappointment it does'nt become me to say — I have dared to do
strange things — bold things, and have asked no advice from any — I have heeded
beautiful tempters, yet do not think I am wrong. Oh I have needed my trusty Jane — my
friend encourager, and sincere counciller, my rock, and strong assister! I could make you
tremble for me, and be very much afraid, and wonder how things would end — Oh
Jennie, it would relieve me to tell you all, to sit down at your feet, and look in your eyes,
and confess what you only shall know, an experience bitter, and sweet, but the sweet did
so beguile me — and life has had an aim, and the world has been too precious for your
poor — and striving sister! The winter was all one dream, and the spring has not yet
waked me, I would always sleep, and dream, and it never should turn to morning, so long
as night is so blessed. What do you weave from all these threads, for I know you hav'nt
been idle the while I've been speaking to you, bring it nearer the window, and I will see,
it's all wrong unless it has one gold thread in it, a long, big shining fibre which hides the
others — and which will fade away into Heaven while you hold it, and from there come
back to me. I hope belief is not wicked, and assurance, and perfect trust — and a kind of
a twilight feeling before the moon is seen — I hope human nature has truth in it — Oh I
pray it may not deceive — confide — cherish, have a great faith in — do you dream from
all this what I mean? Nobody thinks of the joy, nobody guesses it, to all appearance old
things are engrossing, and new ones are not revealed, but there now is nothing old, things
are budding, and springing, and singing, and you rather think you are in a green grove,
207
and it's branches that go, and come. [L35] (95).

The opening prose, flowing with alliteration, inquires about Jane's emotional state,
but turns at once to Dickinson's need for a confidante to reassure herself. Her
presentation leaves doubtful the exact nature of her actions since she describes
succumbing to “beautiful tempters.” She wishes to “confess” an experience “bitter and
sweet;” implying that her daring could make Jane “tremble.” While Dickinson specifies
that Jane is her chosen confidante, nothing concrete is disclosed. She instead directs
Jane to take the letter to the window, where “I will see,” and so fancifully links herself
to her reader to permit the desired interview while at the same time Dickinson retreats
into humour. Dickinson then describes a long golden thread joining the correspondents
through Heaven to each other.
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From this point, the prose becomes even more ambiguous and confusing. Since
earlier in the same letter she extolled those who have found faith, her comment: “I hope
belief is not wicked” sounds blasphemous. Ideas disintegrate as Dickinson ponders
human nature, and asks if Jane can follow her thinking. Finally, she reasserts that
although nothing is outwardly evident, a mighty secret project has changed her
perspective, as much perhaps as the converts have been altered by their religious
commitments. The dream enriches her experience, but in this case remains concealed.
Dickinson's apparent desire to share her important secret is evidenced by the letter's
length and affectionate, consoling content besides her closing: “Very affectionately your
friend.” The exclamation “Oh” throughout the text emphasises her emotional level and
her desire to disclose feelings. But in this case the clues remain too generalised to
decode her riddle. Dickinson's attitudes about mystery are expressed in several letters
and poems, including her statements: “In a Life that stopped guessing, you and I should
not feel at home — ”.208 “To see is perhaps never quite the sorcery that it is to
surmise,…” [L565] (619); and “Emblem is immeasurable — that is why it is better than
Fulfillment, which can be drained — ” (L819] (773). Here, Dickinson has generated
curiosity with innuendoes. This non-specific reference has been interpreted as
Dickinson's “overpowering need to speak of something that must be omitted from the
text …” and illustrates “a cultural aphasia of personal expression.”209 Yet, her longing to
self-disclose offers an intimate gesture more beguiling because it remains unfulfilled.
Memories, like dreams, represent personal experience, which through recall
contribute to self-construction. Some memories purport to capture the identity in a
moment leading to change; while others create continuity which depict “in a narrative
nutshell” various essential character traits or ethical values.210 However, even vivid
memories are largely constructed, and so, like dream narratives, resist verification. The
gesture of sharing memories tends to build intimate relationships by offering past
experiences to elucidate present circumstances, or simply to contextualise the
rememberer with reference to historic moments. The memories Dickinson records tend
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to reveal episodes in which language usage and interpretation figure prominently.211
This memory regarding childhood fears and uncertainties is written to Higginson, June
1877:
…When a few years old — I was taken to a Funeral which I now know was of peculiar
distress, and the Clergyman asked “Is the Arm of the Lord shortened that it cannot save?”
He italicized the “cannot.” I mistook the accent for a doubt of Immortality and not
daring to ask, it besets me still, though we know that the mind of the Heart must live if
it's clerical part do not. Would you explain it to me? [L503] (583).

At issue, again, is Dickinson's desire to understand immortality. But the question is
revived from an unresolved childhood concern about interpreting “italicized” speech.
The child Emily could not suspect a rhetorical question, while the adult Emily still is
untangling rhetoric that remains unconvincing. By sharing her hermeneutic problem,
Dickinson is inviting an intimacy-effect derived from self-disclosure that exposes an
area of intellectual vulnerability. Confessing uncertainty, and admitting that it still
troubles her represents self-disclosure possible with trusted friends. To reveal such
material creates ties that intensify relationships because it implies a mutual interest and
willingness to become involved in the emotional life of the confidante. As in other
remembrances about which Dickinson writes to her recipients, language is often a
central issue. Dickinson's self-disclosure highlights her desire to decode linguistic
nuances encountered in interaction with others, which constituted memorable activity
for her throughout her life. Language and communication, from her own accounts,
provided a central concern even when she was a child. At least, these autobiographical
narratives create the impression that Dickinson wished to convey this idea to her mature
correspondents.

VI. FRIENDSHIP CASE STUDIES

Despite Dickinson’s reclusive lifestyle, her direct and textual relationships were intense
and enduring. The intimacy-effects appear to have succeeded in constructing valuable,
reciprocal friendships, which will be examined now. These include friendships formed
with the Hills, Judge Otis Lord, Reverend Charles Wadsworth, and Dr and Mrs Holland.
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Mrs Hills and her husband Henry were the Dickinsons' neighbours; their property
adjoined the Dickinson's on the east.212 Surviving correspondence spans the years 1871
to 1884, and includes thirty-eight notes and letters. Nine letters address Mrs Hills and/or
her husband as “Dear friend(s)” or include this phrase in the body. Since Dickinson
rarely employed a salutation, and almost never identified her correspondents with a
conventional letter opening, it conveys added significance. Her letters express love,
sympathy, congratulations, gratitude for kindness and generosity, Christmas and other
holiday greetings, acknowledgments for gifts received, and accompany frequent
transmission of presents, garden produce and flowers. Taken individually or
collectively, the Dickinson / Hills correspondence indicates an affectionate relationship
beyond mere neighbourly friendliness. Dickinson entered into the Hills' lives, and
expressed her feeling with intensity. For example, “Sweetest thanks are inaudible…”
[L417] (527) and: “Vocal is but one form of remembrance, dear friend…” [L614] (645);
“Even the simplest solace, with a loving aim, has a heavenly quality…” [L783] (749).
Language employed in the Hills letters indicates Dickinson's care and regard for the
Hills as members of her epistolary circle.213 When the Hills were confronted with
bankruptcy, Austin contributed the financial assistance that saved them.214 Such active,
mutual involvement demonstrates friendship bonds supported by the tone and content of
Dickinson's letters.
Speculation about Dickinson's romantic attachment to Judge Otis P. Lord finds
biographical support in surviving letters, although there is evidence that his textual
relationship equally intrigued her. The love letters she wrote him, occasionally
preserved in several drafts,215 include prose passages displaying her most self-conscious
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literary flair, in which her poses and linguistic posturing seem particularly dramatic.
Yet, she claims in a letter to him of about 1878, “ — but I have done with guises …”
[L559] (614). On 3 December 1882, she wishes to be “Speaking to you as I feel, Dear,
without that Dress of Spirit must be worn for most …” [L790] (753). She explicitly
describes her anticipation of his weekly letter:
Tuesday is a deeply depressing Day — it is not far enough from your dear note for the
embryo of another to form, and yet what flights of Distance — and so I perish softly and
spurn the Birds (spring) and spurn the Sun — with pathetic (dejected) malice — but
when the Sun begins to turn the corner Thursday night — everything refreshes — the soft
uplifting grows till by the time it is Sunday night, all my Life (Cheek) is Fever with
nearness to your blissful words — (rippling words) [L563] (618).

His “blissful words” recorded in letter text inspire her feelings. Dickinson celebrates the
expected arrival of his letter in imagery suggesting that she values the text as fervently
as its producer.
Another dramatic self-disclosure to Otis Lord, 14 May 1882, also centralises verbal
and textual communication:
To remind you of my own rapture at your return … I enclose the Note I was fast writing,
when the fear that your Life had ceased, came, fresh, yet dim, like the horrid Monsters
fled from in a Dream.
Happy with my Letter, without a film of fear, Vinnie came in from a word with
Austin, passing to the Train. “Emily, did you see anything in the Paper that concerned
us”? “Why no, Vinnie, what”? “Mr Lord is very sick.” I grasped at a passing Chair. My
sight slipped and I thought I was freezing. While my last smile was ending, I heard the
Doorbell ring and a strange voice said “I thought first of you.” Meanwhile, Tom [Kelley]
had come, and I ran to his Blue Jacket and let my Heart break there — that was the
warmest place. “He will be better. Dont cry Miss Emily. I could not see you cry.” [L752]
(730).

Written to him shortly before his death, this letter captures Dickinson's prostrating
numbness following reports that Lord was ill. Dialogue, the use of present participle
verb forms, the sweeping alliteration, personified furniture, confusion of animate with
inanimate objects, and powerful sensory images contribute to creating her urgent,
emotional response. Beginning with a nightmare premonition, Dickinson moves from
“happy with my Letter” through foreboding words that allow her “last smile” to fade as
the “strange voice” thoughtfully brings terrible news. Pathos and tragedy dignify the
scene, yet she presents an atmosphere so charged with loss that to read it is to relive the
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delicately preserved moment. Not only is Dickinson able to convey her affection for
Judge Lord, but the kindness family members and household personnel demonstrate for
her is equally apparent. What is more, a note, letter, newspaper, and dialogue reinforce
the importance of verbal and textual interaction in the household, and to the writer.
The ties that bound Dickinson to Dr Josiah and Mrs Elizabeth Holland were even
more intense, and spanned over thirty years.216 Surviving Dickinson / Holland letters
(totaling ninety-five) start in 1853 and end in the year of the poet's death. Most are
addressed to Mrs Holland, but it is clear that Dickinson expected material contained in
the letters to be shared. In 1849 Dr Holland began his association with Samuel Bowles
on the Springfield Daily Republican. In 1870 he founded Scribner's Monthly, remaining
editor until his death. He married Elizabeth Luna Chapin (1823–1895) in 1845.217
Dickinson's first letter, dated autumn, 1853, is addressed to both Dr and Mrs
Holland. Its tone is affectionate, personal, and distinguished by the idiosyncratic
playfulness that Dickinson employed throughout her correspondence with Mrs Holland.
“The Republican seems to us like a letter from you, and we break the seal and read it
eagerly …” [L133] (264). Dickinson touches on big philosophical issues; makes some
amusing remarks to situate herself in the family context as she writes, and encourages
the Hollands to “write us very soon.” This opening salvo is followed by a series of
letters, revealing Dickinson's loyal and unique attachment to the Hollands.
Correspondence with Mrs Holland in particular allows Dickinson to position herself as
confidante, helpful emotional supporter, sympathetic companion, enthusiastic admirer,
and loyal adopted sister. Letters to Mrs Holland refer to her as “Dear Friend” six times;
as “Dear Sister” twenty-five times; as “Little Sister” six times; as “sister” in the body of
six letters; as “little sister” in eight letters; “sweet sister,” “Dear One” each twice; and
“Sweet friend” and “fairy scribe” each once. In constructing herself as voluntary sister,
Dickinson creates an intimate role that distinguishes this friendship from all others.
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Susan Gilbert became Dickinson's sister-in-law, but Mrs Holland was chosen. It is an
act of playful but genuine regard suggesting a liking that transcends friendship and
designates a legal and biological connection. In other words, Mrs Holland inspires
Dickinson to become a sister. This is particularly important since Dickinson had a sister
of whom she was fond; although she also made comments that indicate ways in which
she and Lavinia were strangers.218 Mrs Holland, therefore, provided a sisterly
relationship that fulfilled other needs.
The letters from Dickinson to Mrs Holland are characterised by their subject focus
which invariably includes comments about Dickinson's love; gratitude for some
kindness shown by Mrs Holland, and often compassionate condolences. Furthermore,
Dickinson's elliptical, demanding prose or verse enriches these letters. Frequent direct
references to literary works, coupled with indirect allusions to the Bible and current
affairs confirm that Mrs Holland and her husband represented a well-read, wellinformed audience, able to decipher Dickinson's multi-leveled messages. The Holland
epistolary association was particularly valuable to Dickinson because she was seeking a
literary readership. In combining friendship with this writerly, readerly activity,
Dickinson has constructed herself and her friend as ideal soul mates.
The Dickinson / Holland letters reveal a friendship enjoying the best exchanges of
intimate, unique communication. About 26 November, 1854, Dickinson declares: “I
want so much to know if the friends are all well … — and if well whether happy, and
happy — how happy, and why, and what bestows the joy?” [L175] (309). Centralising
the emotional well being of the receivers foregrounds the friends' importance and the
affectionate ties binding Dickinson to them. Mrs Holland's companionship provided
security and approval from a person whose esteem Dickinson particularly valued. This
is evident in Dickinson's eagerness to confide her religious concerns; to seek guidance
on moral and epistemological questions, and to offer in return the same supportive
acceptance that never fails to express the unique pleasure afforded her by her friend.
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The following are among the first letters she sent to the Hollands. To Mrs J. G.
Holland, Philadelphia, 18 March, 1855, after briefly describing the visit to Mount
Vernon, Dickinson writes:
I wonder if you have all forgotten us, we have stayed away so long. I hope you haven't —
I tried to write so hard before I went from home, but the moments were so busy, and then
they flew so. I was sure when days did come in which I was less busy, I should seek you
forgiveness, and it did not occur to me that you might not forgive me. Am I too late
today? Even if you are angry, I shall keep praying you, till from very weariness, you will
take me in. It seems to me many a day since we were in Springfield, and Minnie and the
dumb-bells seem as vague — as vague; and sometimes I wonder if I ever dreamed —
then if I'm dreaming now, then if I always dreamed, and there is not a world, and not
these darling friends, for whom I would not count my life too great a sacrifice. Thank
God there is a world, and that the friends we love dwell forever and ever in a house
above. I fear I grow incongruous, but to meet my friends does delight me so that I quite
forget time and sense and so forth.
Now, my precious friends, if you won't forget me until I get home, and become
more sensible, I will write again, and more properly. Why didn't I ask before, if you were
well and happy?
Forgetful [L179] (319).

This rapturous celebration focuses on memory's value in maintaining affectionate ties
when separated from loved ones. Four variants of forget emphasise Dickinson's concern
that she will be forgotten if she fails to communicate. It is clear that time restrictions
prevented her from writing, but once into her discourse, she argues her defense, and
determines to win forgiveness. The reference to “dumb-bells” is illustrated with an
incomplete simile to show how indeterminate they were, leading to thoughts about
reality and fantasy, and finally God and heaven which proffer nothing better than a
secure house for friends. Dickinson's closing which admonishes the Hollands to
remember her, turns the forgetful writer to account when she asks how she could neglect
the conventional courtesy of inquiring about her recipient's health. Her signature as
Forgetful convicts her of committing the same negligence.
To Dr. J. G. Holland 3(?) November 1855:
I come in flakes, dear Dr. Holland, for verily it snows, and as descending swans, here
a pinion and there a pinion, and anon a plume, come the bright inhabitants of the white
home.
I know they fall in Springfield; perhaps you see them now — and therefore I look
out again, to see if you are looking.
How pleasant it seemed to hear your voice — so said Vinnie and I, as we as
individuals, and then collectively, read your brief note. Why didn't you speak to us
before? We thought you had forgotten us — we concluded that one of the bright things
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had gone forever more. That is a sober feeling, and it musn't come too often in such a
world as this … [L181] (322).

Dickinson addresses her writing to the editor in deliberately poetic diction, sending a
flourish of imagery along with her first-person participation as writer and visiting friend.
Metonymically identifying herself with the letter and the snow places her in the reader’s
presence. She suggests the gentle flakes by comparing them to swan feathers. The prose
floats and drifts rhythmically to capture the same graceful movements. Dickinson then
imagines that the snow is falling likewise in the neighbouring town, so she checks to see
if the invisible but imagined friend is also aware of them. The two distinct places and
times are joined in the writer's thoughts, and preserved in the text. Not only is Dickinson
identifying herself with her words in the letter, she describes Holland's voice embodied
in the letter that she and her sister shared. Again her concern about being forgotten is
equated with broken communication. Friendships are fragile; a lapse in contact may
indicate the relationship's demise. Epistolary contacts were especially vulnerable
because they could only be confirmed by continuous letter exchange. Each despatched
missive was surrounded by silent anticipation of reply, and no guarantee that the
receiver still intended to maintain the connection. Dickinson's concern about her
correspondent's state of feeling is conveyed in her comment, “Is not an absent friend as
mysterious as a bulb in the ground…?” [L824] (776). However, the Hollands and
Dickinson enjoyed a healthy correspondence, as well as meetings face to face. They did
not forget each other nor drift apart.
A very important episode which captures this association's intimacy is recorded
about 20 February 1859.
Not alone to thank you for your sweet note, is my errand, dear Mrs. Holland, tho' I do
indeed, but will you please to help me?
I guess I have done wrong — I don't know certainly, but Austin tells me so, and he is
older than I, and knows more of ordinances.
When Vinnie is here — I ask her; if she says I sin, I say, “Father, I have sinned” —
If she sanctions me, I am not afraid, but Vinnie is gone now, and to my sweet elder sister,
in the younger's absence, something guides my feet … [L202] (348).

The letter describes an incident (recorded in Chapter Three, page 132). Dickinson then
explains her problem:
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I write a little note to him, saying I am sorry, and will he forgive me, and remember it no
more? Now will I ask so much of you, that you read it for me, judge if it is said as
yourself would say it, were you rude instead of me — that if you approve, when you walk
again, you will take it for me to Mr. Chapman's office — tell him for me, intercede as my
sister should? (348–49).

Clearly Dickinson is requesting the adopted elder sister's assistance to assess her moral
conduct, and to intervene in correcting misunderstandings that may have arisen. Good
friends can depend upon each other in times of need. Dickinson's social withdrawal
meant that friends, like Mrs Holland, would provide necessary help, since Dickinson
“ran” when “some one rang.” In the prose, Dickinson seems to be assuming her “little
girl” persona as she defers, reluctantly to Austin's judgement that she had erred. Since
her real sister, Vinnie, is absent, Mrs Holland becomes a substitute confidante and
adviser. But Dickinson also requires delivery of her note, and she concludes her letter
with a light joke about how Mr Chapman's reaction may be conveyed to her. The entire
exchange appears, when isolated from the correspondence context, as a rather
demanding manipulation contrived to ease Dickinson's conscience. More likely, it
represents exactly the kind of help that friends may be entrusted to undertake since it
concerns feelings, confidentiality, and desire to maintain each other's well being.
Friends extend to each other requests for aid and actual assistance that normally would
be inconceivable for any but the most intimate companions.
On 2 March, Dickinson's next letter to Mrs Holland begins:
“Sister.”
You did my will. I thank you for it. Let me work for you! What prettier negotiation
than of friend for friend? [L204] (350).

Gratitude rewards the effort, and Dickinson's eagerness to return the favour illustrates
her appreciation that reciprocal helpfulness cements relationships. Given Dickinson's
entrenched withdrawal and dependency on a network of supply lines, her textual
acknowledgement represented a significant gesture since there was little else she could
undertake to repay her debt. In the next letter to Mrs Holland, September 1859, she
writes: “We talk of you together, then diverge on life, then hide in you again, as a safe
fold. Don't leave us long, dear friends!” [L207] (354). Thinking about good friends
affords another pleasure. Emerson writes: “I must feel pride in my friend's
accomplishments as if they were mine, and a property in his virtues. I feel as warmly
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when he is praised, as the lover when he hears applause of his engaged maiden.”219
Dickinson's own response to her friends illustrates this idea. In summer c. 1862, she
writes to her “Dear Friends”:
… Then I remember my tiny friend — how brief she is — how dear she is ….
… [Y]ou need not stop to write me a letter. Perhaps you laugh at me! Perhaps the
whole United States are laughing at me too! I can't stop for that! My business is to love. I
found a little bird, this morning, down — down — on a little bush at the foot of the
garden, and wherefore sing, I said, since nobody hears?
One sob in the throat, one flutter of bosom — “My business is to sing” — and away
she rose! How do I know but cherubim, once, themselves, as patient, listened, and
applauded her unnoticed hymn? [L269] (413).

Dickinson's imagery and register invoke courtly love and religious ecstasy as she
defends herself loving her tiny, brief, dear friend who may be too busy to “stop and
write … a letter”. Insisting on the relationship's dearness helps Dickinson to fabricate it
through the device of naming her “dears”. The singing poet equates her action with the
work of angels. Love expressed in silent epistolary text dwells unheard, like the bird
song in the garden where “nobody hears”. Singing (Dickinson's metaphor for writing
poetry) and loving become conflated in gestures deserving heaven's regard. Like the
singing bird, and the loving poet, these creative expressions are defining actions for the
self. Private correspondence exists in the same reception vacuum because Dickinson can
not know how her expressions of feeling are read. They may possibly inspire derision.
Her hyperbolic thought that the entire country may be laughing adds amusing
exaggeration, but only inspires the writer to greater determination in her project. To
Abiah Root, about January 1852, Dickinson expressed a similar idea: “when my
feelings come, I permit them to overcome me when perhaps I ought not — yet at the
time submission seems almost inevitable.”[L69] (167).
Mrs Holland, addressed as Sister, receives about late November 1866, Dickinson's
frequently quoted rebuke:
A mutual plum is not a plum. I was too respectful to take the pulp and do not like a stone.
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Send no union letters. The soul must go by Death alone, so, it must by life, if it is a
soul.
If a committee — no matter … [L321] (455).

Dickinson defines her dyadic preferences, even when her own letters are often
addressed to more than one other recipient.220 Her desire to speak privately with Mrs
Holland is described in Dickinson's cryptic comments and Johnson's notes.221 Close
friends need privacy and seclusion to enjoy that conversational depth discussed by
Emerson which even a third party can prevent.222 The “mutual plum” symbolises the
sanctity of epistolary friendship. Intimacy can best be constructed only for an audience
of one. Dickinson indicates the value of this epistolary audience in her reaction to news
relating Mrs Holland's eye problems, when she writes in late November 1871: “Beg the
Oculist to commute your Sentence that you may also commute mine. Doubtless he has
no friend and to curtail Communion is all that remains to him.” [L369] (492). Punning
on “commute sentence” and the possibility of epistolary silence, Dickinson jests to ease
tension. For Dickinson, Mrs Holland's illness was a serious worry not only because she
was concerned for her friend's welfare, but also it threatened their roles as writers and
readers in this precious epistolary relationship.
Mrs Holland's thoughtful behaviour toward Dickinson is evident from gestures she
made which reveal her sensitivity to her friend's values. For example, in the letter dated
late January 1875, Dickinson closes with:
Thank you for the Affection. It helps me up the Stairs at Night, where as I passed my
Father's Door — I used to think was safety. The Hand that plucked the Clover — I seek,
and am
223
Emily. [L432] (537).
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Johnson's notes accompanying this explain: “Mrs. Holland had plucked a spray of
clover from Edward Dickinson's grave, which ED never visited, and gave it to her.” The
same theme is developed in her next letter:
How sweetly you have comforted me — the toil to comfort you, I hoped never would
come. A sorrow on your sunny face is too dark a miracle — … How lovely that he spoke
with you, that memorial time! … “Where thou goest, we will go” — how mutual, how
intimate! No solitude receives him, but neighborhood and friend ….
Do you remember the clover leaf? The little hand that plucked it will keep tight hold
of mine … [L732] (714).

Dickinson acknowledges Mrs Holland's help in conveying sympathy when she was in
need, and returns the thoughtfulness with fervour. Her final line plays on the cultural,
dyadic experience they share as confidantes and intimates. Dickinson's hope for an
afterlife, if only to rejoin lost friends, receives support in this letter as well as a number
of her poems. Her personal doubts could be put aside when the consolation immortality
offered might assist others in overcoming grief. Appropriately, according to Johnson's
notes, in late November 1881, Dickinson received a copy of the December Century and
Scribner's which featured a memorial for Doctor Holland. She describes her reading:
I wanted to read the dear Articles slowly — one by one — and alone — as under the
circumstances each one of them seemed an interview with the Departed — but that was
unpermitted — so I snatched a Line at a time — taking it with me as I worked, and then
returning for another —
Each is true — and more — and so warmly lifelike, it almost gives a diffidence,
like admiration of a friend in his tender presence .…
It was nearly Morning, last Night, when I went to my Room from the loved
perusal, and when I laid it in the Drawer, the Telegram of the Heavenly Flight was close
beside without design … [L738] (718).

Seeking time and private space indicate how Dickinson wished to isolate herself for the
intimate “interview” reserved for close friends. But she is prevented, and so has to think
about her companions by snatching “a line at a time” as a means of imagining their
presence and to experience the relationship she so enjoyed. Ideas can be transported
mentally; and textual friendships are especially convenient because they are always
imaginative extensions of the self and the other. Still, epistolary friendship facilitates
self-validation because it exists in the mind as an important aspect of identity.
Dickinson's letter dated before Christmas 1881 [L742] (721) reveals the deep affection
and sympathy inspired by Mrs Holland who was able to express the same feelings for
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her friend. Sarah Wilder argues that the writer and reader are joined by Dickinson's
using we in the line: “Shall we wish a triumphant Christmas to the brother withdrawn?”
to further emphasise their shared sympathy at their mutual loss.224 During early 1883,
Dickinson presents a verse portrait describing Mrs Holland's friendship. [L802] (760–
61). She concludes with:
To know her not — Affliction —
To own her for a Friend
A warmth as near as if the Sun
Were shining in your Hand.

In The Undiscovered Continent, Suzanne Juhasz argues that Dickinson's deliberate
decision to live in her mind fundamentally structured her life and work. Relationships
were necessarily textual because the intimacy generated through epistolary exchange
allowed the most engaging love-relationships of all: those conducted in the imagination.
As Rebecca Patterson observes, Dickinson was shy in person, but bold on paper.225
Even with audience control, her purpose is not to tell about herself directly. Dickinson's
self-construction as student to Higginson, as diminutive admirer to Samuel Bowles, as
frightened child and religious reprobate all evasively disguise her power. The
relationships she created in her letters have survived to inspire readers by their linguistic
and emotional strength. Through epistolary text, she addresses and shares her noncorporeal self with a widening circle of intimate textual friends.
§§§
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CHAPTER THREE:

Self as Storyteller
“… [T]he writing of letters often serves both to narrate an event of the recent past and to
trigger an event of the near future.”
226
— Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan .
“Story telling is the central part of human beings.”
— Dr Oliver Sacks, Sydney University interview with Robyn Williams, broadcast ABC
TV, 24 April, 1999.

Dickinson was quick to seize upon the appeal of narrative as one effective strategy for
engaging readers in an active epistolary exchange. She recognised that the art of story
telling not only enlivened text and created a form of interpersonal interaction that could
be easily maintained through correspondence, but stories also allowed her to construct
important roles for herself within the narratives, and as the narrator who presented them.
The following chapter will examine Dickinson's autobiographic self-constructions in
these capacities. To begin, it will be necessary to understand the basic requirements of
narrative, and how Dickinson uses the epistolary genre to engage in story production.
Then it will be possible to examine the various self-constructions Dickinson achieves
using storytelling as a means of creating her textual identity.
Narrative occurs when a narrator (the agent engaging in activity serving the needs of
narration) conveys a story to a narratee.227 A story concerns something or someone
undergoing a change through a “fundamental structure of placement — displacement(s)
— replacement ….”228 According to David Lodge, narrative generates two basic
questions: what happened before (creating mystery) and what happens next (creating
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suspense)?229 Besides determining the inter-relatedness linking events, every story
contains thematic substance, structure (formal organisation or patterning) and style (the
narrator's idiosyncratic linguistic telling).230 So, story production can reveal much about
the teller's values, interests, organisational methods, and personality. Because
autobiographical narrative usually centralises the writer's experience, each
autobiographer enjoys not only the potential to become protagonist in their own
adventure, but also the opportunity to offer evidence as the authoritative primary source
by producing their written account. This explains why the creation of autobiographical
narratives is a common feature in personal letters.
Letter genre facilitates story exchange and influences the narrator's presentation
style as well as the kinds of stories selected. The letter writer perceives significant
episodes; then produces installments that reach readers in a serial format composed of
up-dated progressive reports. This kind of narrative encourages the generation of
episodic sequences to which daily life lends itself. Dickinson's epistolary relationships
formed an essential part of her social existence, so storytelling contributed to the quality
of the relationships she maintained with her correspondents. Among the emotional
needs satisfied by story exchange are an increased self-understanding or “ego-identity,”
and the creation of social affiliation to escape loneliness.231 The stories in Dickinson's
letters served these important functions. Dickinson produced stories that would appeal
to individual readers in order to elicit written replies and thereby keep the epistolary
relationship alive. Story exchange is also an effective way to develop sympathetic
understanding and an effect of sharing close relationships with others. For these reasons,
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Dickinson's cultivation of a storytelling role became a gesture of intimate self-disclosure
to cement the interpersonal relationships she sought through textual contact.
Artful telling can render any story interesting and memorable, so Dickinson's grasp
of narrative devices to captivate her readers was sensitive and astute because her
purpose in writing was to be remembered. She appreciated, above all else, that a good
story must be entertaining and there are at least four ways in which effective storytellers
convey their tales to insure that the receiver will stay engaged until the story's
conclusion. In the case of written tales, it is important for the writer to convey details to
create a convincing textual world. Including atmospheric descriptions enhances mystery
and suspense to produce an emotional response in the reader. Time and space
restrictions confronting letter writers encourage narrative compression leading to
concise presentation of material paced to maintain reader interest.232 Most important,
original writing style individualises the storyteller. A comic resolution salvages the most
unpleasant or unhappy tales with a positive message. All of these narrative techniques
are evident in Dickinson's epistolary tales, as will be shown through the following
discussion of her storytelling. Her epistolary role as news reporter illustrates many skills
that successful storytellers adopt. The creation of atmosphere, presentation of scripted
dialogues, and finally the use of figurative language to generate narrative episodes
through her prose style are all effective ways to build narrative. In using them,
Dickinson constructed her identity as a storyteller with remarkable dramatic sense and
the linguistic resources to create memorably original text.
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I. NEWS REPORTER

When a storyteller establishes his or her authority, the reader is inclined to suspend
disbelief and allow the reality of the narrative to operate. In epistolary exchange where
narratives occur, this is not difficult since the writers are often drawing from their direct
experience to generate their texts. Dickinson assumes a role of news reporter in her
letters to her brother, which gives her a means to create authority for herself and
credibility for her tale. A news reporter can support statements by using a number of
presentation devices. Setting the time and place, unfolding the events in a chronological
order, including corroborative evidence, and creating an impression of impartial
observation all contribute to producing a convincing reporter and believable report. In
addition, news reporters tend to favour concise presentation of their material. Many of
these characteristics are evident in Dickinson's narratives. For example, this letter dates
from 1 May, 1842:
the other day Francis brought your Rooster home and the other 2 went to fighting him
while I was gone to School — … he was most dead — but she [Mother] and Aunt
Elisabeth went right out and took him up and put him in a Coop and he is nearly well
now — while he is shut up the other Roosters — will come around and insult him in
Every possible way by Crowing right in his Ears — and then they will jump up on the
Coop and Crow there as if they — wanted to show that he was Completely in their power
and they could treat him as they chose — Aunt Elisabeth said she wished their throats
would split and then they could insult him no longer — … [L2] (5).

Apart from the punctuation idiosyncrasies of an eleven-year-old, the passage contains
personality studies and a comic conflict resolution. The news is framed as a dramatic
event where the roosters' discourse is made to seem more important and reprehensible
than their acts of attempted murder. Dickinson narrates the scene using time sequence
compressions and juxtapositions common in letters and similar to news reporting with
“live” running commentary.233 From the simple past during the initial fracas; through
the rescue accomplished immediately by her mother and aunt, and culminating in the
sufferer's current recovery, Dickinson employs present tense accounts describing the
other roosters as they continue to torment their victim. Such handling conveys the brutal
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behaviour, yet manages to reassure Austin that up to the time of this late report, all is
ending well. Violence, tyranny and desire for revenge form the tale's substance. While
Dickinson writes, the pet rooster's improving condition receives emphasis to amuse
rather than alarm Austin. Her style, however, departs from clinical and objective
documentary when she emphasises the emotional responses of the chief participators.
This kind of character analysis allows Dickinson to assume an amusing narrative
approach that combines news with narrative commentary often found in novel fiction.
Letters encourage flexibility of this kind because personal correspondence lends itself to
freedoms not always available in other genres.
The need to cultivate a concise and economical rendering of textual material results
from the reporter's role, and is particularly evident in Dickinson's style. Bible parables
have been suggested as models for Dickinson's lyrics, especially because they are short,
often cryptic, and didactic.234 However, letter writing was very likely to have directly
influenced Dickinson's poetic technique, since the epistolary genre also encourages
economical narrative treatment. Her letters moved away from episodic narration as she
matured, but by transforming description into imagery that generates action, Dickinson
continued to tell stories through her prose style. Susan Gilbert shared Dickinson's
interests and appreciated lively, literary text. Besides allowing Dickinson to draw upon
Susan's intimate knowledge of the family and its circumstances, their long-term
friendship evolved to permit understandings whose expression could be compressed into
a private language. Over time, Dickinson's notes to Sue gradually became more cryptic,
condensed and reliant upon allusions meant to be understood only by Sue. There are
frequent examples:
27 November — 3 December 1854
….We go out very little — once in a month or two, we both set sail in silks — touch
at the principal points, and then put into port again — Vinnie cruises about some to
transact the commerce, but coming to anchor, is most that I can do … [L176] (311).

Dickinson uses nautical imagery to transform her occasional town visits into a maritime
adventure, punctuated with alliterative ps and appropriately coming to anchor in
conclusion. This brief vignette acknowledges Sue's literary sensitivity and indicates how
234
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Dickinson presented herself textually for each correspondent's enjoyment. Here, she has
reported the news by constructing a graphic word-picture that manages to convey a
vivid impression in very compact images.
Catastrophes befalling the town when fires rage are detailed with characteristic
originality. The first fire is mentioned in a letter to Austin, from 27 July 1851, which
describes the damage prosaically, and concludes:
Father and Mr Frink took charge of the fire, or rather of the water, since fire usually takes
care of itself. The men all worked like heroes, and after the fire was out Father gave
commands to have them march to Howe's where an entertainment was provided for them
— after the whole was over, they gave “three cheers for Edward Dickinson, and three
more for the Insurance Company”! [L49] (128).

Narrative description economically portrays the firefighters in their valiant battle and
high-spirited celebration, as well as their pragmatic acknowledgment of commercial
assistance. Here, the reporter concentrates on their generous responses to adversity,
including direct quotes to substantiate the impression of narrative accuracy. Another fire
that threatens Austin's Law Office, occurring 4 April 1881, is described to the Norcross
sisters, with the comment:
The fire-bells are oftener now, almost, than the church-bells. Thoreau would wonder
which did the most harm. [L691] (692).

In the first example, a single simile captures the efforts of the firefighters, and both
reports reveal the writer's wry humour. Such treatment minimises the potentially
terrifying experiences by concentrating on comic, human responses to danger. The
literary reference mentioning Thoreau in the second example offers a satiric,
philosophical appraisal elevating a village event to assume general significance.235 An
economic omission of the understood verb heard compresses Dickinson’s despatch to
become a parody of telegraphic style. In contrast, her most elaborate and artful report
occurs when she writes to the Norcross sisters in early July, 1879:
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… We were waked by the ticking of the bells, — the bells tick in Amherst for a fire, to
tell the firemen.
I sprang to the window, and each side of the curtain saw that awful sun. The moon
was shining high at the time, and the birds singing like trumpets.
Vinnie came soft as a moccasin, “don't be afraid, Emily, it is only the fourth of July.”
I did not tell that I saw it, for I thought if she felt it best to deceive, it must be that it
was.
She took hold of my hand and led me into mother's room. Mother had not waked,
and Maggie was sitting by her. Vinnie left us a moment, and I whispered to Maggie, and
asked her what it was.
“Only Stebbin's barn, Emily;” but I knew that the right and left of the village was on
the arm of Stebbin's barn. I could hear buildings falling, and oil exploding, and people
walking and talking gayly, and cannon soft as velvet from parishes that did not know that
we were burning up.
And so much lighter than day was it, that I saw a caterpillar measure a leaf far down
in the orchard; and Vinnie kept saying bravely, “It's only the fourth of July.”
It seemed like a theatre, or a night in London, or perhaps like chaos. The innocent
dew falling “as if it thought no evil,” … and sweet frogs prattling in the pools as if there
were no earth …
Vinnie's “only the fourth of July” I shall always remember. I think she will tell us so
when we die, to keep us from being afraid. … [L610] (643–44).

Metaphors and personification transform the terrifying night inferno into an exciting
adventure, complete with comforting reassurances and comic touches creating
amusement rather than concern. Alliterative “ticking” bell sounds “tell” firemen that an
“awful sun” is rising. Birds, alarmed or at least awakened, “sing like trumpets.” Rhyme,
simile and rhythmic cadence impart excited energy. A careful balance is established
allowing readers to visualise the catastrophe without sharing the fear. Vinnie takes
control, moving “soft as a moccasin,” echoed later with “soft as velvet.” The narrative
shows how spoken language is used to manipulate perception, in the same way that
Dickinson's narrative constructs her readers' understanding. Although Dickinson is not
deceived, she appreciates Lavinia's attempt to protect her, and so remains reticent to
comply with her sister's designs. The sisters visit their sleeping mother where the
servant, Maggie, (mis)informs Dickinson about the fire with another understatement.
Now Dickinson describes the conflagration using a series of enlargements: “a theatre,” a
“night in London,” or “chaos.” Perhaps, in the letter, she feels free to express the
enormity of the inferno that her sister thinks she is incapable of recognising. Dickinson
attempts to prove that the fire was “lighter than day” with her hyperbolic comment that
she could see a “caterpillar … far down in the orchard.” Her narrative dwells on natural
imagery: dew falling; “prattling frogs;” moon, and birds that go about their business
rather than the human drama involving the burning town. Dickinson's delight in her
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sister's gently protective hoax extends the association to readers, making Vinnie's
deception the narrative's most memorable moment. Camille Paglia treats this scene as a
Gothic horror story, asserting:
Dickinson's manipulative letters are masterful in their subtle calibrations of conditional
visibility … Sensitive, childlike Emily — then forty-eight years old! The perversity is not
so much in Dickinson's docile consent to her sister's deception as in the eerie
reproduction of the scene for the Norcrosses, drawing them in as another audience and so
tripling the poet's impersonations. … She invites the Norcrosses so that she can watch
them watching her … It is a theatrical triangulation of sadomasochistic perception, part
236
coercion, part self-immolation.

Paglia's exaggerated interpretation highlights the narrative potentials text can exploit
when experience is transformed into language. By reporting the household spectators'
reactions, Dickinson acquaints her readers with a perspective from which the fire forms
a background for her interactions with the women in her home. She constructs herself as
the watched-over watcher who sees all, but pretends instead to believe the fantasy
presented to her. Her report is based on events of the July Fourth night, but she has
constructed her telling to invite fascination at the heightened language, exaggerated
description, and the reactions of the spectators in her house. What finally sells this story
is its appeal to the feelings of the readers. They may not have observed the fire, but they
can share the emotional intensity of those most directly concerned through Dickinson's
telling about it.

II. DICKINSON'S CHARACTER ROLES: HERO AND VICTIM

Through storytelling, Dickinson encourages readers to empathise as they interpret firstperson text from the narrator's perspective, which puts the reader into the writer's place.
By identifying herself as the “I” in each story, Dickinson creates a textual selfrepresentation showing how she wishes individual readers to understand her. She is able
to exploit the roles of narrator and character within the narrative in order to produce
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simultaneous self-constructions that often act as commentaries on each other. In
epistolary narration, where the writer is narrating character, Gerard Genett has coined
the term homodiegetic.237 This strategy, allowing the authentic author to report “real”
experience, attempts to produce a coherent “I” as character, narrator, critic and
publisher. But for all her linguistic power, Dickinson often portrays herself in the role of
victim. In an early letter to Austin, 6 July 1851, Dickinson begins:
I have just come in from Church very hot, and faded, having witnessed a couple of
Baptisms, three admissions to church, a Supper of the Lord, and some other minor
transactions time fails me to record … No doubt you can call to mind his [Rev. A. M.
Colton's] eloquent addresses, his earnest look and gesture, his calls of now today — no
doubt you can call to mind the impetus of spirit received from this same gentleman and
his enlivening preaching — …

She enlists Austin's memory by relying on their shared experience, a strategy for
strengthening her textual bridge to his consciousness. “Enlivening” preaching becomes
an ironic appeal to Austin, representing an added understanding between intimates. Her
narrative technique here indicates that she expects her brother to appreciate her tone.
She next launches into her dramatic description of the family's excursion to the
concert featuring Jenny Lind, which is fraught with difficulties. First, the horse refuses
to undertake the journey, and then the family declines proceeding until the replacement
animal is “warranted”. Ominous thunder adds to the foreboding atmosphere.
… we had proceeded some steps when one of the beasts showed symptoms, and just by
the blacksmith's shop exercises commenced, consisting of kicking and plunging on the
part of the horse, and whips and moral suasion from the gentleman who drove — the
horse refused to proceed, and your respected family with much chagrin dismounted,
advanced to the hotel, and for a season halted — another horse procured, we were
politely invited to take our seats, and proceed, which we refused to do till the animal was
warranted — about half thro' our journey thunder was said to be heard, and a suspicious
cloud came travelling up the sky — what words express our horror when rain began to
fall — in drops — sheets — cataracts — what fancy conceive of drippings and of
drenchings which we met on the way — how the stage and its mourning captives drew up
at Warner's hotel — how all of us alighted, and were conducted in, how the rain did not
abate, how we walked in silence to the old Edwards Church and took our seats in the
same, how Jennie came out like a child and sang and sang again, how boquets fell in
showers, and the roof was rent with applause — how it thundered outside, and inside
with the thunder of God and of men — judge ye which was the loudest — how we all
loved Jenny Lind, but not accustomed oft to her manner of singing did'nt fancy that so
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well as we did her — no doubt it was very fine — but take some notes from her “Echo”
— the Bird sounds from the “Bird Song” and some of her curious trills, and I'd rather
have a Yankee. [L46] (120–21).

Church attendance, described using language suitable for a business meeting, gives
way to imagery conveying God's wrath, Nature's fury and the driver's violent but
unsuccessful intervention with the rebellious carriage horse to demonstrate how
Dickinson converts her experiences into text. She compiles images and qualifying
phrases to build dramatic impact. Rain falls in “drops — sheets — cataracts” and
continues with alliterative “drippings and of drenchings.” Greeting the singer within the
church, “bouquets fell in showers.” The Dickinson family are “mourning captives” who
walk in “silence” to a very Gothic setting. Seven phrases beginning with how convey
the excitement while the writer ironically wonders if she commands requisite “fancy ” to
describe the scene. Biblical “thunder of God and men” is reproduced by employing
grandiose oratorical style in the directive to “judge ye which was the loudest,” an
amusing invitation since the reader would be in no position to know except from
Dickinson's report. Sounds predominate in her narrative account, emphasising the aural
surroundings, only one part of which is produced by the soprano. The story concludes
with several characteristic Dickinson surprises. First, she observes that the music
appealed less than the singer when she writes: “Herself, and not her music, was what we
seemed to love … ”(121). Second, Dickinson only suggests what the audience enjoyed.
Lind's florid operatic style is so foreign to New England tastes Dickinson implies that
the singer's reputation alone probably accounted for the wild ovation. Significant here is
the idea that Lind inspired admiration for the persona she conveyed, rather than her
actual musical performance. A bit later, Dickinson describes her father's reaction:
Father sat all the evening looking mad, and silly, and yet so much amused you would
have died a laughing — when the performers bowed, he said “Good evening Sir” — and
when they retired, “very well — that will do,” it was'nt sarcasm exactly, nor it was'nt
disdain, it was infinitely funnier than either of those virtues, as if old Abraham had come
to see the show, and thought it was all very well, but a little excess of Monkey! (121).

Portraying herself as critical observer, Dickinson attempts to define her amused and
fascinated feelings at the reaction to Lind. She discusses the audience, and in particular
her Father's response, (which seems reminiscent of Mr Bennet's remark to Mary in
Pride and Prejudice: “You have delighted us long enough.”) She compares her father to
an Old Testament patriarch combining delicate humour with larger-than-life imaginative
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recreation. Edward Dickinson's comments, reported in direct speech, support the
impression that she has constructed an accurate portrait. Such treatment indicates how
Dickinson selected suitable material for narrative development.
As observer and participator, narrator Dickinson concentrates on her father's part in
the show, while her narrative handling transforms Jenny Lind's concert appearance into
Biblical apocalypse, the audience members into jubilant worshippers, and herself into a
prophet, critic and sage. She develops analogies that confer stature on the singer, and
draw attention to herself as a sensitive, accomplished storyteller. This description
produces a permanent, prose account, narrating Dickinson's part in an exciting event.
Although she avoids recording the sounds, she has nonetheless captured the thunder and
the trills with her fine ear and linguistic skill. Focusing on her family members'
assessments redirects reader attention from the public exhibition to personal response
because she narrates the tale from her individual perspective.238 Her telling becomes the
most important result of the encounter for her reader. Letter 46 also exemplifies how
Dickinson chose subject matter that would particularly appeal to her brother. Austin was
fond of horses, and so this detailed account of the animals would have particularly
interested him. Her reference to locations (“just by the blacksmith's shop”; “Warner's
hotel”; and “old Edward's Church”) give information that Austin could understand
explicitly. More importantly, though, Dickinson's narrative style enables her to reflect
the subject matter in the telling. The run-on sentence of nearly three hundred words
impels the reader to the concert's conclusion, and especially the narrator's critical
interpretations. She makes Austin aware of his importance to her storytelling by
emphasising that she feels “you would have died a laughing — ”. In her report, she tries
to generate the laughter for him by including amusing details in her text.
Dickinson's fondness for Austin inspires many elaborate narratives, and she misses
no opportunity to textually construct her role as admiring sister. Her desire to fortify
relations with him evokes self-disclosures that suggest her need to share private
concerns. She wishes to gain his regard, and presents herself as a hero in the following
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report when she applauds efforts to undermine the school's embargo on Valentines. This
premeditated subterfuge is recorded in a letter, dated, 17 February, 1848:
… Probably, Mary, Abby & Viny have received scores of them [Valentines] from the
infatuated wights in the neighborhood while your highly accomplished & gifted elder
sister is entirely overlooked. Monday afternoon, Mistress Lyon arose in the hall &
forbade our sending “any of those foolish notes called Valentines.” But those who were
here last year, knowing her opinions, were sufficiently cunning to write & give them into
the care of Dickinson, during the vacation, so that about 150 were despatched on
Valentine morn, before orders should be put down to the contrary effect. Hearing of this
act, Miss Whitman by & with the advice & consent of the other teachers, with frowning
brow, sallied over to the Post office, to ascertain if possible, the number of Valentines
and worse still, the names of the offenders. Nothing has yet been heard as to the amount
of her information, but as Dickinson is a good hand to help the girls & no one has yet
received sentence, we begin to think her mission unsuccessful. [L22] (63). (See Appendix
6, Plates 2a–c)

Here, the writer establishes how the postal delivery heroically circumvents school
authorities through appropriating legalistic and tactical jargon while presenting her case:
“ascertain”, “offenders”, “sentence”, and “mission unsuccessful”. She claims her school
companions were prepared to protect “Dickinson”, who narrates about the third person
character. Anecdotal evidence suggests that schoolgirl Emily Dickinson was usually
dutiful, conscientious and co-operative. Her deliberate decision to report activities that
contravene established procedures indicates that she would not be bound by the moral
judgements of others, later confirmed when, despite tremendous pressure, she refused to
publicly declare herself a Christian. Transmitting letters and cards expressing affection
engaged Dickinson's active interest. Her first poem, published anonymously, was a
Valentine.239 Characteristic commitment to communicating fond greetings inspired her
action to applaud the courier as well as her earliest preserved poetic effort, indicating
the importance she placed on declarations of feeling. It is interesting that, as narrator,
she claims her school companions were prepared to protect the message bearer since
“Dickinson is a good hand to help.”
Unfortunately, such success in Cupid's service did not occur during more strategic
endeavours. After an Amherst friend visited Mount Holyoke, a report reached
239
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Dickinson's family that Emily was ill. Writing to Abiah Root, 16 May 1848, Dickinson
describes the reunion with her brother:
… you can imagine my amazement and consternation when Saturday of the same week
Austin arrived in full sail, with orders from head-quarters to bring me home at all events.
At first I had recourse to words, and a desperate battle with those weapons was waged for
a few moments, between my Sophomore brother and myself. Finding words of no avail, I
next resorted to tears. But woman's tears are of little avail, and I am sure mine flowed in
vain. As you can imagine, Austin was victorious, and poor, defeated I was led off in
triumph … [L23] (65).

This skirmish is efficiently waged with surprise, determination, and weighty authority
carrying the day. Words and tears — logic and emotion — prove ineffective against the
formidable dictates of a Father's commands. Again, Dickinson's narrative employs
vocabulary appropriate to the conflict she describes: “arrived in full sail”, “orders from
head-quarters”, “desperate battle”, “weapons”, “waged”, “victorious”, “defeated”, and
“led off in triumph”. Although many of these moments seem to originate in banal
circumstances, Dickinson's language invests each domestic scene with dramatic interpersonal interaction that commonly characterises women's discourse. Women do not
have to march across battlefields to experience opposition, strategic manoeuvring,
glorious victories or ignominious defeats. In this instance, Dickinson assumes the
vanquished combatant role and wins sympathy through her valiant battle strategies. Her
initial attempt to employ emotional pressure where logic fails is followed by her
effective textual rendering of the conflict. There are many scenes where she portrays
herself as central actor being over-powered, immobilised, embarrassed into silence or
forced into physical retreat. Her epistolary stories attempt to gain reader sympathy and
support through entertaining narrative self-disclosure where her self-construction often
portrays a heroic but unsuccessful effort to be assertive. However, while the character
Emily Dickinson may suffer defeats within the context of the autobiographical stories
she shares, her role as narrator ensures that she will triumph through her linguistic
control and originality. If she loses ground in her interpersonal encounters, she wins
when she converts experience into epistolary narrative.
Dickinson may have felt herself to be constrained by her father's authority, and even
more circumscribed by the Victorian patriarchal limitations imposed on her because of
her gender. Still, she could exercise tremendous power through her writing. Her
epistolary companions received graphic and revealing evidence of her linguistic skill.
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Through her textual self-constructions, she could present herself in various roles where
her conduct is sometimes questionable. However, her textual rendering of it is expert,
original and memorable because she had enormous resources at her disposal. Even when
she portrays the Emily Dickinson character in an unflattering light, the narrator
Dickinson manages to speak with eloquence to create a portrait that is designed to win
reader sympathy.
For example, the Dickinson household attracted many visitors, so their arrivals and
departures enhanced and sometimes interfered with family plans. In her letters,
Dickinson records, on a number of occasions, her early preference for seclusion and
selective interaction with others through her efforts to escape from unexpected
company. Without telephones and answering machines to initiate contacts and organise
meetings, visitors arriving inconveniently posed a greater imposition than present
readers might imagine. A well-trained servant, by attempting to screen callers, could
still signal an insulting refusal to meet. There are several letters graphically describing
Dickinson's reactions to inconvenient visitors, and her determination to avoid dealing
with their unsought company. The following episode is among the longest, sustained
narratives in Dickinson's collected letters, and it is worth recording in its entirety both
for the family life details it reveals, and the expressive economy with which Dickinson
conveys the scene. It is from a letter to Austin, 2 March 1852:
… Soon after tea, last night, a violent ring at the bell — Vinnie obeys the summons —
Mr Harrington, Brainerd, would like to see me at the door. I come walking in from the
kitchen, frightened almost to death, and receive the command from father, “not to stand
at the door” — terrified beyond measure, I advance to the outside door — Mr H. has an
errand — will not consent to come in, on account of my father's sickness — having
dismissed him hastily, I retreat again to the kitchen — where I find mother and Vinnie,
making most desperate efforts to control themselves, but with little success — once more
breathe freely, and conclude that my lungs were given me, for only the best of purposes.
m
Another ring at the door — enter W [Cowper] Dickinson — soon followed by Mr
Thurston! I again crept into the sitting room, more dead than alive, and endeavored to
make conversation. Father looked round triumphantly. I remarked that “the weather was
rather cold” today, to which they all assented — indeed I never witnessed such wonderful
unanimity. Fled to my mind again, and endeavored to procure something equally
agreeable with my last happy remark. Bethought me of Sabbath day, and the Rev. Mr
Bliss, who preached upon it — remarked with wonderful emphasis, that I thought the
Rev. gentleman a very remarkable preacher, and discovered a strong resemblance
between himself & Whitfield, in the way of remark — I confess it was rather laughable,
having never so much as seen the ashes of that gentleman — but oh such a look as I got
from my rheumatic sire. You should have seen it — I never can find a language vivid
eno' to portray it to you — well, pretty soon, another pull at the bell — enter Thankful
Smith, in the furs and robes of her ancestors, while James brings up the rear.
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Austin, my cup was full — I endeavored to shrink away into primeval nothingness
— but sat there large as life, in spite of every effort … [L79] (185–86).

The dynamics of Dickinson's internal reactions capture the powerful personalities of
her family members, and their influences over her. Austin, whose letters Dickinson
commended for their witty character delineations, would appreciate the narrated
interactions between parents and children (by this time Emily and Lavinia were young
women) in the company of neighbours and relatives. Earlier in the same letter,
Dickinson uses underlining to indicate directives from her father. Through this
treatment his remarks receive the emphasis appropriate to the “sire's” commands
coupled with suggestions of his declamatory delivery. Discovering that Vinnie and Mrs
Dickinson are “off stage” laughing at the situation in the sitting room contributes further
pressure to Dickinson's attempts to make conversation. Dickinson confides her effort to
find a subject and strategy for contributing to the social scene. She valiantly perseveres
despite her father's censorious reaction, and the amusement being provided for the
invisible audience. Elevated diction embellishes her narrative voice with what becomes
a critique of small talk. The archaic register into which she retreats (“Bethought me of
Sabbath”) as she turns the verbal exchanges into narrative, emphasises her selfconscious perception of the communication process. Ransacking her “mind” for a topic
and negotiating the critical reception she receives combine to horrify and amuse her.
Evidence revealed in this story supports Barbara Mossberg's view that Dickinson's
attitude toward her father was characterised by her tolerant disappointment at his
impotent tyranny.240 Although, in this story, Dickinson indicates that her father directs
the action, her narrative reveals that she is only willing to acquiesce on her terms.
Furthermore, the inside view provided by her narrative role allows her to share a joke
with her reader that could not be enjoyed by their “rheumatic sire”. The shift from
present tense to literary past helps readers feel involved in the action as it is happening,
because the present tense creates an immediacy between the events and the reading
experience. However, circumstances combine to overcome the character Emily
Dickinson, and the narrative conveying her silent mortification slips into past tense.
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Three separate parties arrive successively, compounding her discomfort, and compelling
her prominent participation when she wishes instead to disappear.
The episode is constructed to present a Dickinson persona intensely conscious of the
linguistic demands required to interact successfully and simultaneously with more than
one receiver. Her composure is restored momentarily between arriving visitors, but each
communication attempt elicits what she perceives as censure, even though she admits
that her remarks were “rather laughable”. Dickinson's construction of autobiographic
experience reveals her perception of social intercourse as a series of role exchanges,
where participants act and react while others become principals or audience. So much
communication demands careful and immediate interpretation, sometimes resulting in
misunderstanding. By describing her behaviour, and her emotional state while enduring
it, Dickinson has created a narrative episode that portrays her performance and also
supplies a critical assessment derived from participants (her father), other audience (her
mother and sister) and herself afterwards. Dickinson's self-reflective tendency finds
expression through the autobiographic opportunity provided through personal
correspondence because letters encourage inside, stream of consciousness narrative
examining dramatic moments. Readers gain insight not only regarding the Dickinson
home, but a view of what Dickinson claims to be her thoughts and reactions.
A letter from about 20 February 1859, to Mrs Holland, records a similar situation.
Again Dickinson is experiencing forced socialising with unexpected guests, and she
describes her attempt to evade contact, reporting:
[Mr. Chapman, and Mr. Hyde of Ware] … called upon us Wednesday evening, and were
our guests on the evening following … the gentlemen then proposing to return next day.
Business did not terminate, and sitting next evening with S[ue], as I often do, some one
rang the bell and I ran, as is my custom.
What was my surprise and shame, on hearing Mr. Chapman ask for “Mrs. D!” K[ate]
S[cott], a guest of [Sue's], was my confederate, and clinging fast like culprit mice, we
opened consultation. Since the dead might have heard us scamper, we could not allege
that we did not run, besides, it was untrue, which to people so scared as we, was a minor
consideration, but would have its weight with our seniors. I proposed that we ask
forgiveness.
K. was impenitent and demurred. While we were yet deliberating, S[ue] opened the
door, and announced that we were detected, and invited us in.
Overwhelmed with disgrace, I gasped a brief apology, but the gentlemen simply
looked at us with a grave surprise.
After they had retired, Austin said we were very rude, and I crept to my little room,
quite chagrined and wretched. … [L202] (348).
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Dickinson here conveys with economic and telling detail her companions' attitudes and
her unintended discourtesy. Her conduct is made explicit and a vivid self-construction
emerges from her account that she: “often” sits with Sue, rapidly retreats when the bell
rings, desires to avoid dishonesty, and wishes to admit her fault to find forgiveness. She
portrays herself as remorseful, and yet her description emphasises the comic situation.
This autobiographic narrative supports accusations from various critics and scholars
who believe that Dickinson cultivated dramatic effects and posed.241 The impression
created here supports a picture that also indicates a sensitive and honest human being
who played games but at her own expense. She textually constructed her feelings in
order to win the sympathy and understanding of her initial readers.
Narrative transforms these domestic scenes, making them comparable in structure
and treatment to novel fiction. Assuming the roles of first person narrator, and principal
actor, Dickinson describes the dramatic episode perceived by others while contrasting
her internal reactions. Personalities are efficiently delineated in Letter 202: impenitent
Kate, powerful and decisive Sue, apologetic Emily, and gravely surprised gentlemen.
She presents the moral dilemma and various characters' reactions, portraying herself as
“overwhelmed with disgrace”, and “gasping a brief apology”. Narrative authority
permits her self-construction in the roles of hero and anti-hero because she structures the
account to allow commentary about her feelings. Epistolary narrative shares this
advantage with novel fiction: inside views may be conveyed, revealing information not
otherwise available. Still, Dickinson's autobiographic record tends to colour her
presentation to gain reader support. Austin calls her “rude.” By such an admission, the
writer may well hope to win a kinder response from her reader.
These interpersonal scenes, set in the house, depict the collisions when external
agents invade private space. The need for appropriate language and communication
forms the central issue. In the first instance (Letter 79) Dickinson constructs herself
playing the well-meaning servant to demands from several masters, including her father,
her guests, her sense of propriety, her sense of humour, and her social role. The second
241
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letter (Letter 202) shows her attempt to flee all responsibility except to herself and her
friends. Both narratives examine Dickinson's difficulties in meeting conflicting
responsibilities even within the protective confines of the family home. They illustrate
the delicate sensitivity to linguistic nuances required in communication, especially when
language used to address one person may be interpreted inaccurately by others who
overhear. Letter text is equally susceptible to misunderstanding, although by directing
the text to a limited audience the writer may achieve more control over how material is
received and interpreted.

III. ATMOSPHERIC SETTINGS: THE I OF THE BEHOLDER

Another effective narrative technique used to engage readers is the deliberate creation of
atmosphere to enhance the drama Dickinson is trying to convey. A frequent focus in her
personal correspondence describes her intense emotional attachments to her friends,
which is often demonstrated by the inclusion of details to heighten her sense of longing
to be reunited with the absent other. Writing to Susan Gilbert, 5 April 1852, a life-long
friend and neighbour, Dickinson creates a scene that would have been familiar to both
women:
Will you be kind to me, Susie? I am naughty and cross, this morning, and nobody loves
me here; nor would you love me, if you should see me frown, and hear how loud the door
bangs whenever I go through; and yet it is'nt anger — I dont believe it is, for when
nobody sees, I brush away big tears with the corner of my apron, and then go working on
—…
Little Emerald Mack is washing, I can hear the warm suds, splash. I just gave her my
pocket handkerchief — so I cannot cry any more. And Vinnie sweeps — sweeps, upon
the chamber stairs; and Mother is hurrying around with her hair in a silk pocket
handkerchief, on account of dust. Oh Susie, it is dismal, sad and drear eno' — and the sun
dont shine and the clouds look cold and gray, and the wind dont blow, but it pipes the
shrillest roundelay, and the birds dont sing, but twitter — and there's nobody to smile! Do
I paint it natural — Susie, so you think how it looks? Yet dont you care — for it wont
last so always … [L85] (193).

Sparing neither herself, as petulant and reluctant housekeeper, nor diminishing her
despair over the tedium of the domestic round, Dickinson presents a forbidding picture
by allowing all the graphic details to tell their own stories. She reports that the door
bangs, her tears scald, and the suds splash. Vinnie's repeated sweeping and Mother's
alternative use of her pocket handkerchief create empirical evidence, equipping the
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reader to imagine the writer's experience. This scene is conveyed through the
perspective of one who is part of it and apart from it. At least ten variants of nobody and
don't emphasise Dickinson's attitude. Rhyme, onomatopoeia, and conjunctives string
details to build the rhythm and imagery so the second paragraph approaches verse.
Alliterative s slides throughout the passage, submerging reporter and reader in the
inescapable situation. Even nature conspires to reinforce the housekeeping persona's
emotional state. Gothic horror haunts activities associated with house cleaning that
depresses Dickinson, the domestic drudge. But, the horror inspires Dickinson, as the
narrator, who includes atmospheric detail and sound effects to recreate this setting.
After the description, she demands: “Do I paint it natural — Susie, so you think how it
looks?” in an appeal for critical reaction to her linguistic “paint” as she describes the
situation. This letter indicates, according to Suzanne Juhasz, that for Dickinson,
conducting an epistolary relationship was “as much an aesthetic problem as an
emotional one.”242 The narrator first establishes her mood to demonstrate its influence
on perception. Then, she reaches the happy conclusion that Susie shouldn't worry since
this feeling is only temporary. Moreover, the epistolary discourse enjoys a lag-time
between the writer's present situation reporting and the receiver's reading, so
Dickinson's despondent state will likely alter. Here unfolds a narrative to inspire
sympathy and complicity in condemning both despair, and circumstances that generate
it.
While the preceding letter shows how the writer's emotional states influence her
interpretation and presentation of narrative material, many narratives create atmosphere
to convey feelings about the subjects. Home and particularly its loneliness when Austin
and others are away inspire many descriptive passages, which are subtly transformed
into narrative through Dickinson's textual handling. In a letter dated 17 October 1851,
she writes:
The breakfast is so warm and pussy is here a singing and the teakettle sings too as if to
see which was loudest and I am so afraid lest kitty should be beaten — yet a shadow falls
upon my morning picture — where is the youth so bold, the bravest of our fold, a seat is
empty here — spectres sit in your chair and now and then nudge father with their long,
bony elbows. I wish you were here dear Austin — the dust falls on the bureau in your
242
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deserted room and gay, frivolous spiders spin away in the corners. I don't go there after
dark whenever I can help it, for the twilight seems to pause there and I am half afraid, and
if ever I have to go, I hurry with all my might and never look behind me for I know who I
should see.
Before next Tuesday — Oh before the coming stage will I not brighten and brush it,
and open the long closed blinds, and with a sweeping broom will I not bring each spider
down from its home so high and tell it it may come back again when master has gone —
and oh I will bid it to be a tardy spider, to tarry on the way, and I will think my eye is
fuller then sometimes, tho' why I cannot tell, when it shall rap on the window and come to
live again. I am so happy when I know how soon you are coming that I put away my
sewing and go out in the yard to think. I have tried to delay the frosts, I have coaxed the
fading flowers, I thought I could detain a few of the crimson leaves until you had smiled
upon them, but their companions call them and they cannot stay away — you will find
the blue hills, Austin, with the autumnal shadows silently sleeping on them, and there
will be a glory lingering round the day, so you'll know autumn has been here, and the
setting sun will tell you, if you dont get home till evening. [L58] (148).

Again, elements derived from Gothic horror stories nearly overcome the writer
when her thoughts move from the cheerful, singing breakfast scene to the evidence
surrounding her of Austin's absence. Bony-elbowed spectres commandeer his empty
chair, and his vacant bedroom. The spiders can be dislodged temporarily, during
Austin's visit, but they represent for Dickinson an unoccupied space. She is acutely
aware that time passes despite her efforts to preserve the moments she is unable to share
with her brother except through her letter text. The embedded rhymed couplet in the
first paragraph appears cliché in comparison to the expressions that follow. Dickinson
personifies the natural world using unobtrusive alliteration to assist the rhythmic flow of
her prose as she contrives to inform her brother of the important seasonal changes
needing his smile to be complete. It is an eulogy both to autumn and Austin, couched in
elegant, controlled language, which, through personification, transforms description into
narrative. When the writer attributes personality to the inanimate world, descriptive
passages become stories involving conflict, reaction, and resolution. Shadows change
into menacing ghosts; twilight pauses and haunts Austin's room; visiting spiders must
vacate. Narrative allows Dickinson to tell her feelings in a story that extends to Austin
her perception of his presence as a momentary brightening in an otherwise gloomy
house. Following this comment, Dickinson assumes the mantle of a powerful
supernatural persona who tries to delay frosts, invigorate fading flowers and arrest the
autumn leaves. Austin motivates her textually presented super-human efforts. He calls
forth her eloquent description of labours undertaken for his pleasure, in language
employing conventional romantic imagery and imaginative troping that is Dickinson's
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own. Emotional longing empowers and inspires the writer, but her sense of helplessness
also generates revealing narrative.
Another letter to Austin, 16 November 1851, continues the same emotive
description, employing narrative focalisation to facilitate the reader's grasp of the
writer's point of view:
We have just got home from meeting — it is very windy and cold — the hills from our
kitchen window are just crusted with snow, which with their blue mantillas makes them
seem so beautiful. You sat just here last Sunday, where I am sitting now and our voices
were nimbler than our pens can be, if they try never so hardly …
Father and mother sit in state in the sitting room perusing such papers only, as they
are well assured have nothing carnal in them. Vinnie is eating an apple … Pussy has'nt
returned from the afternoon assembly, so you have us all just as we are at present. [L63]
(156).

This focalisation places reader and writer in the same cozy house; even in the same seat
where the domestic details portraying the family are employed to stimulate Austin's
memory through narrative. The text requires that Austin remember recently shared
pleasant times in order to encourage his return. Dickinson maximises impact by
selecting material recognisable to an intimate who understood this experience. Hills
visible from the kitchen window will be familiar to one who also used the writer's chair
and gazed at the same view. Narrative links textual time for reader and writer by
drawing upon common knowledge shared through the text. A letter from Austin to his
friend, Joseph Lyman, dated circa December 20, 1847 includes these interesting
passages, confirming that the kitchen figured prominently as a scene of activity for the
Dickinson siblings:
To begin with, then, it is a beautiful, warm morning. I am seated at the kitchen table,
which stands by the north window … [Austin lists books within reach] a letter directed to
Loisa[sic] Dickinson, which Emily has just laid there, saying, “I want you to take that to
the post office, when you go down” … The window is wide open. … Emily has just
come in with an old tin pail in her hand, (what she has been, or is going to do with it I
don't know) and, now, has gone out again. The college clock is striking “seven” — a
243
great lumber wagon has just rumbled by here — …..

Besides creating a setting from which the writer addresses the reader, Austin's letter
includes present circumstances: temperature, books at hand, people moving in and out,
243
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spoken comments, and sound effects all intended to convey life being lived while the
letter is being penned. The writer's self-conscious awareness is presented as an attempt
to convince the reader of the report's accuracy. Yet, there is little here to suggest
anything departing widely from expectations. The very banality of the content seems to
confirm realism, and such apparent narrative honesty invites reader belief. When
Dickinson writes to her brother from the same location, she expects him to understand
her situation because he has been there.
Austin's departure after a visit is narrated in a letter dated 11 November 1851, with
great care to convey the writer's point of view:
I watched the stage coach yesterday until it went away, and I hoped you would turn
around so to be sure and see me — I did'nt mind the rain which sometimes pelted me
with a big drop, nor the sharp westerly wind. I only thought to me that should you turn
around for a last look at home and I should not be there, I never could forgive me. I
thought you saw me once, the way I told was this. You know your cap was black and
where it had been black, it all at once grew white, and I fancied that was you. [L62]
(155).

Dickinson describes herself withstanding wind and rain to be visible if her brother looks
homeward from the departing coach. She becomes the home that she hopes her figure
represents to his white image surrounded by the coach's blackness. The narration,
employing a child-like voice, playfully conveys Dickinson's thoughts in direct self
address, referring to that self as “me” to emphasise a diminutive but loyal supporter who
could identify as “you” the changed colours in the retreating vehicle. Details describing
wind, rain, and point of view focalise the scene and add credibility so that a reader must
envision the experience from the writer’s described vantage point. The emotional and
physical reality substantiates Dickinson's own self-construction even though she targets
her brother's departure when she selects this subject for her tale.
Such dedicated affection and pressing appeals must have gratified Austin and
influenced his determination to visit. However, expected reunions were sometimes
cancelled. Dickinson describes the affects of her disappointment with precision:
14 November 1853
You did'nt come, and we were all disappointed, tho' none so much as father … and
yet folks are disappointed sometimes, when they dont expect anything. Mother got a
great dinner yesterday, thinking in her kind heart that you would be so hungry after your
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long ride, and the table was set for you, and nobody moved your chair, but there it stood
at the table, until dinner was all done, a melancholy emblem of the blasted hopes of the
world. [L141] (270).

Conjunctives link preparations and kind actions from the family in anticipating Austin's
presence, which fails to eventuate. His unmoved chair symbolises the writer’s loss, and
serves as a reminder for Austin that he missed an opportunity, too. The letter articulates
Dickinson's reaction, but she focuses on how the meal was prepared and consumed with
narrative attention describing her parents' feelings. Austin's absence represents nothing
less than “the blasted hopes of the world.” While the narrative conveys Austin's
significance to his family, it reveals the depth of his sister's desire.
The same disappointed expectation, this time for Samuel Bowles, is recorded in a
letter dated early April 1862:
Dear friend,
The Hearts in Amherst — ache — tonight — You could not know how hard — They
thought they could not wait — last night — until the Engine — sang — a pleasant tune
— that time — because that you were coming — The flowers waited — in the Vase —
and love got peevish, watching — A Rail Road person, rang, to bring an evening paper
— Vinnie tipped Pussy — over — in haste to let you in — and I, for Joy — and Dignity
— held tight in my chair — My Hope put out a petal —
You would come — today — but Sue and Vinnie, and I, keep the time, in tears —
We dont believe it — now — “Mr Bowles — not coming”! Would'nt you — tomorrow —
and this be but a bad Dream — gone by — next morning? [L259] (402).

The opening metonym transforms Bowles's friends to their hearts, longing for the
reunion. Using prose slowed by repeated th, assonance and rhythm pulse with
anticipation, until the anti-climax of an unexpected delivery. “Vinnie tipped Pussy —
over” concisely records the household's bustling preparation. Dismay fractures the
writer’s thoughts, and her language breaks into fragments pinned together with dashes.
Excitement is shattered not only by disappointment, but alarm. Dickinson's syntax
falters, and the hope for it all to pass as a “bad dream” seems like the narrator's attempt
to invoke a motherly comfort to deal with her anguish. Dickinson's distress compels
readers to stagger through her gasping prose. Through this text, Bowles, the intended
receiver and the inspiration for the hope as well as perpetrator of his friends' concern, is
positioned to experience the devastation his absence causes. This narrative of
disappointed hopes conveys to the reader how important he is to the writer. Although
Dickinson describes her own “Joy — and Dignity,” Bowles remains the absent hero.
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Dickinson becomes both a friend impatient for reunion, and a grief-stricken writer
consoling Bowles and herself.
Letters to Bowles are couched in disjointed language with cryptic passages, often
strung between the dashes as though hesitation and uncertainty about forthright
expression give rise to such emotional intensity that the writer is breathlessly caught
between desire and reluctance to record her feelings. Atmosphere reveals how narrative
incidents are strongly informed by the sense of the Emily Dickinson persona's
passionate longing. But although Dickinson discloses her thoughts through the textual
treatment with which she conveys her subjects, the focus tends to be on the receiver as
principal because the writer, Dickinson, depends upon the absent person's actions.244
This is characteristic of epistolary text, which requires separation between
correspondents so that letter generation becomes necessary. Austin’s or Samuel
Bowles’s failures to arrive at appointments create the condition needed to produce
letters. If Dickinson sought reunions with her loved ones, she also exploited their
absences as opportunities to express her feelings in epistolary text.
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IV. PRESERVING CHARACTER THROUGH SCRIPTED DIALOGUE

Dickinson's sensitivity to spoken language and its capacity to convey concise
delineations of character is evident in narrative passages that include direct quotation or
scripted dialogue. Besides offering mimetic approximations of real life interactions,
recording speech enables letters to “talk” so readers can form their own interpretations.
To Mrs Holland, Dickinson writes an obituary for a local personality, dated early 1881:
Did you know that Father's “Horace” had died — the “Cap'n Cuttle” of Amherst? He had
lived with us always, though was not congenial — so his loss is a pang to Tradition,
rather than Affection — I am sure you remember him — He is the one who spoke
patronizingly of the Years, of Trees he sowed in “26,” or Frosts he met in “20,” and was
so legendary that it seems like the death of the College Tower, our first Antiquity — I
remember he was at one time disinclined to gather the Winter Vegetables till they had
frozen, and when Father demurred, he replied “Squire, ef the Frost is the Lord's Will, I
dont popose to stan in the way of it.” I hope a nearer inspection of that “Will” has left
him with as ardent a bias in it's favor. [L692] (693).

Besides reproducing “Horace's” idiosyncratic speech patterns, Dickinson has copied his
vocal accents and his discourse. Her account of the relationship between him, her family
and the town indicates that his presence, for better or worse, contributed to Amherst life.
The concluding speculation about his views after he changed spheres of activity reveals
the writer's generous attitude toward his passing. This cameo obituary celebrates the
writer's perception directed at a local personality. Very little specific detail extends the
stories' relevance to many situations so that an individual experience for Dickinson can
become significant for many readers. Criticised for neglecting current affairs in her
texts, Dickinson's continuing appeal may be founded on precisely that omission. Her
domestic and inter-personal focus concentrates on the human concerns that transcend
time-related and transient socio-political dramas because personal relationships continue
to require attention irrespective of political circumstance. Evidence confirms that
Dickinson was well-informed about current affairs, but letters make only passing and
oblique references to them since the real, enduring matters for her are those of
personality and emotional response.245 Joanne Dobson's study in The Strategies of
Reticence examines why and how nineteenth-century women writers endeavoured to
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create viable positions from which they could make their stories heard. Dobson argues
that Dickinson used public issues to illustrate personal experience, thereby subverting
convention to affirm the importance she placed on intimate, affectionate bonds.246
Dickinson's account to Frances Norcross in late May 1873, reduces observations
made from her window to two sentences:
… There was a circus, too, and I watched it away at half-past three that morning. They
said “hoy, hoy” to their horses. [L390] (507).

Ignoring all else, the writer focuses on how circus folk use language when addressing
their animals. This linguistic fascination is evident in Dickinson's report to Thomas
Wentworth Higginson describing another unusual event, dated from August 1880:
I was touchingly reminded of your little Louisa this Morning by an Indian Woman with
gay Baskets and a dazzling Baby, at the Kitchen Door — Her little Boy “once died”, she
said, Death to her dispelling him — I asked her what the Baby liked, and she said, “to
step.” The Prairie before the Door was gay with Flowers of Hay, and I led her in — She
argued with the Birds — she leaned on Clover Walls and they fell, and dropped her —
With jargon sweeter than a Bell, she grappled Buttercups — and they sank together, the
Buttercups the heaviest — What sweetest use of Days! [L653] (668).

Prefaced by Dickinson's thoughts about Higginson's own child, she narrates a domestic
comedy. Here the entrenched recluse apparently overcomes her aversion to strangers
and communicates with a Native American woman whose delighted response to the
beautiful meadow reflects the writer's. The Dickinson persona described in the narration
discovers through interrogation what the baby likes, and then leads baby and mother
onto “the Prairie” where the baby plays while she observes. The “Indian Woman's”
broken English is revealed through narration employing direct speech. Dashes here
suggest the fragmented exchange.247 The woman's “jargon” fascinates the writer and
Dickinson attempts to convey its sound through her imagery.248
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Scripted dialogue illustrates Dickinson's dramatic sense and care in choosing a
subject that would appeal to the protagonist's mother, written about 1880:
Memoirs of Little Boys that live —
“Were'nt you chasing Pussy,” said Vinnie to Gilbert?
“No — she was chasing herself” —
“But was'nt she running pretty fast”? “Well, some slow and some fast” said the
beguiling Villain — Pussy's Nemesis quailed —
Talk of “hoary Reprobates”!
Your Urchin is more antique in wiles than the Egyptian Sphinx — … [L664] (673).

Direct speech condenses characterisation, where the deceptions and Dickinson's
commentary are expressed using the title: a “Memoir.” She focuses on how language is
bent to manipulate understanding. Affection for her nephew and delight in his behaviour
prompts her to write a slightly different account,249 preserving the quoted dialogue with
identical terms. However, this alternative version refers to Gilbert as: “Little Boy”,
“Villain”, “Pussy's Nemesis”, an “Urchin”, a “hoary Reprobate” and the “Sphinx”. He
earns these vitriolic pseudonyms along with his aunt's amused approval. Readers are
likewise positioned to accept the narrator's assessment because she establishes her
authority based on evidence from the recorded interrogation. She refers to the characters
by their first names, puts the incident into written form as a memoir contained in a
letter, and she assumes the role of reporter and recorder. Indirectly, Dickinson's
command of her material is also conveyed through her allusions to ancient history
(Egyptian Sphinx) and mythology (Nemesis). The registers and diction present the
narrator's substantial education and linguistic skill because she employs vocabulary like
beguiling and reprobate in comparison to the simple vocabulary used by the characters
she describes. Significantly, Dickinson expects Sue to grasp the extensions of meaning
suggested by her allusions. She is able to exploit Sue's knowledge, and confirm her
correspondent shared the writer's interest in literary style.
This same nephew's death is described in several letters250 where Dickinson records
her bedside observations (actually entering her brother's house for the first time in
fifteen years). One version,251 appears in this form to Mrs Holland, late 1883:
249
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“Open the Door, open the Door, they are waiting for me,” was Gilbert's sweet command
in delirium. Who were waiting for him, all we possess we would give to know —
Anguish at last opened it, and he ran to the little Grave at his Grandparents' feet — All
this and more, though is there more? More than Love and Death? Then tell me it's name!
[L873] (803).

Another version goes to Mrs Frederick Tuckerman, in October 1885:
I thought of you on your lonely journey, certain the hallowed Heroine was gratified,
though mute — I trust you return in safety and with closer clutch for that which remains,
for Dying whets the grasp.
October is a mighty Month, for in it Little Gilbert died. “Open the door” was his last
Cry — “the Boys are waiting for me!”
Quite used to his Commandment, his little Aunt obeyed, and still two years and
many Days, and he does not return.
Where makes my Lark his Nest?
But Corinthians' Bugle obliterates the Birds, so covering your loved Heart to keep it
from another shot,
Tenderly,
Emily. [L1020] (891).

The Victorian fascination with life's final moments established an iconography of death
scenes with which Dickinson would have been familiar.252 Dickinson's intense interest
in the transition from life to death possibly reflected this cultural obsession, but it is
more probable that Dickinson's philosophic concerns about God's existence, and the
nature of Immortality provided motivation for her inquiries. What is important, in
comparing her narrative variations of the deathbed scene, are the changes the story
undergoes over time. Constructing the earlier version, Dickinson's grief centralises her
action, where “Anguish”, perhaps representing her personified emotional state, opens
the door for Gilbert to join an unspecified “They”. The second version, a condolence
note for a friend, extends Dickinson's sympathy and understanding. To convey her
personal bereavement, she becomes an obedient “little Aunt” helping her “Lark” to join
other “Boys” and she still counts the days until his return. By narrating her own grief,
Dickinson charts an emotional course for other mourners. Robert Lambert suggests: “In
time of her greatest stress, prose gives Emily a firmer base than poetry for her
251
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expression of grief, concern, and tenderness.”253 Desire to help her friends may have
influenced her to adopt a more accessible style. Yet, even this second account demands
careful analysis to explicate the compressed images packed in the last sentence.
Condolence letters receive the same linguistic attention lavished on verse because
expressions of sympathy deserve equal artistry. Dickinson as narrator attempts to create
meaning and control through stories offering understanding and acceptance to assist the
bereaved in overcoming their grief. Her cryptic prose style allows it to “[wear] a poem's
guise at last.”254 Perhaps the poetic force of her language was itself a means toward
inspiring renewed strength in those who suffered. Dickinson could share her insights by
employing communication designed to enrich readers' perceptions, and to construct the
supportive relationship so necessary between friends.

V. TELLING LINGUISTIC TRICKS

Perceiving or inventing and organising narrative episodes is part of the storyteller's
function. But the success of the telling is finally dependent upon the artistry with which
the narrator conveys the tale. In this capacity, Dickinson's playful linguistic
extravagance comes into its own, as she indulges her original and versatile prose style.
For an early example of Dickinson's skill, she illustrates how storms are dramatic events
deserving her narrative attention. A letter to Austin of 10 May 1852, describes
Dickinson battening the hatches when she is home alone:
… The air was really scorching, the sun red and hot, and you know just how the birds
sing before a thunder storm, a sort of hurried, and agitated song — pretty soon it began to
thunder, and the great “cream colored heads” peeped out of their windows — then came
the wind and rain and I hurried around the house to shut all the doors and windows. I
wish you had seen it come … — everything glistening from it as with a golden dew — I
tho't of you all the time … [L89] (204).

There are numerous Dickinson touches in this otherwise straightforward account,
including: the clouds peeping from their own windows to see the storm they themselves
253
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are creating; the sentences rushing around with Dickinson when she closes the
windows; her expression of longing for her brother to share this first exciting spring
thunder storm; the glistening and refreshed earth left in the storm's wake.
Personification is intensified with enjambed ideas using dashes to imitate the urgent,
building forces preceding the storm. Dickinson fixes specific details, enabling the reader
to visualise the scene. Her textual representation linguistically reinforces the events
narrated, subtly joining poetic purpose with prose style. Inscribing her observations
using polished literary prose, Dickinson has also conveyed a portrait of herself. While
she claims that “I tho't of you all the time” she combines her desire to write about the
events with her need to link her feeling for the absent reader. Recording the storm in a
letter can be presented as a means of remembering the receiver.
Mrs Holland's friendship elicited from Dickinson some of her most eloquent,
humorous, and poignant communication. This narrative detailing the family relocation
to their house on Main Street swaggers with confident stylistic bravado:
about January 1856
… I cannot tell you how we moved. I had rather not remember. I believe my
“effects” were brought in a bandbox, and the “deathless me,” on foot, not many moments
after. I took at the time a memorandum of my several senses, and also of my hat and coat,
and my best shoes — but it was lost in the mêlée, and I am out with lanterns, looking for
myself.
Such wits as I reserved, are so badly shattered that repair is useless — and still I can't
help laughing at my own catastrophe. I supposed we were going to make a “transit,” as
heavenly bodies did — but we came budget by budget, as our fellows do, till we fulfilled
the pantomime contained in the word “moved.” It is a kind of gone-to-Kansas feeling,
and if I sat in a long wagon, with my family tied behind, I should suppose without doubt I
was a party of emigrants!
They say that “home is where the heart is.” I think it is where the house is, and the
adjacent buildings … [L182] (323–24).

The actual distance between houses was a few blocks, but through this narrative
treatment the effect is compared to emigrants shifting a thousand miles by covered
wagon. As both a principal actor in the drama and narrator reporting the events,
Dickinson detaches herself from the material reality to manage her senses in a
memorandum that is lost, along with her self which readers are told she is presently
hunting with lanterns. Moving is next compared to the astronomical transits of heavenly
bodies. Real human bodies find the activities associated with the word “moved” more
difficult, clumsy and inconvenient. Dickinson suggests that the action of relocation
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resembles a pantomime without text because the real affects can not be articulated.
Vocabulary and phrases (“mêlée”, “shattered wits”, “catastrophe”) along with the
images depicting the family as items tied onto a wagon, and her self as both lost
property and search party, capture the resulting physical disruptions and identity
crisis.255 Mrs Holland's knowledge makes possible the writer's allusions to scientific,
theatrical and current affairs. A moral conclusion brings the fanciful tale down to earth.
Although her graphic telling belies the opening disclaimer, Dickinson successfully
inscribes the stressful relocation experience. Again, she has told the untellable without
admitting it. Mrs Holland's willingness to follow this plot through its comic, hyperbolic
narrative treatment allows Dickinson to play with language while describing her
emotional reaction to the change of address. The narrative above reveals Dickinson's
detached observations. Prose style conveys her amused exasperation at the
inconvenience associated with physical movement.
Dickinson's deliberate exploitation of the pathetic fallacy to surround herself
with sentient objects and a personified natural world provides opportunity for narrative
where description would otherwise occur. Winter scenes are frequent sources of
contemplation, possibly because when conditions outside prevent venturing forth, a
thoughtful, housebound poet is inclined to write. This suggests one reason for her
following description, dated 15 December, 1851:
Even this morning Austin, I am not in a merry case, for it snows slowly and solemnly,
and hardly an outdoor thing can be seen a stirring — now and then a man goes by, with a
large cloak wrapped around him and shivering at that, and now and then a stray kitten out
on some urgent errand creeps thro' the flakes, and crawls so fast as may crawl half frozen
away. I am glad for the sake of your body that you are not here this morning, for it is a
trying time for fingers and toes … [L65] (160).

To the Norcross Sisters in March 1873 (?): “… I open my window, and it fills the
chamber with white dirt. I think God must be dusting …” [L387] (504). To Mrs Holland
in late January 1875, she writes:
This austere Afternoon is more becoming to a Patriot than to one whose Friend is it's sole
Land.
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No event of Wind or Bird breaks the Spell of Steel.
Nature squanders Rigor — now — where she squandered Love … [L432] (537).

Winter is arrested and subdued through her narrative treatment. In the earliest example,
the man and kitten, driven outdoors on urgent business, allow the writer to be thankful
that her loved ones are not so unfortunate. For the second extract, God is depicted as a
housecleaner, dusting the heavens and inconveniencing the writer with flying dirt. The
final passage portrays winter’s grasp of the scene without specific detail, and yet the
language records the season's ominous, stiffened power. “Rigor” connotes death. A
single line conveys the wintry scene's stillness, desolation and sombre solitude. No
action animates this solid cold. All of these narratives rely on Dickinson's powerful
images to transform description into drama. Personification creates character roles for
natural phenomena, and the writer becomes narrator who tags moral observations to
produce meaning from the stories that result when her perception organises events. The
role of creator finally defines Dickinson's most alluring persona.
A letter to Mrs Holland, from August 1881, illustrates how Dickinson artfully
generates narrative through figurative language:
We have an artificial Sea, and to see the Birds follow the Hose for a Crumb of Water is a
touching Sight. They wont take it if I hand it to them — they run and shriek as if they
were being assassinated, but oh, to steal it, that is bliss — I cant say that their views are
not current. [L721] (706).

Not simply description, but action, plot and instructive moral observations enliven this
portrait. Birds covet their capacity to steal. Dickinson perceives and textually creates
relationships between motives and behaviour, and she points to causes and effects as she
creates plots and develops narratives which might otherwise go undetected. Through the
narrator's role, Dickinson stages her performance as seer, interpreter, informant and
entertainer. Imagery in her letters described as “a shower of metaphors” and a
“skyrocket that bursts … and rebursts”256 ennobles the subjects, the narrative process,
the epistolary genre in which these ideas find expression, and especially the writer who
has lavished such care and artistry on her stories and her readers.
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Dickinson's autobiographic record derived from narrative passages in her letters
comprises an important textual self-portrait. Despatched to different correspondents and
representing various facets of Dickinson's epistolary persona, when the letters are
collected, they reveal significant insights into the writer who provided their perceptual
and emotional center. Style varies with recipients. To the brother whom she admired
and possibly rivaled, she could write with the intimacy of a sibling about family matters
and familiar behaviour understood by fellow householders. Friends were likewise
treated to epistolary styles designed to match their tastes and exploit shared knowledge.
Stories sent to girlfriends like Abiah Root [L23] rely on simple vocabulary and fanciful
but relatively straightforward imagery. In contrast, Samuel Bowles [L259] receives an
emotionally intense and textually cryptic tale employing prose that almost disintegrates
into fragments. Dickinson comfortably runs the linguistic gamut, which demonstrates
that for her, in epistolary text, one size can not possibly fit all. Each reader receives text
featuring subjects and unique treatment adjusted to suit individual needs and capacities.
Such care and generosity celebrates the significance of personal letter exchange, and the
communicators who engage in it. Taken together, Dickinson's narratives to different
readers display significantly differentiated characteristics of the narrator conveying the
stories, and indirectly the writer who speaks through their various voices.
Dickinson's epistolary narratives self-consciously explore the communication
process by using direct comments about writing and interpretation, imagery to personify
the scenes, or in the subjects that form the basis for the stories presented. Thus, she
discusses the exchange of letters and cards (L22); animals or natural phenomena
expressing reactions using language (L2, L58, L85); audience response to public
performance (L46); many scenes containing dialogue, (L46, L79, L259, L664, L692)
and self-reflexive observations about her narrative role in generating text (L46, L79,
L85, L182). Because of her seclusion, the stories in her letters contribute significantly to
the autobiographic record she shared with her correspondents, and left for posterity.
Although Dickinson's letters avoid direct self-disclosure, her linguistic virtuosity
draws attention to itself, and indirectly signals the writer who is producing it. Easy
flights into metaphoric imagery, attention to aural effects in her use of embedded rhyme,
alliteration and assonance, besides the rhythmic cadences energising her prose proclaim
the poet despite margin-to-margin lineation. Language remains her subject throughout
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her writing, and in a sense Dickinson's narratives are about the language in which she
constructs them. Each story provides an excuse for Dickinson to express her emotional
attachment to her reader through direct address and subject selection that emphasises the
reader's importance. Her sense of humour and ready perception of comic absurdities
contribute to her tales' appeal because laughter promotes friendship. By telling a story
for the reader's enjoyment, Dickinson proclaims her interest in relating to a unique
individual with the hope that her feelings will be reciprocated. In sharing her feelings
and thoughts, she is also promoting her intimate relationship with each epistolary friend.
The quality of those thoughts and their thinker will be further developed in the next
chapter.
§§§

CHAPTER FOUR:

Self as Thinker
He [Stephen Hawking] does believe very intensely in the almost infinite possibility of the
human mind. You have to find out what you can't know before you know you can't, don't
you? And so, I don't think that thought should be restricted at all. Why shouldn't you go
on thinking about the unthinkable? Somebody's got to start sometime? Think how many
theories were unthinkable a century ago? And yet, people have thought them. And they
also seemed quite unpractical …. Not all the things Stephen says probably are to be taken
as Gospel truth. He's a searcher. He's looking for things. And sometimes he probably
talks nonsense. Well, don't we all? But, the point is, people must think. People must go
on thinking. They must try to extend the boundaries of knowledge and they don't
sometimes know where to start. We don't know where the boundaries are, do we? We
257
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Wonder — is not precisely Knowing
And not precisely Knowing not —
A Beautiful but bleak condition
He has not lived who has not felt — … — Emily Dickinson (P1331) [1874]

Intimate friends can share information about their feelings and beliefs with the
expectation that chosen companions will receive such disclosures sympathetically.
Within the private security of her letters, Dickinson could reveal her thoughts and
demonstrate her thinking process. One of Dickinson's purposes in her epistolary selfconstructions, was to present herself as a person concerned about exploring
philosophical problems. Her sense of wonder forms an important subject because she
regarded curiosity as a driving force behind the discovery process. The following
chapter will examine Dickinson's textual self-construction as a thinker. Firstly, the
cultural forces that influenced her to engage in philosophical discussion using her
personal correspondence will be discussed. Secondly, the various textual techniques she
employed to construct her identity as a thinker will be examined to show how she
created a language, suitable for epistolary text, that would allow her to articulate her
views on challenging intellectual problems in order to share her pursuit of knowledge
with her readers. Thirdly, her investigations about the nature of immortality will be
shown to provide her with a continuing source of philosophical inquiry. She deliberately
constructs a textual persona able to transform the idea of loss into a means of engaging
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memory through text to ensure the immortality of the departed. Likewise, her selfconstruction enables her to create an enduring textual record for herself. It will be
demonstrated that the absence / presence paradox provided by epistolary exchange
forms a model for Dickinson's textual construction of her own immortality.
I. HISTORIC AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND

Some of the most important cultural influences affecting New Englanders in America
that occurred during Dickinson's life included Lincoln’s presidency, the Civil War,
emancipation of the slaves, population growth through immigration, decimation of
indigenous people, industrialisation, and environmental vandalism on a vast scale.258
Living amidst such social ferment, Dickinson's sense of wonder was amply served by
the stunning advances that characterised discoveries in technology, science, and crosscultural awareness. The application of scientific theory and method to solving problems
in industry provided a catalyst to the dramatic revolutions that transformed nineteenthcentury society. Political upheavals in Europe, and the Civil War in the United States
can be traced directly from technological innovations which led to the vast expansion of
colonial and industrial empires that amassed wealth and power for those who gained
controlling positions.
Interest in natural phenomena inspired many enthusiasts among the growing cult of
amateur scientists, especially since broadening educational opportunities together with
improved communication meant that the exchange of ideas was increasing at an
accelerating rate. By the middle of the century, the popular readership for scientific
treatises increased so that research in various fields of study was directly and
immediately influencing the thoughts of ordinary people. Charles Lyell's Principles of
Geology, and Charles Darwin's Origin of Species represent just two of the major texts
that challenged the theological basis for social organisation that had dominated Western
culture for centuries. Science assumed the status of a religion that raised serious
questions about the historical accuracy of the Scriptures and God's role as presented in
the Bible. Lyell and Darwin contributed to this new understanding of the earth and its
place in the universe by joining human evolution's relationship to the geological history
258
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of the planet. The discovery of what Robin Gilmore refers to as “deep time” disturbed
Victorians who had been taught to see themselves as part of a designer universe that had
been created in the span of a working week. “Time and space, geology and astronomy,
combined to open up dizzying perspectives which seemed to dwarf mankind and its
history, calling in question the consolations of religion and the optimism inherited from
the Romantics.”259 Dickinson was caught up in the intellectual challenges presented by
these revised concepts of time, space and the human relationship to them. Besides
absorbing her thoughts, the intellectual problems they presented supplied subject
material for her writing
Cynthia Griffin Wolff's summary of the intellectual changes that affected Amherst
village and Dickinson emphasises Puritanism's dramatically declining influence. By the
end of the Civil War, only twenty years after the religious indoctrination ceremonies
Dickinson witnessed as an adolescent, the practice had disappeared.260 Dickinson's
education developed her application of scientific methods to conduct empirical research,
which presented challenges to the faith required by Christian religious observation.
Even Dickinson's use of various editions of Webster's dictionaries issued between 1828
and 1844 alerted her to the mutable and evolving qualities of language.261 Words, the
basic tools of communication and idea exchange, were themselves subject to forces that
over time altered meaning and perception. In such an intellectual climate, Dickinson's
scepticism was understandable. She wanted to enter into the philosophical debates from
which women were largely excluded. Through her correspondence, she was able to
articulate her views, and to construct her identity as a serious thinker engaging with the
most pressing philosophical issues of her time.
Dickinson's need to define herself as a thinker was partly a result of her social
environment, which was “as politically and publicly active a milieu as one could have
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found anywhere in the country.”262 She lived in the shadow of Amherst College,
founded by her grandfather. Her father and brother were luminaries of its
administration. Besides engaging in social activities and corresponding with friends and
neighbors who were attached to the college, her circle of associates included many
national figures, creating a peer group with whom Dickinson wished to identify.263 It
was important that she demonstrate her intellectual ability, so her self-construction as a
thinker was an important part of her textual project. The linguistic techniques she
devised to build her self-construction as a thinker and to elicit these necessary responses
in the correspondence she conducted enabled her to become, in text, both a seeker of
wisdom and a speaker, despite social and cultural taboos that operated to silence
women.
II. DEFINING A THINKING IDENTITY

Letter texts provided a convenient and private opportunity to engage in philosophical
explorations where Dickinson could define herself as a thinker explicitly and implicitly.
However, she had to create a text and a textual identity that would win reader interest
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and encourage their response to keep these textual relationships going. The techniques
she used will be examined below.
Dickinson is known to have read various versions of Webster's Dictionary of the
English Language, which defines THINKER as chiefly, one who thinks in a particular
manner. It designates a close thinker; a deep thinker; a coherent thinker.264 Webster calls
theology the branch of philosophy that “treats of God;” physics deals with nature. The
study of the mind is called intellectual or mental philosophy or metaphysics. These
areas of intellectual enquiry comprise significant subjects in Dickinson's writings. By
addressing the issues in her poetry and especially in her personal correspondence,
Dickinson defines herself as a serious seeker of wisdom. Following the Romantic
tradition, Dickinson probably perceived as part of her poetic role the exploration of
fundamental principles governing human experience. Letters enable Dickinson to
pursue with her recipients the same intellectual problems her poetry addresses. But
while her poetry often seems like a meditation conducted between aspects of herself, or
private thoughts recorded for herself as audience of one, her letters project her ideas into
the world of others.
However, her individualism meant that conformity to traditional systems of belief
became difficult. Her intellectual integrity prevented her from espousing ideas that she
did not genuinely embrace. Jay Leyda claims that to the conservative and insular
community of Amherst before the middle of the century, a “personally independent
belief such as Emily Dickinson evolved for herself could only be explained as a
symptom of mental disturbance.”265 St Armand observes that Dickinson's undeniable
genius could find no place “in a world that exalted talent but deprecated originality.”266
Using both her hidden poetry and epistolary discussion targeting specific readers,
Dickinson found a safe site for her unconventional thinking. Letters allowed her to share
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her ideas with her friends so that she could become a thinker able to publish her
thoughts by leaving textual records where they could be safely expressed.267
Joan Fiet Diehl offers an interesting description of Dickinson's mindset when she
writes:
… The self, interior space, provides the ultimate test for any experience, or person
outside it. The individual has become sole arbiter of existence; thus the self must receive
constant scrutiny so that it can be strengthened and preserved .…
… Abjuring any verifyable notion of reality, Dickinson maintains that the only truth
268
on which one can rely depends upon what one discovers by oneself.… .

This insightful summary of Dickinson's almost solipsistically personal focus also helps
to explain why Dickinson shared her perplexing intellectual problems with readers of
her letters.269 Besides engaging reader companionship with her interests she needed to
communicate in order to discover if her observations could be reproduced. Her
epistolary circle became a control group where she could match her findings against the
researches of others. But her highly original experiments in thinking and language
required some careful management so that she could be sympathetically understood.
If Dickinson felt unsure of audience reception to her ideas, a safe gambit involved
expressing herself in suggestions and innuendoes. She often presents her ideas as
inquiries and she poses as a student, enabling her to raise questions that were loaded to
topple empires, but were expressed in a manner that could be taken as jests. For
example, in a letter to Mrs Holland, June 1878, Dickinson writes:
267
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Dear friends — we cannot believe for each other. I suppose there are depths in every
Consciousness, from which we cannot rescue ourselves — to which none can go with us
— which represent to us Mortally — the Adventure of Death — … [L555] (612).

“Supposing” and ambiguous phrasing allow correspondents to share the discovery by
learning about evolving feelings, thoughts and ideas in what is presented as a mutual
search for clarification.270 Late in her life, she writes: “…But excuse me — I know but
little — Please tell me how it might seem to you — ” [L965] (858); and “I [am] only a
Scholar who has lost her Preceptor …” [L968] (861). Here she assumes the role of
student seeking intellectual guidance, and so constructs an identity specifically gauged
to elicit response on the subjects that absorbed her attention throughout her life.
Invariably the issue becomes how belief is structured. Although Dickinson's late letter
style has been described as sententious,271 her epistolary text usually suggests and hints
rather than pontificates. Dickinson often expresses her observations as questions,
deliberately inviting reader response and active intellectual involvement in her quest for
understanding. Posing as an inquisitor has the added advantage of inviting lines of
argument that may never be specifically articulated and also allows the interrogator to
determine the direction of the discourse. This is not to say that Dickinson's questions
were devious. She seems to have genuinely sought confirmation from authorities on
many subjects, and especially in regard to the matter of immortality.272 Rather, her
games resemble those of other private personalities like Sir Isaac Newton, and
Dickinson's contemporary Charles Darwin, who developed revolutionary theories that
were concealed for decades and only published late and reluctantly.273 Yet, Dickinson's
thinking was part of her epistolary identity, and by asking questions of her readers, she
was encouraging them to reply to her letters.
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She also developed a style designed to protect herself and her readers from too much
direct conflict. There are several ways Dickinson creates an epistolary language that
allows discussion and immediacy while at the same time preserving protective
distances. These include her use of innuendo and aphorism, her cryptic compressions,
and figurative tropes that create imagery which suggests more than is actually stated.
Her self-construction as a thinker is bound up in these linguistic displays of textual
virtuosity for she reveals her capacity for profound philosophical debate while engaged
in personal communication with her friends.
Writing style in personal correspondence contributes significantly to Dickinson's
method of textual self-construction as a thinker. One important feature of letter text is
that letters provide an opportunity to exploit the stylistic expressive freedom that
supports imaginative theorising. Another attraction of letter text is that epistolary style
favours concision, so Dickinson can present formidable philosophical problems
encapsulated in a phrase or sentence.274 Both of these stylistic tendencies contribute to
Dickinson's identity as a philosopher, because they represent basic qualities of her prose
style. According to Helen McNeil, Dickinson preferred the enduring qualities of written
language because:
For her, writing isn't the imperial self making a speech to convince the audience. Writing
is undertaken on behalf of the topic which it is addressing, as if it is necessary to know as
much as possible about the topic in as small a space as possible ….For her, “slant” or
metaphorical writing is the only way to write accurately, because the truth is never
275
obvious. It must be sought out inside language ….

As a consequence, Dickinson's investigations combine her pursuit of knowledge with
her interest in the influence of language on perception. She needed to communicate
about metaphysical questions and she also needed to construct a discursive environment
where such examinations could be conducted. Her letter recipients became her
experimental audience, before whom she could explore her thoughts in the privacy of
individual contacts. As will be shown, she adopted the metaphorical language of the
Bible to interrogate ideas promulgated in the scriptures. The power of Biblical
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expression became a means to contest orthodox belief systems and to construct new
perspectives using the same figurative style.
Another important technique Dickinson uses to construct herself as a thinker is the
subject matter she chooses for her letters, which invariably reveals that she is actively
engaged in the process of thought concerning demanding issues. Dickinson's poems and
letters chronicle her evolving states of mind, including many instances where she
contradicts positions that she later supports. George Whicher correctly describes this
capacity in terms of her quest for truth and her recognition that perspectives change so
the truth that is revealed also becomes fluent.276 Joanne Feit Diehl suggests that
Dickinson's negative capability combines
… an inclusive receptivity, a refusal to take sides, and the willingness to lose one's
individuality in unmediated experience …. Dickinson faces the absolute necessity of
277
remaining immune to the temptation of false, comforting delusions.

She uses her writing as a tool for exploring subjects with vigorous interrogation
from every conceivable angle so that solutions merely become starting points for the
next analytic investigation. Her many poems describing death and possible after-death
experiences provide examples of her continuing examinations into the problems of
understanding consciousness after death.278 Thought needs to range freely, and
Dickinson refused to accept the limitations imposed by religion, or to remain fixed in
her own views. She was actively and constantly extending the boundaries of her
intellectual world.
A very direct method used to construct her textual identity as a thinker was to
appropriate that identity by naming herself a philosopher. In one youthful letter, she
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defines herself and her receiver as philosophers, taking for herself the role of senior and
teacher, when she writes to Abiah Root, 23 February 1845: “We’ll finish an education
sometime, won’t we? You may be Plato, and I will be Socrates, provided you won’t be
wiser than I am.” [L5] (10). Thirty years later, Dickinson's self-construction as a thinker
is encapsulated in this letter where she expresses her continuing concerns about how
identity might be extended beyond the grave. Writing to her cousins, Louise and
Frances Norcross, in August 1876, she says:
… We have had no rain for six weeks except one thunder shower, and that so terrible that
we locked the doors, and the clock stopped — which made it like Judgement day .…
It is true that the unknown is the largest need of the intellect, though for it, no one
thinks to thank God … I dream about father every night, always a different dream, and
forget what I am doing daytimes, wondering where he is. Without any body, I keep
thinking. What kind can that be? [L471] (559).

Dickinson's thought strides from weather conditions to apocalypse. She then pauses to
consider the importance of mystery, and finally the nature of immortality. Mundane
events inspire philosophical contemplation that serves to stimulate readers' thoughts
when they encounter her text. Tone and style convey a mind and attitude determined to
pursue the hermeneutic and epistemological possibilities proffered by uncertainties.
Knowledge can only be gained after understanding its limits. Dickinson's imagery frees
language and consequently perception, becoming a tool for constructing fresh
perspectives as well as the questions that invite further intellectual journeys. In this
letter, Dickinson identifies herself as a thinker who is still trying to reconcile herself to
her father's death, two years after it happened. She affirms the needs of the “intellect”,
claims to dream about her father, and loses herself in wondering about him. When she
writes: “I keep thinking” she has already provided evidence that she is thinking. The
thought ends in a disturbing and perplexing question: “What kind (of existence) can that
be (without any body)?” For this riddle Dickinson herself thinks to thank God, again
establishing that she has thought of this too while noting that “no one” else does. The
problem of immortality was one about which she pondered and she compelled her
readers to consider it throughout her correspondence. Many of her letters turn to this
subject and establish her unresolved but unrelenting exploration.
Another important device to engage readers with her textual role as a thinker is
Dickinson's frequent indication that she is a person who is well-informed about the
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literary and philosophical issues that attract serious thought. She often refers to books
and reading, as well as the intellectual interests of her correspondents, which included
many distinguished men and women of letters so she could identify herself as being
among this intellectually elite group.279 One of her most revealing comments is to T. W.
Higginson in June 1869, when she opens a letter:
Dear friend,
A Letter always feels to me like immortality because it is the mind alone without
corporeal friend. [L330] (460).

She uses her correspondence to reduce herself to a “mind alone” and therefore presents
her identity as a trace of thoughts on paper. Her letters largely record what her mind is
doing, and if she mentions anything about her body, or the “news” it is only in order to
direct her thoughts and those of her reader to intellectually abstract topics that are
inspired by prosaic subject matter. For example, in a letter to Frances Norcross in late
May 1873, Dickinson writes:
… since you so gently ask, I have had but one serious adventure — getting a nail in my
foot, but Maggie pulled it out. It only kept me awake one night, and the birds insisted on
sitting up, so it became an occasion instead of a misfortune … [L390] (507).

Here, the personal and physical problem of injury gives way to a contextualisation that
turns “misfortune” into “occasion”. Consideration of metaphysical issues draws
attention away from the “corporeal” reality of bodies, and focuses interest on
intellectual pursuits that require abstract reasoning. Thoughts and ideas can be shared
through text, so the direct consequence of textual interaction is an imaginative meeting
of minds. For this reason, Dickinson uses her letter text to engage in what is a purely
mental activity. Her abstract thoughts and cryptic linguistic expression force readers to
think if they are to follow her text. She is constructing her relationship with her reader
through this activity.
While her correspondence subject matter originates with personal circumstances, the
textual treatment it receives enables personal situations to speak to a wider readership
279
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about universal problems. Dickinson achieved this effect through controlling register
and diction in order to conflate philosophical, often cryptic speculation with
conversational confidentiality. Colloquialisms, repetition and speech-like ellipsis
present Dickinson's challenging ideas using an informality that belies their
significance.280 One of Dickinson's most effective self-construction strategies is her use
of domestic circumstance as a springboard into philosophical discussion. Metaphysical
issues raised by daily experience create an immediate relevance between the intellectual
abstractions of philosophy and quotidian reality. So, it is common to find in her letters
comments describing household management problems juxtaposed with her thoughts
about the nature of God, how eternity is to be comprehended, or observations on the
ravages of time.281 Dickinson's concerns are almost always tied to universalised issues
because the great themes of poetry and literature form an accompaniment to her daily
experience. Through such exploration she compels her readers to join her in an
intellectual journey that becomes a study of her identity as a thinker. Furthermore, by
taking a broader view of personal experience, Dickinson makes her individual insights
relevant to others. Thus the underlying principles of experience receive emphasis, so
that readers can gain useful lessons from her texts.
A good example of Dickinson's approach to philosophical speculation from ordinary
daily event is found in a passage that Louise Norcross received in a letter dated late
1872:
… Affection is like bread, unnoticed till we starve, and then we dream of it, and sing of
it, and paint it, when every urchin in the street has more than he can eat. We turn not
older with years, but newer every day.
Of all these things we tried to talk, but the time refused us. Longing, it may be, is the
gift no other gift supplies .… We must be careful what we say. No bird resumes its egg.
(Poem: A word left careless on a page) [L379] (499).

This contemplation on affection leads to a consideration of how time creates new
perceptions, understandings and hence identity. The letter suggests that while Dickinson
280
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and her cousins attempted to talk about these issues, and even longed to talk about them,
they were unable. But that unfulfilled desire might be regarded as a gift of volition.
From here Dickinson moves into a cryptic comparison of words and birds, and finally
arrives in a poetic expression of the enduring quality of written text in the verse poem.
Even if Dickinson were not self-consciously pursuing her philosophical identity, her
letters are testimonies to the concerns she felt about truth, belief, life, death and
immortality. In one particularly direct self-construction on the subject, she writes to
Louise and Frances Norcross in December 1870(?): “…the quicker deceit dies, the
better for the truth, who is indeed our dear friend.” [L357] (484). Not only is truth
personified, but the shared relationship between herself and her readers with this
“friend” identifies them as a group that values the same intellectual honesty. Dickinson's
correspondence is filled with speculations dealing with epistemological issues, the
fluctuations in her state of mind, and how to comprehend the relationships between
time, space and eternity. To project a self-concept as a thinker, Dickinson had to show
herself to be thinking about important issues. Her letters offered a convenient genre in
which she could record her thoughts, and indicate over time that the problems were
continuing to engage her attention. She could persist in making inquiries because the
issues she tackled often defied resolution, and her capacity to consider alternative
solutions was never exhausted. Letters permitted careful expression, contributing
another characteristic of serious thinkers since semantics influence the way ideas are
grasped and manipulated. Conflicts with the epistemological problems of religious faith
and personal scepticism form a substantial subject in Dickinson's early correspondence,
but the issues are never put to rest. Her untiring pursuit of a resolution to the polemics
of her personal desire for faith and inability to subdue her doubt offers a graphic
example of her unyielding intellectual rigour.
III. FAITH AND DOUBT, TIME AND ETERNITY

Late in her life, her summary of the human situation is expressed in a letter to Louise
and Frances Norcross: “That we are permanent temporarily, it is warm to know, though
we know no more.”[L962] (856). Dickinson's life-long struggle with her faith and
doubt, which she described several times including her comment in a note to Sue “… —
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Faith is Doubt. … — ”

282

could be discussed in her letters, under the guise of lighthearted humour, joking, ironic banter, or rhetorical questions that leave their answers
unstated but inferred. The cryptic, often ambiguous linguistic techniques that Dickinson
employed to confront her religious uncertainties allowed her to explore theoretical
possibilities from many directions, without necessarily concluding her investigation.
Her real concern was the epistemological and hermeneutic limitations of human
thought, expressed by the question that underlies Dickinson's speculations about
speculation: What could be known, and how could it be proven? 283 Christopher Benfey
observes that Dickinson uses the verb “know” in her poetry 230 times (more often than
any other verb except “be”).284 Her desire to gain understanding was facilitated by
writing, for as Cristanne Miller suggests, the speakers of Dickinson's poetry learn about
their subjects as they speak,285 and the same can be said to happen in Dickinson's letters.
The writing process is a discovery process, where the articulation of ideas clarifies and
often redirects perception. Dickinson's private correspondence became a personal quest
conducted between herself and her reader to discover meaning and truth. Much of the
exploration involved disputed intellectual territory, and it is evident that among
Dickinson's epistolary circle were many firm believers whose commitment to Christian
orthodoxy presented challenges to Dickinson's conflicting needs for acceptance from
her friends and preservation of her intellectual honesty. She could not afford to alienate
these people whose emotional support was so important to her. At the same time, she
was investigating contentious issues, and often expressing views that were far from
mainstream.
Her linguistic strategies for discussing her uncertainty are evident in a number of
letter passages that clearly indicate Dickinson's intellectual dilemma. The following
comments are directed to Abiah Root in 1846:
282
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31 January
… I was almost persuaded to be a christian. I thought I never again could be thoughtless
and worldly — and I can say that I never enjoyed such perfect peace and happiness as the
short time in which I felt I had found my savior. But I soon forgot my morning prayer or
else it was irksome to me. One by one my old habits returned and I cared less for religion
than ever …. [L10] (27).
Does not Eternity appear dreadful to you. I often get thinking of it and it seems so
dark to me that I almost wish there was no Eternity. To think that we must forever live
and never cease to be. It seems as if Death which all so dread because it launches us upon
an unknown world would be a releif [sic] to so endless a state of existence. … I cannot
imagine with the farthest stretch of my imagination my own death scene — … I cannot
realize…that the friends will weep over my coffin and that my name will be mentioned,
as one who has ceased to be among the haunts of the living, and it will be wondered
where my disembodied spirit has flown …. I feel that life is short and time fleeting — …
[L10] (28).

Dickinson defines herself as a religious sceptic, whose desire to conform crumbles
under her doubt about the nature of eternity. Ever conscious of time's passage and the
brief span of life, she never fully comprehended how or if consciousness and especially
identity could persist after death. Hence, her adolescent questions and resolution written
to Abiah from Boston, 8 September 1846: “… I feel that the world holds a predominant
place in my affections … [L13] (38). Nearly two years later, she still maintains to Abiah
Root, South Hadley, 16 May 1848: “… it is hard for me to give up the world.” [L23]
(67). The nightmarish vision of eternity without end troubled her childhood imagination
enough to raise the question with her friend, but even as late as 15July 1880, she writes
to Mrs Holland:
… Austin and I were talking the other Night about the Extension of Consciousness, after
Death and Mother told Vinnie, afterward, she thought it was “very improper.”
She forgets that we are past “Correction in Righteousness — ” [L650] (667).

For Dickinson, the religious sceptic and student of natural phenomena, the question of
consciousness after death was essential to understanding the purpose of life. Her mother
overheard her conversation and her sister reported the criticisms. Private letters offered
one line of defense against such reactions. But Dickinson's interest in the subject
continued. What is more, by confronting her readers with her doubts, and by making a
subject of the thinking process that raises such questions, she is compelling her readers
to undergo the same exploration of their faith.
In relation to this, Sharon Cameron's discussion of lyric poems makes the claim:
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Meaning is consciousness carved out of the recognition of its own limitations. They [lyric
poems] insist that meaning depends upon severing of incident from context, as if only
isolation could guarantee coherence. The lyric's own presence on a page, surrounded as it
is by nothing, is a graphic representation of that belief. If there is a victory in the form of
the lyric — the stunning articulation of the isolated moment — despair underlies it. It is
despair of the possibility of complete stories, or stories whose conclusions are known,
and consequently it is despair of complete knowledge. In its glorification of the
286
revelatory moment, the lyric makes a triumph of such despair.

The lyrical quality of Dickinson's epistolary style and her conscious placement of text
on each page also provide an emblem of the individual voice speaking to an individual
reader across time and space. Linguistic forces similar to the ones Cameron describes
are at work in Dickinson's letters, where the foundations for her lyrics are laid in the
analysis and interrogation of issues that continually engaged her thoughts. The
disparities she could discover between her lived experience and the stories told to her
cast doubt on the sources of these stories. So, when she resisted the public declaration of
her Christian faith, she was expressing just as publicly her uncertainties about the
established belief systems of her culture. A series of letters to her school friends creates
her identity as both rebellious free-thinker, and determined individualist who refuses to
bow to social pressures.
To Jane Humphrey 3 April 1850
… I am standing alone in rebellion, and growing very careless. Abby, Mary, Jane, and
farthest of all my Vinnie have been seeking, and they all believe they have found; I cant
tell you what they have found, but they think it is something precious. I wonder if it is?
287
[L35] (94).
To Abiah Root 7 and 17 May 1850
… I am one of the lingering bad ones, and so do I slink away, and pause, and ponder, and
ponder, and pause, and do work without knowing why — not surely for this brief world,
and more sure it is not for Heaven — and I ask what this message means that they ask for
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so very eagerly, you know of this depth, and fulness [sic], will you try to tell me about it?
288
[L36] (98–99)
To Abiah Root late 1850
… When I think of the friends I love, and the little while we may dwell here, and then
“we go away,” I have a yearning feeling, a desire eager and anxious lest any be stolen
away, so that I cannot behold them … [L39] (103).

These three letters allow Dickinson to present herself as a curious spectator, requesting
details to substantiate the conversion experience, of whose value she is still in doubt.
While she recognises the others “believe” they have found something precious, she
wonders about the exact nature of their discovery. In the second letter, she defines
herself as “bad” and asserts that the meaning of life is beyond her understanding, since
this “brief” world can not be all, and yet she is “more sure” that Heaven is not a
satisfactory solution either.289 She asks her friend to “try” to tell the story, implying that
even the attempt can not succeed for the language is inadequate, and the story itself is
flawed. The third letter dwells on fleeting time and mortal life. There is no suggestion
that friends may take up relations after death. Here and now is all that matters.
Dickinson describes herself in these letters as a lone rebel. She uses the verbs wonder,
ponder, ask, think and yearn to describe her actions. Her friends express their faith by
accepting the required conditions. She maintains her doubt with the “desire eager and
anxious” that will not let her rest.
Another enduring problem with which Dickinson grappled throughout her life was
how to comprehend eternity. Time's passage was constantly forming a refrain to her
letter text; almost any topic led Dickinson's thoughts to the theme of life's brevity. So,
her appeal to Abiah Root to make the most of time is reiterated frequently:
25 September 1845
Dearest Abiah,
As I just glanced at the clock and saw how smoothly the little hands glide over the
surface, I could scarcely believe that those self-same little hands had eloped with so many
precious moments since I received your affectionate letter, and it was still harder for me
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to believe that I, who am always boasting of being so faithful a correspondent, should
have been guilty of negligence in so long delaying to answer it ….
…I never knew the time to pass so swiftly, it seems to me, as the past summer. I
really think some one must have oiled his chariot wheels, for I don't recollect of hearing
him pass, and I am sure I should if something had not prevented his chariot wheels from
290
creaking as usual… [L8] (19–20).
12 January 1846
Abiah, my dear,
Since I received your precious letter another year has commenced its course, and the
old year has gone never to return. How sad it makes one feel to sit down quietly and think
of the flight of the old year, and the unceremonious obtrusion of the new year upon our
notice! How many things we have omitted to do which might have cheered a human
heart, or whispered hope in the ear of the sorrowful, and how many things have we done
over which the dark mantle of regret will ever fall! How many good resolutions did I
make at the commencement of the year now flown, merely to break them and to feel
more than ever convinced of the weakness of my own resolutions! … [L9] (23).
8 Sept 1846
… Let us strive together to part with time more reluctantly, to watch the pinions of the
fleeting moment until they are dim in the distance & the new coming moment claims our
attention. [L13] (37).
19 August 1851
… — earth is short Abiah, but Paradise is long there must be many moments in an eternal
day — then sometime we shall tarry, while time tide roll on, and till then Vale! [L50]
(131).

Each letter to Abiah urges an awareness of time's passage, and indirectly the need to
communicate and maintain contacts. These early letters use personification to
characterise time as a flying bird and a charioteer. The imagery softens what may
otherwise be read as a demanding directive, but it also defines the writer whose
imaginative rendering highlights the importance of the communication process. In
Letter 9, Dickinson takes pains to construct herself as well-meaning but weak and
undisciplined in fulfilling her goals. Her language seems to have come from a conduct
book, directing young ladies to perform good works. But her remark in Letter 50
pinpoints Dickinson's real logical and epistemological difficulty when she tries to
calculate the number of moments in an eternal day. Even eternity can be sub-divided
into categories of forever. “Forever — is composed of Nows …” [P624] written in 1862
elaborates on the same theme. It was a problem Dickinson continued to ponder. That
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she continued to ponder was an important means of establishing her identity as a
thinker, for she would not let go of a troubling, and challenging investigation.
Faith and doubt were inextricably tied to the notion of eternity, and Dickinson
represents herself to her most intimate friends as agnostic regarding religious doctrine
precisely because she could not reconcile Biblical promises with perceived reality.291 To
Sue Gilbert, 27 November — 3 December 1854, she writes: “… I went to church all day
…. We had such precious sermons from Mr Dwight. One about unbelief, and another
Esau. Sermons on unbelief ever did attract me …”[L176] (311). Her letter of late April
1856 to John L. Graves, states her position even more emphatically:
To live, and die, and mount again in triumphant body, and next time, try the upper air —
is no schoolboy's theme!
It is a jolly thought to think that we can be Eternal — when air and earth are full of
lives that are gone — and done — and a conceited thing indeed, this promised
Resurrection! Congratulate me — John — Lad — and “here's a health to you” — that we
have each a pair of lives, and need not chary be, of the one “that now is” — … [L184]
(328).

The hope of another life places at risk the pleasures of life now. In Dickinson's repeated
refrains of “mount again”, “next time”, together with her mocking tone about the
promised Resurrection, she is urging her reader to take stock of the moment. Even the
suggestion to “try the upper air” challenges serious belief. She is laughing with the
“jolly” thought and the congratulatory “health to you”, but the serious intent behind this
letter is to undermine what is in fact a sham. She puts the same question to her friend
Mrs Holland when she writes, probably in early August 1856, following a long
speculation about whether the Heaven of God is superfluous: “… I should like to see
what He [God] was building for us, with no hammer, and no stone, and no journeyman
either.” [L185] (329). Dickinson's religious concerns were frequent subjects in her
letters because she could confide her reservations to those whose judgment and regard
she valued. Since attending religious services provided a form of activity that required
analysis of oral language and critical interpretation of the written biblical texts, religious
matters became convenient and appealing subjects for her letters. The community
attended services together, so their interest in interpreting the sermons and readings
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invited Dickinson's thoughts about text. To Dr and Mrs J. G. Holland, about 26
November 1854, she writes:
… The minister … preached about death and judgment, and what would become of those,
meaning Austin and me, who behaved improperly — and somehow the sermon scared
me, and father and Vinnie looked very solemn as if the whole was true, and I would not
for worlds have them know that it troubled me, but I longed to come to you, and tell you
all about it, and learn how to be better. He preached such an awful sermon though, that I
didn’t much think I should ever see you again until the Judgment Day, and then you
would not speak to me, according to his story. The subject of perdition seemed to please
him, somehow. It seems very solemn to me… [L175] (309).

This letter identifies the Hollands as friends. Dickinson worries that differing views
about the afterlife might jeopardise their friendship, motivating her to express her
feelings couched in language that reduces the minister to an unreliable witness since his
“story” implied that the Hollands would not associate with “improper” persons.
Dickinson is suing for reassurance, but she is also proclaiming her doubts. Her
confidence that the Hollands will still support her is sufficiently evident in her effective
articulation of feelings about her enduring relationship with her friends. She may behave
“improperly,” but she is prepared to risk perdition if her friends will still accept her.292
Moreover, she is thinking about the problems raised by the sermon, and she feels that
disclosing her concerns will allow her readers to understand her position better. Several
years later, she is bold enough to express the same logical impasse to Mr Bowles, in late
August 1858, when she writes:
… Our Pastor says we are a “Worm.” How is that reconciled? “Vain — sinful Worm” is
possibly of another species.
Do you think we shall “see God”? Think of “Abraham” strolling with him in genial
promenade! … [L193] (339).

She deconstructs the Pastor's damning assessment with a scientific and taxonomic
speculation, then asks her reader to visualise the possibility of seeing God and Abraham
strolling together like country gentlemen. Her irreverence and blasphemy are presented
with such gentle comic suggestion that offense is unlikely. However, her selfconstruction creates a persona prepared to challenge the basis of Christian belief. She
does not keep her ideas to herself. Rather, she deliberately records them in her letters
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and demands replies by presenting questions to her readers. Dickinson is initiating
serious dialogue about important intellectual issues, insisting that she be recognised as a
thinker and that her readers also engage in the process of analysis and criticism.
IV. TEXTUAL CONSTRUCTION OF IMMORTALITY

Dickinson's most compelling subjects and the central issues with which she struggled
concerned death and immortality. Death provided a suitable adversary for intellectual
battle because, as David Porter put it, the subject became for Dickinson a “summoner of
style.”293 Speculations about the metaphysical possibilities and impossibilities of
existence after death played upon her imagination and required use of her ingenious
linguistic artistry. She sought to comprehend the vastness of the universe and eternity in
an effort to defeat death. Since epistolary text employed language to overcome the
silence imposed by absence, Dickinson saw that she could extend language to reach
beyond the grave. Through this means she constructed a quasi immortality when she
expressed her love for those departed. Among her many exhortations to love, she wrote
to Higginson, in early Autumn, 1877:
Do not try to be saved — but let Redemption find you — as it certainly will — Love is
it's own rescue, for we — at our supremest, are but it's trembling Emblems — [L522]
(594).

The passage occurs in a condolence letter, and its purpose is to remind her friend that
human beings, like the sea or the violin, reflect the energies that operate through
them.294 Here, she is directly equating Redemption with love. Her concern for
Higginson's well-being, expressed in this aphoristic language, confers authority on her
because she declaims as one who knows both the power of words and the energy of
affection. What is more, Dickinson constructed her textual identity to create a persona
who lived passionately. Her letters and poems accost her readers with motivational
affirmations so that they will value life's precious and brief miracle.
To Louise and Frances Norcross 1846(?)
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… Every day life feels mightier, and what we have the power to be, more stupendous.
[L298] (436).
To Samuel Bowles, about 1875
… Your coming welds anew that strange Trinket of Life, which each of us wear and
none of us own, and the phosphorescence of your's startles for it's permanence … [L438]
(540).
To Richard H. Mather, November 1877
… To have lived is a Bliss so powerful — we must die — to adjust it — but when you
have strength to remember that Dying dispels nothing which was firm before, you have
avenged sorrow — [L523] (594–95).
To Maria Whitney December 1877(?)
… I fear we think too lightly of the gift of mortality, which, too gigantic to comprehend,
certainly cannot be estimated .[L524] (595).

Carpe diem was her credo, and she lost no opportunity to inspire her readers by
emphasising each moment's importance. Death posed the besetting problem because it
intervened to “adjust” for the wonder of life, so Dickinson aimed to overcome death
using linguistic definitions of immortality that she could accept and eventually control.
First, she fittingly defined God, commenting to Mrs Holland in a letter from spring
1878: “… They say that God is everywhere, and yet we always think of Him as
somewhat of a recluse…” [L551] (609).295 She and God share the invisibility provided
by their similar lifestyles. Their existence may be inferred, and proof becomes a
problem for textual analysis.296 God is reduced to a one-word definition, the same word
which Dickinson probably knew was also applied to herself. Concluding an 1881 letter
to Higginson, she writes: “… — It is solemn to remember that Vastness — is but the
Shadow of the Brain which casts it — [L735] (716). Imagination creates the limits, so
God and Immortality become extensions of each person's ability to envision them. In
relation to this, Joanne Fiet Diehl observes:
By insisting upon the sovereignty of the single consciousness, she finds the only solace
available lies in her creation of a separate reality based upon the divisive forces within
this imperial self. Such internalization produces not a diminution but a reaffirmation of
295
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her doubts, as distrust turns inward. When individual consciousness becomes all, when
the balance shifts from imagination and the world to the self alone, loss of consciousness
or death becomes even more catastrophic than before. Yet it is only beyond this life, past
death, that Dickinson knows she can find the answers to her most compelling questions…
297
[including] her absorption in immortality….

Speculation about immortality provided an inexhaustible resource if Dickinson
could maintain a belief system that encompassed the possibility of self-consciousness
after death. But her analyses always brought her to the same intellectual and
epistemological impasse: the dead never contacted the living. William Merrill Decker's
valuable article argues insightfully that Dickinson regarded death as an eternal dead
letter office because correspondence ceased absolutely when correspondents died. In a
bodiless afterlife, besides everything else, writing and communication were
impossibilities.298 This prospect held no attraction for a person who had so assiduously
constructed an epistolary identity. But to relinquish hope and faith in an afterlife was to
invite the nihilism that haunts serious attempts to reconcile a hostile or indifferent
universe with the concept of a controlling force.
Dickinson, however, does seek correspondence between herself and nature, but her own
consciousness must dictate the relationship; the landscape becomes an allegorical
projection of her internal drama as her poems present a spectrum of reaction to the
amorality of nature — from hope and exultation to despair. If nature cannot be relied
upon as a way to approach the spiritual world and lead us from Secondary to Primary
Causes, she must go by another route, approach immortality not through nature but in a
direct confrontation with death. The poems' most ambitious attempt is, therefore, to
provide us, the living, with the experience of hearing a voice speaking from the dead.
They anticipate, observe, and follow the movements of the dying. This concentration on
299
final moments is Dickinson's protest against the inviolate silence of death.

Dickinson's many poems about the after-death experience extend knowable territory
past the grave.300 She confronted her letter recipients with these epistemological
challenges by introducing into her letters the problems of self-consciousness and
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possibilities of disembodied interaction. Dickinson is also playing with the absence /
presence upon which epistolary communication depends. Her choice to commit her
ideas to writing by recording them in her letters projected her thoughts and her identity
as a thinking person, beyond the walls of her home. In considering life and death issues,
she is examining the frontier where physics meets metaphysics. As always, her
speculations are grounded in the emotional effects ordinary human beings experience as
consequences of parting. A good example occurs in this letter to Louise and Frances
Norcross from mid-April 1881:
It is startling to think that the lips, which are keepers of thoughts so magical, yet at any
moment are subject to the seclusion of death.
… I must leave you, dear, to come perhaps, again —
We never know we go — when we are going
We jest and shut the door —
Fate following behind us bolts it
And we accost no more.
I give you my parting love. [L691] (692).

Here, the sudden silence that prevents communication, perhaps suggesting a play on the
word accost which means address, opens a haunting view of imminent separation. Each
exchange is potentially a final exchange since the future is always unknown. The
quatrain presentation of this chilling idea manages a darkly nursery-rhyme simplicity,
using absolute rhyme and an end-stopped conclusion without even a dash to hint at
something beyond. Yet, Dickinson's prevailing attitude inspires hope and joy in the
present rather than the gloomy final verse spoken by Peggy Lee in her recording of the
song “Is that All There Is?” when she declaims:
… I know what you must be saying to yourselves:
“If that's the way she feels about it, why doesn't she just end it all?”
Oh no, not me.
I'm in no hurry for that final disappointment.

Among the Prose Fragments Thomas Johnson catalogues at the end of the Letters of
Emily Dickinson, he includes two relevant pieces to Dickinson's self-construction as a
thinker:
We do not think enough of the Dead as exhilirants — they are not dissuaders but Lures
— Keepers of that great Romance still to us foreclosed — while coveting (we envy) their
wisdom we lament their silence. Grace is still a secret. That they have existed none can
take away. That they still exist is a trust so daring we thank thee that thou hast hid these
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things from us and hast revealed them to them. The power and glory are the post
mortuary gifts. [Rev 95] [PF50] (920).

Such an idea leaves the door of conjecture open, and also suggests that the continuation
of existence is a “Romance” to be savoured because it is an irresolvable riddle.
Dickinson seems to be suggesting that the promise of life beyond the grave is like a
fictional or mythic narrative of larger-than-life proportions; a great tale for entertaining
the living. If Dickinson's Puritan heritage and empirical scientific education taught her
anything, it was a practical appreciation of the here and now, a desire to discover the
truth, and to reject religious cant.301 But she fully appreciated the speculative possibilities
that a tale about life after death created, and as a thinker, she kept her options open. Her
pursuit extended until late in her life, leading her to span the gap between the known and
unknown universe with language.
A second Prose Fragment that Johnson thought was “raw material for a poem”
reveals her fascination with ephemeral time:
Fly — fly — but as you fly — Remember — the second pass you by — The Second is
pursuing the Century — The Century is chasing Eternity — (Ah the) What a
Responsibility — [such a — What a — Responsibility] No wonder that the little second
flee — Out of it's frightened way — [PF75] (923).

The comical treatment of the personified little second while time chases the vastness of
eternity serves as an exhortation to readers to waste no moment. In both fragments,
Dickinson is working to understand the incomprehensible vastness of eternity, and she
is using the only tools at her command to do it. She can not risk waiting until death to
learn the truth about the fictional or non-fictional basis of the story. Instead, she spends
her textual life attempting to determine the outcome, and to communicate her progress
before death removes all possibility of interaction.
Dickinson's quest to discover the nature of immortality may well have found a
solution in the capacity of memory to provide a form of resurrection.302 Loved ones
endured as part of the self, and so each loss could be reckoned in terms of physical but
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not necessarily emotional or spiritual disappearance. In sharing these ideas with her
bereaved friends through condolence letters, Dickinson creates the skills through which
grief can be most effectively overcome. Her condolences offer recipients a means of
dealing with their sorrow. First, Dickinson acknowledges how grief alters everything.
For example, this condolence was sent to her sister after the death of a much-loved aunt,
in late April, 1860:
… how she loved the summer! The birds keep singing just the same. Oh! The thoughtless
birds!… So many broken-hearted people have got to hear the birds sing, and see all the
little flowers grow, just the same as if the sun hadn't stopped shining forever! … [L217]
(362).

Nature, time and life's processes continue despite the staggering bereavement. Viewed
from any other perspective, personal tragedy may go unnoticed although nothing else
matters to those directly concerned.
To Edward S. Dwight, 2 January 1862:
… I do not ask if you are ‘better’ — because split lives never ‘get well’ — but the
love of friends — sometimes helps the Staggering — when the Heart has on it's great
freight. [L246] (389).

Language allows Dickinson to transform death and separation into an absence that can
be crossed using memory and time to span the distance, much as epistolary texts
effectively bridge communication between writers and readers across geographical
barriers. Whether separation is caused by travel or death, memory will sustain contact
with the loved one because they will always be present as part of the self. Dickinson
uses memory and time to overcome separations, and she demonstrates how nature works
to heal suffering, as in these aphoristic comments:
To Louise and Frances Norcross, late 1869(?):
Dear Children,
… Remember
The longest day that God appoints
Will finish with the sun.
Anguish can travel to its stake,
And then it must return. [L329] (459).
To Louise Norcross, mid-July 1871:
… No part of mind is permanent. This startles the happy, but it assists the sad.[L362]
(488).
To Mrs John Dole, about 1879:
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Dear friend,
… only recall the Sickness, as a bad Dream — Night's capacity varies, but Morning,
is inevitable — [L616] (646).
To Mrs. Holland October 1881:
… I know you will live for our sake, dear, you would not be willing to for your own. That
is the duty which saves. While we are trying for others, power of life comes back, very
faint at first, like the new bird, but by and by its [sic] has wings.[L732] (714).
To Susan Gilbert Dickinson, late November 1883:
… The first section of Darkness is the densest, Dear — After that, Light trembles in
— [L874] (803).

In a number of these examples, Dickinson provides a metaphoric analogy to guide the
bereaved through the grieving process. Letter 329 compares anguish to a tethered beast;
in Letter 616, bad dreams end with dawn; in Letter 732, sorrow is transformed into a
bird learning to fly, and in Letter 874, it becomes night drawing to an end. Support will
come from friends, including Dickinson, who will share the burden of suffering through
the strength of language. These ideas console by suggesting that even despair will slip
into history. Crucial here is the idea that present grief will eventually give way to
acceptance and even a return of joy. Time will heal the painful abyss of loss, and
thinking in these terms creates the perspectives needed to negotiate the crisis. Many
condolence notes mention that Dickinson did not have direct contact with the deceased,
but in describing other means through which she came to value a person she enhances
their stature since she indicates that even indirectly they created an impression. She also
focuses attention on herself by outlining her relationship to the departed person and her
reader using language. Essentially, epistolary text triangulates her identity so she is able
to join herself with the bereaved and their loved ones.
For example, Maria Whitney, a close friend and associate of Samuel Bowles, was
sent this message in early 1878:
Dear friend,
I have thought of you often since the darkness, — though we cannot assist another's
night. I have hoped you were saved. That he has received Immortality who so often
conferred it, invests it with a more sudden charm … [L537] (602).

To celebrate Bowles's worth, Dickinson enlists Christian concepts of immortality to
suggest that the departed will be accessible again in the Paradise to come. While her
own faith “doubts — as fervently as it believes” [L489] (574), the hope proffered by the
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Gospels could be used to advantage in helping console others. Besides affirming the
goodness of the deceased (Bowles will reach Heaven because he deserved it) there is
some justification in present suffering since he was worthy of such emotional
investment. In other condolence letters, Dickinson suggests that God himself was
impatient to enjoy the departed person’s company. Survivors may find life reduced, but
their eventual reunion with the departed loved one in Heaven promises to be more
joyful because of the separation endured.
It is no surprise that when Doctor Holland died in October 1881, Dickinson's
condolences to his bereaved wife recall the impressions Dickinson formed when they
first met. In one letter, she writes:
I shall never forget the Doctor's prayer, my first morning with you — so simple, so
believing. That God must be a friend — that was a different God — and I almost felt
warmer myself, in the midst of a tie so sunshiny .…
Cling tight to the hearts that will not let you fall. [L731] (713).

Dickinson's description of her attraction to the Hollands' religious attitudes emphasises
their important influence on her thinking. God becomes the friend who will now provide
society for the absent companion. Such an idea may be comforting to Mrs Holland.303
Divinity and friendship are afforded equal status. Furthermore, Dickinson defines
herself, indirectly, as a friend of Divine stature. “Even the simplest solace, with a loving
aim, has a heavenly quality…” [L783] (749). By sharing her ideas through letter text,
Dickinson is teaching her readers how to understand their experiences so that they can
reduce pain and return to normal life. She has assumed the role of wise advisor, and
sympathetic friend. Time and eternity are enlisted to heal the pangs of sorrow. Real time
will assist by creating distance between the moment of loss as the bereaved person is
forced to meet life's duties, and imaginary eternity will provide a perspective from
which present grief will seem lessened. Dickinson's thoughtful analyses become an
intellectual strategy for circumventing painful experience. Self-consciousness
encompasses the idea of death, so Dickinson's self-construction as a thinker who can use
language to minimize the effects of mortality represents a gigantic achievement.
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Crucial to Dickinson's condolence technique is the idea that memory will sustain
contact with the loved one because memory preserves the relationship as part of
identity. While paradoxically relieving grief by maintaining the association in mental
images that keep the relationship alive, the absent loved one is also remembered.304
People who have enjoyed close, affectionate ties reinforce each other’s self-concepts, so
to lose an esteemed person is also to be deprived of a valuable relational interaction. No
one else can elicit identical self-expression. Grief at this narcissistic identity loss
underlies mourning behaviour. However, memory helps to keep identity intact by
protecting the feelings associated with the self in relation to the loved one. Memory also
plays a key role in consoling the bereaved because the remembrance of others becomes
a touchstone to relive valued moments. When individuals depart, imaginative recall is
all that remains. Active engagements between people create substance for memories that
insure enduring relationships even after separated by death.
The solace of memory served Dickinson when her friends died. For example,
Dickinson laments that, excepting the Clark brothers, she could not share her fond
memories of Charles Wadsworth because no one she knew had enjoyed a close
association with him. The cultural community comprising Dickinson, the Clark Brothers
and Wadsworth slowly disintegrated as each member passed away, even though
Dickinson’s contact with the Clarks only began after Wadsworth’s death. His friendship
with them motivated her to initiate relations, demonstrating that the desire to share
memories is itself a strong influence over how people choose connections.
By articulating through correspondence her understanding of grief, Dickinson is
formulating strategies to sustain relationships beyond death. Indirectly, her condolences
remind readers not only of the loved ones already departed, but also of how they will be
able to remember Dickinson when she is dead. This is not difficult since she separated
herself physically long before her actual death. In addition, Dickinson will be
remembered as the writer of the condolence and so, her thoughts and words will tie her
to the action of memory when lost loved ones are recalled. In a sense, because
Dickinson withdrew from social contacts, she needed to impress herself textually into
the lives and thoughts of the people who would construct memories of her and so
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provide her own immortality. By involving herself so actively in the condolences to her
bereaved friends, she was textually building a form of self-preservation because
remembering the lost loved ones would also link them to Dickinson's thoughts as they
are read in her letters. Her mind alone will be remembered, especially since so few
people ever saw her.305
Dickinson's intellectual struggles contributed to the wealth of condolence letters and
proleptic poems which comprise a substantial part of her writing, and her selfconstruction as a thinker in these works ensures her own immortality. According to Jay
Leyda's sources, Dickinson was quoted as saying: “I have a horror of death; the dead are
so soon forgotten. But when I die, they'll have to remember me.”306 Writing and
thinking provided a means of ensuring that Dickinson could not be forgotten, and so her
literary immortality could be constructed. In any case, by leaving written records of her
thoughts, she was producing one enduring possibility to reach beyond her lifetime. The
act of creating text is a potential survival scheme since written words may be preserved
long after the time “… When folded in perpetual seam / The Wrinkled Maker lie…”
[P1261]. By despatching her identity to different readers, Dickinson was extending her
survival potential because there was a better chance that some of her correspondence
would be preserved, and with it her textual self-construction could enjoy an extended
life.307 Because she engaged with important issues, Dickinson was elevating the value of
her texts so that discerning readers would regard her letters as worthy of preservation.
The success of her gambit is provided by the collected correspondence still enjoyed
today. In addition, she was able to investigate her concerns about the after-death
experience from some first-hand research before she died.
Dickinson's own near-death experience was recorded in a letter to Louise and
Frances Norcross, early August 1884:
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… I was making a loaf of cake with Maggie, when I saw a great darkness coming and
knew no more until late at night. I woke to find Austin and Vinnie and a strange
physician bending over me, and supposed I was dying, or had died, all was so kind and
hallowed .…
The going from a world we know
To one a wonder still
Is like the child's adversity
Whose vista is a hill,
Behind the hill is sorcery
And everything unknown,
But will the secret compensate
308
For climbing it alone? [L907] (826–27).

This episode describes the loss of consciousness as a “great darkness” and no
perception. Translated into verse, the unknown remains a mystery, and unconsciousness
can be observed only as an absence of self. Between seeing the coming of the darkness,
and waking in strange company, Dickinson textually records all that she can recount of
the event. Knowledge can only be gained with the perceptions engaged. Death affords a
subject of continuing speculation because it is beyond comprehension. In the verse
above, Dickinson characterises death as a journey for each individual alone, and since
the inability to communicate about it is guaranteed by this solitary situation, Dickinson
asks if the knowledge is worth the price. She suggests unshared knowledge renders
attainment worthless.
To cheat death of its victory, Dickinson produced dozens of poems addressing
readers from beyond the grave. Her speakers explore the after death experience from
many perspectives. Among two of her most highly acclaimed poems, “Because I could
not stop for Death” [P712] and “I heard a Fly buzz — when I Died” [P465] the
gruesome subject is subverted by speakers who seem too naïve to recognise exactly
where they are. One casually remarks that centuries have passed, while the other,
anticipating a long awaited meeting with the King, is distracted by a fly, and “could not
see to see — ”. Dickinson's letters even more dramatically circumvent death, because
they reconstruct her life in the form of an autobiography, which allows her thoughts to
be resurrected each time the collected letters are re-read. In both poems and letters,
Dickinson's voice continues to speak and ask the pressing questions that absorbed her in
life. Her own brief, ecstatic existence becomes a point of departure for generations of
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thoughtful readers because she was prepared to record in her lyrical prose and verse the
ideas that distinguish her as a thinker.
§§§

CHAPTER FIVE:

Self as Writer
“Oh, Vision of Language!” [L782] (748)

Dickinson's apostrophe celebrates how words shape experience because she understood
that language and perception together construct reality. Her reverential regard for her
tools demonstrates why she created an epistolary identity to exploit the “wiles of
Words!” [L555] (612). While “real life” [L65] (161) required her to be a sister,
daughter, student, and friend, correspondence enabled Dickinson to present herself in
the other identities she could assume using language within the epistolary genre. In all
of these roles, Dickinson's most emphatic self-construction is that of a writer who
invented a unique textual voice. Striking language usage attests to Dickinson's conscious
evasion of conventional linguistic practice, and it conforms to her other resistances to
social norms, including her refusal to join the church, maintenance of reclusive habits,
and decision to remain unmarried. Such individualistic reactions against recognised
cultural practices demonstrate conscious choice, which Dickinson also indicated in her
epistolary textual innovations. Intellectually demanding subject choices and her poetic
treatment of them will be discussed as conscious self-constructions designed to entertain
readers. Besides enlivening her letters, such material proclaims character traits for which
she wished to be recognised. This poetic self dominates her autobiographic portrait.
Textual analysis, reading and the relationship between thought and language receive
significant attention in Dickinson's letter text. Including verse and employing a writerly
prose style would also have signaled to her correspondents that she was a literary artist.
The following chapter examines how Dickinson constructs her identity as a writer.
Firstly, her direct comments indicating her self-conscious attitudes about herself as a
writer will be examined. Secondly, her identification with literature, literary textual
production, and textual criticism will show the extent to which Dickinson wished to be
seen as a contributor to the community of serious writers. Thirdly, her deliberately
artistic and innovative style in prose and verse will illustrate how she constructed her
unique writer's identity. Dickinson's literary style, imaginative troping, playful
manipulation with rhythmic and melodic speech cadences, and her careful re-drafting
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for quality control all contribute to a self-construction that forcefully proclaimed "This
was a Poet” (P448).
I. SELF DEFINITION

Noah Webster's 1828 American Dictionary of the English Language defines POETRY
and POET in terms that emphasise writing which features the use of rhythmic meter.
The definitions allow writing that contains the “beauties of poetry”, while a
“composition highly poetical” equates prose with lyric expression regardless of its
metrical qualities. In defining POEM, Webster acknowledges: “This term is also applied
to some compositions in which the language is that of excited imagination.”309 There are
a number of letters where Dickinson directly and indirectly identifies herself as a poet.
Writing this early letter to Austin dated 27 March 1853, she names herself a poet
although comical context undercuts her message when she remarks:
… And Austin is a Poet, Austin writes a psalm. Out of the way, Pegasus, Olympus
enough “to him,” and just say to those “nine muses” that we have done with them!
Raised a living muse ourselves, worth the whole nine of them. Up, off, tramp!
Now Brother Pegasus, I'll tell you what it is — I've been in the habit myself of
writing some few things, and it rather appears to me that you're getting away my patent,
so you'd better be somewhat careful, or I'll call the police! Well Austin, if you've
stumbled through these two pages of folly, without losing your hat or getting lost in the
mud, I will try to be sensible … [L110] (235).

To illustrate her pointed competitive challenge, Dickinson invokes the ancient muses
who were thought to inspire poets, and she mentions Pegasus whose intervention
prevented their ascent toward heaven.310 Dickinson's use of the legal term patent alludes
to enforcing prior claims, an action with which her lawyer brother would be familiar.
Some critics have taken this passage as defensive concern that Austin is intruding on her
literary territory.311 Sibling rivalry aside, Dickinson's mock-serious comments to Austin
309
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reveal a letter-writer expressing real desire to maintain the correspondence. Austin's
attempts at poetry created another common bond between them, so Dickinson's
acknowledgement of Austin's literary activity may have provided an occasion to admit
her own poetic enterprise. Although Dickinson's associates rarely understood or
appreciated her literary ambitions, she cultivated her epistolary readership because
through correspondence she constructed herself as a textual producer whose writing
demonstrated originality and skill. Evidence confirms the Dickinsons were all literary in
some degree.312 Stylistically foreshadowing characteristics later employed by her niece,
Edward Dickinson's sister, Catherine, wrote to him on May 12, 1835: “I wish I could
just tie up a bunch [of flowers] & toss them fresh over the mountain into her [Emily's]
flower pitchers.”313 In defining herself as a writer, Dickinson was identifying with other
members of her family for whom writing was an enjoyable accomplishment.
Frequent statements throughout Dickinson's letters allow her to construct an identity
of writer and specifically a poet by activity and desire. This comment from a letter dated
9 October, 1851, occurs in a paragraph describing books and the immortality writing
confers. Dickinson names Susan Gilbert and herself as two who “ … please ourselves
with the fancy that we are the only poets, and everyone else is prose … ” [L56] (144).
She tells Higginson, late May 1874: “I thought that being a Poem one's self precluded
the writing Poems, but perceive the Mistake.” [L413] (525). This indirect self-definition,
conflating the self with poetry since both generate many interpretations, defines
Dickinson's self-construction with her poetic textual production for she is identifying
herself as a writer of poems. Whether Higginson or others fail to appreciate her work
does not alter the poet's calling.
Dickinson's writing was not entirely ignored by people who knew her, and so it
contributed to an identity she cultivated. For example, only two months after her own
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arrival in Amherst, Mabel Loomis Todd made her first reference to Emily. In a letter to
her parents dated November 6, 1881, Mabel mentions that Dickinson's “mind is said to
be perfectly wonderful. She writes finely … .” Richard Sewall observes that Mabel “ …
had not taken long to pick up the gossip.”314 In October 1875, Helen Hunt Jackson
writes to Dickinson:
You are a great poet — and it is a wrong to the day you live in, that you will not sing
aloud. When you are what men call dead, you will be sorry you were so stingy. [L444a]
(545).

When publisher and editor, Thomas Niles, expressed interest in her poetry, late April,
1882, Dickinson admits: “ … — The kind but incredible opinion of ‘H.H.’ and yourself
I would like to deserve — … [L749] (725).” Perhaps Higginson's advice that she “delay
‘to publish’” [L265] (408) fortified her entrenched resistance to these pressures.
Whatever the reason, her publication practice confined her “song” largely to her letters'
recipients, an important readership since each individual represented a private
performance for her verse. Selected readers received specific poems, allowing
Dickinson's control over her audience. She could therefore custom design text to suit
particular readers under particular circumstances. In correspondence, replies are positive
reinforcement to keep the exchange going, and this was Dickinson's ultimate purpose.
Therefore, each letter Dickinson received became a form of approval for her writing and
writing self.
Since words allow valuable interactions when people share them, many passages in
Dickinson's letters draw attention to her self-conscious textual self-construction as a
writer who commanded the power of language to forge links with others. For example, a
comment to Louise Norcross written in early September 1880, considers the mysterious
authority latent in epistolary text and the pencils that produce it, when she asks:
What is it that instructs a hand lightly created, to impel shapes to eyes at a distance,
which for them have the whole area of life or of death? Yet not a pencil in the street but
has this awful power, though nobody arrests it. An earnest letter is or should be lifewarrant or death-warrant, for what is each instant but a gun, harmless because “unloaded”
but that touched “goes off”? … [L656] (670).
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Moments acquire significance when they become shared linguistic experiences partly
because meaning accrues as events evolve. However, for Dickinson, meaning depended
upon communication, which helped to create relationships between people. As Margaret
Dickie observed, Dickinson valued the “power of language to bind together, to
strengthen links between the self and the other.”315 So responding to circumstances
contributed to identity construction. Texts, as described in this passage, have the
capacity to confer life or death through the messages they convey. Dickinson recognised
the potential power of writing when commenting to Austin “ … — how little the scribe
thinks of the value of his line — how many eager eyes will search it's every meaning —
… ” [L60] (153). Yet, in articulating this idea, she is indicating that she is a scribe who
does realise the value of her lines. Dickinson confesses to Judge Otis P. Lord: “I
sometimes [have] almost feared Language was done between us — [if you grew] too
dear, except for breath, then words flowed softly in like [some] a shining secret, the
Lode of which the miner dreams … ” [Draft L645] (664). She tells him that her feelings
have surpassed linguistic expression. But language's value is precisely its ability to
communicate. Since her self-construction defines a supreme wielder of linguistic power,
to move beyond language is to move beyond meaningful human contact.316
She writes to Joseph K. Chickering, early 1883:
Dear friend.
I had hoped to see you, but have no grace to talk, and my own Words so chill and
burn me, that the temperature of other Minds is too new an Awe —
(poem) We shun it ere it comes [L798] (758).

This synaesthesia linking temperature and ideas conveyed through language attempts to
explain the effects some face-to-face interviews have on her by comparing conversation
with fever. While she claims that the differences between each individual's language
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usage are awesome, there may be an unspoken hint that mere “talk”, particularly with
Chickering, is insufficient use of her time. To Mrs Holland, late 1883, she explains:
… I hesitate which word to take, as I can take but few and each must be the chiefest, but
recall that Earth's most graphic transaction is placed within a syllable, nay, even a gaze
— … [L873] (802).

To Susan Gilbert Dickinson about 1884:
No Words ripple like Sister's —
Their Silver genealogy is very sweet to trace —
Amalgams are abundant, but the lone student of the Mines adores Alloyless things—
[L913] (830).

To recipient unknown early 1885; (believed to be a thank you for a book):
Dear friend —
… A Word is inundation, when it comes from the Sea — … [L965] (858).

In each comment, Dickinson articulates her attitude toward language. The elaborate
imagery and elevated diction with which she expresses her feeling for language indicate
the value of words, reflecting a serious writer's sensitivity. Mrs Holland, among her
closest friends, may well appreciate that important messages between intimates can pass
in a syllable, or are signaled by the eyes alone. The semiotic nuances shared between
close friends ably convey sagas through facial expression, tone or gesture. But the
relationships that allow for such subtle communication must be founded on the
interactions permitted through linguistic exchange. Letters sent to Susan Gilbert
frequently invoke their shared appreciation of literature and sensitivity to language. In
Letter 913, the metaphor comparing language to precious mineral ores emphasises
Dickinson's appreciation of the communication process she can enjoy with her friend
who feels the same esteem for language.
While Dickinson's refined linguistic treatment draws her reader's attention to their
part in the information exchange, communication becomes at once the subject and
object of her letters. The mechanism through which it operates is so much like magic
that she is awed almost to silence by it. Still, her poem beginning “A word is dead /
When it is said … ” [P1212] (year 1872), from a letter to Louise Norcross [L374]
declares that for her language permits communication that is essential to life. Words live
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as they link people and thoughts. Indeed, she implies that life happens when people
communicate. She writes to Maria Whitney, possibly early in 1879: “Consciousness is
the only home of which we now know. That sunny adverb had been enough, were it not
foreclosed.” [L597] (634). By identifying the speech elements with which to record this
idea Dickinson constructs herself as a wordsmith who also appreciates foreclosure. For
her, the legal jargon that invests language with authority impacts on semiotic activity to
emphasise the importance of thoughts exchanged through text. When encountering her
letters, correspondents are compelled to recognise their shared responsibility in the
communication process. Dickinson's perception becomes accessible, expanding readers'
interpretive experience because language links the reader to the writer's thoughts,
literally creating a meeting of minds.
Dickinson's self-construction as a writer required that she demonstrate an attitude
and behaviour about the production of text that confirmed her regard for writing as a
serious, artistic endeavour. Numerous drafts found among Dickinson's papers after her
death provide further evidence that she re-worked her letters to refine expression, to
alter effect, and to explore linguistic nuances that the writing process permits. Even
notes sent across the lawn to her sister-in-law reveal careful drafting and re-writing.317
Scraps containing text were saved and re-cycled if appropriate circumstances allowed,
transforming Dickinson's scripts into a resource from which she drew as needed. St.
Armand traces this production style to the popular nineteenth-century portfolio or
scrapbook tradition. The Prose Fragments concluding Thomas Johnson's edition of
Dickinson's collected correspondence illustrate that she jotted ideas and preserved them
for future use. Several accounts describe her writing while she was engaged in
housework.318 Slight textual variations in passages written to different corespondents
indicate deliberate adjustments so that her expression better suited particular
circumstances, or refined an idea with renewed perception.319 Clearly, both in the poetry
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fascicles and manuscript pages, Dickinson conscientiously re-worked her text to achieve
economy and precision. These are the actions of a committed writer. Sometimes, she
may have pared too much but the resulting riddles suggest that her poetics of the “absent
centre” capitalised on reader curiosity and encouraged “The Ecstasy to guess … ”
[L995] (878).320
Besides frequent expressions of her desire to write, Dickinson also indicates that she
is able to produce highly literary text despite time constraints. Although claiming to be
under pressure, by including a poem in a letter to Mrs Holland, late May 1877,
Dickinson demonstrates that copying it into the short note was an expedient to enlarge
her epistolary production. She could generate text as rapidly as the Bee at the Window,
perhaps because she had more time than she admitted.
… Vinnie says I must go — or the Mail will leave me.
The etiquette of the admonition is questionable — though of it's imperativeness there
is no doubt.
I must just show you a Bee, that is eating a Lilac at the Window. There — there —
he is gone! How glad his family will be to see him!
(poem) Bees are Black, with Gilt Surcingles — [L502] (582).

Dickinson here presents herself as the writer producing text despite the exigencies of the
mail service. She even takes a moment to point out a visiting insect using diction more
appropriate to a conversation between people sharing the same space. Many letters to
Mrs Holland indulge in these playful fantasies, include poems, and are enriched with
exotic images, Biblical and literary allusions, and expressions of her deep affection. By
drawing upon such a wealth of literary knowledge, Dickinson is projecting her writerly
persona to reveal that she is self-consciously positioning herself in relation to an elite
and L809 (766), and see Johnson's notes; L868 (800) and L869 (801); L995 (878) and L1002 (881); L960
(855), L976 (866) and L1014 (888).
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literary heritage. Jack Capps writes a sympathetic and convincing interpretation of
Dickinson's relationship to her father and in particular to the “bookish” home in which
she grew to value literature. Capps has recorded the influences of her reading on her
style and subject treatment in poems and letters. She was determined to demonstrate her
debt to the writers with whom she also wished to be identified.321 Frequent references to
classic and contemporary literature acknowledge Dickinson's interest in writers and their
work, and emphasise her own critical capacity in response to her reading.322
Accurate language usage and fascination with how textual interpretations vary
underscore Dickinson's thorough absorption in the communication process. Such
sensitivity may not be a unique interest of writers, but the possibility of alternative
readings means that a writer needs to be conscious of audience and reader response
when constructing text. Letters to Austin, dated 27 July 1851, and summer 1854,
respectively, foreground her awareness of diction and tone, together with the ways that
readers can become ensnared in linguistic ambiguity.
Taylor … went to Boston yesterday, it was in my heart to send an apple by him for your
private use, but Father overheard some of my intentions and said they were “rather small”
— whether this remark was intended for the apple, or for my noble self I did not think to
ask him — I rather think he intended to give us both a cut — … [L49] (127).
… Mrs Cutler wished me to tell you that she thought she would soon be off. I tell you just
as she told me — dont know whether it's to be understood literally or figuratively — cant
tell — you must act according to your best judgment. [L167] (299).

While drawing attention to equivocal comments, Dickinson is also indicating her
consciousness that all language is susceptible to different interpretive criteria, and even
humorous possibilities when mistaking figurative usage for a straight-forward comment.
Written text disguises tone, so alternative readings become both possible and
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necessary.323 Dickinson deliberately developed a writing style to produce texts that resist
closure because she enjoyed exploring alternative meanings. Manipulations of syntax,
lineation, and mixing of prose and verse to explore potentials that exist within language
and its treatment in different genres, as well as frequent use of puns encourage readers to
experience many interpretive possibilities when reading her texts. Such style promotes
alternative readings precisely because, as Adrienne Rich describes it, Dickinson's
invented language is varied, compressed, dense with implications and syntactically
complex.324 Words offered creative artistic opportunities to communicate on several
levels simultaneously. The use of figurative language is just one example of a writer's
ability to create meaning that is open to more than one interpretation, and Dickinson's
style is largely constructed with striking imagery that illustrates her ability to convey
perceptions with a writer's grace and originality. When Dickinson produces such
interpretive challenges for her readers, she is requiring critical skills demanded by
serious literature, to which her writing contributes. Such writing also illustrates another
indication of her writerly self-consciousness.
Succinctly expressing her perception of textual aesthetics in a letter to Dr and Mrs
Holland, written about 6 Nov 1858, Dickinson comments: “… I, a phantom, to you a
phantom, rehearse the story! An orator of feather unto an audience of fuzz, — and
pantomimic plaudits. ‘Quite as good as a play,’ indeed!” [L195] (341). Dickinson has
defined the writer's situation where text is created, then interpreted by readers
employing their own devices far from the writer's time, space, and awareness.
Noteworthy in Dickinson's statement above is her poetic, almost musical rendering:
repetition, alliteration, and rhythmic energy pulse through the passage while its ideas
impart weighty content with amicable abandon. Combining informal and formal diction,
an archaic “unto”, direct quotes and exclamation marks to create a familiar
conversational tone, Dickinson nonetheless presupposes her readers' extensive
vocabulary. Although she has been attacked for neglecting to define her poetic
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project,325 her letters and poems leave no doubt that she entered the critical debates
about poetry by writing it, and by incorporating verse into her personal correspondence
where it became integral to her style. The originality of her textual voice is itself a
monument to her theoretical explorations into how language works. Described as a
writerly technician who requires actively engaged readers,326 poetic imagery and
rhythmic urgency contribute to the power in her prose and also to the demands placed
on readers' interpretive resources.
II. IMAGERY AND STYLE
The paradox of women writing autobiography reveals the tensions of self-expression
generated by this “most attention-seeking literary genre, though also, for that reason, the
most apologetic.”327 A number of problems facing women who wished to present
themselves as autobiographical subjects are illustrated in the interesting stylistic devices
adopted by Dickinson and the visionary, Saint Teresa of Avila, whose Life was written
under the direction of her superiors.328 Both women assume a self-abnegating stance.
Similar to Dickinson's frequent denials that she is able to find the words to convey her
ideas,329 Teresa claims in the following confession that she feels herself to be unequal to
the task:
I am almost stealing the time for writing, and that with great difficulty, for it hinders me
from spinning and I am living in a poor house and have numerous things to do. If the
Lord had given me more ability, and a better memory, I might have profited by what I
have heard or read, but I have little ability or memory of my own. If, then, I say any good
thing, it will be because the Lord has been pleased, for some good purpose, that I should
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say it, while whatever is bad is my own work and Your Reverence will delete it. In
neither case is there any advantage in giving my name. (123)

Leigh Gilmore observes that
Teresa's responses to her spiritual directors, her autobiographics as agency, are evident in
her strategic demurrals in the face of continued self-representational writing. Teresa is
alert to those who would police the truth and limits of her authority. She is, in fact,
working in relation to their demand. Yet through autobiographics she produces an
extended discourse of self-representation articulated in relation to orthodox teaching and
visionary experience that includes gestures that would deflect the policing powers from
judging her a heretic, yet would allow her to continue writing with an authority that
expanded … .

Gilmore calls Teresa's style a “fracturing of language into asyntactic exclamation …
.” Teresa's translator, E. Allison Peers, characterises her style as: “ … Vivid, disjointed,
elliptical, paradoxical and gaily ungrammatical.” These assessments could frequently
apply to Dickinson's writing. Gilmore suggests such language usage reflects the
linguistic complexity that occurs when autobiographical representation attempts to
resolve contradictory cultural identity codes.330 Not only must Dickinson also confront
the difficulties of self-representation, but her unorthodox views and life-style subtly
threatened the established order. She needed to construct an identity that would present
no serious social challenges so that she could continue her work without interference.
Among her most pervasive textual self-constructions, possibly contrived for this
purpose, is that of her child-persona.
Dickinson's comments in the early correspondence to Thomas Wentworth Higginson
include ironic, self-diminishing confessions that disguise her identity and help her to
avoid detection.331 Speaking through a child's voice, Dickinson attempts to reconcile her
conflicted self-concepts combining wise truth-seeker and powerless victim.332 The two
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roles may occur together, or be reserved for specific epistolary relationships. Many
critics have discussed Dickinson's child-like role, especially in her relationships with
men. “ … [S]he deliberately approaches men so that they underestimate her as ‘artless’
and ‘unconscious’ and thereby never recognise her real identity. She will never step out
of the role of little girl acting in reference to a father.”333 In poems and letters, her selfrepresentation as an inconsequential person contrasts dramatically with the powerful
mind and skilful poet who creates this mask. “Dickinson calls herself ‘Sparrow,’…
‘child;’ ‘my little Gypsy being,’334 referring to “my little sunburnt heart [L196] (342);
herself as Wren [L27] (75); Daisy [L248] (391); and little girl (392).” Vivian R. Pollak's
revealing article, “The Second Act,” develops arguments explaining Dickinson's child
persona. “Masks have a way of fusing with and devouring the reality they are designed
to conceal … .”335 This paradox suggests how Dickinson's concealments become her
most tangible self-construction. Her self-portrait describing a small, vulnerable child
helps to present a less threatening identity in a world ill prepared to appreciate or
recognise the powers that she possesses.336 Most important, she can simultaneously
reveal and conceal her writing self since the textual self-construction works effectively
to generate Dickinson's convincingly credible personae.
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Constructed helplessness and feigned ignorance may have intrigued Dickinson's
correspondents, but her actions defined another character. She stubbornly maintained
resistance to literary advice, appeals to publish, and even courtship from a man whose
affections she apparently returned.337 Although insisting throughout her correspondence
with Higginson that she sought his literary and critical expertise, assuring him:
“Preceptor, I shall bring you Obedience — ” [L268] (412); “I shall observe your precept
— though I dont understand it, always … ” [L271] (415); and similar comments,338
there is no indication that she ever followed his suggestions. Higginson acknowledged
the situation:
… I tried a little — a very little — to lead her in the direction of rules and traditions; but I
fear it was only perfunctory, and that she interested me more in her — so to speak —
339
unregenerate condition … [S]he was utterly careless of greater irregularities … ..

Masking her intellectual size enabled Dickinson to pursue her self-directed course,
so that Higginson called her “half-cracked” and “my eccentric poetess.”340 Over time
some masks changed or disappeared, so her performative letters to Higginson gradually
gave way to genuine expressions of feeling.341 Textual self-representation is itself a
mask, substituting a linguistic construction for personal contact and a virtual relationship
for direct interaction. Participants in such communications must accept these limitations
to enjoy the mental exercise proffered by epistolary companionship. Higginson reported
that she said, “there is always one thing to be grateful for — that one is one's self & not
somebody else … ” [L405 notes] (519). This textually projected self stands as a
monument to what has been called “‘the most relentless epic of identity in our
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literature.’”342 Higginson's appreciation of Dickinson's poetry occurred after her death,
although he did preserve the letters she sent him. He seems to have valued his textual
relationship with her, and her writing, even more than he realised.
Ultimately, according to Charles Anderson, Dickinson abandoned the “cumulative
and logical for the tight symbolic structure that was her forte.”343 Symbolic language
allowed the speaker to communicate much more than the face value of the words,
leaving the burden of interpretation with the receiver. Joanne Dobson accurately
describes Dickinson's language as “private, exaggerated and distorted to serve the needs
of the writer rather than those of the reader.”344 Written text provides a fitting vehicle for
the kinds of encrypted messages that Dickinson creates because readers can pause, reexamine and take the time needed for analysis and interpretation. Conversational
exchanges rarely permit this kind of elaborate and careful structuring or deconstructing.
Dickinson's conversational style was apparently often challenging if not
incomprehensible.345 However, her written text could be studied and cross-examined.
Dickinson's letters are legendary for their aphoristic wealth, the style of expression itself
signaling that her messages are important. Intricate ideas contained in deceptively
compact linguistic packages pressure words to mean even more than ordinary usage
permits. Aphorisms wring ideas from the unusual collisions she creates in language,
rather like the proton accelerators that fracture matter and discover new particles when
they dance briefly into life. But the meaning of these collisions and the lives of subatomic particles, captured on photographic plates, can be understood only by elite
physicists. Dickinson wrote letters for her friends. Her text is demanding, but it is in
written language intended to be understood.
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Stylistic flexibility distinguishes capable writers, and Dickinson adeptly matches
register, style and content to individual readers, demonstrating that psychological
perception supported her linguistic skill. Epistolary utterances to each receiver are as
individualised as the dialogues that sparkle in Jane Austen's novels, and yet Dickinson's
creative control holds the collected correspondence together with the unique voice
generated by her idiosyncratic style. Three letters, presented together, clearly contrast
the various self-constructions as writer she produced to meet her readers' needs, as well
as her own when she constructed a persona suitable to address each recipient:
To Edward Everest Hale 13 January, 1854:
Rev Mr Hale —
Pardon the liberty Sir, which a stranger takes in addressing you, but I think you may
be familiar with the last hours of a Friend, and I therefore transgress a courtesy, which in
another circumstance, I should seek to observe … .
… Sir, please forgive the audacities of a Stranger, and a few lines, Sir, from you, at a
convenient hour, will be received with gratitude, most happy to requite you, sh'd it have
opportunity.
Yours very respectfully,
346
Emily E. Dickinson [L153] (282–83) .
To Mrs Holland about 1881:
Forgive the fervent Ingrate, if this time I am right, who had last week a bewitching
Box and replied elsewhere, “Elsewhere” replying this Morning that “it is'nt him,” though
he “would it were,” and “will keep the gratitude till the first Delight he may dare to
send.”
Reexamining points strongly at you — …
Dare not thank you until I know, lest I miss again —
Jacob versus Esau, was a trifle in Litigation, compared to the Skirmish in my Mind
—
Emily. [L743] (722).
To Susan Gilbert Dickinson, late November 1883:
… The first section of Darkness is the densest, Dear — After that, Light trembles in
—
You asked would I remain?
Irrevocably, Susan — I know no other way —
Ether looks dispersive, but try it with a Lever —
Emily — [L874] (803).

Although these letters were written over a span of thirty years, Dickinson's forceful,
concise prose, attention to her reader's convenience and feelings, courtesy, desire to
acknowledge and reciprocate kindness, and her comic response in the last two letters
346
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consolidate her textual identity. Formal diction in the first letter gives way to
colloquialisms in the second. The third letter's cryptic wisdom reveals nearly as much
about the recipients as it does about the writer, and it suggests even more about the
textual relationships Dickinson constructed. To the stranger Hale, she writes
apologetically for usurping a privilege conferred by the postal service that permits
contacts between people who would otherwise never communicate. The deferential
"Sir" breaking her request three times in the passage cited, and four other places
throughout the letter, signals her consciousness of the liberty she takes. The letters
reaching her intimate friends, by comparison, flow with easy good humour. Mrs Holland
receives direct quotation reproducing a neighbor's voice and a Biblical metaphor
invoking her literary appreciation while Dickinson ponders a mystery compared to Old
Testament drama. Sue receives a cryptic reassurance of Dickinson's fidelity and the
wonderfully ambiguous remark suggesting that Ether can (not) be dispersed with a
lever. The identities Dickinson assumes in these three examples are largely constructed
by the tone she achieves through her ability to employ a range of registers.
Dickinson's original correspondents may not have enjoyed an opportunity to
compare the letters they received, and so they would have been less likely to understand
the ways in which Dickinson manipulated her textual identity to suit the relationships
she built with each reader. Still, the obvious differences between her self-presentations
illustrate how she created a writerly persona for all of her interactions. Reverend Hale,
therefore, encounters deferential posturing designed to win a reply. Dickinson presents
her request using eloquent formality and graceful concision, demonstrating a skilful
command of the genre and language. Formal letter style conventions influenced her
writing to the distinguished minister. Yet she makes the letter a vehicle through which
she can speak in a voice that is a subtle mixture of imploring sufferer requiring help, and
diffident, educated researcher seeking specialist information from an expert. She cajoles
and flatters in order to elicit a response. Mrs Holland receives many writerly flourishes
in Letter 743. Here, Dickinson mixes colloquial speech, biblical allusion, legal jargon,
and the open-ended punctuation, which playfully requests information, sought with the
same urgency as the question directed to Reverend Hale, but freed from the restraints of
conventional style. Susan Gilbert Dickinson receives an answer to a question she
apparently put to Dickinson who replies with the alliterative condolence, and a
sophisticated joke expressed concisely in nine words. Dickinson's stylistic flourishes
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announce her writerly competence. By assuming such individualised expressions for
each reader, she illustrates her ability to construct convincing textual identities that seem
to represent the true self, just as good actors convey character roles and produce the
impression that they are not playing parts, but being themselves. Disguising the disguise
is the impersonator's greatest artistic achievement.
But self-conscious linguistic performance is far more apparent when Dickinson's
texts explore the ways in which language influences thought. She wrote her poetry for
herself347 since her secret, extensive poetic project was shared with only a few chosen
confidantes.348 Her letters were designed to be read and to elicit response. Humour,
imaginative troping, and philosophic speculations presented in concise, memorable
language allowed Dickinson to construct a textual identity that presented her foremost as
a fine prose and poetic stylist. When she seized upon her linguistic expertise to exercise
the authority and freedom denied her as a nineteenth-century woman, correspondence
became both an outlet for her creative energies and a means of making her voice heard
beyond her immediate community. With self-conscious flair she structures her
entertaining early letters by devising flattering pen-portraits and amusing fantasies
expressed in lively, original style.
This letter to Abiah Root, dated 29 January 1850, illustrates Dickinson's textual
expertise. She sets the scene and creates some suspense by suggesting that rather than
being left home alone, she is in the company of two others: her friend and God.
A curious trio, part earthly and part spiritual two of us — the other all heaven, and no
earth. God is sitting here, looking into my very soul to see if I think right tho'ts …. Then
you are here — dressed in that quiet black gown and cap — that funny little cap I used to
laugh at you about, and you dont appear to be thinking about anything in particular, not in
one of your breaking dish moods I take it, you seem aware that I'm writing you, and are
amused I should think at any such friendly manifestation when you are already present.
Success however even in making a fool of one's self is'nt to be despised, so I shall persist
in writing, and you may in laughing at me, if you are fully aware of the value of time as
regards your immortal spirit. I cant say that I advise you to laugh, but if you are punished,
and I warned you, that can be no business of mine …. The trinity winds up with me, as
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you may have surmised, and I certainly would'nt be at the fag end but for civility to you.
This selfsacrificing spirit will be the ruin of me!

Dickinson blithely announces that the writer's imagination summons the reader and God
through the same mental channels. Besides indulging her wit, she twice acknowledges
her role as writer, authoritatively describing the writing process to encourage her
reader's compliance while interpreting the script. Her text, presented through first person
narrative, includes memorable images and allusions to mutual experiences proffering an
intimate relationship between the reader and writing persona. Dickinson signals her
attachment to her girl friend with the allusion to the “breaking dish mood,” perhaps a
shared adventure.349 Having established absolute control, she deferentially lists herself
after her distinguished colleagues.
I am occupied principally with a cold just now, and the dear creature will have so much
attention that my time slips away amazingly. It has heard so much of New Englanders, of
their kind attentions to strangers, that it's come all the way from the Alps to determine the
truth of the tale—it says the half was'nt told it, and I begin to be afraid it was'nt. Only
think, came all the way from that distant Switzerland to find what was the truth! Neither
husband — protector — nor friend accompanied it, and so utter a state of loneliness gives
friends if nothing else. You are dying of curiosity, let me arrange the pillow to make your
exit easier!

She now introduces her subject: illness. Using hyperbolic language and a personified
malady behaving like a stage comic, she indirectly reveals her own situation by
attributing the ailment's persistence to loneliness.350 Having missed an opportunity to
visit with her friend, described later in the letter, Dickinson's feeling of isolation is
transformed into an amusing story. She employs free indirect speech through a
sophisticated and economic technique that blends direct quotation with narration, to
suggest the Cold's idiosyncratic language patterns while describing its behaviour.
Repetition of narrative details and the Cold's annoying questions emphasise its
loquacious conduct. Stimulating curiosity by mentioning it, Dickinson textually
foreshadows an entertaining saga as she fancifully arranges pillows for her reader's
comfort.
349
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I stayed at home all Saturday afternoon, and treated some disagreeable people who
insisted upon calling here as tolerably as I could — when evening shades began to fall, I
turned upon my heel, and walked. Attracted by the gaiety visible in the street I still kept
walking till a little creature pounced upon a thin shawl I wore, and commenced riding —
I stopped, and begged the creature to alight, as I was fatigued already, and quite unable to
assist others. It would'nt get down, and commenced talking to itself — “cant be New
England — must have made some mistake, disappointed in my reception, dont agree with
accounts, Oh what a world of deception, and fraud—Marm, will [you] tell me the name
of this country — it's Asia Minor, is'nt it. I intended to stop in New England.” By this
time I was so completely exhausted that I made no farther effort to rid me of my load,
and travelled home at a moderate jog, paying no attention whatever to it, got into the
house, threw off both bonnet, and shawl, and out flew my tormentor, and putting both
arms around my neck began to kiss me immoderately, and express so much love, it
completely bewildered me. Since then it has slept in my bed, eaten from my plate, lived
with me everywhere, and will tag me through life for all I know. I think I'll wake first,
and get out of bed, and leave it, but early, or late, it is dressed before me, and sits on the
side of the bed looking right in my face with such a comical expression it almost makes
me laugh in spite of myself …

Direct speech employing colloquial dialect enlivens her tale describing the unwanted
and persistent guest who forces his company on her, similar to her experiences with
household visitors.351 Despite an uncharacteristic cliché, her originality creates fresh
images, while the run-on sentences illustrate the weighty presence of her talkative
visitor. The cold is a truth-seeker, testing “accounts” against actuality, which he finds
disappointing. She acknowledges the subconscious anxiety experienced by sufferers
who fear their misery will never abate. Humour turns misfortune to amusement. Her
commentary relies on epistolary terminology:
If it ever gets tired of me, I will forward it to you — you would love it for my sake, if not
for it's own, it will tell you some queer stories about me — how I sneezed so loud one
night that the family thought the last trump was sounding, and climbed into the currantbushes to get out of the way — how the rest of the people arrayed in long night-gowns
folded their arms, and were waiting — but this is a wicked story, it can tell some better
ones. Now my dear friend, let me tell you that these last thoughts are fictions — vain
imaginations to lead astray foolish young women. They are flowers of speech, they both
make, and tell deliberate falsehoods, avoid them as the snake, and turn aside as from the
Bottle snake, and I dont think you will be harmed.… I love those little green ones that
slide around by your shoes in the grass—and make it rustle with their elbows … — [L31]
(86–88).
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Several effective literary devices conclude Dickinson's narrative. Her exaggerated,
undignified behaviour influenced by indisposition invites laughter as well as sympathy,
while highlighting the interpretive necessity to discriminate between accurate report and
playful invention. The reader, like the Cold, must test assertions against probabilities.
Before embarking on even wilder histrionics, Dickinson stops, condemning her “wicked
story” which pales when compared to the Cold's alleged tales. “Flowers of speech” like
snakes and devils, lead the unwary astray by confusing fantasy and reality. Dickinson
advises forbearance even though reaching this advice requires that Abiah must first read
the story. Snakes are rescued from their usual bad press by Dickinson's clever
description, subtly inculcating the idea that wicked stories and wicked reptiles are both
equally intriguing and entertainingly harmless. Then, Dickinson inquires why, at a
recent meeting, the two friends had not found convenient opportunities for conversation.
This was probably the real issue she wished to pursue. Winning admiration by charming
her reader with her linguistic virtuosity underscores Dickinson's design.352 By
encouraging an epistolary reply, interaction missed during Abiah's visit may be achieved
textually. Dickinson devises an excuse to engage her reader's attention about their
communication failure in an epistolary performance illustrating how much this
squandered opportunity cost. Using a number of textual devices, she has produced an
amusing and original demonstration of her unique talents and identity. Above all,
Dickinson is foremost a writer, with a command of language that would enhance any
direct encounter if her friend adequately valued her imaginative perceptions. Despite the
failure of the two friends to meet, Dickinson writes her loyalty and regard into this
letter, producing an enduring record of her commitment to the friendship and the writing
project.
Figurative language derived from powerfully emotive images characterises
Dickinson's economic prose style. Several examples, presented chronologically,
illustrate her technical development with the literary devices that became her textual
hallmarks. The first example is to Abiah Root, 19 August 1851:
… I found a little moth in my stores the other day — a very subtle moth that had in ways
and manners to me and mine unknown, contrived to hide itself in a favorite worsted
basket — how long my little treasurehouse had furnished an arena for it's destroying
352
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labors it is not mine to tell — it had an errand there — I trust it fulfilled it's mission; it
taught me dear Abiah to have no treasure here, or rather it tried to tell me in it's little
mothy way of another enduring treasure, the robber cannot steal which, nor time waste
away. How many a lesson learned from lips of such tiny teachers — dont it make you
think of the Bible — “not many mighty — not wise”? [L50] (130).

Dickinson's text presents a parable, directly related to the Bible, and here treated to
demonstrate her capacity to see beyond “real life” as she garners meaning from the
extended symbolism she discovers in ordinary circumstances. Her sentences unfurl with
careful control, hinting at her own designs just as she considers those of the tiny teacher
who instructs her, and indirectly her reader, concerning life's transience and inevitable
material decay. The extract above occurs in the letter chiding Abiah about their
friendship ties. Devastation caused by the moth reminds Dickinson, whose
correspondence confronts her reader with the notion that more precious human
experiences are susceptible to the same ravages.
This early didactic narrative is followed by others where Dickinson exercises her
poetic skill, embedding verse or poetic devices in the prose. She sends to Sue Gilbert, 9
October 1851:
I wept a tear here, Susie, on purpose for you — because this “sweet silver moon” smiles
in on me and Vinnie, and then it goes so far before it gets to you — and then you never
told me if there was any moon in Baltimore — and how do I know Susie — that you see
her sweet face at all? She looks like a fairy tonight, sailing around the sky in a little silver
gondola with stars for gondoliers. I asked her to let me ride a little while ago — and told
her I would get out when she got as far as Baltimore, but she only smiled to herself and
went sailing on. [L56] (143).

Fanciful, somewhat childish imagery turns the simple lunar observation into an
imaginative textual vignette, playing with the dulcet s in the name Susie, sweet silver
smiles goes gets see sailing sky stars. The personification adds drama, comically
juxtaposing a romantic, celestial gondola with Baltimore's pedestrian reality. There
lingers Dickinson's wistful longing to overcome emotional difficulties facing separated
friends. Her letter to Austin, 16 November 1851, enlivens an otherwise typical weather
report with personification:
We have just got home from meeting — it is very windy and cold — the hills from our
kitchen window are just crusted with snow, which with their blue mantillas makes them
seem so beautiful … [L63] (156).
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These three excerpts illustrate Dickinson's facility in combining poetic sound effects to
create vivid word pictures and fluent prose.353 They also demonstrate how Dickinson's
linguistic aesthetics engage reader interest and promote affection since her theme asserts
her desire to be reunited with loved ones. More importantly, Dickinson is constructing a
writerly persona for herself through her use of imagery and prose that reflects its
contents. The moth with a mission in Letter 50, the smiling moon in Letter 56, and the
hills wearing mantillas in Letter 63 are metamorphosed into symbols as the writer's
experiences become text. Readers share her perceptions through her linguistic rendering
of them, and so Dickinson exists as the textual producer forming relationships with her
writerly style to create for herself a literary identity.
Originality in constructing images transforms many otherwise banal events into
literary delights. To Jane Humphrey, about April 1852, Dickinson reports:
Since I wrote you last, it is spring — the snow has almost gone, and the big, brown Earth
is busy, arraying herself in green — first she puts on pantalettes, then little petticoats,
then a frock of all colors, and such sweet little stockings and shoes — no, they are not
shoes, they are least little bits of gaiters, laced up with blossoms and grass. Then her hair,
Jennie, perfectly crowned with flowers — Oh she'll be a comely maid, by May Day, and
she shall be queen, if she can! … [L86] (198).

This descriptive passage includes alliterative diction, repeating the s, b and p in the first
lines, and elsewhere. Sustained personification, a familiar Dickinson technique, dresses
her subject in elegant Victorian style. The writer becomes both a sympathetic
connoisseur valuing natural beauty, and a generous reporter broadcasting this news to
her reader. Mother Nature genders the planet, turning seasonal change into a properly
dressed young lady. Similar devices are at work in a letter to Mrs Holland, 2 March
1859 where Dickinson announces:
… Vinnie is yet in Boston … . I am somewhat afraid at night, but the Ghosts have been
very attentive, and I have no cause to complain. Of course one cant expect one's furniture
to sit still all night, and if the Chairs do prance — and the Lounge polka a little, and the
shovel give it's arm to the tongs, one dont mind such things! From fearing them at first,
I've grown to quite admire them, and now we understand each other, it is most
enlivening! How near, and yet how far we are! … [L204] (351).
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Lightly dismissing her anxiety during Lavinia's absence inspires some whimsical
speculations about the inanimate and animate. The little ghost story's open-ended
exclamation supposes in embedded rhyme that all understanding depends upon
perceptual distance. “We” may refer to writer and: herself, furniture, sister, and/or
reader. By articulating her developing thoughts as they transform from fear to
inspiration the same process can be conveyed to the reader.354 Such story telling also
distinguishes the writer's ability to elevate ordinary experience into the extraordinary
through artistic and imaginative language usage.
Dickinson's most engaging poetic techniques involve language's power to create
mental images, emotional response and aural pleasure. Although the Norcross
correspondence was subjected to severe editing, fragmentary transcriptions repeatedly
illustrate the craft Dickinson exercised while creating her texts, as for example, in this
note to Louise and Frances Norcross, c. 1880:
… We asked Vinnie to say in the rear of one of her mental products that we had
neuralgia, but evidently her theme or her time did not admit of trifles …
… The slips of the last rose of summer repose in kindred soil with waning bees for
mates. How softly summer shuts, without the creaking of a door, abroad for evermore …
[L669] (677).

Sister Vinnie's letter becomes a taxing “project” which could not accommodate the
trifling complaint “We” thought to mention. Dickinson may be effacing herself with the
plural pronoun, or crowning herself with royal status, adding the possibly ironic
suggestion that her suffering was not newsworthy. She mentions the season's passing,
captured with gentle alliteration, imagery, and embedded rhyme. In another late
example, to Mrs Holland c. summer 1883, Dickinson's imaginative perception
transforms a muddy street into a parable about vanity: “ … We had a gallant Rain last
Night, the first for many Days, and the Road is full of little Mirrors, at which the Grass
adorns itself, when Nobody is seeing — … ” [L833] (782). The idea moves beyond
description as Dickinson's personification enables her to comment on human nature.
Unconventional capitalisation and diction draw reader attention not only to Dickinson's
354
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perceptive originality, but also foreground her gentle linguistic deformations, offering
new insights about landscapes and descriptive language. In all of the examples above,
the writing itself constitutes Dickinson's most compelling subject. When prose and
poetry occur in the same letters, the distinction between them becomes almost arbitrary,
and Dickinson's self-construction as a writer is clearly demonstrated.
Later letters show that Dickinson's facility for creating vivid word pictures has
developed as she tightens her troping and plumbs the connotative and associative power
latent in her images. Thus, to Abiah Root, about May, 1852 she hints that “ … I seem
quite miserable, but I'll give you the sunny corners, and you must'nt look at the shade.”
[L91] (207). The metaphor hints without explicit detail, presenting the writer selectively
structuring her textual interaction for delight. In an entertaining letter to the Norcrosses
dated mid-October, 1863 (?) she reports:
… I bid the stiff “good-night” and the square “good-morning” to the lingering guest, …
… Mother had a new tooth … .“Teething” didn't agree with her, and she kept her bed,
Sunday, with a face that would take a premium at any cattleshow in the land. Came to
town next morning with slightly reduced features, but no eye on the left side. Doubtless
we are “fearfully and wonderfully made,” and occasionally grotesquely.
L[ibbie] goes to Sunderland, Wednesday, for a minute or two; leaves here at 6 1/2—
what a fitting hour—and will breakfast the night before; such a smart atmosphere! The
trees stand right up straight when they hear her boots, and will bear crockery wares
instead of fruit, I fear. She hasn't starched the geraniums yet … [L286] (428).

Sportive imagery conveys news and Dickinson's feelings, again, indirectly. Metaphors,
hyperbole, and personification carry the message. Suzanne Juhasz observes that
figurative language expands the interpretative possibilities of text because such playful
expression requires readers to discriminate between the truth/non-truth latent in the
figure.355 Such spirited expression also proclaims Dickinson's role as entertainer while
the news serves as a vehicle for her performance. Skilful writing in Letter 286
transforms the visitor's travelling schedule into a military assault impacting on time,
nature and the language used to describe it. Dickinson's prose description of Libbie is
written in short bursts like orders or telegraphic despatches suitable to a battle scene.
Mother's swollen face becomes the target for some jests that provide a clear picture with
humour to reduce reader awareness of the misfortune.
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Gaston Bachelard applauds writers who embrace ordinary life because “…
insignificance becomes the sign of extreme sensitivity to the intimate meanings that
establish spiritual understanding between writer and reader.”356 Humour, sympathy and
perceptive observation convey Dickinson's amused insights about life's unending
paradoxes using the imagery she invents so the mundane resonates with profound
significance. For example, to Louise and Frances Norcross, late February 1874,
Dickinson sends this concise report:
… Be pleased you have no cat to detain from justice. Ours have taken meats, and the wife
of the “general court” is trying to lay them out, but as she has but two wheels and they
have four, I would accept their chances. [L409] (522).

Two sentences project the excitement and invoke a courtroom's magisterial pomposity,
undercut by melodrama. Paul Crumbley describes this as Dickinson's text/reader
relationship: “Like cartoon characters who unknowingly run beyond the edges of cliffs,
readers attracted to the next word suddenly discover that the solid earth of print
convention lies behind them.”357 Besides print, perceptual convention recedes as readers
chase Dickinson's meaning. Original imagery allows for fresh understanding, so
Dickinson's selected readers needed to develop the flexibility to follow her thoughts.
One reader who appreciated and encouraged Dickinson's writerly persona was Mrs
Holland. Two letters illustrating Dickinson's most literary and idiosyncratic language
and representing her stylistic freedom with this correspondent are printed below. The
first is from about September 1873:
Owning but little Stocks in the “Gold of Ophir” I am not subject to large Reverses —
though may not the small prove irreparable? I have lost a Sister. Her name was not
Austin and it was not Vinnie. She was scant of stature though expansive spirited and last
seen in November — Not the November heretofore, but Heretofore's Father.
Trite is that Affliction which is sanctified. “I have chosen whom I have chosen.”
Possibly she perished?
Extinction is eligible.
Science will not trust us with another World.
Guess I and the Bible will move to some old fashioned spot where we'll feel at
Home. [L395] (511) [See notes regarding a fall in gold prices.]
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Here Dickinson's linguistic games transform her friend into a greater treasure than gold.
In genial mode, she describes the missing Sister who is not her biological sibling. This
lost and found notice features Adverbs who become personified and develop an
ancestry. The missing friend embodies an irreplaceable World. Vocabulary including
“extinction” and “science” are interspersed with biblical quotation, situating Dickinson's
concerns in the post-Darwinian period. Economic problems alluded to in the opening are
divested of greater human significance when Dickinson builds her imagery around
personal attachments, which she describes as much more precious. To lose contact with
a friend is a misfortune worse than mere financial ruin.
The second letter dates from about March 1877:
Sister.
The vitality of your syllables compensates for their infrequency. There is not so
much Life as talk of Life, as a general thing. Had we the first intimation of the Definition
of Life, the calmest of us would be Lunatics!
… God seems much more friendly through a hearty Lens.
… I was always attached to Mud, because of what it typifies — also, perhaps, a
Child's tie to primeval Pies. [L492] (576).

Dickinson plays the major parts: she commends the reader's own writing; throws off an
aphorism observing the relationship between language and lived experience;
philosophises on God's disposition as viewed scientifically, and includes an embedded
rhymed quatrain loaded with assonance. All is touched with humour. Clearly, Dickinson
appreciated a reader whose support inspired especially fine writing. Many letters to Mrs
Holland contained poems, arguing forcefully for Dickinson's confidence in presenting
herself as a poet to this epistolary confidante.
By 1878, Dickinson's letters probe difficult questions and offer startling insights that
instruct by ironic paradox expressed with stunningly economic imagery:
To Col. Higginson, early June:
… Will you come in November, and will November come — or is this the Hope that
opens and shuts, like the eye of the Wax Doll?
Your Scholar — [L553] (611).
To recipient unknown:
Were the Statement “We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed,” made in
earthly Manuscript, were his Residence in the Universe, we should pursue the Writer till
he explained it to us.
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It is strange that the Astounding subjects are the only ones we pass unmoved. [L568]
(621).

In these two passages, Dickinson explores linguistics and expounds on human nature
with speculative analysis that demands readers willing and able to unpack her images.
Letter 553 poses a comparison between human capacity to hope and a doll's incapacity
to see. The Biblical quandary in Letter 568 implies that “earthly Manuscript” producers
would not escape interrogation if they wrote with such arcane diction. Yet, this Biblical
obscurity influences Dickinson's own prose and poetic style. Possibly her desire to
inspire thought prompted Dickinson's enigmatically expressive texts.358 She valued
mental challenge which explains why her language teases with unresolved conflicts and
possibilities that never seem entirely exhausted. Her poem, “My Life had Stood a
Loaded Gun” supports a diverse, ingenious and inconclusive compendium of
interpretations, all enlightening yet none achieving indisputable authority over this
poem's meaning.359 Poetry, after all, delights in language's referential indeterminacy,
and critics have enjoyed the challenges presented by Dickinson's verses because they are
open to many readings. Her letters frequently offer the same kinds of interpretive
problems because her poetic language used in the letters abounds with similar
possibilities.
Dickinson's letter text also constructs riddles through innuendoes to raise curiosity
so that determined readers must persist in seeking (re)solutions to the textual
conundrums she sets. But language's flexible referential possibilities provide the most
persistent and deliberate source of uncertainty, and this is the appeal for a writer and
poet who welcomes the unending games of linguistic interpretation. Her poems and
prose, “because of their rich imagination, density in meaning, compactness in rhetoric,
and terseness in diction …”360 deliberately present alternative readings, and an almost
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fractal-like interpretive expansion generated by Dickinson's technical expertise as a
philologist. Expressive economy, perhaps resulting from her heightened regional New
England tendency toward laconic language usage,361 intensifies each word's semiotic
potential. Aural qualities added through rhyme, rhythm, assonance and alliteration
increase impact. Such writing draws attention to itself and its creator because the voice
becomes a unique textual identity, as individualised as a finger print, but influencing
every communicating moment with its pervasive energy.362
A good example of Dickinson's self-construction using her unique textual voice is
evident in the Letter 379 (499), to Louise Norcross, dated late 1872.363 Dickinson
enriches the prose with simile, metaphor, analogy, and rhyme. Three aphorisms
intensify her message, and culminate in verse as her thoughts become more abstract. Her
language usage reflects the importance of her ideas, so the simple prose introduction
eventually leads into a poetic contemplation of the enduring qualities available in
written text. Similar structure occurs in other letters cited throughout this study. The
banal and ordinary often lead to the poetic contemplations that are expressed in verse.364
Robert Lambert coined the term “gathering” to describe this gradually building
energy that achieves stanzaic form. The prose gains impetus preparing for a textual
poetic climax.365 His pioneering work on Dickinson's elision of the boundaries
separating prose from verse deserves close attention. I would argue, further, that
Dickinson achieves two important self-constructions through this textual freedom. She
directly identifies herself as a poet, and as an innovator exercising liberties with letter
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genre and verse to create a form combining epistolary intimacy and poetic abstraction.
Subject matter originates with personal circumstances, yet its textual treatment enables
private situations to speak to a diverse readership about the universal. Colloquialisms,
repetition and speech-like ellipsis present Dickinson's most challenging ideas with an
informality that belies their significance.366 This effect is achieved through register and
diction, which conflates philosophical, often cryptic speculation and conversational
intimacy.
Descriptive flourishes enliven many situations that would otherwise pass without
notice. Character sketches featuring common acquaintances indicate that these visitors
in Dickinson's life and texts maintained their distinctive identities over many years,
producing guest appearances in the letters because Dickinson captured their
personalities through her creation of striking pen-portraits. For example to Mrs Holland,
August 1876, Dickinson describes a “ … call from my Aunt Elizabeth — ‘the only male
relative on the female side,’ and though many days since, its flavour of court-martial
still sets my spirit tingling.” [L473] (561).367
To Louise Norcross, early September 1880:
______

… Mrs.
re-decided to come with her son Elizabeth. Aunt Lucretia [Bullard]
shouldered arms. I think they lie in my memory, a muffin and a bomb. Now they are all
gone, and the crickets are pleased. Their bombazine reproof still falls upon the twilight,
368
and checks the softer uproars of the departing day … [L656] (670).

This “son Elizabeth” continues to elicit the same reaction from Dickinson, which is
reflected in the descriptive detail, the personified tree behaviour, and the prose style.
Letter 286 marches along in short phrases and monosyllabic vocabulary illustrating the
visitor's regimental effects. In Letter 656, juxtaposing bomb and bombazine discloses
that even Elizabeth's clothing rattled the writer's nerves. However, with her departure,
the prose flows in a graceful descriptive flourish, eased by gentle alliteration which
brings the passage to a conclusion on a soft cadence. Dickinson's careful handling of
366
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language enables the prose to illustrate its content so that the linguistic elements of
expression reflect the message they contain. This is what Alexander Pope meant in
describing artistic language usage where the “sound must seem an echo of the sense.”369
In fusing her style with her subject, Dickinson's poetic prose-style asserts her identity as
an artful writer.
Similarly, Dickinson's lively imagery and her often dazzling linguistic expression
are interspersed with philosophical rumination in many letters. Good examples occur
below. The letter to Mrs Holland, from early March 1866, contains inverted images,
including Dickinson's self-characterisation as an “Uncle”: a liar identifying herself with
a lie.
February passed like a Skate … .
We do not always know the source of the smile that flows to us. Ned tells that the
Clock purrs and the Kitten ticks. He inherits his Uncle Emily's ardor for the lie … .
[T]he Jays bark like Blue Terriers. [L315] (449).

The note below, dated from c. early 1884, demonstrates Dickinson's enjoyment in
creating an extended analogy, here using vocabulary associated with cruising the ocean
to individualise her gratitude. “Steamers”, “passengers”, “deck”, ”promenade”;
references to Diogenes, repeating the word sweet, and including a pun, are all linguistic
techniques that reveal the writer's virtuosity, general knowledge, imaginative
playfulness, and gratitude to the gift-givers. By expressing her appreciation through the
use of flamboyantly literary techniques, Dickinson is projecting herself in the role of
writer. She makes no distinction between the personal letter genre and the technical
rigour that was conventionally associated with serious poetry.
Loved Mrs. Carmichael and Mrs. Skeel,
I heard long since at school that Diogenes went to sea in a tub. Though I did not
believe it, it is credible now.
Against the peril of ocean steamers I am sweetly provided, and am sure you had my
safety in mind, in your lovely gifts.
I have taken the passengers from the hold — passengers of honey — and the deck of
silk is just promenaded by a bold fly, greedy for its sweets. The little tub with the
surcingle I shall keep till the birds, filling it then with nectars, in Mrs. Skeel's sweet honor
… [L879] (809). [Johnson's notes indicate that this letter “acknowledges Christmas
remembrances.”]

369
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To Mrs. Holland, early 1884, Dickinson considers more serious philosophical issues,
after first carefully setting the writing scene, and positioning reader and writer in a
specific environment.
The Organ is moaning — the Bells are bowing, I ask Vinnie what time it is, and she says
it is Sunday, so I tell my Pencil to make no noise, and we well go to the House of a
Friend “Weeks off,” as Dombey said —
… I think Vinnie has grown since the interview, certainly intellectually, which is the
only bone whose Expanse we woo — … .
… your infinite inference that the “Soul's poor Cottage” may lose it's Tenant so, was
vaster than you thought, and still overtakes me —
How few suggestions germinate!
I shall make Wine Jelly Tonight and send you a Tumbler in the Letter, if the Letter
consents, a Fabric sometimes obdurate — … [L888] (814).

Dickinson possibly invented the details she includes, yet they are perfectly believable,
especially since the Homestead faced the church from across the street. Vinnie's
notoriously wry humour may well have provided the quip. Personification silences
Dickinson's Pencil as she mentally visits her friend's house while garnishing this
opening with a literary allusion. Vinnie's intellectual growth supplies an opportunity for
Dickinson's outrageous metaphor celebrating it. Inspired by Mrs Holland's quoted
remark, Dickinson employs botanical images as she muses about the rare pleasures of
speculative thought. Finally, she requests consensual authority from the letter regarding
an unlikely enclosure. Presumably, the Letter's will, rather than limitations imposed by
its physical properties prevent the writer from sending a gift. These ideas are conveyed
with self-conscious literary flair, compressed into diction that closely resembles
Dickinson's poetic voice. The phrases sway metrically with dashes and punctuation
breaking their forward momentum. Through its sound aesthetics the prose encourages
slower, deliberate reading both to enjoy the rich aural effects, and the interpretive effort
required when each word carries so much denotative and connotative significance. The
sibilant s and c in “I ask Vinnie what time it is, and she says it is Sunday, so I tell my
Pencil to make no noise, and we will go to the House … ‘Weeks off,”’ as Dombey said”
enhances the connective structure shaping each phrase. Tim Morris described Dickinson
as having “the finest ear in American poetry,”370 and her prose makes this equally
370
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apparent. By including verse in her letters, Dickinson proclaims herself a poet. It is an
inevitable self-definition.371
III. SELF AS POET

As Dickinson's epistolary prose and verse assumed common structural characteristics,
her letters became more abbreviated, and the aphoristic expression more common. In the
examples that follow, it is noteworthy that there are no first person remarks here, for the
crystalised ideas are intended to be valued for themselves. Dickinson sometimes
includes herself with the second-person plural pronoun, but just as often the speaker is
concealed in directives without an identifying pronoun. She has disappeared behind the
shower of word-play, leaving only the trace of her voice in their textual expressions.
To Dr and Mrs. Holland Sept 1859
… We will help each other bear our unique burdens … [L207] (354).
To Catherine Scott Turner (Anthon) late 1859(?)
… Insanity to the sane seems so unnecessary — [L209] (356).
To Mrs. J. G. Holland early January 1871
… Each expiring Secret leaves an Heir, distracting still. [L359] (485).
To Sue about 1871
Trust is better than Contract, for one is still, but the other moves. [L365] (490).
To Mrs Holland late August 1872
To have lost an Enemy is an Event with all of us — almost more memorable perhaps
than to find a friend … [L377] (497).
To Perez Cowan about February 1873
… To multiply the Harbours does not reduce the Sea. [L386] (503).
To Mrs Edward Tuckerman August 1878
To see is perhaps never quite the sorcery that it is to surmise, though the obligation
to enchantment is always binding — [L565] (619).

Charles Anderson speculates that Dickinson came to speak as she wrote, in
aphorisms, and he cites her niece's description of Dickinson's conversation style:
She loved to fence in words with an able adversary. Circumlocution she despised. Her
conclusions hit the mark and suggested an arrow in directness, cutting the hesitancies of
372
the less rapid thinker … . She loved a metaphor, a paradox, a riddle.
371
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Writing letters to her friends using compressed diction in her text would have been a
natural impulse, especially if the defined style for letter writers from as early as the
eighteenth century suggested that it be based on spoken language. Jane Austen
expressed this in a letter to her sister, dated 3 January, 1801:
I have now attained the true art of letter-writing, which we are always told, is to express
on paper exactly what one would say to the same person by word of mouth; I have been
373
talking to you almost as fast as I could the whole of this letter.

It is probable that Dickinson's letter style equally encouraged her to speak as she wrote.
Several of the aphoristic comments cited above concern the epistemological limits of
knowledge, but all display her epigrammatic concision. Such writing produces powerful
effects. First, each comment is memorable. The expressive economy and rhythmic
phrasing using alliteration or assonance to link words assist in making ideas easy to say
and easy to believe. Second, Dickinson's thoughts reveal the end result of great personal
investment, both in analysing experience and in reporting the results. There is a wealth
of knowledge contained in these convenient and stunning summaries. Suzanne Juhasz
observes that metaphoric expression resists paraphrase.374 For the same reason,
Dickinson's tightly structured aphorisms condense meaning to its elemental linguistic
components. She seems to have said everything as “the last word.” Her late writing has
been called sententious.375 Yet, by recording her ideas in private texts, she is sharing in a
most intimate gesture her personal views, abstracted so that the idea rather than herself
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becomes the reader's focus. St. Armand's phrase, in reference to her poetry applies also
to her letter texts, for he describes Dickinson's enunciation of truth representing “the
wisdom of a survivor rather than the didactic pronouncements of one of the saved … a
wisdom based upon an intense, concentrated observation.”376 Time is short so words
must not be wasted. Dickinson makes each carry its weight as well as the weighty
matters she studied and invites her readers to share.
According to Rebecca Patterson, Dickinson saw her roles of poet and lover as
complementary because she equated love with oxygen and both were equally essential
for life.377 Writing represented a form of love because text united people by facilitating
idea exchange. Since she could express feelings without restraint in the texts of her
letters, her frequent assertions of affection and the often hyperbolic imagery she invents
to express heightened emotions contribute to her self-construction as a writer of loveletters. When her social withdrawal became more restrictive, such writing could be
safely despatched since physical consummation grew less probable. Even her persona of
a vulnerable child could be seen as a means of coercing affection.378 She uses the verb
sing in reference to her poetry and writing, describing herself as a poet in a letter to
Louise Norcross, 4 January 1859 (?). Dickinson fantasizes about the imaginary
interview and then from textile handiwork to textual production:
Since it snows this morning, dear Loo, too fast for interruption, put your brown curls in a
basket, and come and sit with me.
I am sewing for Vinnie, and Vinnie is flying through the flakes to buy herself a little
hood. It's quite a fairy morning, and I often lay down my needle, and “build a castle in the
air” which seriously impedes the sewing project. What if I pause a little longer, and write
a note to you! Who will be the wiser? I have known little of you, since the October
morning when our families went out driving, and you and I in the dining-room decided to
be distinguished. It's a great thing to be “great,” Loo, and you and I might tug for a life,
and never accomplish it, but no one can stop our looking on, and you know some cannot
sing, but the orchard is full of birds, and we all can listen. What if we learn, ourselves,
some day! Who indeed knows? … [L199] (345).
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The joy of reading reflects the joy of writing, “as though the reader were the writer's
ghost.”379 Letter 199 explicitly speculates that both writer and reader may become poets.
In late January 1863, Louise and Frances Norcross receive more direct evidence: “ …
Let Emily sing for you because she cannot pray … ” (Followed by the poem: ‘It is not
dying hurts us so,— / 'Tis living hurts us more;’) [L278] (421). Important in these two
letters is the idea that the poet may instill an appreciation of poetry through shared text.
The creative effort is most prized as another loving expression. Since poetry requires
deliberation both in its production and its interpretation, poetic language joins people's
thoughts even more intimately because mutual investments of interpretive energy must
occur. Learning to understand epistolary text also offers a means of understanding its
producers.
After her poetry's posthumous “coming out”, it is hardly perceptive for posterity to
recognise that Dickinson was throughout her life constructing a poetic identity in her
letters. Yet, she hints about her secret poetry project, and she forthrightly demonstrates
her poetic activity in her correspondence. Statistics reveal that of the ninety-three
correspondents who encountered writing from Dickinson, 184 verse poems were sent to
men and 401 verse poems were sent to women.380 Dickinson nonetheless took pains to
write as a poet in all of her letters. She was, in fact, consciously constructing a textual
persona of herself as an artistic linguist, even referring to her incomplete writings with
the evocative image: “The little sentences I began and never finished—the little wells I
dug and never filled—” [L748] (725).
Comparing her correspondence to letters written by other literary figures makes
evident her capacity to excel even the best stylists in creating original, highly literary
text while also constructing an attractive textual identity. For example, upon reading the
Letters of George Eliot, Alice James's disappointment in failing to find her construction
of Eliot's personality inspired this diatribe where she lamented that Eliot's letters convey
“ … the impression, morally and physically, of mildew, or some morbid growth —
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fungus of a pendulous shape, or as of something damp to the touch … .”381 Dickinson's
success and George Eliot's failure may be attributed to Dickinson's persistent posing.
Dickinson's letters and her poetry performed for readers without distinction between
genres nor the writer's role as textual producer. Her textual persona held her pen whether
she was writing private poetry, personal correspondence, or notes sent across the lawn
with roasting chickens, such as: “Enclosed please find the Birds which do not go South.”
[L997] (879). Dickinson's consistent self-construction as poet sustains the textual
persona projected in all of these genres so that readers of the poetry can recognise that
the same creative source produced the letters. The intimacy she created, constructed
through text on paper, and conveyed beyond her “Pearl Jail” [L487] (572) engages
readers through language that pays tribute to the value she placed on communication.
Her texts all are literary performances, and generous extensions of her identity
specifically constructed to reach others. Higginson quoted Dickinson as saying: “Truth
is such a rare thing it is delightful to tell it.” [L342a] (474). Poetry becomes for her the
ultimate expressive connection allowing her to touch those who inspire her to write.382
Plundering the vast mines from which many gems could be selected, perhaps these
two examples of her poetic self-construction will suffice to illustrate how and why
Dickinson created her poetic identity in letters. To Charles H. Clark, mid October 1882:
Dear friend.
These thoughts disquiet me, and the great friend is gone, who could solace them. Do
they disturb you?
The Spirit lasts — but in what mode —
Below, the Body speaks,
But as the Spirit furnishes —
Apart, it never talks —
The Music in the Violin
Does not emerge alone
But Arm in Arm with Touch, yet Touch
Alone — Is not a Tune —
The Spirit lurks within the Flesh
Like Tides within the Sea
381
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That make the Water live, estranged
What would the Either be?
Does that know — now — or does it cease —
That which to this is done,
Resuming at a mutual date
With every future one?
Instinct pursues the Adamant,
Exacting this Reply —
Adversity if it may be, or
Wild Prosperity,
The Rumor's Gate was shut so tight
Before my Mind was sown,
Not even a Prognostic's Push
Could make a Dent thereon —
With the trust you live,
E. Dickinson. [L872] (801–02). (See Appendix 6, Plates 4a–d)

Sent to her friend's brother who was neither an academic, nor a publisher, Dickinson
composed this poem/letter solely to communicate with Clark.383 Besides its unusual
length (although the final four lines appear elsewhere), Dickinson wrote it late in her
life. She was still actively producing verse, replete with striking images, pursuing
serious intellectual themes, employing vigorous linguistic condensations and subtle
sound effects using various rhyme forms to create musical dynamics. The poem is
introduced by a question in prose lineation so Dickinson appears to deliver a soliloquy
before signing off. She has invited her reader to consider a troubling problem with
which she struggled from her youth without resolution. The final quatrain even asserts
that knowledge can not extend so far. This kind of textual production demands that its
creator be taken seriously as a writer. Dickinson may be courting friendship with such a
text, but she is primarily identifying herself as a poet.
To Helen Hunt Jackson, Sept 1884:
Dear friend —
I infer from your Note you have “taken Captivity Captive,” and rejoice that that
martial Verse has been verified. He who is “slain and smiles, steals something from the”
Sword, but you have stolen the Sword itself, which is far better — I hope you may be
harmed no more — I shall watch your passage form Crutch to Cane with jealous
affection. From there to your Wings is but a stride — as was said of the convalescing
Bird,
And then he lifted up his Throat
383
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And squandered such a Note —
A Universe that overheard
Is stricken by it yet —
I, too, took my summer in a Chair, though from “Nervous prostration,” not fracture,
but take my Nerve by the Bridle now, and am again abroad — Thank you for the wish —
The Summer has been wide and deep, and a deeper Autumn is but the Gleam
concomitant of that waylaying Light —
Pursuing you in your transitions,
In other Motes —
Of other Myths
Your requisition be.
The Prism never held the Hues,
It only heard them play —
Loyally,
E. Dickinson — [L937] (840–41)

Jackson was also a writer and poet, so this letter exhibits challenging imagery to an
epistolary colleague who encouraged Dickinson's poetic work. Literary and Biblical
allusion, figurative language throughout the prose and verse, alliteration, extended
analogy and metaphor invigorate every line. The final image invokes distant friends
experiencing life in mythic imagination which nonetheless creates identity for the writer
who textually pursues her friend's adventures. Both writer and reader are represented by
consciousness creating existence for the absent other just as the prism makes possible
the rainbow. All the text Dickinson created purposefully presented her self as a writer
with unique skill, and the clear indication that she was literally and figuratively writing
for her life.384
§§§
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CONCLUSION
“It is a dangerous thing to have your life written when you are dead and helpless and
can do nothing to protest against the judgement … But if biography is thus
dangerous, there is a still more fatal art, more radical in its operation, and infinitely
more murderous, against which nothing can defend the predestined victim. This
terrible instrument of self-murder is called autobiography. ”
— Margaret Oliphant, reviewing Harriet Martineau's Autobiography 385

Emily Dickinson's artistic purpose seems to have been realised in creating herself as
Myth Dickinson, although her conduct followed a number of conventions. Other
reclusive and/or eccentric women had adopted similar behaviours: Emerson's aunt
wore out several shrouds before her actual death;386 Dickinson's cousins, the
Norcrosses, apparently shared her life-style in many ways;387 Hawthorne spent
eleven years isolated, and Thoreau was perhaps the most famous hermit in American
literature. However, literary production distinguished Thoreau, Hawthorne and
Dickinson so that their idiosyncratic lifestyles are seen as extensions of their artistic
work. Little is known about the Norcrosses except in relation to Dickinson, and
Emerson's aunt is hardly a significant figure. But Dickinson's literary stature
transcends minor lifestyle details. She may have resisted public exposure in her
lifetime, but the autobiographical record contained in her letters leaves a vivid
impression based on her self-constructions recorded there.
Dickinson's self-constructions, preserved in her letters, emphasise her role as a
letter-writer who designed linguistic friendship ties to community members beyond
her household. Her epistolary project encouraged textual companions to engage in
correspondence so that she could maintain the social interactions she needed for her
emotional and physical health. During her epistolary interactions, she assumes the
identities of letter-writer, friend, intimate confidante, storyteller, knowledge-seeker,
and poet. Her letters emphasise the activities and textual practices required to
establish her identity in these roles. Through text she constructs how readers are
385
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meant to understand her and her relationship with them. Consequently, her letters
make frequent references to the business associated with epistolary production and
the imaginative extensions possible when letter-writers project their presence into
that of their readers, or equate the missive letter with the significant other. Both
parties in the exchange share the letter-writing role, so Dickinson's comments
describing her perceptions apply at each end of the correspondence.
Self-reflexive comments reveal her self-construction as she defines her
perception of friendship ties and intimate interaction, promoting herself as a worthy
candidate for such attachments. She offers her encouragement, sympathy, emotional
support and sense of humour to amuse her epistolary friends in the continuous
demonstrations of her sensitivity to their personal circumstances. Her care and
concern are easily conveyed through letter text, and the power of lyrical expression
underscores her desire to construct herself in the role of a sympathetic companion.
Articulating her feelings or sharing her emotional experiences enables her to
enhance her identity as a person who has lived and understood many situations, even
though her physical movements were confined.
Readers are alerted to her authorial capacity to generate narrative, or her
textually constructed reliability in conveying eye-witness reports when she names
the processes that involve both reader and writer in creating and deciphering text.
Not only does she identify the narrative or news reporting techniques, but she
condenses her epistolary performances into compact, original vignettes, often
sandwiched between direct references to her reader so that the reader's importance in
the communication process is reinforced. This kind of positioning announces that
the writer is conscious of the reader, and recognises authorial need to gratify the
reader's textual tastes. In effect, Dickinson is not only constructing her identity as a
storyteller, but she is custom-designing stories with a specific audience in mind.
The writerly linguistic techniques she uses define her poetic identity whether she
expresses herself in prose or verse, or her innovative combination of the two. She is
reported to have improvised on the piano,388 and it is evident in her letters that she
improvised with language whenever she wrote. Figurative tropes, rhyme, rhythm,
elisions and other poetic techniques as well as her use of unusual punctuation, page
388
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lay-out and inter-textual references project her sophisticated manipulations of
language and consequent self-construction as a serious writer. Furthermore, she
seeks to find broad principles and applications for her experiences so that they will
have relevance for her readers. In confiding her thoughts and feelings, Dickinson
offers a compelling form of intimacy which may represent one of the greatest
attractions of her work.
There are several explanations for Dickinson's complex and contradictory textual
personae. The letter writer, using epistolary contact, has affirmed her rapport for and
interest in her readers. She is signaling her presence, albeit peripheral, to community
activities. Her eagerness to contribute to the emotional lives of her correspondents
explains the numerous condolence letters she despatched when misfortune troubled
her neighbours, relatives and friends. Dickinson's withdrawal from society and her
textual hesitation to self-disclose reflect her understanding of the narcissistic
motivations underlying interpersonal relations.389 As Dickinson's letters increasingly
demonstrate, the recipient's circumstances become the most prominent focus, while
Dickinson disappears into her epistolary textual performance. Since the surviving
correspondences attest to relationships that often lasted over many years,
Dickinson's self-construction using minimal self-disclosure still sustained contacts
largely comprised of material high in content specifically chosen to produce an
intimacy-effect. This was achieved through her subject choices concentrating on
issues considered suitable for sharing between close friends and in private exchange.
Her need to self-disclose was not as important as the creation of a textual
relationship where trust and support predominated.
It seems that recipients enjoyed being placed in the textual spotlight. Dickinson
instigated correspondence with James D. Clark, and later his brother, because they
had known her “… dearest earthly friend … ” [L807] (764), Charles Wadsworth.
The brothers corresponded until their deaths, illustrating that Dickinson's letters
were welcome even to strangers.390 In describing Wadsworth, she commented: “He
never spoke of himself, and encroachment I know would have slain him.” [L776]
(744–45). Her deep regard for him has prompted some biographers to name
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Wadsworth the most likely candidate to be recipient of the “Master” letters.391 If
Dickinson recognised that Wadsworth was “ — so fathomless — ” [L766] (737),
their intimacy seems to have required self-disclosure from neither party. Rather,
interpersonal interactions that create a desirable intimacy effect depend upon the
perception of trust, emotional sympathy, and kindness. Linguistic techniques
employed by Dickinson to produce an intimate textual experience for her readers
likewise displaced reader need for her to disclose, encouraging her to substitute
artistic innuendo, suggestion, and riddle for reciprocal revelation.
Discrepancies between the “real” Emily Dickinson and her constructed identity
result from the artifice necessarily required in any textual creation. This is especially
important in relation to autobiographical writing where the real circumstances from
which the writer may have drawn material can be represented but not recovered.392
Several interesting “factual” episodes, recorded below, are preserved to titillate
Dickinson investigators with possibly accurate pictures of the woman who held the
pen. They help to illustrate the difficulties encountered when criticism is applied to
art in an attempt to substantiate a reading of life.
One day Emily was holding a very high and intellectual conversation with — —
where they were quite above the mundane plane. Mrs. Dickinson had fussed in and
out many times to see if they needed anything, and at last she bustled in, just at some
fine climax of the talk, and asked if — — 's feet were not cold, wouldn't she like to
come in the kitchen and warm them? Emily gave up in despair at that. “Wouldn't you
like to have the Declaration of Independence read, or the Lord's prayer repeated,”
393
and she went on with a long list of unspeakably funny things to have done.”
***

MacGregor Jenkins recalls in Emily Dickinson Friend and Neighbor:
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At one time her father felt that she needed guidance in spiritual matters. To my
father fell the doubtful privilege of providing this guidance … What that interview
was no one ever knew, but it is not difficult to see the picture. In the semi-darkness
of a New England “parlor” sat two people. One, a devout and earnest Christian
gentleman in the early forties, in whose dark eyes lurked flashes of amusement at his
own discomfiture … Opposite him, on a prim haircloth sofa, sat a woman only a few
years younger, dressed in white, with nervous, sensitive hands, and disconcerting
eyes. She was politely listening. She spoke but little, then briefly, incisively and to
the point. There must have lurked in her expressive face a faint suggestion of
amusement at the utter incongruity of the situation, but she was far too urbane a
person to have betrayed it … All that is really known is that my father reported to the
394
perplexed parent that Miss Emily was “sound,” and let it go at that.
***
Vinnie recounted … in a letter to Austin — but with enough whimsey to make one
wonder how serious she was, and with no hint of how the situation was resolved:
Oh! dear! Father is killing the horse. I wish you'd come quick if you want to
see him alive. He is whipping him because he didn't look quite “umble”
enough this morning. Oh! Austin, it makes me so angry to see that ‘noble
creature’ so abused. Emilie is screaming to the top of her voice. She's so
395
vexed about it.
***

Higginson's post-mortem following his meeting with the poet recorded
Dickinson's remarks and his final comment in summarising his reaction to her:
How do most people live without any thoughts. There are many people in the world
(you must have noticed them in the street) How do they live. How do they get
strength to put on their clothes in the morning . …”
“Truth is such a rare thing it is delightful to tell it.”
“I find ecstasy in living — the mere sense of living is joy enough …” [L342a]
(474).
She often thought me tired & seemed very thoughtful of others. [L342b] (476)
***

What emerges, in comparing the eye-witness accounts to Dickinson's
autobiographical epistolary self-construction is that no absolute correlation between
representations can be established because even the witnesses' testimonies are
constructions. Millicent Todd Bingham's scene was based on her mother's notes.
Mabel Todd never met Emily Dickinson, and was embroiled in personal animosities
with the family and community that strongly influenced her interpretations and
presentations of material. She probably was most responsible for the Myth that
394
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Dickinson's own conduct helped to support. Mabel Todd may have done Dickinson's
character a disservice, although the Myth generated interest in Dickinson's poetry
and probably helped its journey to publication. Still, serious reservations remain
about both Todd's and Bingham's reliability.
MacGregor Jenkins was a neighbour, and only a child when Dickinson lived
nearby, but his credibility has also raised serious questions since his book about
Dickinson is largely conjectural and based on the sketchiest personal contacts,
which are unverifiable. The scene recorded above, as he presents it, is a possible
scenario. However, like a private confession, the interview between his father and
Dickinson remained undisclosed. Jenkins portrays the two characters as amused and
polite. This is a probable situation, but not provable.
Richard Sewall's analytical comments surrounding the passage from Vinnie's
letter to Austin indicate the difficulties of extracting fact from fantasy and primary
source document accuracy from the exigencies accompanying their production.
Vinnie was a known raconteur and entertainer in her own right. The Dickinsons all
seemed to enjoy exaggeration for effect, so her vignette may well have been
contrived for Austin's benefit. Sewall cited it to illustrate the likelihood that
Dickinson could lose her self-control. Still, Vinnie was creating the atmosphere
necessary to impress Austin with the situation she had chosen to describe. If
Dickinson was moved to emotional outburst by such a scene, it is not
uncharacteristic, for she described herself as “Vesuvius at Home” [P1705] and her
passion seems unlikely to have been manufactured. Still, Vinnie's taste for drama,
and the text's epistolary origin leave some doubt about the story's accuracy.
Higginson's recorded meeting with Dickinson provides what critics regard as
authoritative documentation. Yet, his often overlooked comment about Dickinson's
concern for others' well-being seems to have escaped even his notice since he
complains “I never was with any one who drained my nerve power so much. … I am
glad not to live near her.”396 St Armand compares Higginson's interest in Dickinson
to that of a curious collector examining oddities.397 Although Dickinson initiated
correspondence with Higginson, he postponed meeting the poet for eight years. In a
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letter of August 26, 1868 to Edward Tuckerman before the encounter, he expresses
in these words his intention to visit Amherst:
I have always dreamed of coming to Amherst, to see you & my unseen
398
correspondent Emily Dickinson — besides the aerolites & bird tracks.

After the meeting, in a postscript from a letter dated August 21 1870, he writes to
his sisters:
At Amherst I had a nice aftn & eve'g with my singular poetic correspondent & the
399
remarkable cabinets of the college.

Meteorites, fossil footprints and female poets may well deserve the status of exotica
and oddities just as they share the verb in a single sentence. While Higginson may
be forgiven for truncating his report since letters invite such textual economies, he
continues in a similar vein to his sisters on December 9 1873:
… I saw my eccentric poetess Miss Emily Dickinson … I'm afraid Mary's (his wife)
other remark “Oh why do the insane so cling to you?” still holds. I will read you
400
some of her poems when you come …

Later, in publishing The Eccentricities of Reformers, Higginson enlarges on his
wife's remark:
This tendency of every reform to surround itself with a fringe of the unreasonable
401
and half-cracked is really to its credit, and furnishes one of its best disciplines.

Finally, compounding the unkindness, he writes to his sister on December 27, 1877:
… The Woolseys … wrote some funny things for different guests — one imaginary
letter to me from my partially cracked poetess at Amherst, who writes to me & signs
“Your scholar.” (N.B. She writes to Mary now & sent her Emerson's “Representative
402
Men” as “a little granite book, for you to lean on!”) …
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These shabby attitudes expose his stature as a friend in a damaging light, although
they serve to illustrate the insular character of epistolary relationships, which may
be conducted with a certain amount of security. There is little likelihood that
comments passed to a correspondent in one community would reach a
correspondent in another. Higginson supported his wife's derisive response to the
letters Dickinson sent which expressed only kindness, generosity and regard.403
However the last episode makes clear that Higginson derived some enjoyment from
describing his association with Dickinson and reading her texts among his friends
often enough for her style to be parodied. Moreover, correspondence that escapes
destruction remains available to a vast readership, allowing the fossilised
friendship, preserved textually, to become available for wide study. Contemporary
readers and critics can scrutinise the Dickinson/Higginson association far beyond
anything either would have been likely to imagine, and possibly beyond anything
they would condone. Readers have the advantage of encountering not only
Dickinson's textual self-construction, but also Higginson's textual self-construction
reporting on Dickinson the woman he met, and the writer he read. Direct contact
with her seems to have left him baffled, and his reports only serve to compound
misunderstanding since they also influence readers.
The point to be gleaned from these examples is that autobiographic text creates a
linguistic representation ostensibly revealing the writing persona's constructed
experience. Readers re-construct as they are equipped, and contextualise through the
lenses operating within their own personalities so that Dickinson ceases to be more
than a potential mirror onto which each reader projects a reflection. Robert McClure
Smith's The Seductions of Emily Dickinson discusses in detail how major critics
have interpreted Dickinson and her writing to expound their own ideas, desires and
personal tastes.404 Dickinson's letters are particularly susceptible to narcissistic
appropriation since her focus on emotional, philosophical and linguistic subjects
lends itself to universalised readings. Objectivity recedes even as it is attained
because the language with which it is expressed reveals traces of the writer's
inescapable subjectivity. As Dickinson put it, “Biography first convinces us of the
fleeing of the Biographied — ” [L972] (864).
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Discovering “truth” is no less problematic when the material “facts” seem more
obvious. For example, Dickinson's only known photographic portrait is represented
by the (c. 1847–48) daguerreotype. While preparing Dickinson's letters for
publication, Mabel Todd tried to find a satisfactory image consistent with family
members' memories of the writer. No one, including Emily Dickinson, thought the
portrait a good likeness. Polly Longsworth's pictorial history supplies five
alternative pictures considered for publication, yet all are based upon the supposedly
unrepresentative original to such a degree that the problem persists.405 Sitting for a
daguerreotype in 1847 took about thirty seconds. The subject was required to remain
still and attached to a head brace. Dickinson's characteristically lively, energetic
movement captured by her self-identification with a wren,406 an agile, vivacious
bird, suggests chief elements missing from the objectionable portrait. It is curious
that so many people found the photograph's accuracy wanting, when a more
clinically realistic image is hard to imagine. Dickinson concedes the point when she
writes: “But are not all Facts Dreams as soon as we put them behind us?” [Prose
Fragment 22] (915).
Is there an autobiographical reality that finally contains Emily Dickinson? It
seems that the answer is a qualified “yes,” reflecting the besetting problem with
autobiography in any form. Attempting to write truth about oneself is doomed to
failure because the subject is imprisoned by its own subjectivity. Leigh Gilmore
admits in her confessions about playing with the false binaries basic to the Truth-orDare Game: “In the absence of witnesses who could corroborate my answer, ‘truth’
was always the best place to lie.”407 For the reclusive Dickinson who very carefully
controlled her conditional visibility, it is extremely naive to think that she would
accidentally self-disclose anything she wanted to conceal. Still, her letters promise
more substantial revelation than one might expect to find in a diary or journal
because they record material selected from her life specifically for epistolary
communication. There is good reason to believe that her textual self-construction
conformed substantially to an identity she valued since writing demonstrated her
most accomplished performance.
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Besides, some correspondents had direct contact with her. Letters provided
additional interactions, which extended the relationship they already enjoyed.
Dickinson, the letter writer, displayed another role known to be Dickinson, the
friend. Since each correspondent received letters constructed to appeal to their
individual tastes, the letters suggest a conscious deliberation in selecting form and
subject matter. Dickinson's letters are not an autobiography addressed to humankind,
but a kaleidoscopic series of self-conscious moments in a life that Dickinson
described as “too simple and stern to embarrass any” [L330] (460). Naturally, her
artistic sense, her narrative skill and her discriminating care with words strongly
influenced the text she produced. There was nothing haphazard or even spontaneous
and yet, the letters breathe with an immediacy that conveys intimate presence in a
compassionate voice. Paradoxically, Dickinson's attitude toward humankind was not
an all-embracing affection. She deliberately avoided public contact, and referred
clinically to others as “persons” [L296] (435), [L308] (443). Several pointed
comments suggest her tendency toward snobbery: “… I dont think folks are much.”
[L126] (253). She observes: “… My love for those I love — not many — not very
many …” [L172] (305). Much later, she states: “My friends are a very few. I can
count them on my fingers — and besides, have fingers to spare.” [L223] (366).
Finally, she summarises her preference for a selected society: “How extraordinary
that Life's large Population contain so few of power to us — … ” [L275] (418). In
late 1872, she writes to Louise Norcross about burning a letter requesting her “to aid
the world” and speculated that the discontinued correspondence was a result of
either her offending the woman, or that “… perhaps [she] is extricating humanity
from some hopeless ditch … ” [L380] (500). At about the same time she closes a
letter to Higginson with: “Menagerie to me / My Neighbor be.” [L381] (501). Tim
Morris insightfully observes that many present readers “would never have registered
socially on [her] consciousness … .” He argues convincingly that “for class reasons
quite apart from any agoraphobia or manic-depressiveness” she would not have
given the time of day to the majority of serious Dickinson scholars and
enthusiasts.408
Yet, despite her expressed and actual reluctance to mix with society, the
engaging strategies Dickinson developed to create enduring contacts with her
contemporary readership include many textual devices that remain effective in
producing compliant reader response. Her choice of the epistolary genre is itself an
408
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attractive vehicle for ensuring the continued popularity of her work. Virginia Woolf
speculated, “It may be that the art of pleasing has some connection with the art of
writing.”409 Possibly for this very reason, Dickinson's letter text is still able to speak
beyond her time and place, enabling her to observe: “‘It is finished’ can never be
said of us.” [L555] (613).
Autobiographical self-construction has the capacity to bend truth beyond
recognition, and yet, Alice Miller suggests that even textual liberties may never be
entirely free of sub-conscious influences because imagination benefits when it acts
upon material derived from lived experience. For example, Miller writes:
Henry Moore describes in his memoirs how, as a small boy, he massaged his
mother's back with an oil to soothe her rheumatism. Reading this suddenly threw
light for me on Moore's sculptures: the great, reclining women with the tiny heads —
I now could see in them the mother through the small boy's eyes, with the head high
above, in diminishing perspective, and the back close before him and enormously
enlarged. This may be irrelevant for many art critics, but for me it demonstrates how
strongly a child's experiences may endure in his unconscious and what possibilities
410
of expression they may awaken in the adult who is free to give them rein.

Keeping this in mind, it is likely that Dickinson's epistolary autobiography does
construct an artful yet accurate portrait of the woman who produced it.
Dickinson's letters offer tantalising autobiographical insights into the writer's
personality, ethics and interests. A graphologist's thorough analysis of her
penmanship will very likely confirm speculations about her personality, and offer
new insights to understanding how she produced her texts. Martha Nell Smith
details Dickinson's use of cartoon and “clip art” to enhance her letters with other
forms of graphics and print material.411 Her aesthetics become more evident when
these other sources are studied, and Marta Werner's Emily Dickinson's Open Folios:
scenes of Reading, Surfaces of Writing (1995) begins the task by describing and
reproducing photographic facsimiles of holographs, presenting them in a manner
409
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that resembles print reproductions of artwork. Access to Dickinson's handwritten
holographs through the electronic archives now in preparation by Martha Nell Smith
and others will certainly open new areas of study, especially since Dickinson's work
remained almost entirely handwritten, and seems to have been created in a deliberate
attempt to avoid any observation of print conventions. Other self-constructions only
touched upon in this work invite close study. For example, Dickinson took great
pains to present herself as a rebel, and also a wit and comedian. She conveys much
about the life style and community she knew as a Victorian woman, making her
letters a useful resource as primary documentation for nineteenth century studies.
But what is finally created by the collected correspondence is a testimony to the
retired life that permitted her to evolve a unique textual legacy. Read in sequence
from her first reports in 1842 until her last deathbed note, her letters chronicle her
autobiography captured in a revealing dialogue with specific readers. Each role she
plays illustrates her selective self-construction to promote that relationship through
letter exchange. As her life, recorded in this jigsaw puzzle, is relived with each
reading, the identity generating these textual selves becomes more tangible.
Although they were never meant to be reassembled, the letters convincingly
reconstruct her very social relational personality. She interacted with few people
face-to-face, yet her textually constructed selves visited many. The concluding entry
in Jay Leyda's primary source collection tellingly summarises Dickinson's life:
An unidentified clipping of (1886?) in a scrapbook kept by a member of the Currier
family in Worcester: Miss Emily Dickinson, was an eccentric literary woman of
Amherst, who herself lived a retired life, but was a potent influence in the lives of a
412
few friends.

Her friends include all those readers who encounter her texts with pleasure, and her
influential self-constructions continue to expand their numbers. Contact with Emily
Dickinson's self-constructions allows readers to experience relational selves
dependent upon her textual personae. When Dickinson wrote, “Each that we lose
takes a part of us;” [L891] (817) she was paradoxically stating the corollary, for
Dickinson's letters allow readers to believe that they gain in various degrees parts of
her that allow them to realise alternatives within themselves.
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Dickinson's letters, finally, reveal her persistent search for herself. In 1870 she
wrote, “We meet no Stranger but Ourself,” [L348] (478) and five years later
concluded a letter to Mrs Holland, “I seek, and am Emily.” [L432] (537). Readers
join her in her search. Emily Dickinson's letters lead readers to a deeper
understanding of themselves and the communication process, while she remains
what she enigmatically signed herself on two occasions: “I am whom you infer — ”
[L481] (569), [L699] (696).
§§§
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APPENDIX 2: TABLE 1

Time Line of Nineteenth-Century Postal Service Developments
1830 to 1886*
1832:
1837:
1839:
1840:
1840:
1844:
1851:
1851:
1853:
1855:
1855:
1857:
1860:
1860:

1861:
1861:
1862:
1863:
1865:
1873:
1884:

First mail in US carried by rail.
Peninsular and Oriental line (P&O) established to carry mail overseas.
Royal Mail Steam Packet Company begins operation; contracted for the
American route.
Single sheet letter transported up to 30 miles for six cents; 400 miles or more
for twenty-five cents.
First Cunard ship leaves Liverpool reaching New York fourteen-and-one-half
days later. Mail sorted during crossing.
Postage rate: fee reduced to five cents for up to 300 miles; ten cents for
longer journeys. Weight and not the number of sheets used to compute the
charge.
Postage rate: three cents for all distances within the national boundaries.
At London Exhibition, two manufacturers display gummed envelopes.
Letters delivered in New Salem, Illinois by Abe Lincoln.
Postage rate: two cents for letters weighing one ounce.
Unlocked “tin” boxes hung in stores, hotels and office buildings.
First stamp-canceling machine in England.
Private mail boxes invented in US.
The Pony Express launched to cover the 1,966-mile route between St.
Joseph, Missouri and Sacramento, Cal. Covered in less than ten days. 190
relay stations, 400 station keepers and 80-100 riders; 400 horses. Cost $5 for
half-ounce plus US postage.
Telegraph line closes the gap between Omaha and California. Wells Fargo
offers private postal services.
August 9 Express reports Amherst has now two mails per day, “and for it
she is indebted to Hon. Edward Dickinson ….”
Gummed envelopes in common use throughout most of the Westernized
world.
City delivery introduced.
Albany has first street “lamp” boxes.
US government finally establishes its right to fix mail transport charges.
First metering machine patented in England.
§§§
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APPENDIX 3: TABLE 2

Emily Dickinson's Usage of Pen or Pencil in Letters
(based on Johnson Edition Letters notes regarding original holographs)
By Letter Number
Key: Bold = Ink (& p = both pen and pencil used); normal style = pencil; m = original
missing; d = original destroyed; t= transcript of original;? = Johnson does not indicate;
* = see notes in Letters.
1
12m
23m
34m
45
56
67
78
89
100
111
122
133m
144
155
166
177
188
199d
209m
220
231
242
253
264d
275
286d
297
308
318m
329d
340d
351
362d
373
384
395
406m
417m
428
439
450
461m
472
483
494m
505
516

2
13
24
35
46
57
68
79
90
101
112
123
134
145
156
167
178
189
200
210m
221
232
243
254d
265
276
287
298d
309
319
330
341
352
363m
374d
385d
396&p
407
418
429
440
451
462
473m
484
495
506
517

3
14m
25
36
47
58
69m
80
91m
102
113
124
135
146m
157
168
179m
190
201
211m
222m
233
244
255d
266
277
288
299
310
320
331d
342
353
364
375d
386
397
408m
419
430
441
452
463m
474m
485
496m
507
518

4
15m
26
37
48
59
70
81
92
103
114
125
136
147
158
169
180
191
202m
212
223
234d
245d
256
267d
278d
289
300
311m
321m
332
343d
354
365
376d
387d
398
409d
420
431
442d
453
464
475
486
497m
508
519

5m
16
27
38
49
60
71
82
93
104
115
126
137
148
159
170
181m
192
203m
213
224
235
246
257
268
279d
290
301d
312
322d
333
344d
355
366
377
388d
399
410m
421
432
443
454m
465
476
487
498
509
520

6m
17
28
39m
50
61
72
83
94
105
116
127
138
149m
160
171
182m
193
204
214
225d
236
247
258
269
280
291
302d
313m
323
334
345
356
367d
378
389d
400d
411
422
433m
444
455
466
477
488
499
510
521

7
18
29
40
51
62
73
84
95
106
117
128
138
150
161m
172
183
194
205&p
215d
226
237
248
259
270
281d
292
303
314
324
335
346
357d
368
379d
390d
401d
412
423
434m
445
456
467
478m
489
500
511
522

8m
19
30
41
52
63
74
85
96
107
118
129
140
151
162
173
184
195m
206d
216m
227m
238*
249
260
271
282
293
304d
315
325
336
347
358
369
380d
391
402
413
424m
435m
446
457
468
479d
490
501m
512
523

9
20
31
42
53
64
75
86
97
108
119
130
141
152
163
174m
185m
196
207m
217m
228d
239
250
261
272
283
294
305
316
326
337d
348
359
670
381
392
403
414d
425m
436d
447
458?
469
480
491
502
513
524m

10
21
32
43
54
65
76
87
98
109
120
131
142
153
164
175m
186
197
208t
218
229
240
251
262
273d
284m
295
306
317t
327
338
349
360d
371
382d
393
404m
415
426m
437m
448
459
470
481
492
503
514
525

11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
110
121
132
143
154
165
176
187
198
219
230d
241
252
263d
274
285d
296
307d
328
339d
350
361
372d
383
394d
405
416
427
438
449
460
471d
482
493
504
515
526
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527
537m
548
559
570
582
593
604
614m
625
635m
646
657m
668
679
690d
700m
712
723
734d
745
756
767
778m
789
800
810m
821
832
843
854
865
875m
885m
896
907d
918
930
941
952m
963
974
985
996m
1007
1018m
1029
1040

528
538m
549
560
571
583
594m
605
615m
626
636
647
658m
669d
680
691d
701m
713m
724m
735
746
757m
768
779
790
801
811m
822
833
844
855
866
876
886
897
908
919
931
942
953
964
975
986
997
1008
1019
1030
1041

529
539m
550
561
572m
584
595m
606
616
627
637
648m
659m
670d
681m
692
702m
714
725
736
747
758
769
780
791
802
812m
823
834
845
856
867
877m
887
898m
909
920
93m2
943
954
965
976
987
998
1009
1020
1031
1042

530
540m
551m
562
573m
585
596m
607m
617m
628
638
649m
660
671
682
693d
703m
715
726m
737d
748
759
770
781
792
803
813
824m
835
846m
857
868
878
888
899
910
921
933m
944
955
966
977
988
999
1010
1021
1032
1043

531
541
552m
563
574
586
597m
608
618m
629m
639m
650
661
672
683
694m
704m
716m
727d
738
749
760m
771m
782
793
804
814
825
836
847m
858
869
879m
889m
900
911
922m
934
945
956
967
978
989
1000
1011
1022
1033
1044

532
542
553
564
575
587
598m
609m
619
630
640m
651
662
673
684
695
705m
171
728
789
750
761
772m
783m
794
805
815
826
837
848m
859
870
880
890
901
912
923
934
946
957
968
979
990*
1001
1012
1023
1034d
1045

§§§

533
543
554
565
576m
588
599
610d
620m
631m
641
652
663
674
685
696d
706
718
729m
740m
751
762
773
784
795
806
816
827m
838
849
860m
871
881
891d
902
913
924
936
947
958m
969m
980m
991m
1002
1013
1024
1035m
1046d

534
544
555
566
578m
589
600
611
621
632m
642
653
664
675
686
697
708
719
730m
741
752
763
774
785d
796
807
817
828
839
850
861
872
882
892
903
914
925
937
948m
959
970
981
992
1003
1014
1025
1036m
1047

535?
545m
556
567m
579
590
601
612m
622
633m
643m
654
665m
676
687
698m
709
720
731m
742m
753
764
775
786
797m
808
818
829
840
851
862
873
883
893
904
915
926
938
949
560
971
982
993
1004
1015
1026
1037
1048

536m
546
557
568
580
591m
602
613m
623m
634m
644m
655
666d
677
688
699m
710d
721
732m
743
754
765 *
776
787m
798
809
819
830m
841
852
863m
874
884
894
905
916
927
939
959
961
972
983
994
1005
1016
1027
1038m
1049

547
558
569
581
592
603
624
645
656d
667
678
689
711
722
733
744
755
766
777
788
799
820
831
842
853
864
895
906
917
928
940
951
962d
973
984
995
1006
1017
1028
1039
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APPENDIX 4: TABLE 3

Emily Dickinson's Signatures
The following table indicates the frequency and variety of Emily Dickinson's
signatures as recorded in the Johnson edition of her Letters..413 “No Signature” may be
a result of 1) incomplete holograph 2) original document lost and signature not
included in transcription 3) letter-poems often unsigned 4) notes sent to Sue often
unsigned.
Of the recorded signatures:
FREQUENCY

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

TIMES SIGNATURE USED

SIGNATURE

455
222
116
107
32
14
12
11
9
7
6
4
3
2

Emily
no signature
E. Dickinson
Emilie
Your Scholar
Emily E. Dickinson
E
Sister
Aunt Emily
Emily E D
Dickinson
ED
Cousin Emily
Emily E., Emilie E. Dickinson, EED,
ED, Cousin, Coz Emily, Your Pupil

The following signatures occur only once in the surviving correspondence:
Somewhat Cousin Emily, Her's, EE Dickinson, Little Gilbert's Aunt, Daughter, Cole,
Poor Plover, “Marchioness”, Your Gnome, “Barabbas”, His Niece, Brother Emily,
Lovingly, Modoc, Vinnie's Sister, Mother's Brother. Her Sister, Paul, Neighbor,
Samuel Nash, Your Dickinson, Selah, America, Butterfly, Trifling Niece, Your
Stranger, Your “Rascal”, Your Boundless Aunt, “Brooks of Sheffield”, Faithfully,
Dick Jim, Phaeton, Eliza's Playmate, Khedive, Her grieved Mistress, “Rebecca”,
Judah.
§§§

413

Thomas H Johnson, Ed., & Theodora Ward Associate Ed. The Letters of Emily Dickinson, Three
Vol. (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard UP, 1958)
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APPENDIX 5

Handwriting Analysis Applied to Emily Dickinson's Letters
There are several revealing elements of Dickinson's penmanship. Martha Nell
Smith has suggested the calligraphic nature of Dickinson's handwriting indicates a
deliberate attempt to illustrate her ideas by shaping individual letters.414 This use of
script also demonstrates the writer's attitude toward herself as a producer of
graphics and text. Her script may be defined as “‘legible-cryptic.’ The writer is
independent in thinking, and some of his or her ideas are unusual and inventive. It
is not easy to understand this person, because there is an aloofness in manner
(which may be covering up an innate shyness) … Individuality in taste is also seen
in this style of handwriting.”415
Fluency and continuity of movement produce streamlined connections,
building configurations where every dot seems to be placed according to a creative
plan. Such patterning makes a thematic unit of the written page.416 Graphologists
describe arrangement (how the writing is adapted to the writing space) as a
reflection of the writer's aesthetic sense, regard for economy and integrative
capacity. The pattern produced by the lines of script is set off against a frame of
blank space formed by the margins. Graphologists identify two consistent features
in all handwriting. Interlinear spaces separate the writing lines from one another.
Word interspaces (normally the width of one character of the script) separate the
words from one another. A writer's use of space may clarify or disturb the integrity
of the textual pattern on the page. Unmarked spaces in writing are equivalent to the
pause in music or dance; the caesura in verse, or the breath in speech, expressing
… the individual's innate response to the demand for order and differentiation. A
prolonged pause may accent and give impressiveness to what follows. Writing that moves
forward without a pause betrays … a submission to the flow of free associations with no
time for selection and organization ….
Overlarge interspaces interrupt the continuity of both pattern and expression. The
words appear to be isolated from one another, and this disturbs a normal impression of
414

Martha Nell Smith, Rowing in Eden: Rereading Emily Dickinson (Austin: U of Texas, 1992)
16–17, 62–63, 84–85.

415

Dorothy Sara, Handwriting Analysis. (New York: Perennial Library Harper, 1967) cites
Louise Rice Character Reading from Handwriting (no publication details given) 93.
416

Klara G. Roman, Handwriting: A Key to Personality. (London, England: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1954) 226.
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relatedness. Such interspaces indicate that the writer is isolated from environmental
417
relationships, either socially or psychologically.

Even if only some of these observations accurately describe Dickinson's
handwriting, the individualism of her script announces her unique and original
handling of text. Her words expand to fill the spaces, and yet they are not crowded.
This tends to indicate generosity and may reflect space requirements desired by the
writer. Perhaps Dickinson's choice to live fully within the grounds of her father's
house contributed to her feelings of spatial expansiveness: she used all of the space
at her disposal.418 The flying, right i dots, t bars that frequently fall far right of
their intended targets, and use of one t bar to cross two ts all indicate fluent,
speedy, efficient writing. Dickinson's script suggests a feeling of deliberate order
and placement as part of a design for the purpose of conveying her message(s). Her
individual letter formation combines some simplification with slight ornamental
flourishes. Employing capital letters in printed style may reflect the influence of
much reading since printed letters are simple, legible and familiar. The overall
impression of her penmanship suggests that as a person sensitive to visual arts,
Dickinson uses calligraphy to illustrate her ideas, thus adding additional
interpretive possibilities to her texts.
§§§

417
418

Roman, 289, 300-02.

Peter West, Understanding What Handwriting Reveals. (Wellingborough,
North Hampshire: Pentagon, Aquarian, 1981) 150, 57.
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APPENDIX 7

Letters to, about, and from Other Members of the Dickinson Household_
Samuel Bowles to Austin Dickinson, about Mid-December, 1862:
… The gift of friendship is a holy one, & its proofs stimulate and sadden, as the most delicate of
responsibilities …. I know you must feel that my circle has none more to me, in the suggestion of
the past, & in the hopes of the future than you. I could not afford to lose you, to go on without
you & I do not mean to — if I can hold you. Our intercourse & exchange may not be so free &
abundant as it was, as I at least would have it; but it may & I think will be deeper & richer for its
very limitations — Can you take less of me in time & word, & feel you have as much as ever, or
rarther more, in eternity? …

Henry Hills to his wife, at Amherst, New York, 6 June 1878:
I think that Emily & the other Dickinsons are true friends.

Henry Hills writes to his wife, New York, 17 July 1878:
I had a sleepless night and dreaded terribly the ordeal of to day, but it is over & with the
exception of one man the treatment has been very kind & he is here now one of a Committee
who are examining our affairs & Austin is another member, so you see that he is in good hands
… It is awful, but the splendid letters and sympathetic words, I never should have got but for this
experience Austin is the same royal friend in adversity as in prosperity and I declare life is worth
something to have such a friend …

Margaret Maher writes to Mrs Clarinda Boltwood , 6 April 1869:
… all that is in the house is very fond of me and dose every thing for my comfort in fact the[y]
are to kind to there help the only reason that I dislike is that I am lonsom in Amherst … last night
that I settled with Mr. D if I would lave Now and go to you it would caus them to be very angry
with us all so we will wait for a nother time the[y] get very excited when you write to me for fere
that [I] will go to you there is one grate trouble that I have not half enough of work so that I
must play with the cats to Plase Miss Vinny you know how I love cats
§§§

_

All material taken from,YH. Vol 2, pp. 71–72, 293, 295, 136–37.
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APPENDIX 8

Ralph Waldo Emerson Writing about Friendship
It is uncertain whether Dickinson had access to Emerson's writings on friendship,
but his articulation of the emotional and intellectual influence friendship renders to
individuals confirms recent research and Dickinson's own expressed and enacted
behaviour toward her friends. In Emily Dickinson's Reading 1836-1886: A Study of
the Sources of Her Poetry, Jack Capps makes no mention of evidence that
Dickinson read Emerson's essay “Friendship.” However, her awareness of
Emerson's work and her reading habits suggest that lack of evidence in existing
letters does not rule out the possibility that she had read this essay. In Letter 459
(551) Dickinson mentions Emerson's 1876 publication, in which his essay on
friendship appeared.
For example, Emerson identifies two elements essential for friendship:
sincerity and tenderness, the “one to one peremptory for conversation, which is the
practice and consummation of friendship …[G]reat conversation … requires an
absolute running of two souls into one.” By emphasising communication Emerson
identifies a relational element fundamental to correspondence. Emerson describes
this union:
Let him be to me a spirit. A message, a thought, a sincerity, a glance from him I want,
but not news, nor pottage. I can get politics and chat and the society and neighborly
conveniences from cheaper companions. Should not the society of my friend be to me
poetic, pure, universal and great as nature itself? … To my friend I write a letter and
from him I receive a letter. That seems to you a little. It suffices me. It is a spiritual gift,
worthy of him to give and of me to receive. It profanes nobody. In these warm lines the
heart will trust itself, as it will not to the tongue, and pour out the prophecy of a godlier
existence than all the annals of heroism have yet made good. … There can never be deep
peace between two spirits, never mutual respect, until in their dialogue each stands for
419
the whole world.

§§§

419

Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803–1882) “Friendship” Essays Vol. 2 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, &
Cambridge: Riverside, 1865 & 1876) 206–07.
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APPENDIX 9: TABLE 4
Time Line of Some Scientific, Technological and Cultural Developments
Between 1830 and 1886:
YEAR(S):
1830
1830-33
1831
1832
1834
1836
1837
1839
1844
1847
1848
1850
1851
1853
1855
1856
1857
1858-66
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1869
1870
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

EVENT / INVENTION / DISCOVERY
Stevens invents modern railway rail.
Sir Charles Lyell (1797-1875) Scottish Geologist: Principles of Geology
postulating gradual geological change.
Faraday discovers electromagnetic induction.
Morse invents Electric telegraph.
Slavery abolished in Britain.
Texas achieves independence from Mexico.
Queen Victoria succeeds to throne.
Daguerreotype and Fox Talbot negative process discovered.
Morse perfects telegraph.
Joule: First Law of Thermodynamics (Conservation of Energy);
J. Y. Simpson uses chloroform as general anaesthetic. British Museum opens.
Communist Manifesto produced by Marx and Engles; gold discovered in
California.
Gorrie invents air-conditioning for refrigeration.
Lord Kelvin: Second Law of Thermodynamics (Entropy); Great Exhibition in
Britain; first sub-marine cable between Dover and Calais, gold in Australia;
measurement of the speed of light.
First International Exhibition of Industry in New York; Perry in Japan.
Livingston discovers Victoria Falls.
Bessemer's steel process patented.
Neanderthal Man discovered in Germany; Perkins creates aniline dye.
Great Eastern launched; first transatlantic cable.
Darwin publishes Origin of Species; J. S. Mill: On Liberty; first oil well in
Pennsylvania; John Brown hanged.
Bessemer turns iron to steel; LeVerrier produces first weather map of France;
Source of the Nile River found.
Faraday: Six Lectures on the Chemical History of a Candle. American Civil
War begins.
Kelvin “On the Age of the Sun's Heat”; Bismarck leads Prussia;
Lyell The Antiquity of Man; Battle of Gettysburg July 1-3.
Pasteur germ theory postulated; invents pasteurisation.
Mendel discovers laws of heredity through genetics. Lister introduces
antiseptic surgery. Lincoln assassinated; slavery abolished in USA. Civil War
ends.
Nobel discovers dynamite.
Typewriter invented; Karl Marx: Das Kapital.
Transcontinental railroad in America; Suez Canal opened;
Mendeleev's periodic table of the elements.
Schliemann excavates Troy.
Edison perfects electric telegraph.
Maxwell proves relationship between electricity and magnetism.
First Impressionist Exhibition in Paris.
Wundt establishes first Institute of Experimental Psychology.
Bell invents telephone; Edison invents phonograph; Custer defeated; Wagner
Ring of the Nibelungs Opera performed at Bayreuth.
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1877
1879
1881
1885
1886

Edison phonograph invented; Gramme dynamo produced for use with arc
lights.
Edison light bulb invented.
Pasteur and Kock prove germ theory by inoculating animals.
Internal combustion gasoline engine invented by Daimler.
All Native Americans in Reservations in USA.
§§§
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APPENDIX 10

Definitions from the 1828 and 1850
Webster's American Dictionaries of the English Language
From Noah Webster's First Edition of an American Dictionary of the English Language, 1828:
THINK v.i. 1. To have the mind occupied on some subject; to have ideas, or to revolve ideas in the
mind. 2. To judge; to conclude; to hold as a settled opinion. 3. To intend. 4. To imagine; to
suppose; to fancy. 5. To muse; to meditate. 6. To reflect; to recollect or call to mind. 7. To
consider; to deliberate. 8. To presume.
THINK v. t. 1. To conceive; to imagine. 2. To believe; to consider; to esteem. 3. To seem or appear,
as in the phrases me thinketh or methinks, and methought.
THINKER n. One who thinks; but chiefly, one who thinks in a particular manner as a close thinker;
a deep thinker; a coherent thinker.
THINK'ING, ppr. Having ideas; supposing; judging; imagining; intending, meditating. 2. Having
the faculty of thought; cogitative: capable of a regular train of ideas.
THINK'ING, n. Imagination; cogitation; judgment.
From Noah Webster's First Edition of an American Dictionary of the English Language, 1850:
POET, n. 1. The author of a poem; the inventor or maker of a metrical composition.
A poet is a maker, as the word signifies; and he who can not make, that is, invent, hath his
own name for nothing. Dryden. 2. One skilled in making poetry, or who has a particular
genius for metrical composition; one distinguished for poetic talents. Many write verses
who can not be called poets.
POETRY, n. 1. Metrical composition; verse; as, heroic poetry; dramatic poetry; lyric or Pyndaric
poetry. 2. The art or practice of composing in verse. He excels in poetry. 3. Poems;
poetical composition. We take pleasure in reading poetry. 4. This term is also applied to
the language of excited imagination and feeling.
PHILOSOPHER, n. A person versed in philosophy, or in the principles of nature and morality; one
who devotes himself to the study of physics, or of moral or intellectual science. In a
general sense, one who is profoundly versed in any science.
PHILOSPHY, n. 1. Literally, the love of wisdom. But in modern acceptation, philosophy is a
general term denoting an explanation of the reasons of things; or an investigation of the
causes of all phenomena, both of mind and of matter. When applied to any particular
department of knowledge, it denotes the collection of general laws or principles under
which all the subordinate phenomena or facts relating to that subject are comprehended.
Thus, that branch of philosophy which treats of God, &c., is called theology; that which
treats of nature is called physics, including natural philosophy; that which treats of the
mind is called intellectual or mental philosophy, or metaphysics. The objects of philosophy
are to ascertain facts or truth, and the causes of things or their phenomena; to enlarge our
views of God and his works, and to render our knowledge of both practically useful and
subservient to human happiness.
True religion and true philosophy must ultimately arrive at the same principle. S. S. Smith.
2. Hypothesis or system on which natural effects are explained. We shall in vain interpret
their words by the notions of our philosophy and the doctrine in our schools. Locke.
3. Reasoning, argumentation. Milton. 4. Course of sciences read in the schools. Johnson.
SEEKER, n. One that seeks, an inquirer; as, a seeker of truth. 2. One of a sect that professes no
determinate religion. Johnson.
§§§
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APPENDIX 11
Poetic Extracts Revealing Dickinson's Speculations on Eternity and her Religious
Scepticism. (Poem Number is followed by the probable year of composition.)
…
Just girt me for the onset with Eternity,
When breath blew back,
And on the other side

I heard recede the disappointed tide! … [P160] (1860)
“Faith” is a fine invention
When Gentlemen can see—
But Microscopes are prudent
In an Emergency. [P185] (1860)
I reason, Earth is short—
And Anguish—absolute—
And many hurt,
But, what of that?
I reason, we could die—
The best Vitality
Cannot excel Decay,
But, what of that?
I reason, that in Heaven—
Somehow, it will be even—
Some new Equation, given—
But, what of that? [P301] (1862)
Of Course—I prayed—
And did God Care?
He cared as much as on the Air
A Bird—had stamped her foot— … [P376] (1862)
I saw no Way—The Heavens were stitched—
I felt the Columns close—
The Earth reversed her Hemispheres—
I touched the Universe—
And back it slid—and I alone—
A Speck upon a Ball—
Went out upon Circumference—
Beyond the Dip of Bell— [P378] (1862)
As if the Sea should part
And show a further Sea—
And that—a further—and the Three
But a presumption be—
Of Periods of Seas—
Unvisited of Shores—

Those—dying then,
Knew where they went—
They went to God's Right Hand—
That hand is amputated now
And God cannot be found—
The abdication of Belief
Makes the Behavior small—
Better an ignis fatuus
Than no illume at all—
[P1551] (1882)
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Themselves the Verge of Seas to be—
Eternity—is Those— [P695] (1863)
§§§
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APPENDIX 12: TABLE 5

Verse/Poems appearing in Letters of Emily Dickinson
(as formatted in the Johnson, 1958 HUP edition)
The following table indicates the number of poems contained in correspondence, and
printed in verse form in the edition cited above. The accuracy of Johnson's judgement
has been called into question, since Dickinson's lineation was not always observed in the
printed publication. Many rhymed poems are presented in prose format, and much of the
rhymed prose can be interpreted as verse. This table supplies a conservative estimate of
recipients of Dickinson's verse, listed in order of frequency. Indeterminate text that may
be defined as verse or prose is indicated.
FREQUENCY

NUMBER OF POEMS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

38 (+2?)
34
18
16
13
9
5
4 (+1?)
4

10
11
12

3 (+1?)
3
2

RECIPIENT

Susan Gilbert (Dickinson)
T. W. Higginson
Mrs Holland
Samuel Bowles
Louise and Fanny Norcross
Mrs Ed Tuckerman
Recipient Unknown
Ned Dickinson
Louise Norcross, Mrs J. Sweetser, H. H.
Jackson, Maria Whitney, Sam Bowles, Jr.
Mr and Mrs Loomis
Mrs Cooper
Mrs S. Bowles, John Graves, Dr Holland,
Mrs Higginson, Mabel Loomis Todd,
Lucretia Bullard, Austin Dickinson

One verse/poem each was sent to:
William Cooper Dickinson, Elbridge Bowdoin, Henry Emmons, Mrs. J. Haven,
Catherine Scott Turner, Mrs. W. Stearns, Eudocia Flynt, Mrs. J. Jenkins, Edward S.
Dwight, Mrs. J. Cooper, Mary Warren Crowell, Perez Cowan, Otis Lord, Gilbert
Dickinson, Sally Jenkins, James Clark, Joseph Chickering, Thomas Niles, Charles
Clark, Daniel Chester French, Mrs. Samuel Mack, Ben Kimball, Master, Harriet and
Martha Dickinson, Martha Dickinson, Fanny Norcross.
Total Number of Poems: 175 (+ 4?)
Total Number of Recipients: 47 + 1 unknown.
§§§
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APPENDIX 13: TABLE 6

Letters that End in Verse
(following the formatting in The Letters of Emily Dickinson, Thomas H Johnson.
Ed., & Theodora Ward Associate Ed., 3 vols. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
UP, 1958).
Volume I (1842 to 1854)
L173
Volume II (1855–1879)
L200
L219
L229
L246
L249
L251
L252
L265
L275
L278
L282
L307
L312
L316
L318
L320
L321
L339
L354
L357
L371
L374
L379
L382
L388
L391
L397
L405
L407
L408
L410
L411
L420
L439
L446

L449
L457
L458
L459
L470
L477
L479
L480
L498
L502
L518
L521
L536
L544
L575
L622
Volume III (1880–86)
L627
L628
L630
L671
L684
L691
L728
L733
L738
L741
L742
L745
L767
L770

L798
L802
L808
L809
L814
L824
L840
L845
L853
L864
L865
L868
L871
L872
L890
L898
L902
L906
L907
L910
L912
L914
L934
L935
L937
L938
L940
L953
L960
L970
L972
L995
L1036
L1043
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